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PREFATORY NOTE. 

The Taluk Reports of the original settlement were 
written by Major Anderson (Malkapur and Khamgaon) 
and by' Captain Elphinstone (J algaon, Mehkar and 
Chikhli) I and those of the revision settlement by Mr. 
F. W. Francis. The old Berar Gazetteer (1870) by Sir 
A. C. Lyall is a work of permanent value, and 9.uotations 
from it have been freely inserted in this Volume. Large 
extracts have also been taken from Mr. E. J. Kitts' Census 
Report of 1881, which is still the main authority for the 
castes and religion of Berar. Part of Chapter I and a few 
of the articles in the Appendix have been written by Mr. 
\Vils~n, I.C.S. Mr. Fermor of the Geological Suryey is 
responsible for the articles on Geology and Minerals. 
Chapter II, History and Archreology. is the work of 
:\Iajor Haig. The Sections on Botany, Wild Animals 
a'nd Forests are based entirely on notes supplied by Mr. 
Shrinivasulu Naidu, Divisional Forest Officer. The 
Chapter on Agriculture is from the pen of Mr. Clouston, 
Deputy-Director of Agriculture. Mr. Currie, Deputy 
Commissioner, has contributed the Chapter on General 
Administration (IX) and has also read the whole book 
through in proof. The Editor is also indebted for infor~ 
mation on various subjects to Mr. Damle, Pleader of 
Buldana, and Mr. L. G. Deshpande, Extra ~sistant 
Commissioner. -Mr. Hira Lii1, Assistant Superintendent 
of Gazetteer, has given much assistance in the compila
tion of the Volume. 

NAG PUR : 

30th June, 1909. 

A. E. N. 
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List 0/ Deputy Commissioners who have held charge 0/ the Bul
dana District, with the dates 0/ their periods 0/ offic.e. 

PERIOD. 

I To 
NAMES. 

From 
I _____________________ -L ________ ~ ______ __ 

.; (I . .... Mr. or. H. Bullock 
Captain Meadows Taylor t I 2. 

~~ 
~I 
~ L 

3· 
4· 
5· 
4· 
6. 
7· 
8. 
9· 

10. 

Mr. T. H. Bullock End of Feb. 
1858 . 

Captain J. G. Hamilton Jan. 1859 
Ueut. J. G. Bell 1861 
Captain J. Stubbs- 1862 
Captain J. G. Bell .. I 21-5-1864 
Major J. Allardyce .. i Jan. 1867 
Mr. C. Hordern .. \28-3-1868 
Mr. Taj-ud-din Husain 28-3-186g 
Captain H. C. Menzies I 6-4-1869 
Captain K. J. L. Mac- , 

kenzie • - .. 'I 1-8-1869 
~Iajor J. Allardyce .. 22-1-1870 

II. Mr. A. Elliott .. . . 10-3-1872 
12. Captain A. Farrer .. I 12-3-1872 
13· Captain R. Bullock . . 8-4-1872 
14. Major R. H. Hudleston I 7-II-1872 
15· Lie~t.-Col. J. T. Bushby I 18-4-1876 
16. Major R. S. Thompson .• I' 26-4-1879 

Lie~tt.-Col. J. T. Bushby 26-7-1879 
Major R. S. Thompson .. I ~-9-1880 

17· Mr. A. J. Dunlop . . 7-10-1880 
Lieut.-Col. J. T. Bushby 1-1-188I 

18. :Mr. H. B. Knowlys . . 30-3-1881 
Lieut.-Col. J. T. Bushby 7-7-I881 
lIr. H. B. Knowlys .. \: 12-<)-1881 

19· Lieut.-Col. D. W. Laugh-
ton . . . . 25-1O-188I 

Lieut.-Col. J. T. Bushby 24-12-188I 
Lieu~.-Co1. D. W. Laugh-

ton ,_ 
-Colonel H. C. Meniies .. 
Major R. S. Thompson .. 

1-1-1882 
7-4-1882 
'1-II-1884 

I 13-9-1857 
End of Feb., 

1858 
.End of Dec., 

1858 

2005-1864 
1866 

27-3-1868 
27-3-1869 ' 
5-4-1669 
31-7-1869 

21-1-1870 
9-3-1872-
II-3-1872 
7-4:1872 
6-II-1872 
'17-4-1876 
25-4-1879 

1

25-7-1879 
24-9-1880 
6-10-1880 

1
-31-12-1880 
29-3-1881 

I 6-7-1881 
II-9- I 88I 
24-1001881 

23-12-1881 
31-12-1881 

6-4-1882 
6-II-I884 
16-II-1884 
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Colonel H. C. Menzies .. 
20. Lieut.-Col. J. FitzGerald 

Colonel H. C. Menzies .. 
21. Mr. H. S. Nicholetts .. 
22. Lieut.·Col. H. C. A. 

Szczepanski . . . . 
Lieut.·Col. R. S. Thomp-

S011 • • •• 

23. Mr. R. Obbard, I.e.S ... 
Mr. H. S. Nicholetts .• 
Col. H. C. A. Szcze-

panski. .. .. 
Mr. R. Obbard, r.e.s ... 
Col. H. C. A. Szcze-

panski.. .. .. 
24 •. 'Mr. Muhammad Yasin 

Khan- . . . . •• 
Col. ~. C. A. Szcze-

panski~ . .• ~. 
~[r. Muha.mmad- Yasm 

Khan .. .. .. 
Col. H. C. A. Szcze-

panski.. .. .. 
Mr.' Muhammad Yasin 

Khan.. .. .. 
Col. H. C. A. Szcze-

panski .. .. 
25. ~umar Shri Harbhamji 

. Rawaji .• .• 
,Col; H. C. A. Szcze
~ panski.. .. .. 

, 26. Col. E. J. Gunthorpe .. 
Col. H. C. A.- Szcze-

paIlSki. • . -.. • • 
Kumar Shri Harbhamji 

Rawaji .. .• 
Col. H.' C. A. Szcze-

panski. .. .. 
27. Mr. II. Godwin-Austen 
28. Major \V. Hastings .. 
29. Lieut. D. O. l\{orris .• 
so.: Mr. F. W. A. Prideaux .• 

17-11-1884 
20-6-1885 
4-1001885 
22-6-1886 

21-8-1:886 

18-II-1886 
8-4-1887 
23-9"1887 

27'II-1888 
5-2-1889 

2002-1889 

3-8-1889 

.S-It-1889 

\ 19.6-1885 
I 3'1001885 
I 21·6-1886 
I 2008'1886 

17-II-1886 

7-4-1;887 
, 22-9"1887 i 26-II-1888 
I 

I 4-2-1889 I 19-2-1889 

I 2-8-1889 

j4-U ' 1889 

I 15-II-1889 , 

16-11-1889 '19"12-1889 

20012-1889 

22-5-1891 

15-6-1891 

5-6-189~ 

6-7-1892 
20-3-1893" 

1.12-1893 

15-4-1894 

15-6-1894-
24-8-1894 
-25'12-1894 

• 22-9-1895 I 

22-10-1895 

21-5-1891 

14-6-1891 

, 4-6-1892 
I 

I 5-7-1892 

I 
I 19-3'1893 
i 30-U -1893 
I 

14-4-1894 

14-6-1894-

23-8-1894 
24-12-1894-
21-9"1895 
21-10-1895 
8-12.1895 
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31. Captain R. P. Colomb .. 9-12-189S 31-3-1898 
Mr. H. Godwin-Austen .• 1-4-1898 14-7-1898 

32· Mr. Rustomji Faridoonji 15-7-1898 16-10-1898 
Mr. H. Godwin-Austen 17-10-1898 22-7-1900 
Major R. P. Colomb .. 23-7-1900 9-7-1901 
Mr. Rustomji Faridoonji 10-7-1901 3-9-1902 

33· Munshi Aziz-ud-din 4-9-1902 18-9"1902 
Mr. Rustomji Faridoonji 19-9-1902 15-3-1903 

34· Captain T. C. Plowden .. 16-3-1903 1-4-1903 
Kumar Shri Harbhamji 

Rawaji 2-4-1903 31-8-1905 
3S· Major R. P. Horsbrugh 1-9-1 9OS 13-3-1906 
36. Mr. B. Clay 14-3-1906 IS-II-lgOO 
37· Mr. F. L. Crawford 16-1I-1906 I 25-S-1907 

Lieut.-CoL R. P. Colomb 26-S-1907 7-n -1908 
38. Mr. A. C. Currie 8-1I-1908 I .. 

I 
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BULDANA DISTRICT. 

CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

BOUNDARIES AND PHYSICAL FEATURES. 

I. The District of Buldana, as at present constitut
ed, lies between 19° 51' and 21° 17'N. 

da~:~nt and boun* and 76° 49' and 75° 57' E. and covers 
an area of 3662 square miles, thus 

being the seventeenth in point of size among the Districts 
of the Central Provinces and Berar. After the cession in . < 

1853 the three taluks of ~Iehkar, ChikhlI and Malkapur 
formed part of what was known as the \Vest Berar Dis
trict; in 1864, however, they became an independent 
charge known as the South*West Berar District, a clumsy 
designation which was changed in the following year to 
the Mehkar District. In 1867 Buldana was selected as 
the headquarters of the District to which it henceforth 
gave its "name. In August 1905, subsequent to the amat;. 

gamation of Berar with the Central Provinces, the District 
was increased by the addition from the Akola District of 
the two taluks of Khamgaon and J algaon. The District 
is, bounded on the north by the Districts of East Khandesh 
and N"lmar, on the east by Akola, on the south by the 
dominions of His Highness the Nizam, and on the west 
by the dominions of His Highness ,the Nizam and East 
Khandesh. Of the five taluks nQw forming the District 
Chikhillies in the centre, Mekhar to the south, Malkapur 
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to the north, and Jalgaon and Khamgaon to the north
east. The' taluks of Mehkar and Chikhlr lie on the plateau 
known as the Balaghat while Malkapur, Khamgaon and 

~ J algaon are in the Payanghat below J so t}:iat there are 
thus two natural subdivisions of the District, which 
correspond closely with the administrative subdivisions. 
The dividing li~e, running almost due east and west, lies 
about two miles to the north of Buldana town which is 
pleasantly situated at an elevation of 2190 feet'. From 
the edge of the plateau near Buldana the tS,luks of the 
valley lie spread out as on a map. while the hazy blue 
outlines of the spurs of the Satpura known as the Gawn· 
garh hills bound the horizon to the north. The plateau 
falls away abruptly into the valley and the edge is inter
sected by numerous deep ravines, the slopes of which are 
covered with scrub-jungle. 

2. Al;>ove the Ghats the general slope of the country 
. is. from north to south, towards the 

Bataghat. 
, . dominions of His Highness the 
Nizam. The landscape is of varied character, fertile 
villages alternating with bare hill-sides and downs, and 
here and there steep ridges and deep ravines. Most of 
the village sites lie in the valleys amidst rich cultivation, 
though there are occasional high-lying villages on poor 
soil; their fields scattered among patches of jungle. .A 
ridge of low hills, bare and arid, running from north-west 
t<Ysouth-eas~ through the Balaghat forms the watershed 
of the two valleys of the Penganga and Lower Puma, so 
that this part of the District is again roughly divided into 
two natural SUbdivisions. These two rivers with their 
numerous tributaries .afford during the greater part of the 
year an aoundant water-supply, but during the hot 
weather they dwindle into a mere series of unconnected 
pools. In the valleys water is found near the surface, 
and numerous wells furnish a perennial supply of' good 
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and pure water, but the ridge between the valleys is a 
practically waterless tract of country. The soil near the 
rivers is of almost inexhaustible fertility, and rabi crops 
are grown to a much greater exten~, and trees are finer 
and more abundant than in the payanghat. There is 
little forest worthy of the name except in the extreme east 
and south of the l\Iehkar taluk and in the north of the 
Chikhli taluk. 

3. Below the Ghats the country is quite different being 

Piyanghiit. 
flat and monotonous save where it is 
broken by spurs of hills jutting out 

into the plain; but, as a rule, ~ere is nothing picturesque 
in this wide expanse of black cotton soil which undulates 
just enough to maintain a natural system of drainage. The 
country is treeless except for a few babul trees and occa~ 
sional groves round villages. In autumn the landscape 
is fresh and green, but after harvest becomes monotonous 
in the extreme. There is not a single perennial stream save 
the Piima which intersects the valley and is fed 1:)y three 
main tributaries, the Nalganga. the Vishwaganga and 
the Gyan. 

4. The elevation of the three plain taluks of Malkapur, 

Elevation. 
Khamgaon and J algaon varies from 
865 to g10 feet above sea-level. The 

towns of Malkapur and Nandura stand at elevations of 
goo and 865 feet respectively. Shegaon is a little higher 
with an elevatioI?- of g10 feet. The elevation of the 
ChikhlI and Mehkar tableland varies from 1736 feet at 
Wadjar, a village lying towards the north-east on the 
border of the Chikhli taluk, to 2415 feet at Dudhe about 
14 miles towards the south-west of Buldana at the summit 
of the Ghat leading down from Butdana to .Dhar. Bul
dana, the District headquarters, is situated neat the 
northern edge of the plateau at an elevation .of ~190 
feet. 
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5. The principal riyer which takes its rise in the 
District is the Periganga. which risE'S 
in the hilts near Deulghat, runs in a 

south-easterly direction past Mehkar, and then enters the 
Akola District, It forms the southern boundary of the 
AkolaDistrict and eventually falls into the Godavari at a 
spot a little b~low Chanda on the opposite bank. It collects 
the drainage of the Mehkar and} partly, that of the Chikh
li taluks. That portion of the river which lies in the 
B~dana District is almost dry in the hot weather, in 
parts qu~te so ; and even near its s01jlrce the river cannot 
be said to be perennial. The Kate or Lower Puma rises 
in the Ajanta hills to the. west of the District which it 
'enters a lit~e to the n~rth of Deulgaon Raja, and traver
ses the Meh~ar t30luk in a south-easterly direction for a 
~stance of about thirty mi1~, its course running paranel 
to 'and south of that of the Pengang3o. It does not flow 
in the. )lot weather. The drainage of the southern por
tion of the Chikhll' taluk feeds it in the rains. These two , . . 

Rivers. 

rivers, the Pehganga and the Kate Ptirna', are important 
members of the Godavari system but they do not acquire 
thai, importance till they have left the District. The 
Payanghat possesses only one perennial stream, ~he 

Pftrna, a t~ibutary of the Tapti which rises in the lower 
slopes of the Gawn~arh hills in the Amraoti bistrict and 
runs westward through the valley until it leaves the 
Province at the northernmost corner of the Malkapur 
talnk. 'Its principal tributaries within the District are 
the Nalganga, the Vishwagang30 and the Gyan from the 

/ 

.south, and the Ban from the north ... The Nalganga, 
ri~ing..in the hills near Deulghat, runs due north past 
Malkapur, and is joined by the Wagar river before 
emptying itself into the Puma. The Vishwagang3o, run
ning parallel to the ;Nalganga, takes its source at )3ul
dana itself, It is not a perennial stream but in the rains 
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flows past Jaipur, Badner and Chandur. The Gyan 
takes its source in the tablelands north of the valley of 
the Penganga, and passing through the hills in the centre 
of which Bothar is situated, collectS their drainage and 
runs past Pimpalgaon and Nandura in a northerly direc
tion before joining the Puma. The Ban rises in the 
:\Ielghat and after leaving the hills flows with a f6w 
wriggles and curves in an almost direct course into the 
Puma. This causes her water in some places to flow 
rapidly, and up to within a mile or so of the Puma, her 
bed is stony, and wading is dangerous, the round and 
oval smooth stones affording very insecure footing even 
when the stream is littl~ more than knee-deep. 

GEOI,OGY. 

6. Only two geological formations are known to occur 
in this District :-The Puma alluvium 

Geological form a- and the Deccan trap. The alluvium 
tion, hills, etc. 

occupies a stretch of low-lying ground 
where the Piirna crosses the northern part of the Dist}:ict. 
The Piirna valley is described by Wynne as follows :_1 

7. 'The valley of the Piirna possesses but little 

Puma alluviun:a. 
, variety of geological interest~and is 
• principally distinguished by mono-

'tonous rep~titions of features observable in crossing 
. the Deccan from the seaward to this locality, where each 
'hill and ghat and undulating slope or plain exhibits 
, similar' kinds of nearly horizontal floWs of gray amyg
, daloidaf trap, with here and there a bed' of harder 
I texture of columnar structure, or of bright red bole. or 
, alternations of these, the traps sometimes containing 
, nUll1erous zeolites. 

1 Ret;. Geol. SlIrv. Ind., II, part I, p. -t. • 
The words ~ven in brackets in the following quotations are ad

ditions to the onginal. 
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, In the river valleys, and where superficial " rain
• wash tJ 'has accumulated, a light brown ',' kunkury " 
, alluvium is associated with calcareous sub-recent con
A glomerate below and black cotton soil above, one being 
I quite as occasional and accidental as the other, the con-
• glomerate or concrete being perhaps the most persistent 
• along the river courses, the bro~ alluvium or (?) "soda 
.' soil" more universal and the cotton soil occurring, 
« subject only to the rule that it is always uppermost. 

• The alluviu~ of this great plain, although of 
I very considerable depth and occupying so large an area, 
• is as completely isolated from that of the neighbouring 
, rivers as such a deposit can b~ said to be. ' A section 
, crossing the'valley from the Ajanta ghats, by Edula~ 
f bad (Khandesh) across the Piirna river J to the western 
, termination of the Gawilgarh range, would show the 
• ordinary trap of the Deccan, forming. the high ground 
, at either end, and an undulating country between, 
, which; viewed from above or from a distance J has a 
l t>lai:t~-like aspect, bu~ frequently exposes the rocks of 
c, which it is formed j consisting of the usual traps, here 
f and there covered only by slight detrital accumulations 

~ i 
• of the same kinds as those of the Deccan. Except on 
, th~ very banks of the Purna, no considerable quantity 
, ~f alluvial'matter would ,be found" and this does not 
, extend far from the river at either side. North and 
I,south thrQugh Malkapur (Buldana) a different section 
, would be obtained. Here a wide space, chiefly on the 
,r ~outh ,sid~ of the PiirnaJ is occupied by fine brown 
v' calcareous all~lVium with " kunkur," aJ}d is connected 
C by a narrow neck, at Piprala, with the great alluvial 

t, 

I deposi.t of this valley which in thickness may exceed 
I 150 feet; and nothlng else" save varieties of this. is 
1 to be seen in or near.theriver from Dadulgaon (Akola), 
, on its south bank eastwards up the stream nearly to the 
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, • C sungum " or junction of the Phairli river, which 
, enters the Puma near Kowsa (Akola), if we except two 
, or three small exposures of trap in its bed near Pipr3.la 
• Pulsoad (Akola) and about three miles west of Burra 
• Golagaon (Buldana). The Puma changes its course 
• from the N.N.E. at the junction of the abovenamed 
, tributary, and thence takes a westerly direction: 
• the alluvium on its south side seldom extending beyond 
, an average of ten miles from the river, and nearly coin
• ciding along its southern boundary with the Nagpnr 
, e:\.-tension of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, while 
, on the north, it reaches nearly to the base of the moun
'tains. On the east its rather arbitrary and more or less 
• indefinite boundary closely approaches the watershed 
'of Ellichpur, and bending southward traverses un-
• dulating country, eventually l'eaching the flanks of the 
• hills near Amraoti. 

, All round the margin of this alluvi31 tract is a belt 
• of country that might or might not with proprie.ty be 
• included within it, although the surface 'deposits there 
• do not conceal the underlying rock, the exposure of, 
, which was taken as the chief guide in de~ennining the 
, line of boundary. On the north and east, this tract of 
C country is very stony, and it may be supposed that 
, streams descending from the mountains and hills have 
• frequently travelled across this space, their courses 
, subject to lateral deviation covering the whole of it 
• with coarser fragments brought down by floods at.a 
, time perhaps when the water of a lake or the sea occu
, pied the basin of the finer alluvium and arrested the 
• boulder-bearing velocity of these mOJlIltain streams. 

'. In every part of the alluvium calcareous conglo
• merate or concrete is of colD.t\lou occurrence. It occa
. sionally contains fragments of bone or fossil teeth of 
, ruminants, but altllOUgh sought for, no large accumula-
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I tion nor even a large fragment of these fossils was 
'observed. Yet enough was seen to· show an identity 
, of the conditions under which these deposits and those 
I of the Nerblldda valley ·were formed. This sub-recent 
, conglomerate is very ,frequent in the stony tract above
t mentioned. It was everywhere searched for worked 
, flints but without success, although one flake was found 
, iI1. a quite similar deposit forming the right bank of the 
, Godllvarl at Paithan in the Deccan, at a considerable 
4- distance to the south. 

, A deposit of varying thickness (within three feet) 
, and-but small lateral extent, consisting of fine dazzlingly 
, white sand fint..iy laminated, occurs in the alluvial bank 
I of the Purna at Paruth. It appears to be composed of 
, comminuted or disintegrated crystals of felspars with a 
, small admixture 9f clay. It did not appear to be formed 
, of or to contain minute organisms, such 'as foraminifera, 
I and was not elsewhere observed. . . . 

~ .Much of this Purna alluvium produces efflorescences 
, of salts, of soda chi~f;ly, and in many places the wells 
, sunk in it are brackish or salt. Over a wide tract on 
, eacy: ;;ide of , the Purna river, north of Akola and thence 
• eastw!lrd towards Amraoti, wells are specially sunk 
, for. bbtain~ng common salt from highly saturated 
, b.rine~ 

I That the alluvium of the valley is of considerable 
'depth may be perhaps inferred from the absence of 
I, numeroUs exposures of rock, as well as from the depth of 
¥. p.uUahs, and height of the river cliffs. The conglomerate, 
" ~~ usua:t, occurs in its lower portions, but. was observed 
C in ,some places west of Patulla at different heights in the 

\' sections exposed. Its constant or frequent occurrence 
I beneath ,the rest of the alluvium would not prove its 
, being' contemporaneous in aU places, as the trap--r6cks, 
I upon which these deposits lie, cannot be presumed to 
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• have had a surface sufficiently even to have permitted 
. this. 

8. Whether the whole of this alluvium was depo-
e sitE.'d in a lake, or by the river 

Formation of the 'travelling from side to side of the 
alluvium. 

, valley under other conditions than 

, at present obtain, does 'not appear. A former estuarine 
• state of· things. may be indicated by the salt-bearing 
, gravels, or a large salt-lake, but the even though in
, terrupted surface of the alluvium is against the proba
, bility of its having been depo~ited by the Purna under 
• present conditions; while want of inf ormation as to the 
• relative levels obscures the possibility of determining 
• whether the rocky country about EduHibad may not 
, have formed a natural bund flooding the country occu
I pied by the alluvium; 1 certainly the stream through most 
• of this is sluggish, but it seems to be a rather strong 
I assumption that no greater fall than the height of the 
e river banks where it enters this rocky tract-perhaps on 
I an average not more than thirty feet-takes place within 
, so great a distance as extends between this and the upper 
e end of tlle alluvium, about, or south-west of Amraoti.· 

A small portion of the District lies to the north of the 
alluvium. This is a portion of the Melghat known as the 
Ambabarwa reserve, and consists of Deccan trap, like 
the remainder of the Ga wngarh hills of which it is a portion. 
The large portion of the District to the south of the Puma 
alluvium is hilly and forms a po~on of the Ajanta hills. 
On the higher and more exposed localities along the edge 
of the Ghats the rock stands out bare, devoid of anysuper-

1 The formation of the alluvial tracts of the Purna, Tapti, 
N erbudda and Godavari, has been erplainedrecently by Mr. Vredenburg 
as due to the formation of slight anticlinal axes in Pleistocene 
times; the rocks being ridged up along these axes so as to)m.pound 
waters with formation of lake basins that were subsequently filled 
up by alluvial deposits. See R8c. GIJol. SUf'V. Ina., XXXIII. page 33. 
(1906)· • 
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stratum of soil; on others again the disintegrated trap is 
dotted 'over with stunted scrub and scanty herbage, 
affording, though during the rains alone, slight pasturage 
for cattle. Descending the ravines the pasture becomes 
richE:r; and various forest trees are met with, and grow, 
some of them, in considerable luxuriance. Away from 
the larg<' ravines, on the northern boundaries of the Ghats, 
the valleys and' undulating slopes contain the finest loam. 
In one or two localities ironstone has. been found. With 
reference to the Aj-anta hills, Dr. T. Oldham abstracting 
W. r. Bla.nford~s work, writes: I 'With the exception of 
, irregular patches of alluvial (pleiocene) I deposits along 
, the river valleys the whole is of trap. And it wilt" only 
, be necessary to notice one or two of the marked features. 
, Of these the well-known and often described Lonar lake 
, is one of the most interesting. It is not more than four 
, miles from the boundary of the Province. The trap 
, rock,S ~l extending from Jalna to this place appear 
'horizonta1. No change what~ver takes place in them 
• near- Lonar. liThe beds on the edge of the singular 
, crateriform holloware the usual basalts and amyg
, daloip,s, abounding in kernels of agate, carbonate of 
"lime, zeolites, or coated with green earth as usual. 
, No- dykes ,whatever were observed. Ash certainly is 
"met with, but it is the ordinary vasicular ash of the 
, traps, full of zeolites, and such as may be found every
~ where in the DeCca11. The hollow is nearly as possible 
'. circuial'; rather more than a mile in diameter, and sides 
~.near1y' precipitous. A stream from a small spring 

J • 

, yvpich . supplies Lonar with water has 'CUt a shallow 
• ravine down to the lake which occupies the depression: 

\ "There is no outlet. The sides of the crater 'to the north 
• and north:-east are absolutely level with the surrounding . 

1 Be,:ir Gazetteer or l870, p. u. 
II Now regarded as pleistocene. 
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I country; while to the west, south-west, south and south-
• east there is a raised rim, never exceeding one hundred 
• feet in height, and frequently only forty or fifty feet 
• high. In this low-raised rim th~re is no trace of dis-
• tinct ash beds or lava flows; it is unquestionably com-
• posed of huge blocks of trap, precisely similar to those 
• of the beds below irregularly piled together. The types _ 
• of the ordinary Deccan traps are so peculiar that their 
• identification is easy. The mass of tnaterials forming 
. the rim resembles those thrown out of an artificial hole 
• in every thing except the size of some of the fragments. 

'The trap beds dip away from the edge of the 
• hollow generally but irregularly, and appear to owe 
• their dip entirely to disturbance. 

, There is thus a total absence of every thing which 
• in general characterises a volcano. And yet without 
• volcanic action it is inconceivable that such a hollow 
• should have been formed. No process of aqueous 
• denudation can explain it. The rim too appears 
, formed from the fragments ejected from the cn~ter. 

• True this rim cannot contain one-thousandth part of 
, the material removed, but the majority was probably 
• reduced to fine powde~ by repeated ejections, scattered 
• over the country and removed by subsequent denudation. 

• The hollow might be due to sinking, but in that 
, case it is probable that the trap beds around the rim 
• would dip towards the hollow rather than away from 
• it, while the rim is simply unaccountable on such a 
• hypothesis. It is certainly strange to find so well
I marked a crater without any trace of anything ejected 
f from it. Such a crater might just as well have been 
I formed in sedimentary rocks. 

• East of Lonar lake the traps appear to be quite 
, horizontal, one bed extending for a considerable distance 
, near the village of i:>ewalgaon and Loni, and beyond 
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~ the last to Madhi, and appears to be absolutely level 
I throughout.' 

In 1906' Mr. R. D. Oldham, in an account of some 
explosion cra;ters in the Lower Chindwin District of 
Burma, expresses the opinion that the Lonar lake is 
another exatnple of an explosion crater. 

The following account of this lake given in the 1870 
Berar Gazetteer may be added here :-' Approaching 
, Lonar' a series of low hills of eminence present them
e selves' to view and offer an ascent of perhaps from sixty 
'·to eighty feet. These surround and slope gently towards 
• an -enormous ba.sin, with a.n oval-almost round-cir
, cumference at top of about five miles, and a depth of 
'510 feet as calculated by the aneroid. The sides of 
• this great bowl rise abruptly at an angle of from 75° to 
• 80°, and at their bases, the circumference of the lake 
, itself is about three miles. These slopes are coveted 
, wit~ j~gle interspersed, with teak, and at their feet ~ a 
I belt of large trees about a mi~e broad, and running all 
, round the b~in. This belt is formed of concentric 
, rings of different descriptions of trees. Those of the 
, deSfJiiption which grow on the precipitous sides of the 
('basin, form the outer ring. Inside this comes a ring of 
" date-palms, to which succeeds a ring 'of tamarind trees 
, nearly a mile 'broad. Last, and nearest to the waters 
, of the lake itself, is a ring of Mbul trees) bounded on the 
! 'inside by a belt of bare muddy space; this leads to the 
~ water) is several hundred yards broad, devoid of all 

\~, vegetation, and covered with a whitish slimy soil. 
I When; in the rains, the drainage into-. the lake from 
• its'sloping sides :fills it, the water -covers this muddy 

I • space, but is so impregnated with soda 'that it kills all 
, vegetable life: The water of the lake contains various 
f salts 'or sodas, and wh~n, in the dry 'weather, evapora": 
, tion reduces the level, .of the water; large quantities 
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, of sodas are collected. On the southern side of the lake, 
, not far from the.water's edge, is a well of sweet water, 
, yielded at a dept}l considerably below the level of the 
, surface of the water in the lake. Two small streams 
, fall into it from the land above ; one passes through a 
, small temple, which is much frequented by pilgrims-for 
. Lonar is now, as in the days of Akbar, a place of reli· 
, gious resort. This is how it is mentio~ed in the run-i
, Akbari (written about A.D. 1600): CI These mountains 
'produce all the requisites for making glass and soap. 
, And here are saltpetre works which yield a considerable 

• revenue to the State, from the duties collected. On 
, these mountains is a spring of salt water, but the water 
. from the centre and the edges is perfectly fresh." , 

BOTANY. 

9. Owing to the physical conformation of the District 

Botany, 
the flora may be divided roughly 
into two types-the plains type 

and the hills type, a ce~in munber of species being of 
course common to both. Of the former the principal 
tree is the babul (Acacia arabica) which exists in three 
varieties the telia, the ramkama or the cl1pressi-form 
variety and the kauria, the last being the most common. 
The trees which occur most frequently among other species 
of natural growth are the nim (Melia Azad£rachta), 
murmati (Acacia eburnea), hiwar (Acacia /eucoph/cea), 
yelatTi (Dichrostachys cinerea) and Mngan (Balanites 
Roxburghii), 'all these. species being principally used for 
fuel. The mango (l!angifera indica), t::tmarind (Tamar
indus indicfl)' bar (Ficus indica), pipal (Ficus religiosa), 
pakar (Ficus j1l/ectoria) and sindi (Phamix sylvestris) are 
also found but are mere escapes. 

The commonest tree in the hills ,type is the anian 
(Hardwickia binata) and after it· come the teak 
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(Tectona grandis), siidara (Terminalia tomentosa) the bark 
of which is used for tanning, dhorbeulii (Pterocarpu.s MaT
supium), dhamorii (Anogeissus lati/olia), tembhul'ni (Dios
PYI'OS Melanoxylon), lcndia (Lagcl'strlEmia pal'vi/lol'a), salai 
(BoswelZia sCl'l'ata), tivas (Ougeinia dalbergioides)" shisham 
(Dalbergia lati/olia) B;nd ber (Zizyphus nummularia). Of 
trees that are only used for fuel yenkal (Celastrus senega. 
lensis), ghatbor (ZizyPhus xylopY'l'a), parbekat (Flacourtia 
Ramontchi), khail' (Acacia CateclJu) and paliis (Butea Iron
'dosa}aretbemostcommon. Sandal (Santalumalbum) has 
recently b~en found to be indigenous' in the District in 
the tr-act of country adjoining the GeruMatargaon reserve. 
Wooden combs, spoons, .etc., are made of the wood of 
kalam (Stephegyne parvi/lora), aul (Morinda citri/olia) and 
1!Z0khii (Scnrebera swietenioides) and dug-outs of the wood 
of the siris (Albizzia procera). Toror (Cassia auriculata), 
which is found at the foot of the Siitputii and the Ajanta 
hills, yieJds bark which is used for tanning, and for this 
purpose the leaves of aonlii (Phyllatlthus Emblica) are 
also used. .The! han'dsome park-lik.e mahuii (Bassia lali 

. folia) exists almost everywhere, especially in sheltered 
ravine~, and in the open country amidst cultivation is 
scrupulously protected on account. of its flowe,rs, fruit 
and timber .. The growth in the depressions is character
ised by the existence of kiihu (Terminalia A rjuna) ,lokhandi 
(Ixora parvifiora), and kinhi (Albizzia Lebbek), and in the 
Ajanta. hills of karanj (Pongamia glabra) the oil extracted 
f:rom the seeds of which is used in skin dise~es .. 'In the 
\ . 
beds of streams are commonly seen thickets of nirgudi '. / 

(Vt~ex negundo) the stems of which are used for wicker-
,work. The large bright yellow flowers of the gongal 
,'(Cot;kzosperm1:'tn Gossypium) afford relief 'to the ~ye when 
the forest. is leafless at the beginning of the hot weather. 
The miihul (Bauhinla Vahlii), a gigantic climber, exists 

, o~y: in the SatPl1:Ia. hills on hill-sides and in ravines, and 
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is used for leaf plaiting and for lining the thatch of houses. 
The existence of a sprinkling of the following trees de
serves mention :-rohan (Soymida febrifugal which yields 
a red dye, kusam (Schleichera ~rijuga) on which the lac 
insect frequently punctures, behera (Terminalia belerica), 
bahawa (Cassia Fistula), katsawar (Bomba" malabaricum) 
the pods of which yield silk cotton, bar (Ficus indica). 
pipal (Ficus religiosa) , tamarind (Tamarind2ts indica>, 
kachnar (Batthinia purpurea) , and maharukh (Ailanthus 
excclsa). Self-sown mango (A! angi/era indica) is not 
common. 

The male bamboo (Dendrocalamus strict-us), the only 
bamboo of natural growth in the District, is found in 
large quantities in the Ambabarwa. reserve, and in inac
cessible ravines in the Ajanta hills. For ornamental 
purposes the katang bamboo (Bambusa ar'Undinacea) 
is sometimes planted in gardens. At the hottom of 
ravines under thick cover korat (Barleria Prionitis 
and cristata) is sometimes found. Amidst cultivation 
and in towns and villages the following trees are planted 
for fruit and shade: the mango, nim, bakain (Melia 
Azedarach), the cork tree (ll!illingtonia hortensis), the 
gold mohur (Poinciana regia), v1.iayati babul (Parkinsonia 
aculeata), viliiyati amaltas (Cassia florida), kaut (Feronia 
Elephantum) ~nd bel (Aegle A!armelos). 

For hedges the· following are usually grow1!
dodonia (Dodonaea viscosa), mendi (Lawsonia alba), milk 
hedge (Euphorbia Tirucalli), sagargoti (Caesalpinia Bondu
cella) and tahkal (Clerodendron phlomoides). Raimania 
(Lantana aculeata) and nagphani (Opuntia Dillenii) owing 
to their invasive power are in disfavour. 

Shahada (Ischaemum laxum) and paona (Ischaemum 
suleatum) form the bulk of the fodder grass cllt in the 
hay season. Kunda (Ischaemum pilosum), marvel, which 
is the name given to the three A ndropogon spe~ies 
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a1tnulatu$, carico sus and I01'ealatus, gondia (A nthistiria 
ciliata) and hariiil (Cynodon dactylon) are much valued 
for fodder. Pokhlai (Apluda aristata), kusliJ (Heteropogon 
contortus) the 'common spear grass, and bhurbhusi (A ndro
pogon pachyarthrus)' are -(:ommon and make valuable 
fodder if cut early in the season. From the flower spikes . 
of tikhqri (Andropogon schoenanthus) is extracted the 
rusa oil of commerce. Karad (Coix lachrymal wh~ch 
forms excellent elephant fodder, and boru (Sorghum 
halepensis) from which reed pens are made, are common 
in, beds of -streams. 

WILD ANIMALS AND BIRDS. 

ro. The Distiict is not famous for wild animals, and 

Wild 'animals. ' 
during the famine of 1899-1900 
their number suffered considerable 

reduction, from which they have not yet recovered. 
Among carniyora, the tiger (Felis tigris) is found, not 
howev,er frequ~-\ltly, in the Ambabarwa reserve on the 
Satpura Hills, that reserve ,being adjacent to the Nimar 
forests, which lie more in the interior of the Satpuras. 
The t~ger is rarely fourid in the Ajanta hills but it is some
time~ known, when driven by want of water from the 
forests of H)fderabad, to wander into the forests on either 
side of Buldana. A few years ago a tiger was shot by the 
Assistant Commissioner in the town of Buldana itseU I 
whither it is supposed to have taken refuge while in search 
of cover~ Panthers (Felis pardus) are fairly common as 
they ca11;'thrive without much cover. They', are numerous 
in tbe Ghatbori forests J where two distinct varieties have 
\bee~'shot by the Forest Officer, known locally as mohania 

, and tembhuria, the former being the bigger of the two 
and also having larger rosettes. A few hunting leopards 
or chUa (Felis jubata) are also to be found in' the portion 

, of the Ajanta hills round'the Ghatbori and Hiwarkhed 
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forests. The ~ungle cat (Felis chates) is fairly common 
as also are the small Indian civet (V iverricula malaccensis) , 
the mongoose (Herpestes mungo) and the hyaena (Hyaena 
striata). \Volves (Canis pallipes) are sometimes seen in 
the low jungles at the foot of the Ajanta hills, while the 
jackal (Canis aureus) is common everywhere. The wUd 
dog (Cyan dukhunensis) is perceptibly increasing in 
number, and, though an enhanced reward of Rs. IS for 
their destruction is now given, very few are actually 
killed. Bears (lI,felursus ursinus) are fairly common 
both in the Satpura and the Ajanta hills, the Ghatbori 
forest of the latter range being a favourite haunt. 
Among herbivorous animals the hare (Lepus ruficaudat~s), 
the nilgai or blue bull (Boselephas tragocamelus), the black
buck (Antilope cervicapra), and the wild boar (Sus cris-
status) are found wherever there is cover, and are destruc
tive to the crops. The chinkara (Gazella Bennetti) is 
common in all hilly tracts. The spotted deer (Cerous 
axis) or chUal is confined to a few localities, namely, one 
or two blocks of the Ghatbori forest, the Bhongaon reserve 
a~d a few babul bans on thePftma. The sambhar (Cerous 
unicolor) also is now rarely met with except in the Am
babarwa reserve, and even there the heads are -only of 
moderate size. The rib-faced deer (Cervulus muntjac) 
and the bison (Bos gaurus) are only found in the Am
babarwa reserve, and bison are not very numerous. 
There is only one kkd of monkey in the District, the 
lang;'r or black-faced monkey (Semnopithecus entellus), 
and this is found everywhere. In the neighbourhood 
of the Bhongaon reserve in the Pftrna valley the antelope 
rat (Tatera spedes) hrulately been found to exist in large 
numbers. They do ::onsiderable damage to bQ,but seed
lings, to ripe pods of cotton and ears- of grain. They 
live in deep burrows and produce more than one brood 
in the year, and are nocturnal in their habitS. Except 

2 
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diggin~ Up the burrows and destroying the young 
no means for their destruction have yet been dis
covered. 

II. The commonest kinds of birds are the sand-
grouse (Pterocles exustus), the grey 
partridge (Orlygornis pondicerianus) , 

the peafowl (Pavo cristatus), and the bush-quail (Perdicula 
asiatica). The painted sand-grouse (Pterocles !asciatus) , 
the painted partridge (Francolinus·pictus)~ and the grey 
quail {Turnix dussam~eri) are found in 'small numbers. 
In r898.a few young jungle fowl (Gallus lerrugineus) were 
let loose in the Ambabarwa reserve and they have now 
multiplied and spread into various' ravines. They. are 
not, however, numerous enough for shooting purposes, 
and require a further period of protection. The green 
pigeon (Careopus phornicopterus) and the blue rock pigeon 
(Columba intermedia) are common. The latter is chiefly 
found, in 'the rock crevices of river cliffs in the Geru 
Matargaon reserve east of Bl.lldana, and also in old village 
forts and w~ns. At least four varieties of doves (Turtur 
species) are to be found. The District is poor in shore 
birds Ot waders, there being few tanks or streams with. 
suitable cover to' attract those birds. Along the waters 
of the Puma, which presents a bare sheet of water, 
the only birds usually found ar~ the crane.(Crus anti
gone and communis) and the ~rahmini duck (Casarca 

. ! - . 

Birds. 

Rutila). I 

'12,. During the fourteen yeari ending I907 only three 
; persons were ''filled annually 'by wild 

an:!t.~~s from wild animals on a, average, and I7 per-
sons by sn~. During the same 

period an average of 100 head of ~att1e were destroyed 
• 1 

annually; 60 per cent. of t4e catt1~ owed their death to 
panthers and 22 per cent. to wolves. Only 35 deaths 
among cattle were returned as -due ~ snake-bite fluring 
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this period, but the smallness of the figure is certainly 
due to defective reporting. During the same period 372 
leopards, 300 wolves, II7 wild dogs, 13 hyenas, 12 tigers 
and 6 bears were destroyed, and a sum of Rs, 9679 was 
paid by Government for their destruction, A sum of 
Rs. 15t was also paid for the destruction of 342 veno
mous snakes, Up to 1907 a separate scale of rewards 
for the destruction of wild animals was in force in Ber~ir, 
but in that year the scale in force in the Central Pro
vinces was adopted, 

RAINFALL AND CLIMAT~, 

13, Prior to 1905 rainfall was registered at the 

Rainfall. 
eight stationS of B~dana, ChikhlI, 
Deulgaon Raja, l\iekhar, Dongaon, 

Malkapur, Pimpalgaon Raja, and Nandura, The re
constitution of the District in 1905 gave three more sta
tions, Khamgaon, Shegaon, and Jalgaon, The average 
rainfall for each station during the 17 years ending 1906-07 
was as follows :-

Average in 
Name 0/ station. inches and cents. 

Buldana 31'82 
ChikhlI 28'72 
Deulgaon Raja 29'66 
~Iehkar 30 '96 
Dongaon 30 '21 . 
l\Ialkapur 27'S 
Pimpalgaon Raja 24'15 
Nandura 25'63 
Khamgaon 27'35 
Shegaon 24'81 
Jalgaon 28'1 
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The average rainfall of the District for the 4I years ending 
1907-08 was 29 inches 68 cents. For the five wet months 
the average monthly fall is 4'83 inches in June, 8"26 

inches in July, 6'31 inches in August, 6'74 inches in 
September, and 1'61 inches in October, The maximum 
fall was 54 inches 33 cents in 1883-84. The effect of this 
heavy fall was described by the Deputy Commissioner as 
follows ;-' The place (Buldana) was flooded three or four 

'times, and a roar of flowing water could be heard such a" 
C had never previously been heard. The safety of tank<; 
( was endangered, and houses and trees fell in an direction::: 
C These storms of rain were accompanied by tempests of 
, wind Rivers were flooded and impassable for days. 
'roads were seriously injured, small bridges and culverts 
, were washed away, and road cuttings in river banks were 
( silted up with mud, which it took days to remove. Road 
( traffic ·v·vas suspended J and great inconvenience to travel
'lers was experienced.' The result of this heavy rainfall 
was that only a four-anna khar"if crop was harvested, 
while the rabi crop ,,'as the hest knmvn for years, The 
lowest rainfall was in r899-1900 when only IO inches 91 
cents were recorded. The distribution by each station 
was Buldana 13'50 inches, Chikhli II'61, Deulgaon Raja 
12'16, l\fehkar IT78, Dongaon 13'05, :Ylalkapur 9'43, 
Nandura 9'19, Pimpalgaon Raja 8'69, Khamgaon 1'09, 
Shegaon 8'18 and Jalgaon 9'76, The result of this scanty 
fall was a severe famine both of food and water, The 
figures for the years 1898 to 1908 seem to point to a gra
dual decrease in the rainfall of the District. In the decade 
ending 1887-88 the number of years in which the average 
annual rainfall was below 30 inches was only two; in 
the next decade r888-r898 it fell below that figure in four 
years; and in the last decade ending 1907-08 there 
were only four years in which the rainfall exceeded 30 

inches, 
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14· An average rainfall of about 30 to 35 inches 
well distributed would ensure the 

lniuence of rainfall 
on agriculture. District against any failure of crops. 

The kharif crops of cotton and JUBri 
have always been the most important in the District, 
except in the Mehkar taluk, where in former years 
wheat occupied the largest area. But in the latter taluk 
the . capricious rainfall of recent years and the absence 
of the late October rains J when 2 or 3 inches are 
generally registered, have caused a falling off in the area 
under rabi crops and an increase in khar"i/ cultiva
tion. The eleven fortnightly N akshatras of the rainy 
season of the year begin with the M riga N akshatra about 
the 7th J nne and end with the Swiiti in the latter part of 
October. The cultivator looks forward anxiously for a 
good fall of rain inMriga, for it is the best time for sowing 
his cotton seed. Of late years, however, he has been 
disappointed as the rains have set in late, and cotton has 
been sown in the second Nakshatra of Ardra. This later 
sowing nevertheless will result in a fairly good crop if the 
subsequent rainfall is seasonable. In this second N ak
shatra juari is also sown in light soil, but in the deeper 
black soil it is sown in Punarvasu and Pushya, the third 
and fourth Nakshatras which fall in July. From the fifth 
or Asleshi Nakshatra in the beginning of August to the 
ninth or Basta in 1::be end of September good rain is requir
ed for both cotton and juari with occasional breaks for 
weeding operations J cotton demanding more frequent 
~eeding than juari. The cotton plants are much im
proved by good rainfall in the Uttara N akshatra which 
begins about the 12th September, and juari benefits by 

rain in Basta. Heavy and continuous rainfall in August 
and September, besides interfering with weeding opera
tions, affects the cotton crop particularly, the plant being 
preyented from attaining its normal growth. The land 
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also cannot be prepared for rabi, and sowings are in con
sequence delayed. In the last two rainy N akshatras of 
Chitruand Swati, which fall in 'october, some heavy 
showers giving about 2 inches of rain greatly improve 
the prospects of the ram crops of linseed, gram and wheat, 
but heavy rain in this month destroys the cott~n flowers 
be~ore fertilization, Heavy rain in November or Decem
ber damages the ftharil crops, especiauy juari. Once the 
rabi so wings have germinated freely no further rain is 
required, but what is needed is clear cold weathe:r and 
dew.! After the ears of wheat appear, which is generally 
in January, heavy rain will cause considerable damage 
to the crop. 

IS. There is only one observatory in the District at 
Buldana, which was establiShed in 

Temperature and 1873'. The elevation of .this build
climate. 

ing is 2156 feet above the sea. 
The 'average maximum and minimum t~mperatures for 
the months of January, May, July, and November are:~ 

Average 
Maximum. 

Average 
Minimum. 

January 81'3° 58'5° 
May 101'1° 71'6° 
July 83'90 70'6° 
Novembet 82° 62'Xo 

The highest temperature recorded was lIO'3° on the 30th 
May Ig01, and the lowest was 45'1° on the 7Pl February 
,IgoS- These figures are typical of the Balaghat or the 
Mehkar' and Chikhli taluks only, There the_hot weather . /' 

sets in late, and the heat is never intense. The rainy 
sea~on is temperate and pleasant and the cold weather 
is Cool and invigorating. Buldana itself is the coolest 
,and most pleasant District headquarters station in Berar. 
, The climate of the Payanghat or the taluks of 
Kh~mgaon, Malkapur and Jalgaon affords a great con-
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trast_ Here exist all the conditions which have caused 
Berar to be s:ynonymous with h~at and discomfort_ No 
observatory is maintained, but de temperature differs but 
little from the neighbouring ~trict of Akola. There 
the ~aximum and minimum temperatures for the 
the months of January J l\Iay, July, and November are :-

Average Average 
Maximum. Minimum. 

January 85_2° \ 53"4° 
\ 

lIay 1077° 8r1° 
July 89-0° 74'3° 
November 87-0° 57-4° 

The highest temperature recorded was u6-4° on the 30th 

)Iay 1901, and the lowest was 35-9° on 9th February. 
1887_ In the months of :March, April and :May the heat 
is perhaps as great as in the hottest part of India; the 
strong westerly winds which then prevail become in-' 
tensely heated as they pass over the level black soil pl~n 
with nothing to break their force; and, excepting just 
about daybreak, they continue throughout the twenty
fo~r hours to exercise their parching infl uence_ The 
nights, which are tolerably cool, bring some relief. Dur
ing the rains and cold weather the mornings and nights 
are pleasantly cool, but the heat in the day time is still 
great. 
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HISTORY'/AND ARCH,.£OLOGY. 
K 

(W. HAIG.) 

mSTORY. 

16. , The history of the Buldana District is obscure 

Hindu period. 
and devoid of interest until the ar
rival of the Musalmans in the 

Deccan ,in '1294. The greater part of 'Southern In~a 
\V~c;; included ~n the empire of the Mauryas, and 
on its disruption the north-western tracts of the 
Deccan, including this District, fell into the posses
sion of conquerors, the Sakas, the Pahlavas, and the 
Yavanas, whose authority was overshadowed and at 
times completely eclipsed by the Andhras of Telingana. 
The Andhta dynasty came to an end 'about 236 A.D., 
an« Ifor some time after this the District was probably 
governed by princes of the Rashtr,akiita or Ratta 
tribe, which, at a later period, attained to supreme 
power in. the Deccan; but we have traces of a local 
dynasty, the Vakatakas, whose capital is conjecture~ 

to hav~ been at Bhandak, a village near Chanda in 
the Central Provinces. We know that their authority 
was ~ecognized far to the west of this capital, for an 

.inscription in Cave No. XVI at Ajanta gives the, names 
of, seven members of the family; and from other 
sources we know that ten Rajas, the names of 
all of whom, save one, have been handed. do~, sat 
upon the throne; but unfortunately dates are wanting, 
and lists of names add -to our historIcal knowledge noth
ing save the fact that at some time between 275 and II50 
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A.D. the Vakatakas bore sway in Berar either as indepen
dent kings or as feudatories of some more powerful over
lord. The town of Mehkar is said to De over two thou
sand years old, but the legend does not mention the name 
of its founder and is not of any historical value. Towards 
the end of the twelfth century the Vadavas of Deogiri, 
afterwards known as Daulatabad, became the rulers of 
the northern Deccan. The fifth king of this dynasty, 
:\Iahadeva Ugrasarvabhauma, who reigned from 1260 

to 1271, 'had a Brahman minister named Hemadri whose 
name is of local importance for the reason that the Hindu 
temples in the Chalukyan style, of which Berar can show 
many examples, the ij.nest of which is at Lonar in this 
District, are traditionaily attributed to him, and are 
known as Hemadpanthi temples. 

17. In 1294 the Musalmans :first appeared in the Dec
can. The story of the raid of Ala-ud

The first appearance dIn Khill'i is well known. His route 
of the M:usalmins. 

from Ellichpur to Deogiri lay through 
the Buldana District, possibly by the ghat of ROhankhed, 
which was afterwards to be so well known as the highway 
through Berar. After his success at Deogiri Ala-ud-din 
returned to Hindustan, murdered his uncle, the 
emperor, and ascended the throne of Delhi in 1296. 
One of the fruits of his victory was the assignment 
of the revenues of Ellichpur and· northern Bera.r, 
in which the ] algaon and Ma1kapur taluks were 
probably included, to Delhi. The District was again 
traversed by troops from Delhi in I302, or according to 
another account in 1306, when it was found necessary 
to punish Ramchandra of Deogiri for his failure to remit 
tribute and for the aid rendered by him to Rai Karan of 
Gujarat whose daughter he harboured when she was 
required at Delhi. When Ramchandra's son Shankar 
rebelled, in 1312, against the emperor of Delhi, :Malik 
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N aib Kafilr marched through the District to Deogiri, 
and having defeated and slain Shankar annexed his do
minions, thus bringing Berar for the first time directly 
under Muhamlnadan administration. Ala-ud-din died in 
1316 l:!-nd after his death the line which had been founded 
by his uncle began to degenerate. Harpal Deo, the son
in-law of Ramchandra of Deogiri) seized the dominions 
which had been ruled by his father-in-law and ruled them 
as an independent king, but by 1318 order had been 
restored at Delhi and Kutb-ud-din, Mubarak Shah, the 
reigning emperor, marched through the Buldana District 
to Deogiri, defeated the contumacious Harpal, and caused 
him to be flayed alive. Hencefor~ard Muhammadan rule 
in western' Berar was undisturbed until the rise of the 
'Maratha power. Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlak was raised to 
the throne of Delhi in 1321, and during his reign and that 
of his son Muhammad Bin Ttlghlak, who succeeded his 
father 'in' 1325, the District was traversed by many ex
peditiot;ls to the Deccan. In 1339 Muhammad transferred 
,~he capital of the empire from Delhi to Deogiri, which he 
renamed Daulatabad. The importance of the Buldana 

.. I 

District, which: was now in the immediate neighbour-
hood of the capital of the empire~ must have been greatly 
enh~nced by this measure. 

18. Maharashtra was now divided into four shikks, 
Berar undet Shikk- • or provinces, of which Berar was 

data. < probably one, and we learn that the 
,oppressive action of the shikkdars, or provincial governors, 
"in' the conection of the land revenue caused widespread 
'disa:ff~ction. Immediately s~bord1nate to these shikk
iilrs was a class of officials, known as centurions, who 
combined administrative with military duties. In 1347, 
by which time Delhi was once more the capital of the 
~mpireJ the centurions of p,aulatabad and Berar rebelled 
and elected one ()f theit member. as -their king. Muham-
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mad hastened from Gujarat to quell this rebellion, but 
was unable to lay·· hands "on the newly elected king, 
who shut himseU up inDaulatabad and was called away 
from the Deccan by news of a serious rebellion in Gujarat. 
The centurions of th·e Deccan defeated the troops which 
Muhammad Bin Tughlak had left at Daulatabad, and 
on the abdicatioD; of the king originally elected by them 
elected another, Hasan, entitled Zafar Khan, who as
sumed royal power in the Deccan in 1347 .under the 
title of Ala-ud-din Bahman 1 Shah. 

I9. Bahm~ Shah, the founder of the Bahmani 

The Bahmanis. 
dynasty of the Deccan, which reigned 
in fact until 1482 and in name until 

1526, divided his kingdom into four tara/s or provinces, 
each under tlle governorship of a tara/dar. Of these pro
vinces the northernmost was Berar, which marched on its 
south-western border, corresponding generallJl \\'ith the 
w.estern and southern boundary of the Buldana District, 
with the province of Daulatabad. The province was, ho~
ever, larger than at present; its south-western boundary 
was formed by a line running from Baitalwari through 
Jalna to the Godavari, which river formed its southern 
boundary. The system of provincial administration 
was further elaborated by :Muhammad Shah Bahmani I, 
who succeeded his father, Bahman Shah, in 1358. In 
1366 the governors of Berar and Daulatabad were absent 
from their provinces with their armies which accom
panied an ~tion which Muhammad Shah led a,gainst 
Vijayanagar. Bahram Khan AHizandurani, deputy 
governor of Daulatabad, was persuaded by a ~Iaratha.J 
named Kondba. Deo, to raise the standard of indepen
dence and many of the nobles of Berar, who were related 

1 This was his correct tiUe. as a contemporary inscription and 
legends on coins show. The fantastic epithets bestowed upon him 
by various historians are conuected with foolish ·stories. 
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to Bahram, were implicated in the'rebellion. It is prob
able that the local officers of the Buldana District, whose 
lands lay wit¥n easy' reach of Daulatabad, were among 
those who joined the rebels. The rebellion was speedily 
suppressed on the conclusion of the campaign ,against 
Vijayanagar and its leaders made good their escape into 
Gujarat. For some time after this no important histori
cal event can be connected with the District, though it 
probably suffered, _equally with the rest of Berar, from 
the severe famine which occurred early in the reign of 
Muhammaq II, the fifth ~ing of the Bahmani dynasty, 
who reigned from 1378 to 1397. 

20. In 1435 Ala-ud-din Ahmad II, the tenth king of 
the Bahmani dynasty, succeeded 

The war between the his father Ahmad Shah. Ala-ud-din 
Deccan and Khandesh. 

had married the daughter of Nasir 
Khan, F~rii.ki, ruler of Khatldesh, but in 1436 he took 
into his harem a Hindu girl, the daughter of Ranial, 
Raja: of Sangameshwar in the Konkan, for whom 
he neglected his lawful· wife, and on whom he 
bestq",ed the title of Ziba Chihra, or (Beautiful 
Face: The queen wrote to her father to complain 
of her husb~nd's neglect and Nasir Khan prepared to 
a-v:enge his daughter's wrongs. Having obtained the 
approval of Ahmad Shah. of Gujarat to his enterprise 
he despatched emissaries into Berar for the purpose of 
detaching the nobles of that province from their alle
'giance to the Bahmani king. In this he s~cceeded be
Y~l:1d llls expectations, for he had nothing to offer but 

, popes. of salvation. He claimed descent from the second 
\ Khali/ah Umar-ul-Fatiik, and succeeded in persl;1ading 
the nobles of Berar that if they feU fighting in the cause 
'of the descendant of so great a leader in Islam they 
would secure the rewards promised to martyrs for the 
faith. The bait proved attractive, but it is not explained 
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how Nasir Khan excused his alliance with an infidel, 
a Gond 1 Raja. Having received promises of support 
from the officers in Berar Nasir Khan invaded the 
province, marching southwards from Burhanpur 
thr~ugh the Buldana District. Meanwhile the rebel 
nobles besieged their governor, the Khan-i-J ah~n, who 
still remained faithful to his master) in the fortress 
of Narnala, whence he contrived to send a messagf' 
to Ala-ud-din Ahmad shili informing him of the course 
of events in Berar. Khalaf Hasan Basri, governor of 
Daulatabad, was selected as commander of the troop!i 
to be despatched against the invaders and marched from 
Daulatabad to Mehkar, where he was joined by the 
Khan-i-J ahiin, who had succeeded in effecting his escape 
from Narnala. From Mehkar Khalaf Hasan despatched 
some of the Deccani troops which were with him to 
Balapur and Ellichpur with orders to prevent any of the 
Gond chieftains from coming t? the assistance of Nasir 
Khan. This precautionary measure needs some ex
planation. Muhammadan historians make the mistake 
into which the first British administrators of Berar fell, 
and invariably describe the Korkiis of the Melgha,t as 
Gonds. 

2I. Meanwhile Nasir Khan had reached Rohankhed . 
where Khalaf Hasan Basrl, march

Battle of Rohan-
khed. ing northwards, met him. In the 

battle which was fought there Nasir 
Khan was defeated and fled to Burhanpur, closely pur
sued by Khalaf Hasan. On the approach of the 
Deccanis Na..<;ir Khan fled to the fortress of Laling,i where 
he took refuge, leaving Burhanpur to be sacked. Khalaf 
Hasan then succeeded in drawing Nasir Khan from his 
refuge and induced him to attack him in the open. 

1 Probably Korkii. 
t Asirgarh, according to another authority. 
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NasIr Khan sustained another defeat and many of the 
rebellious nobles of Berar J who had taken refuge with 
him, were slain. Khalaf Hasan then returned to Bidar 
laden with spoil. 

22. In 1462 J during the reign of the young Nizam 
Shah, the twelfth king of the 

The King of ~Ialwa Bahmani dynasty, Mahmud Shah of 
invades the Deccan. 

}Ialwa invaded the Deccan by the 
route through the ~uldana District which had been fol
lowed by N as!r Khan of Khandesh and was afterwards 
to be.come the highway to the conquest of Southern 
India. The invader occupied Berar, overran all the 
northern districts of the Bahmani kingdom, and 
seized the capital, Bldar, though he was not able to 
reduce its citadel. While he was still attempting this 
task the Deccanis rallied and appealed for aid to Mabmiid 
Shah of' Gujarat, who appeared on the north-western 
frontier bf the Bahmani dominions with an army of 
80)000 horse. ~ahmiid Gawan, Nizam Shah's gene-ral, 
with s~ch troops as he could raise and a contingent of 
"Gujarati horse, forced Mahmiid of Ma1wa to retire from 
Bidar'l 'and harassed him during his retreat through 
eastern Berar. The invader attempted to reach his 
capit3J. through the almost impassable Meighat, and 
though he succeeded in reaching }.Iando he left most of 
h~ army beb.ind 'him a prey to the Korkiis of that wild 
tract. In. the following year he again invaded Berar 
through ~.e Buldana District, but the Deccanis were 
prepared,for him and again sought help ftom Gujarat, 
whe~eupon l\Iahmiid of Malwa withdrew in haste to his 
own · dominions. In 1463 Nizam· Shah died and was , . 
succeeded by his brother, Muhammad III, surnamed 
LashkarI, or 'the Soldier.' The Buldana District, 
with the rest of Berar and the Deccan, sufiered from the 
terrible.two years of famine i!t 1473 and 1474, and most 
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of those who escaped death from starvation fled to l\IiUwa. 
and Gujarat. In the third year rain fell, but prosperity 
was slow to return, for few were left to till the soil, and 
it was by slow degrees that the wanderers found their 

way back to their ancestral ho1dings. 
23. Fateh-ullah Imad-ul-'Mulk, a Brahman who had 

been captured in childhood from 
Bera.r divided into Vijayanagar and brought up as a 

two provinces. 
Musalman, had been appointed 

governor of Berar in 1471, and Khudawand Khan, an 
African, governed the southern districts of the province as 
his subordinate, having Iris headquarters at Mahur. In 
1480 l\Iuhammad III,. on the advice of his minister 
l\Iahmiid Gawan, subdivided the four great provinces into 
which the Bahmani kingdom had originally been divided 
into eight new provinces and Berar was divided under this 
arrangement into the two provinces of Gawn en the north 
and l\Iahur on the south. The line of demarcation is not 
recorded, but it is not unreasonable to suppose that it 
followed the northern crest line of the Balaghat plate~~ 
in which case the CbikhlI and Meh.kar taluks would have 
been included in the province of Mabur and the lIalkapur, 
Khamgaon, and Jalgaon taluks in that of Gawil. Else
where this administrative reform caused grave discontent 
on the part of the old tara/dars, who found themselves 
stripped of half their power and influence and led to a 
conspiracy which ended in the death of the reformer, but 
Fateh-ullah and Khudawand Khan remained good friends 
and invariably worked in concert. The African seems 
to have been wise e110ugh to realize that Fateh-ullah was 
still his master in fact, though not in name. Muhammad 
III died of drink on March 23rd, 1482, and was succeeded 
by his son AIahmiid, a boy of twelve. During this reign 
all real power in the capital fell into the hands of the 
principal nobles residing there, and in 1485 it was grasped 
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by Kasim Barid, a Turk. The provincial governors, 
who were well aware that all orders purPorting to issue 
from their ,sovereign were in fact framed by this upstart, 
ceased to heed them and by 1487 were independent in 
all but name. 

24. In 1490 Ahmad Nizam-ul-Mulk of A4madnagar, 
Yiisuf Adil Khan of BIjapur, and 

Berar an indepen- Fateh-ullah Imad-ul-Mulk of Berar 
dent kingdom. 

formally declared themselves in-
dependent of Bidar. All three, with the possible excep
tien of Ahmad, seem to have been extremely chary of 
using the royal title and all were well-disposed towards 
Mahmiid Shah and anxious, ~hould opportunity ofier, 
to free him from the domination of Kasim Barid, but 
none of their attempts were successful and the Bahmani 
dominions were dissolved. Fateh-ullah Imad-ul-Mulk 
died in I504' and was succeeded by his son Ala-ud-din 
Imad' Shah, who had no scruples about using the royal 
titl~. , , 

25. In I508 Ala-ud-din Shah was induced by some 
fugitives from Ahmadnagar to inter-

War with Ahmad- f . th d . fi' f th t nagar. ~ ere tn e omestic a aus 0 a 
kingdom, which was represented to 

,him as being in a very demoralized condition. I;Ie 
marched through the Buldana District to the borders o.f 
Ahmadnagar, where he was met by the army of Btirhan 
Nizam'Shah under Mukammal Khan and suffered a severe 
defeat. He fled to Ellichpur while Mukammal Khan 
laid waste the whole of south-western.. Berar including 
£pe Buldana District. Ala-ud-din was so hard-pressed 
that he fled to Burhanpur and enlisted the good offices 
of Adil Khan III of Khandesh, who arranged terms of 
peace between Berar and Ahmadnagar. It was not long 
before the quarrel with Ahmadnagar was renewed, and 
as the District was probably the scene of Some of the 
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conflicts between the troops of the two kingdoms, the 
general course of the hostilities may suitably be sketched 
here. Burhan Nizam Shah' was anxious to obtain posses-
sion of Pathri on the north bank of the Godavari, then 
the southern boundary of Berar, and proposed to exchange 
for that pargana another yielding a greater revenue. 
Ala-ud-din refused to entertain the proposal and fortified 
the town, but in 1518 Burhan Nizam Shah captured it 
and retained possession.of it until 1527 when Ala-ud-din, 
with the help of Sultan Kull Kutb Shah of Golconda,. re
captured it. Burhan Nizam Shah then entered into an 
alliance with Amtr Barld of Bldar and again annexed 
Pathri, invaded Be.rar, and drove Ala-ud-din into Khan
desh. Ultimately Ala-ud-din was driven to take the des
perate step of seeking aid from the ambitious and warlike 
Bahadur Shah of Gujarat, who, having entered Berar 
ostensibly as the ally of its king, gave unmistakable in
dications of an- intention to annex both. that kingdom 
and Ahmadnagar to his dominions. Ala-ud-din and" 
Burhan .now composed their differences and joined in an 
endeavour to persuade the invader to retire, a result 
which they succ;eeded in bringing about only by means 
of the most humili~ting professions of vassalage and 
fealty. 

26. Ala-ud-dIn died in 1529 and was succeeded by 
his son Darya Imad Shah, who allied 

Dura Imad Shih hi elf t ds h d f his . and invasion of Beru. ms owar teen 0 reIgn 
. with All Adil Shah 1 of Bijapur, 

Ibrahim Kutb Shah of Golconda, and Sadashivarai of 
Vijayanagar against Husain N"lZam Shah of Ahmadnagar. 
The war, the conclusion of which was not entirely honour
able to Berar J does not seem to have been carried into the 
Buldana District. In 1561 Darya Imad Shah died and 
w:as succeeded by his son Burhan Imad Shah. Burhan, 
after a futile campaign in which he allied himself with Ali 

3 
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Adil Shah of Bijapur, AU ~arld Shah of Bldar, and Sada
shivarai of Vijayanagar against Husain Nizam Shah of 
Ahmadnagar and IbrahIm Kutb Shah of Golconda, re
turned to Berar in 1563 and was seized by Tufal Khan, 
the most pO\\'erful noble in the kingdom, and confined 
in the fortress of N arnala. Hen~eforward Tufal Khan 
was the real ruler of Berar. In 1565 Murtaza Nizam 
Shah of Ahmadnagar persuaded All Adil Shah to join him 
in attacking Tufal Khan with the object of punishing 
the la~ter for his refusal to jO.in the confederacy of the 
Muhammadan kings of. the Deccan which had over
thrown the power of Vijayanagar at the battle of Talikota. 
The allies ent.ered Berar from the south and south-west 
and devastated it with fire and sword as far north as 
Ellichpur, destroying all standing crops. The Buldana 
District probably suffered severely from this invasion. 
MurtfZa and All remained in Berar, wasting the country 
and slaughtering its inhabitants, until the approach of 
the rainy season, when they were bought off by Tufal 
Khan with a large sum of money. 

27. In I572 Murtaza Niz'am Shah invaded Berar with 
the avowed object of freeing Burhan 

. Betiit annexed to Imad Shah from hi~ prison and reA.hmadnagar. 
storing him to his throne. Tufa! 

Khan and his son, Shamshir-ul-Mulk, saw through the 
flimsy pretext and opposed the invader, but were de
feated and, after some wanderings in the Melghat, com
pelled to take refuge, the former in Narnala and the latter ,-

in Gawngarh. Both fortresses were eventually captured 
,and Tufal Khan, ShamshIr-ul-Mulk, and Burhan Imad 
Shah, with their families and retainers to the number 
of some forty souls, were confined in a fortress in the 
Ahmadnagar dominiollS, where, in a short time, they all 
perished, not. without suspicion of foul play on the 
part of Murtaza 'Nizam Shah. Berar now became a 
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province of the kingdom of Ahmadnagar, and though 
some of the adherents' of the old regime succeeded 
in enlisting the active sympathy of Yuan lluhammad 
Shah II of Khand~ a sudden attack on that king-t . 

dom by Murtaza, who advanced on Burhanpur and Asir-
garh by forced marches through the Buldana District, 
brought Mh-an Muhammad to his senses and effectual
ly prevented him from prosecuting his intrigues in 
Berar. 

28. In 1584 Saiyid Murtaza Sabzawari, governor of 

Field operations in 
the Bwdana District 
and anarchy at Ah
mad nagar. 

Berar, quarrelled withSalabatKhan, 
the de facto ruler of Abmadnagar 
during the latter part of the reign 
of the debauched Murtaza Nizam 

Shah, and marched 011 Ahmadnagar. He was de
feated near the capital and 'was pursued by Salabat 
Khan through the Buldana District. Unable to 
withstand his powerful enemy in Berar he fled to the 
court of Akbar, where Burhan, the -brother of Murtaza 
Nizam Shah, also took refuge. The District was shortly 
afterwards traversed by the Khan-i-Azam, Akbar's 
foster-brother and gov'ernor of lIalwa, in the course of 
his hurried raid into Berar, but was not seriously dis

turbed, and remained at peace until the llughals under
took the conquest of the Deccan in earnest. In 1588 
Muan Husain, having slain his father lIurtaza; succeeded 
him as Husain Nizam Shah II, but was put to death 
after a reign of less than two months. The nobles of 
Abmadnagar then raised to the throne the young Ismail 
Nizam Shah, the son of that Burhan wh,=_ ...lad taken 
refuge in the court of Akbar. This step furnished Akbar 
with a pretext for interfering in the domestic affairs of 
Ahmadnagar in the in~erests of his protege, whose right 
to the throne was ignored. Jamal Khan, the protector 
of the kingdom of Abmadnagar during the minority of 
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the young Ismail, had adopted the heretic~l doctr~es of 
the Mahdavis and established the religion of that sect 
in the kingdpm of Ahmadnagar. This policy still further 
paved the way for invasion from the north by alienating 
the amirs of BerM 1 most of whom were attached to Islam 
in its orthodox form. Burhan's first attempt on Berar 
was unsuccessful and he was compelled to retreat on 
Burhanpur, where he enlisted the aid of Raja Ali Khan, 
th~ ruler of Khandesh. He also induced Ibrahim Adil 
Shah II of- Bljapur, who was smarting under .a recent 
defeat sUffered by his troops, to attack Ahmadnagar from 
the south at the time when Burhan should invade Berar 
from the north. 

29. Jamal Khan defeated the troops of Ibrahim 
Adil Shah at Dharaseo, but had not 

Battle of Rohan- recovered from the fatigues of the khed. 
. field when he received news that the 

amirs of Berar had declared for Burhan and had joined 
him, on the bbrder of the province near Burhanpur. He, 
therefore, hastened northward to confront this new danger, 
but the army of Bijapur was not so broken 'as to be in
capable' of pursuit, and the Maratha horse hung upon the 
flanks an'!- rear of his army and cut off his supplies. 
When he entered the Buldana District desertions from 
his army to that of Burhan 'were numerous. By this 
time Burhan and Raja Ali Khan had advanced as far 
as the 'plateau above Rohankhed, where they awaited 
the arrival of J ama! Khan. Jamal 'Khan hesitated to 
.~ttack the enemy in front, and, with the object of taking 
th.em either ,in flank or in rear; descended the Rohankhed 
ghlit by a circuitous and difficult route. The way was 
long and waterless and the 'm~nth was May, and the 
Mahdavis reached the foot of the hills in a condition of 
great exhaustion, and halted in a position where no 
water was to be found. Here information was received 
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" that there was, within six or seven miles of the spot where 

they had halted, a camping ground well supplied with 
water, and Jamal Khan had no choice but to press on 
with his jaded troops. Meanwhile the invaders had re
ceived information of the straits to which Jamal Khan 
was reduced and took up a position covering the water
course towards whkh he was making his way. The 
~Iahdavis were in no condition to fight for that which 
they so sorely needed, and were fain to halt and seek for 
water which could be had without fighting. They made 
for a grove of date palms within a distance of two miles 
from their position and found a supply of water only just 
sufficient to satisfy the want of man and beast for that 
day. Jamal Khan, whose forces, though weary, were 
refreshed for a time, preferred to attack the enemy at 
once rather than to run the risk of having to lead on the 
morrowan army refreshed by rest and sleep but again 
thirsty, and on the afternoon of May 8th, 1590, drew up 
his troops for the attack. It was only the religious zeal 
of the exhausted Mahdavis which enabled them to tra
v.erse the distance which lay between them and the army 
of the allies, but they advanced boldly to the attack and 
in the first onset gained the advantage, but Jamal Khan 
was laid low by a musket shot in the forehead and the 
other Mahdavi leaders, the chief of whom were Yakiib 
Khan, Khudawand Khan, and Suhail Khan the eunuch, 
were not disposed to continue the fight, and fled from 
the field, taking with them the young Ismail Nizam Shah. 
The fugitives were closely pursued by Burhan's officers, 
and were overtaken. Yakiib Khan and Khudawand 
Khan were slain and Suhail Khan the eunuch effect
ed llis escape, leaving Ismail in his father's hands. 
Burhan noW ascended the throne of Ahmadnagar as 
Burhan Nizam Shah and reigned until his death· in 
1595· 
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30. After the death of Burh~n Nizam Shah affairs 
in Ahmadnagar fell into the utmost-

Ak~e::~on ·of aerar to confusion. Contending factions 
raised their own puppets to the 

throne and attempted to establish them thereon by force 
of arms, and one partisan was at length guilty of the in
credible fqlly of calling to his aid Sultan Murad, Akbar's 
fourth son, who was even then awaiting in Gujarat a 
favourable opportunity for a descent on the Deccan. 
Mtl}"ad at once marched on Ahmadnagar, which was 
defended by the heroic Chand Bibi, and hemmed in the 
Deccanis sC? closely that they were fain in. April 1596 to 
purch~e his retreat by the formal cession of Berar to the 
emperor. The province thus again became, after the 
lapse of two centuries and a half J an appanage of the 
crown of Delhi, and Mur~d took up his quarters near 
Balapur in the AkoHi. District and governed it in his 
father's name. After the cession of Berar to the Mughals 

11 

disputes occurred regarding its boundaries and war 
broke out afresh. The th~atre of war lay to the south 
of-and, beyond the Buldana District, but it is probable 
that the District was much disturbed, especially in its 
south-western corner. In 1599 Murad died and was 
succeeded as viceroy by his younger broth~r Daniyal. 
who, with the help of the Khan-i-Khanan, captured 
Ahmaq.nagar later in the same year and sent its king, 
Bahadur Nizam Shah, to Akbar as a state prisoner. 

31. In 1596-97 the statistical account of Berar as a 
, province of the Mnghal empire was , '!'he Ain.i-Akbari. 
added to the Ain-i-Akbarl. The 

present District of Buldana comprised a large part of 
Akbar's sarkars of N arnMa and Baitalwadi ana the , ' 

greater part of the 'sarka, of Mehkar. The demand on 
account of land revenue, inCluding ~yurghal, 'amounted 
to more than sixteen lakhs of rupees, but it is extremely 
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doubtful whether anything approaching this sum was 
ever realized. The only place within the District of 
which a particular .account is given is Lonar. which is 
thus described :-

, Lonar is a division <?f lIehkar, and is a place of 
• great sanctity. The Brahmans call it Bishan Gaya. 
, There are three Gayas, where the performance of good 
, works can be applied as a means of deliverance to the 
, souls of deceased ancestors: namely Gaya in Bihar, 
'which is dedicated to Brahma, Gaya near Bljapur, 
'dedicated to Rudra, and this one. Here is also a 
, reservoir, having a spring in it of great depth~ and 
, measuring a kos in length and in breadth, and surrounq
, ed by lofty hills. The water is brackish, but when 
, taken from the centre, or at its sides,! it is sweet. It 
• contains the essential materials for the manufacture 
. of glass and soap" and saltpetre is here produced and 
, yields a considerable rev~nue. On the summit of a hill 
, is a spring at the mouth of which is carved the figure 
, of a bull. The water never flows from this spring 'to 

• the other J but when the thirtieth lunar day falls 0t.!- a 
, :Monday its stream flows into the large reservoir. In 
, the neighbourhood is a zamindar called \Vaila, of the 
~ Rajput tribe, commanding 200 horse and 2000 foot. 
e Another is called Sarkath, also a Rajput, and possesses 
, 100 horse and 1000 foot.' 

32 • Mter the fall of Ahmadnagar Malik Ambar 
the Mriean, of whom we shan hear 

Accession of J ahin- hafted 
giro more ere I, ~aise to throne 

Murtaza Nizam Shah" a scion of th~ 
royal family, and allowed him to maintain a semblance 
of,authority in the fortress of Ansa, while he established 

I Clearness of description is not Abnl-Pazl·. strong point. He 
probably means by this expression C near the centre '. for if the water 
were sweet both in the centre and at .the sidea of the lake it would be 
brackish nowhere. 
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himself in Khirki, afterwards known as Aurangabatl, 
as the champion of the independence of the Deccan. In 
1605 Daniyal died of drink: in Burhanpur and later in the 
same year Akbar followed him to the grave and was 
succeeded by his eldest son Salim, who assumed the title 
of J ahangir. It is unnecessary to follow in de~aP. the 
tedious progress of the warfare between his generals end 
!\falik Ambar. Throughout his reign the Mughal tenure 
of Berar was very uncertain. At times Malik Ambar 
occupied the whole province, and even introduced his 
own_land'settlement. At other times his officers were 
driven back to the neighbourhood of Khirkl, but it was 
seldom that his hand was not felt in Berar. It will be 
sufficient to notice hostilities between the Deccanis and 
the imperialists so far as they immediately affected the 
Buldana District. In 16ro, Sultan Parwez, J ahangir's 
second son, being viceroy of the Deccan, the D~ccanis 
made' a'determined attack on Ahmadnagar, then held 
for ~e emperor by Khaja Beg M!rza. Saffavl. Parwez 
made an attempt, by way of Rohankhed and the Balaghat 
of Buldana, to relieve the' beleaguered town, but the way . . ; 
was too rough for his slothful and disorganized army and 
he ~as compelle~ to fall back on Burhanpur while the 
~ugha1 garrison of Ahmadnagar, disappointed of its 
hope of succour, abandoned the fortress and followed 
,him to Khandesh. 

33. ,In r612 a combined attack on' MQ.1ik Ambar 
.. . was undertaken by the express desire 

~~':~t:. aglUnst of Jahangir. Abdull~h Khan, the 
subahda1' of Gujarat, was to advance 

\ on Daulatabad, by way of Nasik, with an army of 14,000 

men, while Raja Man Singh, the Khan-i-Jahan, and the 
Amlr-ul-Umara should advance towards the same ob

; jective by way pI Rohankhed and the Balaghat of Bul
dana. It was arranged that the two armies should arrive 
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simultaneously at Daulatabad and should there envelop 
and overwhelm ~Ialik Ambar, but the enterprise was 
wrecked by the contemptible jealousies of the imperial 
officers. The officers from Berar would not co-operate 
with those from Gujarat and Malik Ambar was allowed 
fo cope with the two armies in detail, with the result 
that Abdullah Khan was driven back to Gujarat and 
Raja }lan Singh retreated through the Buldana District 
to Burhanpur, leaving Berar once more in the hands of 
the Deccanis. Early in 1616 Shahnawaz Khan, the 
subahdiiT of Berar, who commanded at B~Wipur, received 
an accession of strength from ~Ialik Ambar's army. some 
of the latter's principal officers having deserted him and 
joined the Mughal governor in a fit of pique. Shahnawaz 
Khan advanced by way of Rohankhed and the Buldana 
road on ~kI, in the neighbourhood of which town he 
signally defeated Malik Ambar. He was not, however, 
strong enough to maintain himself in Malik Ambar's 
country, and was forc~d to retreat on Batapur by the road 
by which he had advanced. In r61'1 Jahangir's thkd 
son, Sultan Khurram, better kno'wn as Shah Jahan, was 
appointed to Berar, and drove the Deccanis out of all 
their strongholds in the province. 

34. In 1620 Malik .Ambar again took the field, pro
fiting by J ahangu's absence in Kash

Ch!:\~~ughals again mir. He besieged Khanjar Khan in 
Abmadnagar. and drove in the com

manders of outlying posts in the Balaghat of Buldana 
and Akola, forcing them to take refuge in Balapur with 
Darab Khan, who had succeeded liis father Shabnawaz 
Khan as governor of Berar. Darab Khan collected his 
forces, and advanced into the Balagbat and thence to 
Abmadnagar, where he fell upon and dispersed the be
siegers, but supplies were scarce and dear and the imperial 
army could not maintain itself in the Abmadnagar COUll-
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try. Darab Khan therefore retired through the Buldana 
District to BaHipur, where he encamped until supplies 
should be coll~cted. A force .of the Deccanis hung on the 
rear of the retreating army and followed it as far as Bala
pur, and though the Mughals defeated them in the neigh~ 
bourhood of that town, they did incalculable mischief in 
Berar, burning the crops and destroying supplies. Darab 
Khan made another effort and advanced as far as Mehk~r, 
where he remained for three months, engaging the enemy 
almost daily. He was victorious in three pitched battles, 
but victories in the field made very little impression upon 
the enemy's Maratha horse, and all supplies were cut off. 
Dadib Khan was thus compelled to fall back once more 
on Balapur,. whither he was followed .by the enemy, 
who repeated the tactics which had been so successful at 
Mehkar. Darab Khan was now compelled to fall back 
on B~h~npur and the enemy followed him and laid siege 
'~o that town, the whole of Berar and Khandesh being 
now in their hands~ . 

35· In 162I Shah J ahan was again appointed to 
.. , the viceroyalty of the Deccan. He 

Defeat .of Malik relieved Burhanpur and compelled Ambar. 

Malik Amhar to flee through Berar 
t~wards Daulatabad. Shah J ahan followed him through 
the. Buldana District and razed his capital, KhirkI, to 
the ground. He then relieved Ahmadnagar J where 
Kanjar Khan still held out, and entered into a treaty 
\~der which the Mughal frontier was advanced thirty 
'~es southwards and Malik Ainbar agreed. to pay-a large 
.ind~mnity. 'It was at this juncture that Yadava Rao of 
Sindkhed transferred his allegiance from Malik Ambat" 
to the emperor, and thus gave the Mughals a secure 
'foothold in south-western Berat. The family of Lakhajt 
Vadava Rao is the leadi~g Hindu family of Berar. Of 
its descent we have various accounts but it claims the 

J • 
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purest Rajput lineage. A somewhat doubtful legend 
traces its origin to a village named Karauli, in Raj
putana and tradition connects it with the Yadava Rajas 
of Deogiri, but they now intermarry with the :Uara.thas. 
It was this family which gave in marriage a daughter 
who became the mother of the famous Sivaji. The match 
was indeed regarded by the Sindkhed family as a mes
alliance, but the connection made was probably satisfac
tory to both parties; one gained social. honour and the 
other a higher caste status. 

In 1624 Shah Jahan, who had rebelled against his 
father in 1622, took refuge, after many vicissitudes, in 
the Balaghat of Buldana and Akola. In the following 
year he submitted to his father and was pardoned. 
In 1626 Malik Ambar died in his 80th year and his son, 
Fateh Khan, succeeded to his position in the Deccan. 

36. Towards.the end of 1626 Pira LodI the Mghan, 
who held the title of Khan-i-J ahan 

Buldina again in and had been appointed to the <;om
the hands of the 
Deccanis. mand in the Deccan, treacherously 

sold the whole of the Balaghat of 
Berar for twelve lakhs of rupees to Fateh Khan and 
Murtaza Nizam Shah, and the greater part of the Buldana 
District thus passed once more out of the hands of the 
imperial officers. Shah J ahan ascended the imperial 
throne in 1628 and sent a larman to Murtaza Nizam Shah, 
ordering him to evacuate all posts in the Biilaghat of 
Berar held by his troops. The order was- obeyed, but 
Murtaza secretly instigated the commandant of Bir to 
refuse the Mughals admission to that fortress. The 
Khan-i-Zaman advanced into the Balaghat of Buldana and 
on his approach Bit was surrendered. Meanwhile Mur
taza. sent an army.of 6000 horse under SahujI Bhonsla 
to intercept the retreat of the Khan-i-Zaman's force. 
This army occupied positions in the Malkapu.r, Jalgaon 
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and Akot taluks, but was dispersed by an Afghan jagirda, 
from the Amraoti District. ' 

37. Pira,Lodi, who had sold the Balaghat of Berar 
to ~furtaza Nizam Shah, was sum

War between Delhi moned to court by Shah Jahan, 
and Ahmadnagar. 

but his reception there so clearly 
indicated the emperor's intention of calling him to 
account for his treachery that he seized an early oppor
tunity of escaping to the Deccan. Murtaza Nizam Shah 
rett1sed to ,surrender him and early in 1630 Shah J ahan 
arrived' in Khandesh on his way to the Deccan. He 
despatched three armies, one of 20,000 men and two others 
of 15,000 each, into the Balaghat of Buldana. Azam 
Khan, viceroy of the Deccan, who held the chief com
mand, passed the rainy season of 1630 in Deulgaon Raja. 
At the end of the rains he was superseded by Asaf Khan 
YamiiJ.:'ud-daulah and the war was carried beyond the 
confines of Berar. Pira LodI was slain early in 1631. 

38'. The rains of 1630, to avoid which Azam Khan 
had taken up his quarters in Deulgaon 
Raja, while the Deccanis had re

mained in cantonments at Jalna, had failed, and a famine 
:tVas the nat1.lral consequence. It is said that the rains 
failed completely in Berar and the Deccan and partly 
elsewhere, and that the famine was consequently more 
severe in the two tracts named than in other places, but 
it is certain that the effects of the famine were much en-,,' 

Famine. 

h~anced by the hostilities between the imperialists and the 
'" Dt:;c~anii, and the Buldana District, where~ the imperial 

~orces numbered 50,000, must have suffered very severely. 
39. The District slowly recovered from this calamity 

and the war dragged its slow length 
, Fall of Daulatibid ' . _ _ .' 

and reorganization of along until Daulatabad fell w. 1633, 

·~::tiv~ill~i:o::~inis~ and the last re~ts of the sover
eignty of the Nizam Shahi dynasty 
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were entirely destroyed. During the campaign which ended 
in the fall of Daulatabad, Rohankhed was an important 
depot on the line of communications of the Mughal army. 
InOctober, x634,Shah Jaban's son,ShahShuja, encamped 
at"Malkapufon his way to the siege of Purenda. Towards 
the end of 1634 Shah Jaban"issued a Jarman redistribu
ting his territories in the Deccan. Hitherto Khandesh, 
Berar, and the conquered part of the Ahmadnagar 
country had formed a province under a viceroy. These 
tracts were now divided into two subahs, or revenue 
divisions, each under the government of a subahaa1', an 
arrangement which caused the temporary dismember
ment of the old province of Betar. The northern subah, 
known as the P~yanghat, consisted of Khandesh and 
ijerar as far as the crest line of Balaghat of Buldana, 
Akola, and Yeotmal; and the southern subah, the Bala
ghat, comprised aU the Mughal conquests to the south of 
that line. Of the present tatuks of the Buldana District, 
Malkapur, Jalgaon and Khamgaon lay in the Payanghat, 
and ChikhlI and Mehkar in the Balaghat. This arrange
ment was not of long duration. In 1636 Aurangzeb, 
Shah Jaban's third son, was appointed to the viceroyalty 
of the Deccan, which was now divided into four subahs 
or divisions-(I) Daulatabad, in which division Au
rangzeb resided, establishing his capital at KhlrkI, w4ich 
he renamed Aurangabad, (2) Telingana, (3) Khandesh, 
and (4) Berar, which became once more a homogeneous 
province. 

40 • In 1658, on receiving news of the sickness of his 
father, Aurangzeb marchednorth:

Accession of Aurang- wards from Aurangabad into Hindu.
zeb. 

stan, and after a' fratricidal war 
ascended the throne of Delhi under the title of Alamgir. 
Throughout his long reign nothing worthy of note oc
curred in the Buldana District, except the gradual growth 
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of the power of the Marathas and the extension of their 
ravages into Berar. Aurangzeb died in 1707 and was 
succeeded by his eldest surviving son, ShahAlam, w~o took 
the title of Bahadur Shah. He died in 1712 and from 
that time until 1720, when Muhammad Shah was raised 
to the throne, the empire of Delhi was ruled by two 
Saiyids of Barha, brothers, who set up puppet emperors. 
In 1720 these two brothers plotted against the life of th~ 
powerful Chin Kilig Khan, better k~own as Asaf J ah and 
Nizam-ul-~Iu1k, who had been appointed subahdar of 
Malwa, and instigated their nephew, Alam All Khan, 
viceroy of the Deccan, to attack him. Alam Ali Khan 
marched into the Buldana District to meet Asaf Jah, but 
the campaign which cost ,him his life took place in the 
Akola District. 

41. The Saiyid brothers were deStroyed shortly after 
• their attempt to ruin Asaf Jah and 

.I~trigues against Muhammad Shah was freed from 
Nlzam·ul-Mulk. 

the4 dommation. They were, 
however, succeeded by intriguers no better disposed 
towards Asaf Jah, and Mubariz Khan, subahdar of Hy
derabad,' who had been until now a warm partisan of 
Asaf Jah's" was bribed by a promise of the viceroyalty 
of the Deccan to oppose him; and marched northwards. 
Asaf Jab advanced southwards to Aurangabad, whence he. 
Wrote to Mubariz Khan cautioning him to refrain from 
~reaking 'the peace. Mubariz Khan paid no heed to the 

\ . 
,warmng, but pressed on in the endeavour to turn Asaf 
lap.'s Hank, bt'ing anxious to fight with his back to Delhi, 
.~h~nce he expected support. Asaf Jah anticipated this 
design and moved eastwards from .A.urangabad with the 
object of thwarting ~t, and in the meanwhile sent daily 
'letters to Mubariz Khan, urging him to refrain from hos
tilities. The inducemen~ that had been held out to 
Mubariz Khan was too strong for him, and he continued his 
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march northwards, evaded Asaf Jah, crossed the southern 
Purna river, and entered th~ Buldana District. Asaf Jah, 
finding that the enemy had evaded him, turned north
wards in pursuit, and succeeded in crossing the southern 
PUma river and defeating a force which Mubariz Khan 
had left to guard the fords. Meanwhile Mubariz Khan 
was making good his position at Shakarkhelda. in the Meh
kar taluk, where Asaf J ah encountered him on October 13th, 
1724. The results of the battle between the opposing 
forces settled the fate of Berar for a century and a quarter. 

42. -The vanguard of Asaf Jah, who was now advanc
ing northwards I was commanded by 

Battle of Shakar. Kadir Dad Khan, who was closely 
kheldi. 

related to his leader, and the right 
of this force was commanded by Talib MuhiyuddIn 
Khan, Asaf Jab's cousin, and the left by Muzaffar Khan, 
another relation of Asaf Jah's. The advanced guard, 
with some artillery, was commanded by Kunwar Chand 
the Bundel8" with whom were associated Barkan9Az 
Khan and Ata Var Khan, commanders of the artillery. 
With the right wing of Asaf Jah's anny were Iwaz Khan, 
Saiyid Jamal Khan, Mukarrab Khan, Khan-i-Alam the 
Deccani, Mutahawwir Khan, and Aziz Beg Khan, ana 
",ith the right centre were ZahIr-ud-daulah Riayat Khan 
and ~Iuhammad Ghiyas Khan. The left was commanded 
by ZahIr-ud-daul8,h Abdur Rahim Khan, A <;af J ah' s uncle, 
with whom was associated Saiyid Ghazanfar Khan Bur
hanpurt. \Vith the left centre were Hirzullah Khan and 
Bahadur Dil Khan, and the centre was commanded by 
Asaf Jah in person. Mubariz Khan's army was arranged 
as follows :-the va.nguard was commanded by Ghalib 
Khan and Husain Munawwar Khan, and the advanced 
guard by Muhammad Beg Khan. IbrahIm Khan, other
wise known as Bahadur Khan, commanded the right 
wing, and Abdul Fattah Khan the left, Mubariz Khan 
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commanded the centre and had with him .the Khan-i
Zaman, son of the Khan-i-Khanan, Munawwar Khan, 
Kizilbash Khan, Fafk J91an, Arab Beg Khan Turani, 
and Mir Yusuf Khan. Mubariz Khan first advanced 
to the attack moving over ground much broken by nullah 
against Asaf Jah's centre. The fight was fiercely con
tested, but Asaf Jah's loss was slight, except in elephants. 
Asad Khan and Masud' Khan, two C!f Mubariz Khan's 
sons, were slain, and Mahmud Khan and Hamid-ullah 
Kha?, his two other sons, were wounded and captured. 
The driver of Mubariz Khan's elephant fell, covered with 
wounds, and his master took his place and so fled from 
the field,.but fell before he could reach a place of safety. 
On the next day the slain were counted and it was found 
that more than three thousand of Mubariz Khan's army 
had fallen and that large numbers of horses had been des
troyed~' Of Asaf Jah's army his uncle Riayat Khan and 
Sulaiman Khan were slain and Saiyid Ghazanfar Khan 

\' . 
was mortally wounded. Other casualties were few, and no 
other officer of distinction was slain or seriously wounded. 

-Asaf, J ah halted for three or four days at Shakar
.khelda, which he renamed Fatehkhelda in order to com
~emorate his victory, and marched by way of Au
rangabad to Hyderabad, where he assumed office as 
viceroy of the six subahs of the Deccan, nominally in 
subor~tion to the emperor, but virtually as independent 

\ ·ruler of the country by right of conquest. Berar and the 
.Deccan~ excluding those tracts which were captured by 
t4e'Marathas and were afterwards taken-from them by 
·the ,East India Company, have ever since formed part of 
the'dominions of Asaf J ah· s successors. 

_ 43. It must not, however, be supposed that the 

The Maratbas. Nizams of Hyderabad exercised un .. 
disputed sway over their wide domi

nions. Several years before the battle of Fatehkhelda the 
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imperial officers in the Deccan had entered into a humi
liating compact with the Marathas under the terms of 
which the latter were allowed, in consideration of their 
abstention from ravaging the country, to levy an unpost 
known as chauth, amounting to one-quarter of the land 
revenue. and a further contribution known as sardesh
mukhi and amounting to one-tenth of the revenue to 
cover the cost of collecting the chaul/I . . This agreement 
had been in force for some years when, in I7I9, it was 
formally ratified by the advisers of the emperor Farmkh
siyar at Delhi. Asaf Jab's sovereignty was, there
fore, subject to this limitation, which seems to have been 
accepted by him and his officers as part of the esta~lished 
order of things. So far as Berar was concerned the mu
kiisdar or recognized collector of chaulh and sardesh
mukhi was the Bhonsla Raja of Nagpur, and the effects 
of this dual system of government are well described by 
Sir Alfred Lyalll :-' Whenever the emperor or the 
'Nizam appointed a iiigirdiir the ~1arathas appointed·' 
, another, and both claimed the revenue, while foragers 
, from each side exacted forced contributions; so that the 
'harassed cultivator often threw up his land and helped 
« to plunder his neighbour. The Maratha by these means 
'succeeded in fixing his hold on this province; but its 
, resources were dilapidated, and its people must have been 
, seriously demoralized by a regime of barefaced plunder 
, and fleecing, without attempt at principle or stability.' 
This brief extract describes generally the condition of 
the Buldana District between ~e years I724 and I803. 

44. In 1757 there were disturbances at Aurangabad 
where the Nizam Salabat Jang's 

Disturbances at 
Aarangabad and at
tack on Sindkhed. 

4 

forces were concentrated. These 
troubles had their origin partly in 
the restlessness of the Marathas 

1 Berir Gazetteer. p. 128. 
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and partly in a revolt against the minister) Samsam-ud
daulah, 'who was dismissed and replaced by Basalat J ang, 
Salabat J ang' s younger brother. Mir Nizam All, Salabat 
J ang' s next brother, marched through the BuldanaDistrict 
with the army.of Betar and, on his arrival at Aurangabad I 
contributed materially to the restoration of peace and 
the healing of discord, in return for which service he was 
appointed minister in place qf Basalat J ang and was also 
nominated heir':apparent, receiving the titles of Asaf J ah 
a!ld Nizam-ul-Mu1k. In 1758 Balaji Rao attacked Sind
khed to the relief of which place Nizam All hastened. 
He was compelled to fight his way from Aurangabad 
to.Sindkhed, but succeeded in relieving the place. The 
1\Iarathas, however, were to be bought off only by the 
cession of territory yielding a yearly revenue of twenty-
s~ven lakhs. , 

,~5. By the beginning of August, 1803, Daulat Rao 
, Sindhia and Raghuji Bhonsla, bent 

The second
1
Yaratba. h d d d f war. on war J a a vance as ar as 

MaIkapur where they encamped. 
~olon~ Collins, the British Resident with their camp, 
~as instructed to demand that they 'should at once with
draw from Berar. He was met by a refusal which was 
reg~rded as tantamount too a declaration of war, and was 
dismissed from their camp. On September 23rd, 1803, 
the allies were defeated, by Major-General Arthur \VelIes
ley' ~t Assaye, six miles beyond the border of the District, 
and, after the victorj Wellesley marched through the 
District towards Akola t on his way' to Argaon. After 
'~e treaties of Deogaon and Anjangaon; \Velle~ley 
marched back through the District to Jalna, and in the 
middle of l 804 recorded his opinion of this part of Berar J 

which, it must be remembered, had suffered from famine 
~ well as from war. 'Sindkhed/ he wrote, I is a nest 
t of thieves. The situa~ion of this country is shocking; 
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'the people are starving in hundreds; and there is no 
, government to afford the slightest relief.' 

46. The treaties of Deogaon and Anjangaon 
had demolished the pretensions of 

The Pindaris and AI th 1 d S' dhi the revenue farmers. the great ara a ea ers, m a 
and Bhonsla, but did not much 

improve the situation in Berar. Maratha and 
Pindari freebooters followed in their footsteps and ex
celled them in rapacity. Pimpalgaon, neal' Jalgaon, 
was sacked and gutted by one band; and in 1813 two 
:\Iaratha leaders occupied the Fatehkhelda pargana for 
more than three months, sacked Fatehkhelda town, and 
generally plundered the country. To them succeeded 
the Bhn 1taiks who robbed house by house. It may be 
doubted whether these self-confessed robbers were more 
injurious to the country than were the great revenue 
farmers who succeeded them. Extravagance at the 
capital necessitated the raising of large loans at exorbitant 
rates of interest. \Vhen these fell due they could not . ' 
be met and the device adopted for satisfying the creditors 
was to grant them leases of the revenue in Berar, the 
richest province of the Deccan. The tenure of these 
farmers was uncertain, for loan succeeded loan, and as 
each successive creditor became importunate he received 
a lease, often in supersession of his predecessor, who 
seldom abandoned his rights without a struggle. The 
condition of the country may be imagined. . It was to 
the interest of each revenue farmer to realize as much as 
he could in the shortest possible time and without the 
slightest regard to the interests of the rival who should 
succeed him or of the wretched cultivator. It is not 
surprising that of all these lessees one firm only, that of 
l\lessrs. Pestanji and Company, attempted to improve 
in any way the condition of the cultivator and the r~ 
sources of the province. 
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47. This policy was continued until the Assignment 
of Berar to the East India Company 

Affray at Malkapur. 
in r853, and throughout the first 

half of the nineteenth century law and order were almost 
unknown in the province. The affray at Malkapur only 
five years before Berar was assigned to the Company is a 
fair example of the estimation in which the Government 
was held as the guardian of the peace. In r837 a Musal
man shot dead a Rajput of Dattala who had insulted him 
at the Pimpalgaon fair. The act generated a blood feud, 
and twelve years later Lal Singh of Dattala, without 
warning or fresh provocation, assembled a band of nearly 
three thousand Hindus to avenge his relation's death. 
The fanatical Sikhs of Nander on the Godavari sent a 
contingent of five hundred men and the first news of the 
impending attack came to the )Iusalmfms of ~'[alkapur 
from their friends at Patur, who sent hasty word that 
this formidable company was marching by. The Rajputs 
and Sikhs assaulted Malkapur. There was the usual 
street fighting, burning, sacking, and slaying, though 
not many lives were lost, and the Muhammadans were 
worsted. This was, however, only the first game of the 
rubber, for the Musalmans were flocking to the fray from 
neighbouring towns; from Burhanpur especially a strong 
body had set out. The police and the local militia under 
the tiilukdiir were utterly powerless, but detachments 
of the Nizam's army,! under Major Arthur Wyndham, 
then arrived, and found Malkapur empty and deserted. 
The Musalmans had been driven out and the Rajputs 
had retreated to Dattala, where they afterwards had a 
skirmish with the troops. 

48. In 1853 Berar and other districts of the Nizam's 

The Assignment. 
Dominions were assigned to the East 
India Company in liquidation of 

1 The Hyderiibad contingent. 
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the large debt due on account of arrears of the pay of the 
Hyderabad contingent and as security for the future 
payment of that force. At the Assignment Berar was 
divided into two districts, South Berar (the Balaghat) 
with headquarters at Hingoli and North Berar with 
headquarters at Buldana. After the Mutiny the province 
was reconstituted into East Berar with headquarters at 
Amraoti and West Berar with headquarters at AkoHi> 
the present Buldana District being included in the latter. 
The District was undisturbed during the Mutiny and in 
1861 a fresh treaty was made with the Nizam. In 1864 
the taluks of Malkapur, Chikhli and Mehkar were sepa
rated from the West Berar District and formed into an 
indepen4ent charge 'styled the South-West Berar District 
-a clumsy designation which was changed in the follow
ing year to the Mehkar District. In 1867 Buldana was 
selected as the headquarters of the District, to which it 
thenceforth gave its name. On the reconstitution of the 
six districts of Berar in August 1905, Buldana received 
the Khamgaon and J algaon mluks from the Akola District. 

49. The history of the District during the last half 
centUry has been uneventful, and is 

Progress since the 
Mutiny. mainly a record of steady progress 

temporarily checked by scarcity 
in 1896-97 and by a severe famine in 1899-1900. Apart 
from these two natural calamities the most noteworthy 
event was probably the enormous stimulus given to the 
cultivation of and trade in cotton by the American Civil 
War. Sir Richard Temple wrote, in 1867, of the pro
vince generally: I Before this cotton had been one out 
, of many staples. It now became the prevailing, absorb
'ing, predominating product. Much of the other sorts 
C of culture was displaced to make room for it. The people 
, imported quantities of food grain from the Nagpur country 
, in order that they might have the more land whereon 
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f to raise the remu~era.tive cotton crop. The staple, too, is 
'one that requires much manual toil in weeding, ginning, 
f packing, and the. lik~. He'nce there arose a great and 
f urgent demand for rural labour , which, of course, operated 
, to raise the standard of wages. A great exportation of 
4 cotton to Bombay ,was soon established. The importa .. 
f tiOn of foreign produce was far from proportionate; 
{ consequently much of the return for this cotton consisted 
, of -cash and bulli-on. This circumstance, making money 
'cheap, ~ended to raise the' prices o{ all things. Another 
(effect was that th~ labouring and producing classes, 
~ espec~a1ly the agriculturists, were rapidly enriched.' 
This extract partly explains the rapid recoverY of Berar 
from t\le -deplQrable condition in. which it was found in 
1853. No other stimulus such as that applied by the 
demand for Indian cotton during the American Civil 
War has been applied, but the progress of the District 
has been and remains steady.and contirtuous. 

ARCHAtOI,OGY. 

50. The only archreological re~ains in the Buldana. 
District which are worthy of notice 

m~~it,ectutal re- are the temples and dharmsnalas 

at Lonar, Mehkar and elsewhere, 
the walls of l\Iehkar and Malkapur, the mosques at Fateh
khelda and Rohankhed, and the tomb at Deulgaon 
Raja .. 

In the village of Lonar is the old temple of Daitya-
I,onar. Sudan,> a Vaisbnava temple so 

called on account of its connection 
with the story of the demon Lavanasur or Lanasur 
who used to dwell in the crater _close by, and who was 
slain by Vishnu in his incarnation of Daitya-Sudan. 
The temple measures 105 feet long by 841 feet broad, it 
faces east, and is built of black stone profusely carved 
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all oyer the exterior with images and other ornament. 
The work is comparatively late, as may be seen from the 
~nf~ridr workmanship of the images, the style of the 
hall(ls of moulding, particularly those in the 1?asement, 
and an indiscriminate spreading of ornament over every 
a\"ailable surface. The building seems never to have 
been finished. The roof and some parts of the tops of 
the walls, with the tops of the three doorways of the hall, 
have never been completed. The four great pillars to 
support the intended dome, together with part of the 
inside masonry lining of the walls, were never erected, 
but at a very much later date the building was again 
taken in hand and finished off in a rou~ and ready manner 
with coarse brick-work, and brick arching was thrown 
over the unfinished tops of the three doorways. The 
basements for three porches before the doorways were 
laid, but the porches were never finished. Mr. Cousens, 
Superintendent of the Archreological Survey in Bombay, 
from whose Report for the year ending June 30th, I902, 

these accounts of the temples at Lonar and Mehkar are 
taken .• is of opinion that this temple- was being built when 
the lIuhammadans first overran this part of the country 
about the end of the thirteenth or beginning of the four
teenth century, that they stopped the work, dispersed 
the workmen, and mutilated the images. A standing 
figure of Sftrya occupies the principal niche at the back 
of and outside the temple which was possibly intended 
to be a shrine of this god. In the south-eastem comer 
of the courtyard of the temple is a small plain temple 
facing north, and containing three old images brought 
from elsewhere, the principal being that of Vishnu, 
supported on 'one side by Brahma. On the east of the 
town is an old square kund built of black stone. 
Around the four walls are niches for images, beneath 
which a platform runs all the way round. On the east 
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side,a small balconied pavilion is built forward from the 
wall and projects into the tank. To' the west of the 
town, at a short distance, is an old dhal'amsJJ41a composed 
of corridors of cut-stone pillars. 

The hollow in .which lies'the lake of Lonar, probably 
caused by a violent gaseous explosion long after the 
eruption of the Deccan trap and in comparatively recent 
times, contains, besides the foundations of a mosque 
which was never completed,.sixteen temples, built in the 
Hemadpanthi style. One of them 'is dedicated to Bha
wani Devi, another is a Vishnuite shrine and there' are 
some-which are Sivite. Thus all the three principal Hindu, 
sects, the Vaishnava, the Shaiva and the Sakta, are re
presented here. Most of them are in a ruinous state, but 
some contain beautifully carved door frames and pillars 
while in some the ceiling is decorated with cusped orna
ment. 

51. . The dharamshala a1 Mehkar is about 72 feet 
square inside and is formed by a 

Mehkar. 
1 ' deep covered colonnade with two rows 

.of pillars surrounding a small central square 23 feet square, 
whicl'\ i:; open to the sky, and the pavement of which is 
sunk a few feet below the level of the colonnade. There 
were ,60 pillars in all, of which 25 still stand. There is a 
ma,rked abse~ce of figure scuipture on this building', and 
the decoration ~n the pillars is almost entirely confined 
to' geometric and conventional leaf designs, which, Mr. 
Cousens reasonably concludes, indicates a period later 
tll,an the earliest inroads of the Muhammadans into 
ne:~r and the Deccan. The new temple of Balaji is of 
11.0 a:p.tiquarian interest in itself, but it contains a broken 
,J ain : image, with the date Sa':"'vat 1272 (A.D:. 1215) 

upon it, in a short inscription. 
The gate known as the gate of the Momins in the 

walls, of Mehkar bears an, inscription consisting of a text 
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from -the twenty-sixth chapter- of the Koran, which gives 
in a chronogram the date of the construction of the gate 
as A.H. 894 (A.D. 1488), which, it may be noticed, corres
ponds with that of the rep'air of Gawfigarh, and falls only 
two years before the time when Fatehullah Imad-ul-1\Iulk 
declared himself independent. 

52. Deulgaon Raja, in the south-western corner of 
the District, contains a handsome 

Hindu shrines at little domed tomb, in the l\Iughat 
Deulgaon Raja and 
other places, style~ known as the AIoli. Sam-iidhi 

of Chimkabai Sahib, daughter of 
Anand Rao Maharaja, of Deulgaon Raja. The tomb 
is a square building of cut stone, with a minaret rising 
from each of the four corners of its roof, and clusters of 
miniature miniirs round the base of each. Over the 
centre rises a well-proportioned dome, with other little 
miniirs around its drum, and surmounted by a remark
ably well-designed finial. An ornamental open work 
parapet and deep cornice surround the top of the roof, 
and the whole building is set upon a very ornamerl.ta1 
high basement of the same design as the beautiful green 
stone sarcophagus at BIjapur. 

At Dhotra, eighteen miles south of Chikh1I~ are three 
old temples, of which the most important is the temple 
of Siva, about a quarter of a mile south of 1:he village 
and in the fields. It faces the east, where it has but one 
entrance, and consists of a shrine and closed. mandap. 
Four plain pillars support the ceiling of the :mandap. 
The pilasters are built in sections with the courses of the 
wall masonry and are not, as in earlier work, single shafts 
built into' and ~gainst the wall. The bracket capitals 
of the pillars have the cobra ornament upon them. The 
exterior of the temple is fully moulded in ornamental 
bands, but there are no images whatever, not even in the 
usual three niches round the walls of the shrine. Mr. 
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Cousens is of opinion that these temples more or less 
devoid of figure sculpture on the exterior. represent the 
true Hemadpanthi style of architecture. Hemadri or 
Hemad Pant 'was the minist~r of the Yadava Raja, 
Mahadeva U grasarvabhaum, who reigned at Deogiri from 
1260 to 1271 by which time, Mr. Cousens reasonably con
jectures, stories of the havoc wrought by the Muhamma
dan iconoclasts would have reached the northern Deccan 
and induced Hind~ builders to construct their temples 
in such a way that there should be nothing on the exte?ior 
to give offence to the strangers or excite their icono
clastic zeal. 

At Satgaon, four miles from Chikhli, is an old temple 
of Vishnu ·which faces the west. From the style of the 
ceilings of the mandap and the pillars, the date of the 
temple's construction has been placed between the 
eleventh and fourteenth centuries. A little way to the 
north of this temple are four pillars, which with two 
images, are all that remain of a Jain temple. One of the 

.images, that of Parsvanath, bears an inscription of 
two lines, dated Saka II73 (A.D. 1251}. At Sakegaon, .. 
six miles west of Chikhlt, is an old temple of Mahadeo, 
whic~ is probably of the. same period as tlie temple of 
Vi~hnu at Satgaon. 

53· At Fatehkhelda or Shakarkhelda, twelve miles 
north-west of Mehkar, is a very fine 

~ha~~d~di and little mosque, bearing an inscription 
which contains a chronogram giving 

the date- A.H. 989 (A.D. 1581). At Rohankhed there is 
an 'ornate mosque very similar to that o( Fatehkhelda 

" t, , 

,but $lightly lighter in appearance. It bears an inscrip-
tion of which only fragments are legible. It records 
the fact that the mosque was built by Khudawand Khan, 
wh~se generosity is praised, in A.H. 990 (A.D. 1582) 
and is second only to Ka'bah at Mecca in sanctity. This 
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Khudawand Khan was Khudawand Khan the Mahdavi, 
one of the supporters of the young Ismail Nizam Shah 
and Jamal Khan, and is not to be confounded with 
Khudawand Khan the African, Governor of Mahur a 
century earlier. Khudawand, the l\Iahdavi, built the 
Rohankhed mosque and the Fatehkhelda mosque, the 
inscription on which contains an unmistakable allusion 
to his name, at about the same time. 



CHAPTER III. 

POPIJLATION. 

STATISTICS OF POPULATION. 

54. The new }3uldana District as constituted in 1905 
has been formed of. the old Buldana 

Statistics of area and 
population; density J 

town-s and villages. 

District, and of two talllks of .Alcola 
District, viz., Khamgaon and 
J algaon. The ar~a and population 

of the District thus constituted were 3662 square miles 
and 613;756 persons according to the census of 1901. 
Buldana now stands 17th in point of area, and 9th in 
population among the Districts of the Central Provin~es 
and .B~rar. The District is divided into five trunks, 
ChikhlI lying in the centre, Mehkar to the south, Malka
pur to the north ~ and J algaon and Khamgaon to the 
north-east. The figures of area and population of the 
five taJuks are as follows :-

Area.. Pbpula.tion. 

Cbikblr 
;~ 1009 129,59° 

Mehkar 1008 120,792 .. 
Malkapul 792 173,234 
Jalgaon .. 410 87,192 
Khamgaon 443 102,948 

Chikhli js thus the largest in respect of area and Malkapur 
in population, while J algaon is the smallest in both res
pec~. The total density of population is 168 persons per 
square mile as against 120 persons for the Central Pro
vinces and Berar. The density of the rural area is 145 
persons. Khamgaon was the most thickly populated 
taluk in the District with'232 persons per square mile in 
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1901, and Mehkar the most sparse1y populated with 120 
persons per square mile. Malkapur, Jalgaon and Chikhlr 
had 219, 213 and 128 persons respectively per square 
mile. In 1905-06 the proportion of cropped area Per 
head of population was 2'6S acres, this proportion being 
exceeded in Yeotmal and '\Vardha. Buldana has hardly 
any land available for cultivation, the percentage of land 
already under cultivation being 97'97 and any further 
increase in the agri<;ultural population must therefore 
be attended by a decrease in the means of sustenance 
falling to the lot of each itidiVidual. "The Dbtrict con-
tains 9 towns and 1371 villages, of which 212 are un
inhabited. The population of the towns in 19o1 was as 
follows :-Khamgaon 18,341 ; Shegaon ISP57 ; Ualka
pur 13,II2 ; J algaon 8487; Nandura 6669; Deulgaon 
Raja 6293; ChikhlI 588<); Mehkar 5330 and Buldana 
4137. The total urban population is 83,315 or 13"57 
per cent. of that of the District, this proportion being 
exceeded in only six Districts of the Central Provinces 
and Berar. The urban population has increased since 
1891 by 10,896 persons or IS per cent. Khamgaon, the 
second cotton mart in Berar, is progressing steadily. It 

shows an increase of 2743 or 17'6 per cent. during 1891-
19o1. Since 1881 its population has increased. by 48 
per cent. It has a large commercial and industrial 
population, Shegaon, which was in 186] simply a large 
agricultural village, is now one of the chief cotton marts 
of Berar. It showed a low rate of increase in its popu
lation at the census of 1891 ; but by its rapid growth in 

. the ensuing decade it rose one step higher in the list of 
towns, and now stands seventh in Berar. The increase 
in its population during the decade 18<)1-1901 amounted 
to 3r8 per cent. most of whom were immigrants attracted 
by trade. Malkapur during the decade 1891-19°1 in
creased in population from 9222 to 13,II2, The increase 
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amounts to 42'2 per cent, and is due to the development 
of its cotton trade, which will, no doubt, continue to add 
to its population. Since 1891 Chikhll and Buldana have 
risen to the ra~k of towns; the first being a centre of local 
trade has increased from 4672 to 5889 or by 26 per cent., 
and the latter the headquarters of the District has risen 
from 3243 to 4137 or by 27'6 per cent, Buldana has 
less than 5000 inhabitants, but having a municipality 
it is included in the list of towns. J algaon and Deulgaon 
Raja both have decreased in population during the d~ 
cade_by 8'8 and 14'8 per cent. respectively, Nandura 
and Mehkar have increased in population by 3 and 41 
per cent, respectively, The nine places enumerated 
as towns contain 15,818 Muhammadans, 1270 Jains and 
346 Christians. Besides the towns the District has 28 

villages with a population of 2000 or more persons, The 
proportion of villages of this size to the total is 2'4 
per cent. Eighty-one villages or nearly 7 per cent. of the 
total number 1contain between 1000 and 2000 persons, 
this proportion being exceeded only in AkoUi District. 
Eight hundred and twenty-two inhabited villages con
tain 'less than 500 persons. Only 189 inhabited villages 
,contain less than 100 persons. Excluding towns the 
a,verage village in 1901 contained 95 houses and 458 
persons. 

55, A census of the District has been taken on four 

occasions in 1867, 1881, .1891 J and 
. Growth of popula-

\tion. 1901. The first census was a pro-
vincial one. In 1881 the popula

tio~ of the District as it stands at present was 642 ,074 
persons. In 1891 the population was 610,604 persons 
showing an increase of 36,530 persons or 5'7 per cent. on 
1881. The population of Cbikhtr, Mehkar, Khamgaon 
and l\falkapur trUuks increased by 7'2, 16'6,3'V" and 5"6' 
per cent. respectively, While that of J algaon taIuk de-
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creased by 7'9 per cent. In 1901, the population was 

613,756 persons, having decreased by 64,848 persons 
or 9'6 per cent. during the decade .1891-19°1, The 
results of the census were) however) differ~nt in the five 
t~ilnks) Cbikbli showing a decrease of 13'7 per cent" 
Mehkar of 21"07, J algaon of 10'8 and Malkapur of 2'6 per 
cent" while the population of Khamgapn gained by 3~2 
per cent. In the Malkapur, Chikhli and Mehkar taluks 
which formed the old Buldana District, the census 
decrease was 57,405 persons or II'9 per cent" while the 
natural decrease deduced from vital statistics was only 
20,169 persons or 4'2 per cent, The difference is to be 
attributed partly to the deficient reporting of deaths in 
the famine years and partly to emigration, the number 
of persons born in Buldana and enumerated elsewhere 
being 27,907, The decrease of 32,254 persons in the 
Mehkar trunk is the largest in the Province, and is partly 
due to the fact that in the early stage of the famine of 
1900 people in large numbers left their homes for NilAar 
in the hope of ohtaining land there, The District was 
very severely affected by both the fani.ines during the 
decade. Birth-rates fell off most abnormally in r898 and 
1900, In four out of ten years, the deaths exceeded the 
births. The excess of deaths in I900 alone in the old 
Buldana District amounted to 32,721 persons, The incre
ment of 3I63 persons in the Khamgaon taluk is entirely 
due to the growth of the population of the towns of 
Khamgaon and Shegaon, amounting to 6378, the rural 
population of the taluk having diminished by 3215 persons, 
The decrease in the Jalgaon taluk was as large as 10,606, 
and was noticeable in its rural as well as its urban popu
lation. The decrease was to some extent due to the 
absence of a fair on the last census night at Dhanora, a 
village in this taluk, where on the night of the previous 
census 2352 persons had assembled. 
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56. The following statement shows the number of 

Vital statistics. 
births and deaths during the last 
seven years:-

Total Ratio per Total Ratio per 
Years. births. mille of deaths. mille of 

I 
population. population 

-

1902 37,6-44 61"33 25,568 41 '65 

1.903 3.0,078 49'00 26,1.03 . 42 '56 

190 4 .35,353 57"6 25,142 4.0'96 

190 5 34,5.01 56'21 3.0,736 I 5.0'08 

19.06 33,896 55'22 35,.046 57'1.0 

1(1.°7, 32,684 53'25 35,792 58'32 

19.08 J4,839 56'76 23,16g 37'75 

fqr the seven years 19.02-19.08 the total excess of 
births over deaths has been 37,439. This is not a very 
satisfactory increase. Epidemics of plague and cholera 
ha:ve impeded progress. Khamgaon and Shegaon are 
chronic plague centres, though it is not yet certain whether 
the epidemic breaks out spontaneously or is intr.oduced 
fr.om outside. The Civil Surgeon thinks that improved 
~ommunications are partly responsible for the introduc
tion of the disease. The death-rate was .normal up t.o 
19.04, but in the next three years it rose to a large extent, 
\and :in 19.06 and 19.07 the number of deaths actually 

. exceeded the numQer of births. The high mortality is 
-due to plague which broke out in all~these three years. 
in 19.06 there was also ~ severe outbreak: of cholera. 
Had it not been for the epidemic diseases the rati.o of 
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deaths and births would have been well on the right side 
each year. 

57. The District has suffered greatly from cholera, 

Diseases. 1 
no less than eleven severe epidemics 
having occurred since 18&). In 

1878, a year of distress, 7414 deaths were recorded. For 
three consecutive years, 1895, 1896 and 1897, cholera 
raged and in 1<)06 a very severe epidemic took place. 
5277 deaths or a rate of 8'59 per mille of the population 
being returned. The infection is said to be introduced 
generally from some sacred centre of pilgrimage, especially 
Pandharpur in the Sholapur District of the Bombay 
Presidency. During the epidemic of 1<)06 efforts were 
made to purify the water-supply by permanganate of 
potash, and 8358 wells were thus disinfected. At first 
the attitude of the people _ towards the measure was 
distinctly suspiciow;, but underwent a marked change 
when it was seen what benefits resulted in villages where 
the wells were properly treated. Plague appeared in the 
District in 1902, and has prevailed every year since, the 
.total number of deaths from that year to 1906 being 
over 16,000. The worst.epidemic occurred in 1<)03 when 
the mortality was 5282 or 8'44 per mille of the popUlation. 
The town of Khamgaon especially suffered severely in 
1<)02 and 1905, when II79 and 872 deaths were recorded. 
The type of plague usually observed was the bubonic, 
and the percentage of deaths to persons attacked was 
over 75, though In some villages it reached the appalling 
figure of 90. The attitude of the people towards plague 
measures is slowly undergoing a change, and evacuation 
is freely resorted to. Small-pox is always present. The 
worst epidemic occurred in i877, when 2682 peOple died, 
and in 1905, when the mortality was 1483. -The District 

1 A DOte on diseases was supplied by Mr. R. T. Rodgets. Civil 
Surgeon, BuldiDa. 

5 
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is fairly protected by vaccination, about 24;000 persons 
being vaccinated annually. But the severe epidemic 
of 1905 is partly attributed to the fact that in previous 
years children had not been adequately protected, two or 
three indifferent scars being very often found. Four scars 
are now the minimu~ number permitted. Fever, which 
is a wide' term covering pneumonia and inflammation of 
the brain and other organs, is responsible for about one
third of the total mortality pf the District. The type of 
malarial fever usually seen is the benign tertian though 
occasional cases of ague are met with.. A modified type 
of enteric fever, especially among children, has also been 
observed. Bowel complaints cause about one-eighth 
of the total mortality, this rate being two or three times 
higher than that of the Central Provinces, and four or five 
times higher than that of the rest of India. The greatest 
mortality occurs in the rains, August being the most fatal 
m,onth. The exceptional figures are possibly due in part to 
the ,custom at ~toring grain in damp pits called peos; the 
grain often gets mildewed especially during the rains, 
w~eJ? the subsoil water rises, and its consumption in the 
form of cakes often insufficiently cooked causes an irrita
tion of the bowels, which may have fatal results. Much of 
the mortality in the famine years was due to this cause J as 
was only to be expected when damp and unwholesome 
juari was, regarded as excellent fare. There were 1482 

blind persons in the District at the last census, and this 
was the highest proportion both for mal~s and females in 
~e!ar. The Malkapur taluk contained, 370 lepers, the 
p,rciportion being the highest in the Province. In neither 
case are the figures capable of any special explanation. 

58. 'No special statistics are maintained for showing 

~igration. how many persons came into the 
District from outside and how many 

left it during the decade 1891-1901. The figures fO,r 
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birth-place, however, throw some light on the numbers of 
the immigrants and the emigrants. Just over 83 per 
cent. of the population were shown in Ig01 as having 
been born within the District, this proportion being the 
highest in Berar. Seventy-one thousand persons were 
returned as born outside the District. This number. 
however, does not represent the actual number of 
persons who immigrated into the District within the 
decade, but it also includes those who came in 
before 1891. At the census of 1891 the number of 
persons returned as born outside the Province was 91,762. 

" This at first sight would mean that there was no great 
immigration. But such i~ not the case; a large number 
of immigrants must have died and some returned to 
their respective Provinces or elsewhere, and most of 
the vacancies thus caused must have been filled up by 
fresh immigrants since that year. On the whole, how
ever, the census of 1901 disclosed a decrease of 20,000 
immigrants on that of 189I. Of the 7I,000 residents born 

> A 

outside the District the majority came from Hyderabad 
territory (23,000), Akola District (21,000), Bombay 
(19,000), and RajpuUina (4000). Only IIOO came from 
the Central Provinces. The figures for emigration outside 
Berar are not available but those for inter-provincial 
migration shew that Buldana contributed 27,907 per
sons to other Districts and received from other Districts 
22,214, the operations resulting in a loss of 5693 in 
popUlation. 'I'he bulk of the emigration was -to Akola 
which took 2;,196 persons. Buldana showed the largest 
decrease in indigenous population in Berar (36,7II). 

59· As is only to be expec~ed in the absence of any 

Occupation. l 
large to~ or important industries, 
the population of the District is 

mainly agricultural, and the bulk of the population is 
1 The figures in this para. are for the old District. 
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either engaged directly in agriculturel or is indirectly 
dependent on the land for means of subsistence. Accord
ing to the returns of the last census, the agricultural. 
population numbered 312,963 or 73'88 per cent. of the 
inhabitants, as against the provincial figure of 72'8 per 
cent, Of this number 53'66 per cent. were actual work
ers and 20'22 per cent, dependents of both sexes. The 
agricultural population includes land-holders, tenants and 
labourers. Thirty-six thousand eight hundred and fifty
eight persons or 8'70 per cent. of the population' were 
actual land-holders or tenants. Agricultural labour pro
vided employment for 224,955 persons or 52'89 per 
cent. of the people. Out of every 100 persons supported 
by this form of employment as many as 85 were recorded 
as actually working, while the remaining 15 were depen
dent on them. The number of dependents under this 
head of occupation was the least. Stock breeding and . . 
dealing afforded support to 4343 persons or 1'02 per 
cent.; this proportion being the lowest in Berar. Six 
thousand three hundred and twenty persons or about Ii 
per ,fent. of the populati~n were returned under personal 
and household and sanitary services; of these 2650 or 
0'63 per ce.nt, were barbers. The industrial population 
or those who are engaged in the preparation and supply 
of material substances numbered 53,676 or 12'67 per cent . 

. of the population. Of these 14,133 or 3'33 per cent. of 
the popUlation were engaged in the supply of food and 
'~rink, 1885 persons dealing with animal food, .6749 with 
. ~~getaDle food and 5499 with drink, condiments and stimu
,lallts. The manufacture and sate of textile fabrics sup-
ported 13,7II persons or 3'24 per cent, of the population. 
Cotton, which is the principal product of the District, 
afforded means of support to 7919 persons or 1'87 per 
cent. T~e actual worke~s in cotton ~umbered 5280 and 
of these 2889 were enUmerated as homeworkers and 
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2391 as working in factories. Other classes included in 
the industrial population were those engaged in the 
supply of fuel and forage, 3067; workers in metals and 
precious stones, 5174; in glass, pottery and stoneware, 
2678; in wood. cane and leaves, 6432; and in leather, 
7585. The commercial population numbered 7585 per
sons or 1"79 per cent. The principal classes included 
under this head are bankers and moneylenders. number
ing 3508, and shopkeepers and moneylenders' servants 
numbering 3731. Out of every 100 persons supported 
by commerce 39 only were actual workers, and. they 
had to maintain the remaining 61. Transport and 
storage afforded employment to 2674 persons or '63 per 
cent. The professional population numbering 6670 
or 1"57 per cent. covers a very wide field, from physicians 
and lawyers to religious mendicants. hunters and dan
cers. The only professions of any numerical strength 
are those of religious mendicancy, supporting 3697 per
sons, and acting and dancing supporting 679 persons. 
Unskilled labour, not agricwtural, supported 5495 peJ
sons or 1"30 per cent. of the population. There were 
16,766 persons or 3'96 per cent. employed in administra
tive service; of these 13,866 were made up of 5483 actual 
,yorkers and 8383 dependents supported by village service, 
which includes patels, patwaris, iaglias and Mahars. Six 
thousand eight hundred and ten persons or r61 per 
cent. were returned as independent and included beg
gars, pensioners, prisoners, and persons of private means. 
Beggars are, as elsewhere, numerous and contribute 6047 
to this total. 

60. The principal language of the District is Mara

Language. Marithi. tht. It is spoken by 529,000 persons 
or 86 'per cent.. of the population. 

Buldana has the largest proportion of .M:arathl speakers 
of the four Berar Districts. The form of the language 
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used here is dual. In the eastern pary: of the District 
what is known as the Berari is spoken and this gradually 
merges into its purer or Deccan form which is spoken 
in the western part of the District. There is also said to 
be a slight difference. between the dialect spoken above 
the Ghats, called Ghiita varchi Varhiidi in the south and 
the Ghata khiilchi Varhadi in the north, but the difference 
is prohaMy of no importance. 'rhe difference between 
the Deccan and Be:J;an forms of speech is also slight. 
Long vowels and especially :fin3J. ones are very frequently 
shortened.; thus mi and mi, I, maha and maha,' my. 
There is a strong tendency among the lower classes to 
substitute 0 for ava and avi; thus zol for zaval, near; 
udola for udvila, squandered. An a is very commonly 
used where the Deccan form of the language has an e, 
especially in the termination of neuter bases, in the 
suffix ne of the i;tstrumental, and in the future. Thus, 
asa~ so ;. sangitla, it was said; dukra, swine; asal, I shall 
be .. I is very often interchanged with e and }la'; thus 
dila, della and dyalla., given; an initi~ e is commonly 
pronounced as ye; thus, ek and yek, one. The cerebral 
I, which is always distinguished from the corresponding 
.dental sound, is commonly pronounced as a very soft r, 
and 'even as.a y, especially in this District. ~hus, mali, 
"ma"i and mayi. The cerebral ~ is always changed to n, 
though ~ is often retained in writing. ThUs kon, who; 
pani, water. Land n are continually interchanged in 
,the futur~ tense; thus mi marin and maril, I shall strike. 
V is vety indistinctly sounded before tong and short i 
and e, and is often dropped altogether; thus, isto, fire; 
is, ~wenty; yel, time. The ~euter gender is thoroughly 
preserved only in Marathi and .Gujarati, but in the 
Berari dialect the distinction between the ..masculine 
and neuter genders is weakened owing to the substitution 
of a for en in neuter bases and the tendency to shorten 
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long final vowels as stated before. The case suffixes 'are 
the same as in the Deccan form, but in this District the 
dative is formed by adding le and not ta; thus bapatc, 
to the father. In verbs the second, person singular has 
usually the form of the third person; thus, til ake, thou 
art, for lu iihes. In the present tense a is substituted for 
e in the terminations of the second person singular and 
the third person plural; thus, til miirto~ thou strikest; 
te martat, they strike. The habitual past is often used 
as an ordinary past; thus, to mhane, he said. In the 
conjunctive participle sanyii is often added; thus, dhaun
sanya, having run. 

61. Urdft is spoken by 48,000 persons, who are all 

Other languages. 
Muhammadans. There are 12,000 

speakers of Marwari, about the 
same number as in Amraoti and Akola. Hindi is spoken 
by II,oo<? persons, Gujarati by 5,000, and Banjari and 
Telugu each by 3,000. This District contains the small
est number of Dravidian tribes, and hence there is no 
aboriginal language worth mention. Gondl is spoken by 
about 500 persons only. 

RELIGION. 

62. The statistics of religion show that Hindus con
stitute 91 per cent. of the population, 

Statistics of reli- and Muhammadans about 7 per gion. 
cent. There are also 5,124 J ains, 366 

Christians, and 1,258 Animists. t Animism is the name 
, technically given to the collection of beliefs professed 
• by the Dravidian tribes who 'have not been admitted 
, to the caste system or become Hindus. • The number 
of animists, being- about one per cent. of the population, 
is insignificant, and the reason is that the forest tribes, 
Andhs and Kolls, inhabiting the District, have adopted 
the Brahmanic ritual,. They are encouraged by the 
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Brahmans to do SO, to whom comes great profit by their 
religious ministry. 'The proselytes,' observes Sir A. C. 
, Lyall 1 , 'are permitted to enter temple courts formerly 
,. tabooed to' them, and to make offerings which would 
, previously have been rejected with scorn. Their wives 
4 consult holy men who would once have disdained to 
, receive them, and are admitted to the full hono~r of 
, private interviews; they· elect a spiritual director from 
, among the orthodox and are enrolled among his disciples. 
, They may even bring over their humble deities and get 
• th~m pr.operly Brahmanised. J 

-63. The Hinduism of Berar is undoubtedly a reli
gion of local origin which has been 

Hinduism. Popular moulded and modified by external 
Religion. 

forces. Siva, its chief deity, is by 
some held to be of Dravidian origin; by others it is 
assumed that it was the inhabitants of the \Vestern , , 

Him'alayas who elevated Rudra Siva to be their pro
tecting deity, just as Vishnu became the god of the 
nations on the Ganges. 

64· The external forces which prior to the arrival 
of the Muhammadans moulded or 

Exte~8J iufluen~e s. 
modified local religion were the 

Aryan 'element, the Buddhist and Jain religions, and the 
neo-Brahmanic revival. Traces of the Aryan element 
are very fain~. The hom sacrifice appears to be a relic 
of the worship of Agni, and the swallow-wort to be the 
~odern substitute for the ancient soma plant j -while 
\ , 

~~ry fe~ Brahmans commence their daily duties without 
saJl.lting, the sun with the old salutation, -now scarcely 
understood) of the Savitri. The Til Sankrant is supposed 
'to be a vestige of the Aryan cult. But before the Aryan 
invaders had turned the line of the Vindhya mountains, 
the revolt of Buddhism had occurred. The indirect 

1 Asiatic Studies, Vol. I. page 139. 
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influence of Buddhism may perhaps be recognised to-day 
among the Gosains, Manbhaos, Gondhalis and other 
sects who recruit their ranks from Sudras of any caste; 
and to the example of the Buddhists and J ains is pro
bably due that pre~isposition among the Hindus of Berar 
to the frequent canonization of saints, a cult which in 
time extended even to the worship of canonized Musal
mans. The diverse elements were, to a certain extent, 
welded together by Brahmanic influence, but the Brah
mans have never had the power, even if they had the will, 
to make the mass homogeneous. Even educated Brah
mans recognise only jour religions in the Province ; these 
are Hindu, Musalman, Parsi and Christian; Buddhists, 
J ains, and Sikhs, they call Hindus; Jews being circum
cised are, they say, the same as l\Iusalmans. But this 
claim to unity of religion cannot hide the fact that the 
Hinduism of Berir contains a large pre-Brahmanic 
element. 

65. The four chief events of the Hindu religious year 
are, in Berar, the Maha Sivarato., 

Need of Brabman the Holi, the Dasahra, and the 
priests. 

Diwali. The Maha Sivaratri is held 
in honour of the lingam J and a J angam or a Gurao 
officiates. The Holi is an obscene saturnalia in honour 
of a female demon, whom any man may bum in effigy 
at his o~"Il bonfire. At the Dasahra, and Diwali also, 
the presence of a Brahman has not yet beco~e. absolutely 
necessary, and is often dispensed with. This is perhaps 
sufficient proof of the vitality of the pre-Brahmanic 
element in the popular worship; other facts will bring 
out this point still more clearly. -

66. The great festival in honour of )Iahadeo is the 

Wors4ip of Mahadeo. Maha Sivaratri (February),' but at 
this the lingam is the object of wor

ship; and although the sect of the Lingayats is compara-
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tively modern, the worship of the lingam. is supposed 
to 'be intimately connected with the old serpent worship. 
Among the lower castes Bhairoba as an incarnation of 
Siva is much worshipped; while among agricultural 
and other castes the most popular incarnation is Khan
doba. It was in his honour that in former days women 
used to swing themselves by iron h,ooks fastened into 
their flesh, after first naming their petition to the priest; 
in his honour also men drew strings' o~ heavy carts by 
means of iron hooks fastened into their bodies.' In many 
houses there is a small silver image of the god, sword in 
hand, on horseback, before which on the Champa ShasU 
is waved a copper platter bearing . cocoanut, jaggery, tur
meric, and sixteen small lamps made of wheaten flour. 
His votaries also offer him brinjals and onions, his favour
ite diet, which they may not use themselves before this 
day. The black dog of Khandoba on which he rides is 
also 'Wo'rshipped. Sunday is the day sacred to this deity 
(who, is also kI).own as Martand) and alms are solicited 
on this day in his name. 

67. The favourite incarnation of DevI is probably 

'

n' hi' D _ Bhawani, in whose services the 
,.or5 p of eVl. 

Gondhalls are enrolled. She is 
worshipped 'for· the nine days, Bhawani Navratra, pre
ceding the Dasahra, the idol being placed on a basket 
~lOwned ev~!"y day with fresh flowers. The basket rests 
on a pot. full of 'Water, and for the whole period of nine 

,days a l~ght is kept burning on a stand before the image. 
On the tenth day, or the Dasahra, the heast of the village 
slays a buffalo in remembrance of the victory of Devl 
over. the demon god Mhasoba or Mahishasur. On this 
day also an unmarried girl is placed beside the image of 
Bhawani and worshipped, the ceremony being- possibly 
a relic of the left-handed ritual of former aays. Bhawani 
is also worshipped on the new and full moon. She may 
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perhaps be identified with Mari 1tlai, to whom on the 
eighth day of Bhawani Navratra some castes offer twigs 

of sacred trees. 
68. Maroti or Hanuman is another god whose wor

Maloti. 
ship in Berar is most universal. He 
is the head of the monkeys, and is 

represented as a monkey. He is the guardian of villages, 
and every . year in Chaitra, the first month of the Hindu 
year, all people worship him ; this festival is called Hanu
man Jayanti, and is regarded as his birthday. Maroti is 
invoked at the time of birth, marriage andd~ath, and on 
all occasions when the necessity of any help for the success 
of an undertaking arises. In some places a second Hanu
man Jayanti is observed, six months after, commemo
rating the day on which he returned from the region of sun. 
The legend is that on being born he saw the red ball of 
the sun which he wanted to swallow. It took him three 
months to reach the place, and the same period for his 
return journey. 

All the three gods described above are believed 
to represent deities of other than Aryan origin and 
are more popular than those of Aryan origin such as 
the incarnations of Vishnu of whom two are reckoned as 
most important in Berar. They are Rama and Krishna, 
the latter being better kno'wn here as Balaji. A great 
festival to commemorate their birthdays is held annually. 
That for Rama is known as Rama N avami and is held on 
the ninth day of Chaitra, while that for Krishna is known 
as Gokul Ashtami and is held on the eighth day of 
Shrawan. 

69. The growth of ancestor worship into the worship 

Ancestor worship. 
of saints and heroes is exemplified in 
the local religion. Some castes, 

e.g., Telis, keep small metal images made in honour of 
their -ancestors. Food is offered to the dead man's 
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spirit after every funeral. The Brahmanic custom 
is'to offer to the ancestors on the anniversary of their 
death. In Berar the Siidras omit this observance and 
only. offer their oblation, which may be nothing more 
than a handful of food, or a little ghi thrown into the fire, 
~n two fixed days in the year. The first is the third day 
of Vaishakh, known as Akhaji or Akshayatritiya (May) ; 
the second is sometimes called the Pitra Paksha, some
times the Pittori Amawas (August), and it is one of the 
occasions on which barren women worship the attendants 
of Durga in the hope of offspring. 

70 • The cases of hero worship are not very frequent. 
The Gudt Padwa festival held on 

Ven«:ration of heroes new- y(!ar s day (Chaitra Shuddha I) 
and saints. 

is in honour of Ratna and his three 
brothers, who on this day met again after their wander
ing~; ~ pole, bearing a brass or copper pot, and adorned 
with a woman's bodice or a red flag, is erected in front of 
their houses \ by those who celebrate this event. Hanu
man, who led the monkey host to Ceylon in aid of Rama, 
is tUso worshipped on his birthday, fourteen days later; 
and the names of victorious Arjun and others are borne 
in-mind w~en entering a village. B1;it these are heroes of 
.~ntiquity, and there are no modern additions to the 
roll of deified warriors. The list of saints, on the other 
hand, is continually being augmented. They are in a 
dim way supposed to act as intercessors between mortals 
and the unseen powers, or at any rate to possess some 

_ I!lysterious influence for good and -evil which can be 
propitiated by sacrifice and offezj.ng. Pilgrimages are 
made to the tombs of these saints, for it must be noted 
that a man is always buried (not burnt) who has devoted 
himself entirely to religious practices or whom the gods 
have marked for their o~ by some curious and 'Wonderful 
visitation. When an ascetic or a man widely renowned 
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for virtue has acquired the name of a saahu or saint, 
he is often consulted much during his lifetime, and a few 
lucky prescriptions or prophecies. gain him a reputation 
for miracle working. To such an extent do all the people 
round give heed, from the best to the greatest saying, 
as of Simon Magus,. • this man is the great power of 
God' ; he is a visible manifestation of the divine energy 
which his virtue and self·denial have absorbed. Many 
large fairs have taken their origin from the annual con
course at the shrines of these sadhus. At J algaon a 
crazy vagrant was canonized about forty years ago on 
grounds which strict people considered insufficient. At 
Dhanora is the shrine of a famous saint called the Maha 
Siddha, or great sadhu, who must have lived some years 
,ago, for his real history has mouldered away, and he is 
now said to have communed with gods. According to 
the legend, he came to this place in the train of hvo 
deities, who selected the spot and vanished, leaving him 
invested with full miraculous powers. The shrine is 
noted for its powers over snak~bite and scrofulo~~ 
symptoms. A large two-storied gate to its enclosure was 
formerly erected by the gratitude of a wealthy tailor 
who was here healed of sore disease of the loins. 

71. All classes have a firm belief that the spirits of 

Ghosts. 
the dead are wont at times to trouble 
the living. These spirits are classed 

according to the status of their owners at the time of 
death. A Jhoting is the spirit of a child who has not yet 
been invested with the sacred thread; a Munja is that of a 
child who wore the thread but died before marriage; a 
Bhiit is an adult male ghost; while female ghosts are 
known as Churel, Dakin, Hadal, or Manwin. A Brah
man-samand or a Brahmarakshas is the ghost of a miserly 
Brahman. It is held that a Munja spirit will cause the 
death of one child after another who is named after him, 
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and the terrified father will call his next infant a Block
head or a Dunghead (Dhondia, Ukardia) in the hope that 
the angry spirit may be appeased. If a child i~ sickening 
fr.om this cause, the father will give a dinner at a banyan 
tree to unmarried men; or he may tie a silken cord round. 
the child's waist anq prepare an offering of red lead, 
limes, betel-n:ut and leaves, cocoanut and dates. At 
night he may call in a Kumbhar or other exorcist, who 
brings with him a small drum (dahak). On this, after 
1irst worshipping it, he accompanies himself as he 'sings 
invocations to each unmarried man who has died in that 
family. The mouth and eyes of the afflicted person he 
will sprinkle with water over which mantras have been 
repeated. The evil spirit after being repeatedly ques
tioned explains who he is and how he entered in. Mon' 
sprinkling and mantras, with an occasional tap from the 
exor~s~'s wand, d~cide the spirit, who promises to depart 
if h~ receives the offering due to him. This is now made; 
the affected person takes an old shoe betweet;l his teeth 
and goes to the abode of the spirit, and thence to a pIpal 
tree, at the foot of which he is supposed to fall senseless 
and to becpme freed from the incubus. A nail is driven 
i~tQ the tr~e to prevent the spirit's return; or if the 
~orcist can manage'it, he shuts up the spirit in a bottle 
which is buried deep underground. ShoUld the foot or 
,any single limb be affected, the ceremony of dora-ban~han 
is frequently performed. A piece of string is suspended 
\~ver' a wood fire, mantras being repeated the while; the 
's~,oke when it touches the string indicates the effectual 
maf£tra. The string 'is now bound around the sufferer's 

\ foot', and the regular offering to evil' spirits follows. If 
it be a Manwin or the spirit of a married woman, who is 
troubling one of her own sex, an image of her is made 
and worshipped. Often in order to appease her before a 
marriage, a. bodice, bangles, red and yellow turmeric, 
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tooth powder, betel-nut and leaf are presented to a married 
woman who comes from her own house to receive the 
offenng· s bathes and is then led back. If a Jhoting be , , 
troublesome a patch of ground at the side of a river or 
road or at the village burial place is plastered over with 
cowdung, and on the smooth surface the figure of a man 
is sketched in red lead. To this, grains of urad and juari 
coloured yellow, red and yellow turmeric with white 
oleander flowers, are offered; little lamps of wheaten 
flour containing linseed oil are lit, and scents and camphor 
are burnt. Limes, dates, almonds, plantains and lumps 
of turmeric, five of each, and a cocoanut are then offered. 
After this the worshippers return home and bathe. 

72. But these especial spirits of evil, who, however 
troublesome, are rarely remembered 

Demon gods and beyond a second generation, are 
goddesses. 

very inferior in importance to the 
demon gods and goddesses, represented by the rude 
heaps of red daubed stones which so frequently meet the 
eye by the roadside and under trees. At the head of 
these demons stands Bhairava or Vetal king of the Bhitts, 
and Mhaso~a or Mahisasur, the haunter of running 
waters, who every now and again drags under and des
troys a victim or two, and through fear of whom a mot 
is never worked from a stream. The chief female demons 
are now nearly all identified with DevI. There is Meskai 
whose shrine is visited by KunbIs, Salis and Bhois on the 
eve before a wedding. There are Marl Mai and Mata 
Mai, goddesses of cholera and small~pox; Panchwai and 
Satwai, who are propitiated on the-fifth and sixth day after 
the birth of a child; there are the seven Asras, water 
spirits like Mahisasur. but who trouble chiefly the weaker 
sex. An offering similar to that made for a Jhoting is 
made when one of these demons, in revenge for its haunt 
being disturbed, has seized a victim; but to the fruits 
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and flowers must be added the' blood of a cock or a kid, 
slain at the snrine. Sometimes also the Gondhalls are 
called in to sing through the night. 

73. Tree worship is also prevalent, as well as the use 

Tree worship. 
of trees in worship. The plpal tree, 
as being the abode of the Munja 

spirit, is worshipped every Sunday evening; the umar ~ 
the sacred basil, the margosa and the bel tree are some
times the objects of daily worship; bel leaves, with rice 
grains, sandal ointment and flowers are offered to Maha
deo every day before the morning meal is eaten. The 
shami tree and the agara are worshipped at the Dasahra; 
the paliis is worshipped by KunbIs on the Pola holiday, 
as also by Brahmans on the Palsula. Women come 
to the awali tree in November (Kartik: Shuddha 14), and 
they pray before the banyan tree for the long life of their 
husbands in June (Vadsavitri: Jyeshth Shuddha 12). 

The widespread custom of t:ring . rags to certain trees is 
1 

often met with in Berar. 'If you present a rag in season, 
you may chance to get good clothes.' The Vaishnavas 
c:ommenc~ their marriage season by wedding Ram Krishna 
to the holy basil: the dividing cloth is tied between the 
idol' and the plant, mantras are solemnly repeated, and 
the marriage season is inaugurated (Kartik Shuddha t2) .. 

Somewhat analogous is the case in which an unmarried 
man, wh<;> can only contract a lagna, or regular marriage, 

\ wishes to marry a widow, who having once been married 
can only go through the pat or inferior ceremony. The 
man is' married to the swallow-wort plant, and the 
-diffi~u1ty is thus got over j a ring or a pitcher is some-

I times substituted for the plant. In the marriage cere
mony the same reverence is shown. \Vhen the day is 
fixed the village Joshi is consulted as to the sacred 
twigs which are needed~ He generally specifies nve
the man~o, shami, iambul. apta. and swallow-wort; and 
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he names also the man who is to cut them down. The 
trees are worshipped, a twig is cut from each, ~nd some
times a feast is given before returning home. In the 
bride's house they are placed in a chatty, around the 
mouth is bound a strip of ye1l~w cloth torn from a 
woman's bodice; they are subsequently worshipped at the 
deokumli ceremony. After death, too, when the corpse 
has been washed, dressed and anointed, the arrangement 
of the body is not complete until a sprig of holy basil 
has been placed in the dead man's mouth or ear. 

74. The worship of the cobra seenis not to obtain 
among the hill tribes as much as 

Serpent worship. • • 
among the pastoral and mental castes 

of the plains. Dhangars, Rolls, Bedars, Banjaras, Mahars, 
Mangs, Chambhars, etc., are the chief serpent worshippers. 
There are, however, no known instances in which, as at 
Rajahmundry, Sambalpur, and lIanipur, a living untamed 
cobra has been worshipped J although a tame one is 
sometimes procured for the purpose from the Garori~. 
or snake charmers. Sometimes the metal or a wooden 
image of a cobra is substituted, or a snake is fashioned 
out of clay. Generally the worship is performed at an 
ant-hill, and should a cobra be seen it is taken to be a 
good omen. Twigs of the nim or bakain tree are fixed in 
the ground around the ant-hill; a yellow thread is wound 
round them, and offerings of grain, juari, and milk are 
depoSited within the circle. The simplest form of wor
ship is the pouring of the ··illk on an ant-hill; but the 
ceremony, whether simple,. r complex, is performed by 
the people, unaided by B......hmans. Among the Bedars 
it is confined to the women; with the Ahirs the whole 
family unite in its performance; but in other castes the 
general rule is that the men alone should take part in 
the worship. Besides the Nagpancbaml there is a festival 
three weeks after Diwali 1 it is, however. less important. 

6 
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and the picture of a snake drawn on the wall is sub~tituted 
for the living reptile. 

75. The belief in metempsychosis is general. The 

Metempsychosis. 
good deeds done in the present life 
are balanced against the evil) and the 

nature of the dying man's next life is determined by the 
preponderance to one side o~ the other. Sex alone 
remains unchanged. At the moment of death his eyes 
will single out that form into which his· soul will pass, 
from amongst 84,00,000 of possible existences. Hi~ 
relatives in their anxiety to learn his future fate, seek his 
resting place on the tenth night after death, and there .. 
sprinkle ~he ground with rice or juari fiour J smoothing it 
with a brass plate. They place boiled rice and water in a 
vessel to satisfy the dead man's wants, and cover the 
whole with' a basket) sometimes leaving a lamp burning. 
In the morning they come betimes and look for marks 
in the flour, which shall indicate to them the animal into 
whith his soul has gone. The observance is more common 
in the lower castes, but is not unknown among the Kunbis J 

who, however, substitute red turmeric for fiour. The Mu
salman' Bhils, notwithstanding their conversion, keep up 
the custom, but postpone till the fortieth day after death. 

76. The belief in sorcery and witchcraft as affecting 

Sorcery and witch
. craft. . 

man and beast is also widespread. 
Tliose through whose agency the evil 
comes, or by whose influence it is re

. moveji, are feared rather than respected; their power is, 
. however t supposed to cease as soon as their teeth fall O'Ut. 

77· At the commencement ~f a journey or an enter

Omens. prise, the god Ganpati should, ac .. 
cording to the Brahmans, be invoked. 

Ganpati is, however, popularly supplanted on such oeea· 
sions by the observation of omens. which are much the 
same for all C'.astes, though to this rule also there are 
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exceptions. The sight of a corpse or of flesh is a lucky 
omen, except with the Lads and Sonars. To Cosains and 
Bairagis, salt, earth and a potter are inauspicious, but 
not to other castes; while a Brahman with his head cloth 
on his head and his caste marks painted brings good luck, 
but if he should be encountered bareheaded, misfortune is 
the result. A married woman is lucky to meet; a widow 
unlucky. A pot full of water is a good thing to see; an 
empty pot is not so. If a man has a twitching in his 
right eye the omen is good, but not so if it occurs in his 
left eye; while with a woman the case is reversed. A 
sweeper bearing night soil is a lucl.~ man to meet: a 
Teli with an oil pot is unlucky. Should a spider cross 
one's hand it is a good omen, but a house lizard falling 
on one's body is bad. A single sneeze when a person is 
speaking denotes good luck to him, but ;pi additional 
sneeze will change it. A deer, blue-jay, peacock, or 
ichneumon on the left hand are all harbingers of good ; 
as are also a mongoose, a cow with a calf, and an ox; 
but woe betide the unlucky wight whose path is cro~d 
by a crow, a jackal, or a cat, or who hears a dog yelling, 
or an owl hooting. A wild parrot perching on the head 
or shoulder, the sound of joy music, dreaming a good 
dream, or meeting a corpse borne by four men are all 
omens of good import j while a lamp falling, a man's 
pag,i or a woman's toe-rings coming off, or a ring-dove 
entering the house are events fraught with evil conse
quences. If a ring-dove enters the house, the occupants 
forsake it for three days; on the third day a cow is brought 
into the house, and food and alms are given to Brahmans, 
after which it is again habitable. . 

78. One other phase of Hindu belief claims notice. 
Their pantheistic piety leads them 

Worship of imple- • • 
meuts of haDdieraft. to mvest WIth a mysterious poten-

tiality the animals which are most 
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useful to man, and even the implements of a profitable 
trade. The Kunbis worship their bullocks at the Pota festi~ 
val, and their ploughs at the Dasahra; the Dhangars bow 
down to theh sheep on the Asharh Paurnima. Bankers 
reverence their books at the Diwali, and clerks their sty~ 
Ius. The Teli worships his oil-mill, and his worst fear is 
lest after his death his soul should pass into one of his own 
bullocks. Artisans do homage to their tools and the im
plements of their !espective crafts. The bricklayer, wor
ships his trowel, and the Kaikari his pruning hook. This 
custom is' as old as the Chaldeans C who sacrificed unto 
C their net and burned incense unto their dray, because 
, by them their portion was fat and their meat plenteous.' 

79. At the census of 1:g01 it was suggested that an 
attempt should be made to explain 

The religion of an the actual working or popular be
ordinary Hindu. 

lief of an ordinary Hindu, his stan-
dards of right and wrong and his belief as to'what will hap
pen t~ him if~ he disregards them. Mr. A. D. Chinoy, 
the author of the Betar Census Report, IgOI, records the 
~esults of his observation as follows! I The religion 
, of 'an ordinary Hindu of Berar, who may be taken to 
, be, a person no way learned in the ancient lore of his 
, ~eligion nor affected by the march of modem thought, 
~ 15 Theism. He has J however, a vague notion of his 
'. religion. He is both a monotheist and polytheist. He 
I believes, in the existence' of one supreme God, whom 
C he regards as almighty J omniscient, all-pervading, 
" and the creator and destroyer of the univ:,erse. He also 
, beIiev~~ in the existence of many subordinate orders of 
'g~~s. His ancient religion of 'the 'Vedic period, w~ich 
',consisted of worship' of the sun, the fire, the water or 
'Varun, is nearly unknown to him. Celebration of 
, sacrifices to fire has dwindled down to a very small 
, offering called Vaishwadeva in the houses of Brahmans. 
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, Rama, Krishna, Siva, Vishnu, and others who may be 
, regarded as accretions of the Pauranic period, are held 
, by him in reverence. He hears their praises sung in 
'the kathas or recitations of Puranas and kiTtalls or 
. sermons the text of which is interspersed with music. , , 
« The gods round which his daily life revolves are the 
· village Maroti and his own family tutelary deities 
, worshipped every day in the houses. T~e temple in 
, the village he visits daily, if religiously minded, and does 
· ceremonial worship there only on special occasions. 
, He observes fasts, the most popular of which would 
, appear to be Ekadashi. Pilgrimages form an important 
• item in his creed, but are not regarded as compulsory. 
, Benares, Rameshwar, Pandharpur and Mahur are some 
, of the sacred places to which he would like to go, if 
• circumstances permit. Feeding Brahmans and giving 
· presents to them are pious acts, necessary on certain 
, occasions and considered meritorious at all time'5. Life 
. in all its sentient forms is more or less sacred to him: 
, In the lower animals the cow commands his veneration 
, and affection. Among plants, luIsi, pipal, bar and bel 
« are most worshipped. To argue the pros and co.ns of a 
, question is not his forte, and he will not readily engage 
« in a Controversy with the representative of another 
'religion. To him every rcligion is true and good for 
. him who is born to it. This attitude, though'seeminglt 
, passive! has important consequences on his daily life 
, and makes him a peaceful and desirable neighbour. 
« As a first and most obvious result, an ordinary Hindu 
, is usually tolerant of other religions and their obser
I vances to such an extent that he, not unfrequently, is 
'found -to worship the foreign deities himself. He 
'willingly admits that the gods .,;worshipped by other 
.~ religions are also representatives of his own, so there 
, is no cause to quarrel or disagree. 
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Bo. He believes that a very strict account has been 
I kept of his good and bad actions; 

His actual wo~king 'an. d that he is as sure of getting 
belief. 

'his reward as his punishment, 
, very often in this world, but generally after death. 
, His belief in a region beyond the grave is very firm. 
, There he will meet ~ith his deserts, and after enjoying 
, the bliss of heaven or enduring the tortures of purga
, tory J he will be sent back into this world in the incama
. tlO11 of a. man or beast J according as he has made good 
, or bad use of his time in this life. Thus expectancy 
, of rewards and 4anger of punishments, in other words 
, hopes and fear constitute the working belief which con
, troIs most of his actions. He believes firmly in dreams, 
'auguries, miracles, meteors, comets and a number 
, of other matters J which are usually called supernatural. 
, Portents to him are very important, and tnust be carefully 
'attended to before undertaking anything. Astrology J 

, as an interpreter of these, plays a great part in his life. 
I Choice of the bride or bridegroom, the dates of marriages 
, and other important events of life are fixed in consulta
, tion with its dictates. To him the censure of being 
I ca11ed superstitious means nothing. He thinks that 
, ·there is an internal and unknown reason for all the so-
• called superstitious observances, and when the foreigner 
• blames. or' laughs, he returns the compliment by pitying 

.' the latter. 

Br; 'An ordinary Hindu is ignorant of any theory 

His standards of 
right and wrong, and 
his belief. as to the 
cQnsequence if he dis
regards them. 

, or theories of morals, though un
, consciousiy he learns many moral 
, lessons. from the Puranic stories, 
I which he hears in katkas from re
I ligious preachers. However, his 
/ working standard of right and 

'wrong is that he should avoid injury to any living· 
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, being as much as he can, and if he is led into a bad act), 
'either by mi~take or by' stress of circumstances, an 
, expiatory ceremony called prayashchitta, done through 
, proper repentance, would be potent in wiping off sin 
I and restoring him to favour with god. To save life, or 
, bring about a marriage, or other good thing, he believes 
• he is permitted to depart from strict truth. Fear of 
• law and disapprobation of society no doubt 'induce 
• him to be virtuous. These, however, serve rather as 
• checks on wrong-doing than as motives to virtue. He 
, belie"'es that he shall get no worldly happiness in this 
• life or that is to come if he does not do right, and will be 
• punished in this world as well as in his future existence. 
, But these notions are regarded often as hypoth~tical, 
, and do not sufficiently control his actions, because 
• the rewards and punishments do not hllow immediately 
, and are not traceable to their origins. He sees that a 
, wrong-doer sometimes flourishes and a pious man is 

• miserable. This. to some is. staggering and leads them 
, to enter into an imaginary compromise with the eternai 
, powers, by doing evil whenever self-interest requires 
, it, and then seeking expiation through prayashchitta.' 

82. It may be conjectured that whenever there has 

Lingayat sect. 
arisen among the host of saints 
and hermits a man who added to 

ascetism and a spiritual kind of life that active intellectual 
originality ,which impels to the attack of old doctrines 
and the preachin~ of new ones, then a sect has been' 
founded, and a new light revealed. And the men who 
have created and confirmed the great religious move· 
m~llts in Hinduism are not always left in the humble 
grade of saints; they are discovered to be incarnations 
of the highest deities; while the transmission of this 
divinity to other bodies is sometimes perpetuated, some
times arrested at the departure of him who first received 
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. it. One of the most numerous sects in Berar, and through 
the Deccan, is that of the Lingayats. It was founded 
by one Basava Brahman at Kalyani in the eleventh 
century. There are various legends about his career t 
and he is commonly recognised to have been an incarna
tion of Siva, and his followers are merely a peculiar sect 
of Siva worshippers. The founder proclaimed the 
equality of all who received the eight-fold sacrament 
ordained by him, and wore on their persons the mystic 
phallus emblematic of god Siva. 'At the outset caste 
, distinctions were abolished and the lower classes swelled 
, the ranks. These were flattered' by the prospect of 
, their social position being improved if they adopted the 
'new religion. Later on the original, or high caste 
, section, introduced a more elaborate form of worship, 
, framed on Brahmanic model. The new converts were 
, forced to take a lower place, and only Jangams, or 
, priests, being a privileged class, deigned to share 
, their food.') \ lIThe Lingayat community had begun, 
, by the close of the sev~nteenth century, to develop 
, endogamous subcastes based upon social distinctions 
, which ~eir founder had expressly abjured. At the 
( last cens,,+s the process of transforming the sect into a 
• caste had -advanced still farther. In a petition pre
, sen ted to the Government of India the members of the 
'Lingayat community protested against C( the most 
, offensiv~ ~nd mischievous order It that all of tpem should 

/ be entered in the census papers as belonging to the , ' 

,'same ~aste, and asked that they might be recorded 
• -as Vir Sahra Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, or Siidras, 
, as ,the Case might be. It would be difficult to find a bet
I tel' illustration of the essentially particularist instinct of 
• the Indian people, of the aversion with which they 

1 The Indian Empire vol I P 4'"3 
I lhi'" • ••••• (6., p. 31S. , 

' .. 
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'regard the doctrine that all men are equal, and of 
, the attraction exercised by the aristocratic scheme of 
« society which their ancient traditions enshrine.' The 
emblem, as worn by the J-tingayats, is contained in a 
small silver box, with which the child is endowed on the 
seventh day after birth, and five days before the name is 
given it. Thenceforth he must carry the symbol always 
with him; if it is lost, he must fast till it is recovered, 
or should he, after searching, be unable to find it, he 
sends for the J angam who is his spiritual instructor, and in 
the presence of the assembled caste is. presented solemnly 
\\ ith a new linga. Having remained with him through 
his life the emblem is buried with him at his death. The 
Lingayats always bury their dead, and like the Gosains 
they bury them in a sitting posture. Ganges water) or 
the holy water touched by a Jangam's toe, is placed in 
the mouth. No distinction is made for age or sex, except 
that at the death of a married woman cloth to make 
bodices is given away. The body is bathed and clothed 
in white cloths, which are then coloured pink with ochre; 
sacred ashes are applied, and the corpse is carried in a 
sort of chair to the grave. The son of the deceased, if 
present, offers worship to the grave, to the priest, and 
to the dead man himself. Then the linga is taken from 
around the corpse's neck, placed on the left hand which 
is covered with the right hand and the body is lowered into 
the grave, ashes being sprinkled over it, and a lighted 
wick placed inside it. If possible the grave is filled up with 
salt; a clay lingam and a NandI (Siva's bullock) are erect
ed on it. The mourning lasts three days; on the four1:l\ 
the chief mourner is 'purified, and a caste dinner given. 
The Lingayats as a sect believe neither in the transmi
gration of souls nor in the efficacy of ritual. Its followers 
muster most strongly in the Mehkar and Chikhli taluks. 
They are generally small retail traders. Boys and girls 
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marry early, and widow remarriage, though permitted, 
does not seem to be very common. 

83. ' J airtism is the second of the heretical movements 
'which led to the establishment of 

Jainism. 
( the non-Brahmanic orders, organised 

, as a protest against the exclusion of all but Brahmans 
, from the ascetic fraternities. Like Buddhism it had 
, its rise in Magadha, and its founder, like Gautama, 
'wa~ drawn from- the warrior class. The two teachers 
, were -contemporaries, the life of Vardhamana extend
, ing-from about 599 tQ 527 B.C. He is said to have been 
, the disciple of an earlier saint, Parsvanatha, the rules 
, of whos~ order did not satisfy his ideas of stringency, 
, one of the cardinal points of which was the custom of 
, absolute nudity. The natural inference is that Vardha
• mana, who ,on the establ~shment of his order gained 
, the name of Mahavlra, II the great hero,»' was only the 
, reformer of a sect which had its origin in a still earlier 

\ 

• protest against Brahman monopoly of the ascetic order. 
, The title which he afterwards assumed, Jina, c. the vic
• tortons,." gave a name to the order which he founded. l ' 

There are some 5124 J ains in the District, or 26 per cent. 
~f the total Jain population of Berar. The most numer
OtlS followers of this remarkable heresy are Wanis, and 
Shimpls (tailors) are also numerous among its professors. 
• The ch~racteristic feature of this religion,. says Dr. 
Buhler,' , is its claim to universality, which it holds in 
"comm9n with Buddhism and in opposition to Brah
I -manism. It also declares its object to "be to lead all 
1 m'~n to salvation, and open its arms not only to the noble 
• Aryan, but also to the low-born Siidra and even to the 
, alien, deeply despised in India, the ~l1echha.' « Like 
the Buddhist: says Professor Hopkins,' , the Jain be-

1 The Illdian. Empire, vol. t. p. 414. 
!1 On ~b.e Indian Sect of Jains. p. 3. 
8 Rellgtons of India, p; 286. 
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'lieves in re-incarnation, eight births, after one has started 
• on the right road, being necessary to the completion of 
• perfection. J The practical part of the Jain religion con
sists in the performance of five duties and the avoidance 
of five sins. The duties are :-Mercy to all animated 
beings; almsghing; venerating the sages while living 
and worshipping their images when deceased; confession 
of faults; religious fasting. The sins are :-Killing ; 
lying; stealing; adultery; worldly-mindedness. Their 
chief objects of worship ate Rikhabdeo or Rishabha, 
the first Jina, whose symbol is a bull; and ParsvanUh, 
the twenty-third ti,thankara, whose symbol is a hooded 
snake, and whose chief ceremony occurs during the ten 
days (5-14) of the month of Bhadrapad (August-Septem
ber) ; besides these they worship also twenty-four Yaksha
nIs or goddesses, the chief of whom is Padmavati, \.vho is 
propitiated before marriage. Their priests are called J atis, 
and are chosen by lot or by vote; when elected they 
shave the head clean even of the back lock. In their 
cer(;monies at birth and marriage they resemble the 
Brahmans J and when a J aU is not procurable a Brahman 
priest is often called in. The Saraogis or lay members 
are dhided into Digambars, or sky-c1othed (i.e., nude) 
and Swetambars, or white-clothed. Pe~ns belonging to 
the latter division will eat together: those belonging to 
the former always take their meals in private. ] atis eat 
with or from any other Jam. Fear of destroying animal 
life forbids J ains eating after sun-down, although some 
limit this restriction to the dark fortnight of the month. 
Their water they filter at the well, and ~o-ru.n when they 
reach home. In a very religious household, a man is 
kept tom-to11lIIling at the door during meals'to prevent 
the attention being distracted by passing sounds and 
the possible mischance of an insect being meantime 
swallowed. Both ] at is and Saraogis, excepting only 
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babes of the first year, are burned after death. Over 
the ashes of the former they sprinkle flowers and sub
sequently raise a tomb. The bones and ashes of Saraogis 
are' thrown into sacred streams. The chief. mourner i-, 
not considered impure, the beard and moustaches are not 
shaved) nor is a caste dinner given; there is no sub
sequent ceremony. 

84. Muhammadans number 48.720 persons or about 
70 in every thousand of the popu
lation of the District. They are 

found in strength in the Malkapur taluk where they 
number 16,000 persons and are fewest (5900) in the 
J algaon tal uk. In the Mehkar, ChikhlI, and Khamgaon 
taluks their population varies from, II ,500 to 6000. 'Of 
the Muhammadan religion' of Berar,' wrote Sir A. Lyall 
in. 187.0/ 'little need be said for it has no provincial 
'peculiarities. Probably a Wahabi would find cause to 
, protest against excessive veneration of dead hermits and 
, martyrs, and against the admission of Hindus, for the 
, value of their offerings, t() worship at the tombs of men 
, who preached and fought against idolatry. Some llQt

, able pirs and pirzadas lie buried at "Ellichpur, 1\Iangriil 
, Pir, Patu,r, Jamod, Balapur, Kolapur, and other place~. 
~ The more celebrated sepulchres are well endowed; 
, while very many villages keep a lamp burning over the 
'grave of' some obscure fakir. In Berar, as.all over 
, India,' still flourish the real original fairs (feria, holyday 
, gatherings), which have dwindled away in Europe, the 
I .; 

Muhammadans. 

. ,annual concourses at ce1ebra:ted shrines and places 
, Q~ pilgrimage; but they are already losing their im
, portance and commercial utility by the rapid opening 
, out of communications. Yet they still combine very 
• conveniently the attractions of religion, profit and 
, pleasure; for though the ancient holyday is fast merging 

1 Old Berar Gazetteer, p. J7S-l95. 
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I into the modem holiday) it is in either sense a day very 
• popular among women and religious fraternities. Of 
• course all the festivals thus celebrated are Hindu, for 
, the ~Iusalman calendar knows no feasts, only day~ of 
, solemn prayer; but several of the shrines which gather 
, pilgrims are of Muhammadan saints. The urus J or 
• annual commemoration of a local Muhammadan saint, 
• like the martyr's day of St. Edmund, or St. Thomas of 
, Canterbury, has degenerated into much that is mere 
. carnal traffic and pagan idolatry, a scandal to the 
• rigid Islamite. Yet if he uplifts his voice against such 
• soul-destroying abuses he may he hooted. by loose-
• living Musalmans as a \Vahabi, who denies the power 
• of intercession; while the shopkeepers are no worse 
'than Ephesian silversmiths at crying down an incon
t venient religious reformer. Heresy is only represented 
, by a few Bobras, who have immigrated recently from 
, the west, but even they haye been cleft into two dis
, tinct communities. All religions in India belong to the 
• fissiparous order; they have the property of disseveran~ 
• into minute portions, each of w4ich retains life and 
• growth.' \Vriting in 1881 Mr. Kitts remarked, I • .A1-
, though there are a few good families among the Musal
• mans~ some are not very favourable specimens of their 
I creed and race. In physiognomy many resemble 
• Hindus, and a few bear traces of a Siddi origin. As 
• regards their own religion, their notions often are not 
, farther advanced than that of an enumerator who held 
• that in doubtful cases a Musalman woman could always 
, be distinguished by her wearing a pair of trousers. 
, Even that wa'5 no guide, how:ever, as to the sect : and 
• the same enumerator .complained that when he en-
• quired CI SunnI or Shiab ?" it is often supposed that he 
I wanted to insult the people. All who did not know 

1 Kitts' Census Report, p. 69, 
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'their sect were entered as SunnIs.' In 1901 lIr. 
Chinoy described the religion of an ordinary Musalman 
and his actual working belief as follows l :-, 

8S 'Muhammadanism in Berar has no peculiarities 

The religion of an 
ordinary Musalmin 
and his actual work
ing belief. 

t to exhibit, and its followers, though 
, commonly believed to be backward 
'in education, are by figures shown to 
'be ahead of their Hindu brethren. 

'The working belief of the educated and the uneducated 
e is one and the same, and simple enough to be c~ear1y 

c u~derstood by ~veryone. They are strict unitarians, 
e acknowledging 'no god but the one true god, with 
'Muhammad as his prophet.' Their prayers are re
e cited in Arabic and religious education, wherever im
, parted, begins with the study of the Koran in original. 
, Idols and symbols of any kind are carefully avoided, 
'The lower orders have, however, by constantly asso
, crating with Hindus of their position in life, adopted 
, or rather fallen a prey to some of the superstitious obser-

\ 

, vances of the latter, and all the pomp and circumstance 
f of the annual Muharram are due to what may be called 
'th! s~pathetic feeling of surrounding superstition. 
,'This feeling is probably helped forward and may be 
, easily understood when it is remembered that the fore
"fathers of many Muhammadans now existing in the 
~ Province were originally Hindus, and that the converts 
, have ep.,deavoured to retain their reverence for the old 

\,' Hinduism by taking advantage of such loop-holes as they 
,f could jind in the religion of their adoption. Some Desh
'-mukhs and Deshpandias will furnish stritdngexamplesof 
, th,is phase of religious'belief. They profess Muhammad
'anism in public, and employ Brahmans'in secret to 
• worship their old tutelary deities, retaining e~en Hindu 
'surnames in rare cases. They have veneration for 

, 
I Berir Census Report, p. ,55. 
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'astrology. On marriage and similar occasions, even 
, those who may be presumed to know better, are glad 
I to be guided by the village Joshi in the choice of day 
. for proper celebration. They firmly believe in a life 
I after death, but have no faith in the theory of re-incarna
I tion. A day of judgment is an important article of 

their creed, and they believe that on that day their .. 
, actions in this world will be finally judged, and rewards 
'. and punishments apportioned according to their merits. 
, They are usually fatalists of the most extreme type, but 
• tlfe pernicious effects of the doctrine are obviated by a 
, sense of responsibility attaching to the moral quality 
. of their thoughts. The actions may be predestined, 
, but the workings of the mind are free, and so long as 
lone does not yield to the temptations of the Shaitan 
, (Satan), he has nothing to fear in the after-world. In 
• food they avoid pork as an abomination, and in social 
• matters regard seclusion of their womenfolk as an integ-
• ral part of their religion. In practice, however, the . ' 
, poorer classes permit their females to go out for labour 
• and marketing, and some of them vend articles of food 
, and luxury. Drinking is bad and prohibited by the 
• Koran, but some of .the lower orders, specially Gaolis or 
• cowherds, indulge in it on special occ:asions.' The 
.l\Iusalman faith is divided into two main sects, 'Viz., 
Sunnl and Shiah, which differ· in certain beliefs and 
customs. In Buldana the majority of the Musalmans are 
returned as Sunnis. 

86. Their religious officers are the k1izi or judge, but 
now chiefly the marriage registrar; 

lteligious organisa. the khatib or preacher, tlie mullJ. 
tion. Religious offi. 
cers. or priest) and the muj1ivar or beadle. 

Besides the religious officers certain 
pirzadas, or sons of saints, hold a high position among 
Muhammadans. They are spiritual guides and have 
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religious followers. These pirzadas live on estates granted 
to their forefathers by the Musalman rulers of the Deccan. 
Carelessness and love of show have forced most of them 
to p~rt with their lands, and they now are supported by 
their followers. 

87. The five duties of the MUslim .law are: -To 
believe in the principal tenet<; of 

Five duties of the the faith. To observe the five 
Muslim Law. 

- daily prayers. To keep fasts dur-
ing the month of Ramzan. To, ma.ke the pilgrimage 
to Mecca. To give alms, Zakat. -Of these, the first 
three are binding on all, the fourth and fifth only on 
the well-to-do. 

88. Of the regular Muhammadans about lO, per cent. 

Religious practice. 
teach their children to read the 
Koran. All of them are careful to 

circumcise their male children, to perform the initiation 
or bismillii ceremony, and to have their 'marriage and 
funeral' ceremonies conduct.ed by the kiizi, that is, the 
judge, and by his deputy or naib. Though most do not 
dai!y attend the mosque .. almost all are present at the 
special services 'on the Ramzan and Bakri-Id festi
\'als, and are .careful to' give alms and to 'pay the kiizi his 
dties. 

89. When a Hindu agrees to embrace Islam, a party 
of Musalmans are called together J 

Conversion to Is. 
l~m. and itl their presence he repeats the 

/' creed. Then sugared water is drunk 
and .the ~onvert i<; sometimes set on a horse and led in 
state 'through the town. On his return he is circumcised 

\ ' , 
and a: l~usalman name, generally Abdalla, 'creature or 
slave of Allah,' or Din Muhammad, 'he who has en
tered the faith of Muhammad: is given him. The ex .. 
penses are borne by the person under whose patronage 
the convert enters Islam. 
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90. 'I'he four great Muhammadan festivals are:
The Ramzan ld or ld-ul-Fitr.-This holiday is on 

Festivals. 
the first day of the month Shaw
wal; it is the first day 'Of breaking 

fast after the month of Ramzan. The Muhammadans 
dress up with true oriental magnificence and go to the 
mosques for prayers, after which a procession is formed with 
much beating of tom-toms, sowars, riding camels, horses 
and carriages. There is much feasting and giving of alms 
(Fitr) to the poor, sweetmeats are distributed to friends; 
in the eyening fairs and tamashas take place. After the 
abstinence observed during the previous month, there 
is occasionally some danger of ill-effects following so 
much feasting on an empty stomach. In former times 
wars' and forays which were suspended during the 
Ramzan were recommenced during the month of 
Shawwal. 

Bakri-Id or ld-uz-zuha (time of breakfast).-Bakri in 
Arabic means a bull. This festival falls on the IOth of the 
Muhammadan twelfth month Zul Rijj a ,and commemorat~ 
the substitution of a ram in place of Ismael (Bible, Isaac), 
whom Abraham was about to offer as a sacrifice. . The 
following quotation is taken from page 337 of Geor~e 
Sale's translation of the Koran :-' Abraham said unto 
( him, 0 my son, verily I saw in a dream that ,1 should 
, offer thee in sacrifice; consider therefore what thou 
• art of opinion I should do. ~e answered: 0 my 
• Father, do what thou art commanded: thou shalt 
, find me, if God please, a patient person; and when they 
• had submitted themselves to the divine will, and Abra
, ham had laid his son prostrate on his face, we cried unto 
'him, 0 Abraham, now hast tholl verified the vision. 
f Thus do we reward the righteous. Verily this was a mani-

. ' fest trial. And we ransomed him with a noble victim, 
• the victim being the ram. J The Muhammadans on this 

7 
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day are obliged to kill goats, sheep, cows and camels in 
commemoration of the sacrifice made by Abraham: one 
goat will suffice for one man, a cow or a camel for se:veral 
people. 

Muharl'am or Ashura (sacred ten days of Muhar
ram).-The Muharram or Ashura holidays, also known 
as the Tiibut holidays, occur in the Muhammadan month 
Muharram and last for ten days; the tenth day is the 
Ashura. They are in remembrance of the death of 
Husain" ~n Imam, one of the grandsons of the prophet 
Muliammad who was murdered by order of Yazld, the 
king of Kuffa, in Asia Minor) on the banks of' the Eu
phrates. This king wanted Hu~ain and his relatives to do 
him homage by kissing his hands, which Husain refused 
to do. So the king invited them to pay him a visit 
during which an altercation arose as to who should be the 
KhalIf~. A fight ensued which lasted for ten days ending 
in the- defeat and slaughter of Husain and his relatives. 
Tab~tts are representations of the tomb of Husain. Their 
connection with the Muhairam may be gathered from the 
follQwing :-Tamerlane, the Tartar invader of India, 
used to 'visit Husain's tomb in Karbala annually. The 
pilgrimage, was long 'and his own kingdom being in a 
disturbed state, his ministers dissuaded him from under
tiling it. In order to console himself. he'made a tabul 
'resembling the tomb and worshipped it instead. He also 

. gave alms to the poor and maimed in the name of Husain. 
,.Some sects of Muhammadans, and even Hindus of low 
~~te, / during the Muharram, paint yellow and black 
stripes on their bodies and faces and pretend they are 
tigers; they also get up as clowns Of buffoons and wander 
about, asking for alms. On the night of the ninth day 
(Katalrki-rat) the tabuts and panias (resembling the palm 
of the hand with outstr~tched fingers) are paraded round 
the streets with torches a.nd tom-toms; after midnight 
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they are taken back to their sheds. On the tenth or last 
day, the tabuts are brought out in procession and taken to 
the river or pond and are thrown into the water; native 
sweets are Hung on the tabut en route. Offerings are 
made t~ various tabuts on this day in fulfilment of vows 
taken during the year, promising that if benefit be derived 
from some-transaction so much will be offered to a tabut. 
Shiah Muhammadans do not rejoice on this day; they 
regard it as a day of mourning for their Imam Husain, 
and dress in black. Serious conflicts used to take place 
between the fec;tival observers and mourners; Shiahs 
object altogether to tabuts. Sunnis believe there are four 
Khalifas, i.e., successors of l\Iuhammad. They were, dur
ing his lifetime, his friends, and helpe.d him in the pro
pagation of his religion; their names are Abu Bakar, 
Usman, Umar and All, the last being the son-in-law of 
the propl].et Muhammad. ' The Sunnis maintain that, 
after the death of Muhammad, Abu Bakar became the 
KhalIfa, but the Shiahs, on the other hand, say that Ali 
alone succeeded the Prophet, and ex.clude the other 
three. 

Shab-i-barat.-Shab means night and barat the four
teenth day. This holiday is on the fourteenth day of the 
eighth Muhammadan month of Sha'aban. Offerings and 
obl~tions are made in the names of deceased relatives. 
AmIr Hamza, the uncle of the Prophet, was murdered on 
this day by a woman whose fatherhadbeenki11ed ina battle 
against Hamza. It is believed that God, with the assist
ance of his recording angels, on this day distributes 
wealth, honour and corn for the coming year to all his cre
ated beings. At night the mosques are illuminated and 
special prayers of penitence are made by all the faithful. 
The Maulvis preach sermons and read passages from 
the Koran. Alms and food are given to the poor and 
maimed. 
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91. Christians numbered 366 in 1901, of whom 44 

Christians. 
were Europeans, 22 Eura..cnans, and 
300 native Christians. Three differ

ent Missions have branches in the District. The Christian 
and Missionary Alliance Mission was established in 1892 

as an inter·denominational society with headquarters at 
New York, and now has four stations in the District at 
Buldana, MaIka pur, Khamgaon and Shegaon with two 
out-stations at Chikhli and J algaon. The staff consists 
of sixteen European missionaries and fifteen native 
agents. The Mission has a large chapel at Khamgaon 
where a girls' orphanage and widows' home is also main
tained with 170 inmates. Nine teachers are kept, and the 
girls are taught weaving, sewing, and dairy work. The 
native Christian community attached to this Mission 
numbers 141. The Pentecostal Mission, the offspring of 
an undetlominationru. society of the 'United States, started 
work in the District in 1899. It has three stations at 
Buldana, Chikhti and MaJkapur, and the staff consists of 
five European missionaries and four native agents. The 
nath~e I Christian community numbers 15. A Mission of 
the United Free Church of Scotland is established at 
lalna over ~e border in Hyderabad, and has since 18g6 
be.encarrying on work at four out-stations in this Distnct, 
namely J Deulgaon Raja, Pimpalgaon, Ka1algawhan, and 
Sindkhed. Four native agents are employed, and a day
school is' maintained at Sindkhed with one teacher and 22 

~.upi1s. -The native Christian community numbers 57. 
B?1:dana is in the Anglican Diocese of Nagpur J and is Visit
ed by a chaplain from Amraoti once every other month ; 

'there is no church and service is usually held at the 
Circuit House. It is in the Roman Catholic Diocese of 
Nagpur, and there is a Roman Catholic Church at 
Shegaon, which is occasionally visited by a pri~t from 
~agpur. ' 
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CAST£. 

92. As in the other Berar Districts the great culti
vating caste of the Kunbis prepon

Principal castes, num· derates: they number 227,000 or an 
hers and occupation. 

a,,:erage of more than one in every 
three of the population. Next in numerical importance 
are the l\Iahars, who number 70,000 or· II per cent. of the 
population, and the l\Ialis with 47,000 ·or 8 per cent. The 
)Ialis are an important cultivating caste while the M:ahars 
are chiefly employed as agricultural labourers or on menial 
posts and as village watchmen; the weaving of coarse 
cotton cloth is also a speciality of the caste. Other castes 
stronglyrepresepted in the District are Brahmans (19~000), 
Dhangars (18,000), 'Vanis (15,000), \Vanjaris (13,000), 

Rajputs (13,000), Tells (13,000) and l\fangs (II,500). 
The Brahmans occupy the highest social position; they 
hold high Government appointments and are also largely 
represented among the village accountants. The Dhan-. ' 
gars -follow their traditional occupation of tending sheep 
and are also engaged in agriculture. The Wanis are in a 
small way the chief traders and moneylenders, and in their 
latter capacity they have obtained a hold over much 
valuable land. The Wanjaris, whatever their origin may 
have been, have now settled down to agr~culture, and it 
is probable that the bulk of the Rajputs and Tells are 
likewise engaged. The Mings are the well-known menial 
caste. The KolIs (gqoo), a caste of somewhat doubtful 
origin, have also taken to agriculture. The village servant 
and artisan castes are represented by the Mhalis (7500), 
Chambhars (8000), Sonars (6000), Sutars (6000), Shimp is 
(4500), Dhobis (4000), Rangaris (3500), Kumbhars 
(4000), Lohars (2800), and Dohors (2500). The Baris 
(6000) are the pan cultivators, and the AIarathas (6000) 
follow a variety of occupations. The Banjaras (4000) 
are the remnants of the old caste of carriers whom the 
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advent of the railway has gradually driven to other 
pursuits. , 

93. The following ta,ble was drawn up by Mr. Kitts 
in 1880 to show the relative social 

Social position of 't' d'nf' f th h' f the various castes, POS! lOn, goo or 1 enor 0 e C Ie 
castes1 :-

Castes of good social Castes 0/ ~nferior social 
standing. standing. 

Brahman. Sutar, Lohar, Jirayat.*, 
Rajp!:1t. Hatgar, KoshU, Rangari. 
Kayasth and Parbhu. Beidar, Kumbhar, Panchal. 
WanL Kalal. 
Vidur, Golak. * Teli, Dhangar. 
Gurao, J angam. Mhali. 
Gosawi, Bairagi, J ogi, Josh!. GondhaU. 
Bhat, Thakur. Koli, Andh,* Gond.* 
Sonar, Kasar. Bhoi. 
Manbhao. Dhobi. 
Shimpi, Pathrats, * Takaris. * 

. Kunbi. Banjara. 
Gaol!, W~njari, l\Iali. Kolhati, Pardhi 
,Bari, LodhI. Burud, Khatlk, Waddar, 

Borekar. 
Chambhar, Dohor. 
Mahar, Bedar. 
l\Hmg, Bhangi. * 

94· In social position' the Brahman stands first, 
,-

Castes' of good so
dal standing. 

I He is,' says Manu, I by right the 
, chief of this whole creation. He is 

, , born above the world, the chief of 
all creatures.' The Kayasth and Parbhii are regarded, 
probably by reason of their hereditary occupation, 
as superior to the Wallis Of trading castes. Among 
the latter the traders from Gujarat take the highest 

, 1 The castes marked with an asterisk are not mentioned in Mr. 
Kith' table, 
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social rank; and those from Marwar are placed above 
the KomUs, I~ads, and Lingayat Wanis. After the Wanis 
come the half-castes, Vidur arid Golak, who get this 
position by reason of the Brahman blood in their veins. 
According to some authorities; ~he Kunbr ranks next 
after those already mentioned: according to others, 
his pla~e is lower. KunbIs, however, in many. parts of 
Berar, have a higher social status than they possess in 
parts of the adjoining Presidency. Jangams and Udasis 
rank 'with ,varus. Guraos, the attendants in the temples 
of Siva and Maroti, are slightly inferior to them, and 
below the Guraos come the religious mendicants. Bai
ragis, the smaller and more fanatical sect, are ranked 
below Gosawis. After the Bhats and Thakurs, or vil· 
lage bards and genealogists, come the highest artisan 
castes, those of the Sonar, Kasar and Tambatkar castes, 
or workers in gold, brass and copper, respectively. 
Other artisans rank below the Kunbi. The position 
assigned to the Manbhaos is questionable. The ShimPl, 
or tailor caste, is also ranked above the Kunbi: it owes 
its position in some measure to the general intelligence 
and edu('ation diffused among its members. The castes 
of weavers and dyers resemble it in this respect. Although 
the Kunbi is ranked below the castes already mentioned, 
this position is certainly much lower than would be 
claimed by, or conceded to, many divisions of the caste. 
The Gajar, for example, takes rank above other agri
culturists; but a Kunbi who claims Rajput descent, and 
probably also a KunbI who calls himself a l\{aratha, 
would object to yield him this precedence. The prece
dence among the different divisions of a caste is certainly 
as intricate a question and as difficult to determine as 
the social position of the caste as a whole. A' Maratha ' 
deshmukh often rejects the name of Kunbi altogether: he 
would scorn to be classed with the base-born Akaramase, 
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and would probably claim a position immediately sUCL 

ceeding that of the Rajput. The Kunbi of Berar corres
ponds with the Kapu, or cultivator caste of Telingana, 
and the Vellalar of-the Tamil country. Almost on a par 
with the ~unbis in social estimation, although generally 
less prosperous, are the Gaolis. With them are ranked 
the Wanjaris, a well-to-do and respected caste engaged 
in agriculture; they claim to be, and locally are, distinct 
from the Banjara-carrying castes, in rites, customs, dress 
and features. They are slightly superior to the Malis. 
Inferior ~o the latter caste are the Baris and Lodhls. 
All these castes are of good social position J although the 
precise place at which the dividing line should be drawn 
must necessarily be a matter of somewhat arbitrary choice. 

95. The SutarJ or carpenter, is sometimes considered 
superior to the worker in brass or 

Castes • of inferior 
social position. copper: the Lohar) with whom the 

Jirayat is on a par, is the lowest 
of the large artisan castes. The weavers and dyers rank 
next,. ;Hatgars, or Bangi Dhangars, being however a 
higher caste than other Dhangars. Then follow the 
remaining artisan castes, the Beldar, KUrtlbhar and 
P~ncha1. The .Be1dars are a mixed race; their name 
means the mattock-workers; their position is therefore 
questionable, and varies from part to part. Some Bel
dars are said to be remnants of Pindiris. The Kumbhars, 
b,r potters, are a caste of long standing in the land, who 
h~~e probably sunk lower at each invasion. The wor-

. ship' of the potter's wheel, and the invocation of a potter 
\ as a:layer of ghosts, indicate a feeling which can scarcely 
be of recent origi~. Salivahan, the legendary founder 
of the. Maratba nation, was, according to some accounts, 
a ~umbhar. I His mother, ' says a legend quoted by 
Grant Duff, was' the virgin daughter of a Brahman, 
I who becoming pregnant by a. snake of a sacred' kind 
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, (? by a man of the Nagvansi race) was in consequence 
• supposed to be disgraced, and was driven from her 
«father's threshold; but she was received into the house 
, of a potter, by whom she was protected.' The Panchals 
and Ghisadis are rough ironsmiths; they owe their low 
social rank to their poverty and vagrant habits. The 
Pathrats also belong to the same social stratum: they are 
a poor people : their lowly position shows that stone-dress
ing is not so honourable an occupation as metal-working 
or carpentry. The Kalal owes his low rank to his repre
hensible calling: a priest may not eat the food of one 
who ~lls fermented liquors : dri~ng is one of the six 
faults which bring infamy on married women ; and even 
eating wha t has been brought in the same basket with 
spirituous lfquor is an offence which causes defilement. 
The Te1is, on a par with whom are the Tambolis, are 
decidedly inferior to the large agricultural castes. The 
distinction be~ween Tili and Teli, observed in Bengal, is' 
unknown in Berar: although there are divisions, of 
which the Rathor Te1i is the higher, within the caste it· 
self. The Dhangars or tenders of sheep and goats, na
turally rank below the GaoUs or cow-herds. The Halbis, 
who in Berar are a weaving rather than an agricultural 
caste, are socially on a par with Dhangars. Mhalis, 
or Hajams, probably owe their low position to their be
ing village servants, obliged not only to shave the com
munity J but also to act occasionally as torch-bearers or as 
pefsonal attendants. The low position assigned to the 
GondhalIs, the sect devoted to nocturnal song and vigil 
in honour of the local goddess Hinglaj Bhawani, marks 
the contempt inspired by neo-Brahmanism for the 
older local cult. The Kalis would scarcely take pre
cedence of the Bhois, but that part of their number 
were reclaimed from a wild life at an earlier period than 
the rest; they 'have among them several substantial 
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, patels, ~nd they have fairiy reached the agricultural 
c stage of soci~ty here.' The Bhoi, or fishermen caste, 
ranks below the Roli. The Wartht or Dhobi, or village 
washerman, comes low down on the social scale, pro
bably because of his calling, and possibly also because, 
like the barber, he is fond of liquor. The castes which 
remain belong to _ a much lower level than any of the 
preceding. They are not so much socially inferior, as be
yond. social notice altogether. The Banjaras are, in social 
estimation, on a par with ·Bhamtas (thieves): so that 
if the Wanjaris were originally the same people as the 
Banj aras, they have certainly achieved a wonderful rise 
in social rank, amid a population very conservative of 
social distinctions and differences. Decidedly inferior to 
the Banjaras, in the esteem ,of their neighbours, are the 
Kolhatis and Raikaris, wandering tribes addicted to 
crime, and immorality; the Chitrakathis, who are va
grant mendicants; the Pardhis, or B~urias of Upper 
Jndi!" i and the Takankars, or Bagris. Below these 
again, or. rather of equal inferiority in a different sphere, 
are. various castes -of settled habits. The Jingars, who 
~ake native saddles, and ~he Buruds, who work in 
bamboo, are- socially on a par with the KhatIk,or Hindu 
butcher. The professional sJaughterer of animals, not
withstanding the number of his customers, and not-

. \Vithst~nding that he never lifts his hand against the 
, 'sacred .kine, is placed near the foot of the social ladder. 
T~e Waddars, noted for their thi~ving. propensities and 
fond of catching an~ eating vermin, are, in the villages 
of their own country, relegated to a separate quarter J 

which in appearance is not l~ss poverty-stricken and 
squalid than that of the Mahars: in Berar they live in 
little PiUs; they rank: below Khatiks. The leather
working castes are' superior to the Mahars· the lowest , , 
position of all is assigned to the Mangs and >Mang Garoris. 
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96. The arrangement, which has been indicated. al
though as accurate as information 

Variety of opinion. 
_ will allow, must be partly conjec-

tural The distinctive and segregative nature of the 
caste system, rendering each caste in social matters a 
world apart, renders at the same time any system of 
precedence between different castes to some extent un
n~ssary and impossible. \Vith castes which ne,'er 
mbt: in social intercoUrse, their relative social rank, if 
nearly the same, must remain undetermined. _ The feel
ing on such matters may vary from talUk to taluk; 
probably- it also varies from generation to generation .. 
The wealth and rank attained by its prominent members 
may, even among so conservative a people, raise the s0-

cial estimate in which a caste is held; the \Vanjaris and 
Kolis are examples in point. The numbers of a caste 
produce a similar effect: and local opinion is therefore 
safest in its estimate of the local precedence of the lar
gest castes. A brief description of the castes, whose 
representatives in the District at the last census num
bered more than one hundred, is given below. Unfor
tunately the act~ occupation followed by the members 

. of each caste cannot be given, as the information was 
not obtained at the last census. 

97. The Andhs numbered about 3300 persons in the 

Andh. 
District at the census of 19OI, of 
whom 2600 persons were returned 

from lIehkar taluk and some 700 from Chikhli. They 
are probably an aboriginal tribe, but nothing can be 
ascertained as to their origin, and they are not found in 
any other Province. They have now adopted nearly 
all the practices of Kunbrs and are hardly distinguishable 
from them in dress or personal appearance. In social 
status they are generally considered to be only a little 
lower than the KunbIs, and cultivate in the ordinary 
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manner like them. They employ Brahmans as their 
priests, and profess to·be Vaishnavas by religion, wear· 
ing sect-matks 011 their foreheads. In religion, says 
Mr. Kitts, the Andhs are more Hindwsed than other 
aborigines. They worship Khandoba, Kanhoba, Maroti, 
Bairam, and the goddess Elamma or Bhawani. Some 
worship Dawal Malak and others reverence Haji Saiyad 
Sarwar. But in two matters they appear to show their 
Dravidian origin. - One is that they will eat the flesh of 
such_ unclean animals as fowls, pigs, rats, snakes, and 
even cats; while they abstain only from that of cows, 
.monkeys and a few others. And the other, that they 
will re-admit into their caste Andh women detected in 
a criminal intimacy with men of such impure castes as 
the Mahars and Mangs. Widow-marriage is practised I 
but ~ widow is not permitted to marry the younger 
brother bf her deceased husband. Divorce is not allowed 
by the caste o,p. any ground. At the time of birth of a 
child the elderly females o.f the caste act as midwives. 
The mother remains impure only for seven days after the 
birth" of a. child. The caste burys its 'dead and performs 
the ~our~g ceremony on the tenth day, but they ob
serve no shriiddh. 

98. The Bairagis (400), lit. a person disgusted with. 

Baitiigi. the world, are wandering ascetics 
or beggars. 

99· , The Banj aris numbered 4000 J of whom 2776 
,> were fotmd in the Mehkar taluk. Banjiri. . 

The numbers show a great fall, 9842 
~ havip.g been recorded at the census of 189I, of whom 7561 
belonged to the Mehkar taluk. The Banjiiras of Berar 
are the same people as the I,ambadis of the Madras Presi
dency and the Manaris mentioned by Tavernier. They 
are supposed to be the 'people mentioned by Arrian in 
the fourth century B.C. as leading a wandering life, 
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dwelling in tents, and letting out for hire their beasts of 
burden. Their home seems originally to have been the 
long tract of country under the northern hills from 
Gorakhpur to Hardwar. In Berar as.in the Punjab the 
Banjaras are often, if not generally, known as Labhanas. 
Although the Charan division outnumbers the ~abhanas,. 
a eharan if asked JUs caste will answer Labhana, and, if 
asked what Labhana, will answer Charan Labhana. 
There are in all six divisions, four Hindu and two :M:usal
man. The highest in rank of the Hindu Banjaras are 
the Mathurias, who claim to be Brahmans and wear the 
sacred thread. The Labhanas or salt-carriers evidently 
came from further north than other Hindu Banjaras. 
Their claim to be descended from Gaur Brahmans, when 
coupled with the details of their serpent worship as des
cribed by Tavernier, suggests that they are possibly con
nected with the Gaur Taga tribe. They are considered 
socially superior to the Charans. Like the :M:athurias 
their women wear saris, while Charan women wear lahen-, ' 
gas. They wear the sacred thread. The Charans are 
said to be of Rajput origin. The story of their creation 
by:M:ahadeo to replace the feeble Bhats is well known. 
Under their leaders Bhangi and Jhangi Naiks, they 
came first to this Province with the army of Asaf Khan 
in the campaign which closed with the annexation by 
Shah J ahan of Ahmadnagar and Berar. The two Ban
jara leaders had with them 190,000 bullocks, and in order 
to keep these well up with his force Asaf Khan w~s in
duced to issue an order engraved on copper and in gold 
letters J as follows :-

Ranjan ka pani, Chappar ka ghas, 
Din ka tin khun mua/. 
Au, iahan Asal Jan ke ghore, 
Wahcin Bhangi Jhangi ke bail, 

which being freely translated runs: ~ If you can 
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find no water elsewhere, you may even take it 
from ranians (pots) of my followers; grass you may 
take from t1!e roof, of their huts; and if you com
mit three murders a day I will even pardon this. 
provided that where I find my cavalry I can always find 
Bhangi J1aangI's bullocks.' The Duke of Wellington 

. subsequently in his Indian campaigns regularly employed 
Banjaras as part of the commissariat staff of his army. 
On one occasion p.e said of them: (The Banjaras I 
, look upon in the light of servants of the public, the price 
, of whose"grain I have a right to regulate.' The Charans 
do not allow infant marriage; they worship Mariai, the 
cholera goddess, and the famous bandit Mitii Bhukia, ,to 
whom in nearly every tandii a hut is set apart surmounted 
by a white flag. As a class the Charans are more indis
criminately criminal than the other two divisions, who in 
their ·crimes confine themselves to cattle-lifting and kid
napp:tng: The 'original occupation of the Banjaras was 
to convey for sale articles for trade such as wheat, salt, 
rice, red oc~e, etc., from one place to another on pack 
bullocks. When there were no railways, trade was - ' monopolised by them. They have now been forced to 
settl.e down to ordinary labour and private service, and 
h~ve of late'years lost much of the evil reputation which 
formerly attended' them. 

100., The Baris, that is, those who direct water, num

Bari. 
ber 6000, of whom 5089 are found in 
the J algaon taluk. They are a 

~aste whose speciality it is to keep pan.gaz:dens, but they 
are, als~ engaged in agriculture. They have a legend that 
at spme former time at the Diwali festivai the daughter 
of a: Bari affixed a mark of vermilion to the forehead of 
"~ Kumbhar's son who presented ber with a creeper 
which she should cu)tivate and thereby" earn her liveli
hood. In token of their gratitude the Baris still take 
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water from the hands" of a Kumbhar. A Barl will never 
give betel-leaves folded in a bundle to a Kumbhar as 
he will do to people of other castes. Infant marriage is 
also allowed. They both bury and cremate their dead. 
The corpse is laid in the grave on one side with feet to 
the north, head to the south, and face to the east. They 
place some food and an earthen pot filled with water for the 
use of the disembodied soul. A pan-garden can Qe culti-· 
vated successively for five years. In the sixth year they 
must change its site. The Baris eat fowls and eggs and take 
the flesh of a goat or sheep. Liquor- is drunk both at the 
time of marriage and funeral rites. They can take food 
from the hands of a KunbI, a Phiilmali and a Brahman. 

101. The Bedars (IIoo) who are immigrants from 

Bedar. 

caste. 

the Carnatic have increased from 
139 in 1881. They are a labouring 

102. The Beldars (2000) are earth-workers who get 

- Be1dar. 
their name from the use of the "el, 
or mattock in digging, and are prin

cipally found in the plain taluks. 
103. The BhangIs (400) are the Hindu scavenger 

Bhangi. 
caste and are employed almost ex
clusively as sweepers. 

104. The Bhois (2900) are fishermen. They still 

BOOi. 
cleave to their hereditary caste OCctl

pations much more closely than is the 
case with many castes, and are consequently to be found 
where rivers or tanks supply them 'with fishing. They 
belong to the Dravidian family of aboriginal races. A 
Bhoi considers it pollution to eat or drink at the house 
of a Lohar, a Sutar, a Bhat, a Dhobl, or a barber; he will 
not even carry their palanquin at a marriage. Like the 
Pardhis the Bhois have forsworn beef but not liquor. 
Like the Dhangars they wear lanu:ad ear-rings. Their 
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women wear the toe-rings but not the nose-rings 01 Hindu 
women: like Gond women they wear brass bangles, 
which they do not remove, although they discard the 
black bead necklace during widowhood. Their funeral 
ceremony resembles that of Gonds. Cremation is rare. 
After a burial each mourner repairs to the aeceased J s 
house to drink: each then fetches his own dinner and 
dines with the chief mourner. On the third day after 
the birth of a child-tlie Bhois distribute to other children 
food made. of. iuari flour and butter-milk. On the fifth 
day the slab and mortar, used for grinding the household 
corn, are washed, anointed and worshipped. On 
the 12th qay the child is named and shortly after this 
its head is shaved. 

10,). The Borekars (200) are a comparatively new 
caste as they were not mentioned in 
the census of 1881. They are practi

cally confined to the ]algaon taluk, and, are mat-makers. 
1 

Borekar. 

At the'time of marriage the bride and bridegroom are seat, 
'ed on mats prepared by the elderly persons of the caste. 

ro6. Brahmans (I9,000) constitute 3 per cent. of the 
population. Almost all the Brah
mans are M:aharashtra Brahmans of 

the Deshasth, Konkanasth and Karhada subdivisions . .. 
T~e foreign Brahmans are mostly to be found amongst 
pleaders, ,munims and traders, whilst Berar Brahmans 
~re chiefly to be met with in Government service I as 
patwari~ and kiirkuns. The following note on Brahmans 
made by a former Deputy Commissioner of Akola is 
'\wortJ,1~ of l'eproduction :-' Brahman women are re
, garded by them as but a little lower than men. Their 
~ presence is required at many religious ceremonies. 
I The husband publicly eats with his wife on the occasion 
'of his marriage. Their funeral ceremorues are the 
'same. In the '( worship of fire" the ~fe may perform 
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c the ceremony alone should her husband be absent from 
• home for a time, whereas the reverse is not the case. 
• The tuition of girls is not general,.certain hymn., taught 
, to boys may not be imparted to girls; although others, 
• which it is considered derogatory for a boy to learn, are 
c taught. Brahman widows may be known by their not 
, having a red mark on' their forehead; by their saris 
• being white, red or yellow, and composed of either 
, cotton or silk; by their not wearing a choU, or .glass 
, bangles,. or a mangal sittra j and by thdr heads being 
• clean shaven. Although allowed to pray at the temples 
, they are not allowed to take part in any religious cere
, mop.y of a festive nature. If their relatives are too 
• poor to maintain them, Brahman widows are frequently 
, employed by their caste people as cooks; and some
, times they will secretly wash clothes for certain families, 
. or gain a livelihood' by grinding grain. The intellect 
'of a Brahman is incisive rather than powerful; his 
• peculiar characteristic is self-complacency. He coh: 
, siders no position too high or difficult; he knows that no 
, act, however mean and bad, can prevent his re-admission 
• into his own, the foremost caste. He is envious of 
, those in power, even if placed there by himself. To 
• his exclusiveness much of his influence is due: this , , 
, however, is gradually giving way to the requirem~ts 
, of the public service. Brahman schoolmasters, pat-
• waris and others are obliged to reside in small villages 
• where, if they are to have any society at all, 
• they must forget their exclusiveness and mingle with 
. Kunbis ona footing approaching equality.' A Brahman, 
from his conception in his mother's womb to his death, 
passes through twelve purificatory rites, three of which'are 
most important and are performed by rich and poor alike. 
They are the investiture with the sacred thread, marriage 
ceremony, and funeral rites. 

8 
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107. The thread ceremony called upanayan is per

Thread ceremony. 
formed when the boy is about eight 
years old. He becomes by this cere

mony twice botn and is entitled to study the Vedas. The 
boy is shaved, perhaps the only auspicious occasion on 
which shaving is allowed: and after a few ordinary cere
monies is invested with the sacred thread, and a piece of 
cloth is put around his loins. T~e father acts as acharya 
or spiritual teacher, and says that he hands over the boy 
bachelor- to the sun, and invokes the aid of the sun to 
protect the boy. The prajapati, I 140rd of men,' is also 
called upon to protect the boy. Then the boy is taught 
the Gayatri mantra. It may be thus . rendered , I We 
praise the noble strength of the Sun-god. May he propel 
our intellects: There is still a prejudice among Brah
mans. against repeating this sacred verse before a yavana 
or one 'who does not believe in the Vedas. Then a 
mekhf:lla or I girdle ' is tied round the boy's waist. The 
girdle is praised as being lucky, dear to gods, and pro
tect6r of truth, able to augment penance and withstand 
the 'I demoniac influences. The girdle is called upon to. 
pro~ect the boy. The boy is also given a small patas 
stick. The boy accepts it, saying, that the stick may 
keep him, uncoIjtrollable as he is, from going astray. 
The boy is then advised to observe the fo11owing :-

(d) Achaman {sipping) according to rites after 
each impurity I such as touching an out
caste. 

(b) Not to sleep by day. 
(e) To go to a teacher and learn the Vedas. 
(d) To beg his food morning and evening. 
(e) To offer sacred fuel (samidh) to the fire, morn-

ing and eV,ening. . 

<I) To. lead a pure life' of celibacy and study of 
Vedas for a period of 12 years. 
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The boy begins his lesson that very day by beg
ging his food from his mother. The rice 
thus given is now-a-days cooked and sen-ed 
to Brahmans. 

108. Out of the eight forms of ancient Hindu 
marriage only two survive. The 

Marriage ceremony: 
commonest form is known as 

Brahma (approyed), while the other is called Asuri (di:r 

app~oved). In the latter form the father of the bride 
receives payment for giving his daughter in marriage. 
The marri~o-e age is now later than it used to be) 
boys being married generally between fourteen and 
twenty, and girls between nine and twelve. The girl's 
parents privately propose the match, and take from the 
boy's parents his horoscope to compare it with the 
girl's. The comparison is made either by the family 
priest or by some professional astrologer. Occasionally 
when a marriage is very much desired, the hot6-
scopes are not consulted to avoid the risk of their 
not agreeing, and the marriage thus settled is called 
pm vi'i.'iih or love-match. If the horoscopes agree a for
mal proposal is made by the parents of the girl regard
ing hUIldii (dowry), a fixed sum in cash, kaTni (presenta
tion of clothes, etc., by one party to the other) and travel
ling expenses. The amount proposed depends upon the 
status of the father of the boy. As much as Rs. 2000 

or Rs. 3000 is sometimes paid by a Brahman of the 
upper classes. If the parties are on very friendly terms 
or are closely related, the dowry is sometimes not taken. 
The marriage ceremony is invariably performed within 
a few months after the betrothal, but before that several 
preliminaries are gone through, one of them being th~ 
ceremony called shill mundi, in which a shawris given to 
the boy by some member of the girl's family. On the 
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day fixed f~r the marriage a curtain is held between the 
bride and bridegroom who are clothed in fresh yellow 
cotton robes and verses are recited for about half an hout. 
The curtain is then dropped and the parties see each 
other for the first time. The guests then generally leave 
the pandal. Two or three hours before the marriage 
ceremony takes place the ceremony of kanyadan is per
formed. The father and mother of the bride generally 
give her away to the bridegroom. The father of the 
bride_ recites the motives for the marriage, which are 
three :-

(1) that the father may go to heaven; 
(2) that the souls of the manes may be liberated; 

and 
(3) for procreation. 

These formula..., are repeated thrice, and at each re
petitio~ the bddegroom assents, finally adding the words 
, I take the girl ~or religious .merit and procreation.' The 
father of the bride then describes how he has nourished .. . 
his daughter, and requests the bridegroom not to fall 
sho~ of her in religious duty and desire, to which the 
b~degroom assents. Various gifts are then made to the 
bridegroom. Then follows the suvarn abhishek. 'Vater 
from a pot i1,1 which gold, grass and leaves have been put 
is sprinkled by the priests upon the bride and bridegroom. 
At the sflme time they chant verses enjoining the parties 
to love each other, and the wife to obey' the husband. 
After that cotton thread dyed yellow with turmeric is 

\ tied: round the pair and verses representing the strength 
and glory of ancient India are recited. Half the thread 
is taken by the bride and tied round the wrist of the 
bridegroom and the latter ties the other half round the 
wrist of the bride. This ceremony is known as kankan 
bandhan. Then follows the akshada t'opana. Wet rice 
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is thro'wn by the parties on ea~ other's heads and pray
ers for wordly prosperity and religious merit are offered. 
A thread is then tied round the neck of the bride by the 
groom, sa)ing that it is the gift of her life and wishing 
her a life of 100 years. The marriage sacrifice (hom) is 
now made, sacred fuel, ghi, and fried rice being cast in 
the fire. Fried rice is then put in the palm. of the bride's 
hand by her brother, and the bridegroom, having added 
a morsel of ghi, seizes her hands and makes her throw the 
offering in the fire. He then with his right hand seizes 
her right wrist, and they both walk round the fire. 
The bri.de places her foot upon a slab of stone and a 
hymn is recited exhorting the bride to be as steady as 
the stone, be the attack of the enemy ever so strong. 
The stone is placed to the south, and the faces of the 
couple are turned to the east. This ceremony is repeated 
thrice. Then follows the saptapatli. Seven small heaps 
of rice are laid to the north, and a small pot of water is 
placed to the east. The couple stand at the first h~ap 
with their faces to the east. The bride touches the first 
heap with her right foot, and as they walk round each 
of the seven heaps mantras are repeated, of which the 
first runs thus :-' Oh! put your first foot and love me
we shall get many sons, may they be at the finish: The 
priests sprinkle them with water and bless them. This 

. ceremony is the most important of the marriage celebra
tion, and it is believed that when it is completed the 
marriage is binding and cannot be revoked. 

109. The Buruds (200) are practically confined to 

Buntd. 
the Khamgaon taluk. They are 
makers of baskets and matting. 

110. The Chambhars (8000) are leather workers. 

Chambhir. 
The Harale (or Marathe) Chambhirs 
cl3.im the highest rank. In religion 

they are devoted to 1\Iahadeo, whom they worship on a 
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Sunday in the month of Shrawah. The sadhu, who acts 
as guru to his flock, makes a visitation once every four 
or five years.' They will eat pork but not beef, and 
drink liquor. They -dye leather, and make shoes, mots 
and pakhals.. They will not use untanned leather, nor 
will they work for Mahars, Mangs, Jingars, Buruds, 
Kolis or Halalkhors. If one of these buys a pair of shoes, 
they will ask no indiscreet questions, but they will not 
mend the pair as they would for a man of higher caste. 
Their wom~nd work the silk pattern which adorns 'the 
native shoes. 

IIL. The Dhangars number 18,000 and the Hatgars 

Dhangar. 
1067. In the Malkapur taluk the 
Dhangars number 6585. The phan

gar caste) to which the Holkar family belongs I are heredi
tary tenders of sheep and goats, corresponding to the 
Gadarias.elsewhere. They are also weavers' of woollen 
blankets, and a large number have settled down to agri
culture', The Hatgars or Bangi Dhangars, that is, shep
,herds with spears, were originally a division of Dhangars, 
but kaving adopted military service they became a 
separate caste, They also have settled down to agricul
.ture,' 

II2. The Dhobis (4000) otherwise known as Warthi 
and Parit are village balutedars. 
Besides the 'grain at harvest time 

t~ey also receive presents when a child is born to iwy of 
\ 

Dhobi. 

tpeir employers, As a rule the Dhobl considers a 
" monthly wash to be sufficient for an ordinary villager. 

·~I3. The Dohors (2500) are principally found in 

Dohor. the Chikh1t and Mehkar taluks. 
. They ate one of the most important 
divisions among the leather-working castes, and probably 

,immigrated into this District from Khandesh. They 
worship chiefly Mari Mata and sometunes Bhawani. 
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Their spiritual interests are in the care of Bhats or Tha
kurs. They will work for all castes except lIangs. They 
dye leather and make shoes, but not mots and pakhals. 
The men do not wear dhotis as do the Harales; the 
Harale women again wear lugriis which bind round. the 
waist, whereas the Dohor women wear lahengiis, which 
tie round like a petticoat. The dead are usually buried 
and mourned for three days. Those who die married, if 
well-to-do, are burned. 

114. The Gaolis (1300) include the Ahirs, Gaolans 
. and Gawaris which are synonymous 

names. They are a pastoral caste, 
but have taken to agriculture and other pursuits. They 
are supposed to be an old Indian or half Indian race, who 
were <;lriven south and east before the Scythian invaders. 
Like the Jats and Gdjars they retain the Scythian cus
tom whereby the younger brother takes the widow of 
the elder brother to wife. Before the Christian era they 
were near the north-west frontier of Indi~: they passed 
down through Upper to Lower" Sindh, and thence to 
Gujarat; • when the Kattis arrived in Gujarat in the 
eighth century they found the greater part of the country 
in the possession of the Ahirs'; meanwhile part of the 
tribe had journeyed east. They 'are spoken of as settled 
in Khandesh. And an inscription in one of the Nasik 
Buddhist caves shows that early in the fifth century the 
country was under an AhIr king: and ' in the Puranic 
geography the countty from the Tapti to Deogarh is 
called AbhIra, or the region of cowherds.' It seems 
probable that they were connected with the Yadavas . . , 

Gaoli. 

who were in power in the eighth, and again appear as 
the rulers of Deogiri or Daulatabad in the twelfth and 
thirteenth century. 'The Ahirs or cowherd kings', says 
Meadows Taylor, • ruled over the wild tracts of Gond
, wana, and p~of Khandesh and Berar, and"had posses~ 
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, sion of fortresses like Astrgarh, Gawllgarh aud Nama1a, 
'and other ~ountain positions, where they remained 
• secure and independent, tributary however to the Yada
, vas of Deogarh, or to the Hindu dynasties of l\Ialwa 
, as long as they existed, and afterwards acting inde
, pendently. J Berar was in those days a trouble
some border country, and the Ahlrs seem to have 
fallen into a seco!1dary position before the influx of 
Kunbis. 

lI5. "The Ghisadis (300) are practically ,confined to 
the Chikhli and Mehkar taluks. 

Ghisiidi. 
They sometimes cl~m a Rajput 

origin. They are inferior blacksmiths and do rough work 
only. Among them large bride prices varying from 
Rs. 300 to Rs. 500 are paid in cash to the pare~ts of 
the girl 'before the performing of the betrothal ceremony. 
The ina~riage is performed after the Maratha ritual; 
and ~idow-ma£fiage is also practised, but divorce is not 
allowed on any ground. An unmarried girl puts a 
round patch of vermilion on her forehead, but after .. ' " 

her maniage this is replaced by lines. The caste 
gen~a1ly buries its dead and some ghi (clarified butter) 
is, put in the mouth of a corpse before it is buried. 
The Ghisadis are worshippers of Khandoba," Ambamai 
and Mhasoba. They take freely spirituous drink and 
eat the flesh of a goat, fowl, and deer, but abstain 

\"from PQrk. 

. nt;. The Golab (100) are almost a.!l found in the 

Golak. CbikhlI truuk. They are a class of 
inferior Brahmans; the offspring of 

a .l:irahman father and a Brahman widow. Pure 
. Brahmans neither eat nor' marry with them. 

Il7· The Gonds (300) are practically all found in the 

Gond. J algaon taluk. ,They mostly belong . 
to the labouring class. 
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u8. The GondhalIs (800) are a sect of wandering 

Gondhali. 
beggars recruited from all castes. 
They are especially attached to the 

temples of the goddess Tukai at Tuljapur and the god
dess Renukai at Mahur. Hence arise the two great 
divisions of the caste, the Renurai and the Ka~amrai, 

who do not intermarry. Other divisions are known as 
Maratha, Kunbi, and Mali GondhalIs: these are the de
scendants of children of the castes named, offered in 
fulfilment of vows at the shrine of the goddess. The 
GondhalIs perform what is known as the Gondhal cere
mony at the houses of Brahmans and Sudras. The chief 
occasioqs are the worship of Bhawani at the Dasahra, 
and the worship of Tukai and Renukai on Hanuman f s 
birthday. The ceremony is held at night. The Gondhalis 
are previously feasted: they eat flesh and drink liquor. 
The image of the goddess.is placed on a stool and a sacred 
torch is lit. By the side of the idol a pot filled with 
water is placed, betel-leaves are put around its mouth,
and a cocoanut is placed on them. The rest of the stool 
is covered with offerings of fruits and spices. The 
GondhalIs now worship the goddess, wa~e the lighted 
torch around their bodies and chant monotonous hymns 
in honour pf the deity all through the night. At other 
times of the year the Gondhalis subsist upon alms by 
reciting ballads called povade. They wear a string of 
cowries round their necks: this string is put on at the 
time of marriage, and marks the wearer's right to per
form the gondhal, a right forbidden to the unmarried. 

II9. The Gosawis (Gosains)(190o)are mostiyreligious 

Gosliwi. 
mendicants, but a few are engaged in 

agriculture, trade and moneylending. 
12Q. The Guraos (1600) are attendants in the tem

Gurao. 
ples of Maroti and' Siva, and sellers 
of bel leaves for offerings to the idol. 
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They receive the food offered to the idol. As trumpeters 
they were formerly employed in the l\Iaratha armies. 
They are to' some extent mendicants but they do not 
wander. 

121. The Jangains (300) are mostly found in the 
Mehkar taluk. They are priests of 
the Lingayats. ' 

Jangam. 

122. The Jats (200) are mostly found in the Mehkar 

. Jat. 
taluk. Most of . them are agricul· 
turists but a few are weavers. They 

claim a Rajput origin. 
123. The Jirayats (200) chiefly occur in l\Ialkapur 

Jiriiyat. 
and J algao.n taluks. They are said to 
be immigrants from the south. The 

majority of them are ironsmiths whose speciality is 
fine work, but here and the:r;e one is found following some 
other handicraft than that peculiar to the caste. Infant 
marriage prevails in the caste, and the parents of a girl 

1 

attaining puberty before marriage are excommunicated 
temporarily from the caste. Liquor and flesh of sheep 
or ~oat ,are permitted. Persons eating fowls or pork are 
outcasted, bu~ can be readmitted into the caste after 

. providing a feast. The caste can eat food cooked by a 
- Brahman, Kunbi, Rajput and Phiilmali. 

124. The Jogis (500) or Yogis (lit., contemplative 
Jogi. saints) are Sivite beggars. 

125. '£he Joshis (IOO) are beggars and astrologers. 
, JOshi. 
" 

126. The Kalals (I700) are mostly agriculturists, 

Kalil. only a small number being engaged 
as liquor distillers and sellers, which 

is their traditional occupation. 
127· The K.asars (2000) take their name f~om the 

Kasir. 
bell-metal (kansa) in 'which they 
work, and rank high among artisans~ 
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128. The Kayasths and Parbhiis number 200 per
sons in the District, and are the well

Kiyasth and ParbhU. known writer class. The former 

trace their descent from Chitragupta, the recorder of 
Yama, and the latter from King Chandrasen. 

129. The Khatiks (500) are Hindu butchers, and by 

Khatik. 
reason of the impurity of their calling 
rank very low in the social scale. 

130. The Kolhatis (600) are most numerous in the 

Kolhati. 
Malkapur taluk. They are a wan
dering tribe of acrobats, and their 

women are generally prostitutes. 
131. The Kolis (gooo) are principally found in the 

Koli:. 
Malkapur talUk. Little is known 
regarding their origin. They are 

said once to have been soldiers and guardians of the 
Berar hill passes, and their hereditary occupation is 
said to be that of fishing. There are a large numb,er 
of Ahir Kolis in the AIalkapur tiUuk, immigrants frolll_ 
Khandesh. They are said to be frequently employed 
as watchmen, and to work ferries and grow melons in 
the beds of rivers. They eat pork but not beef, and 
they drink liquor. 

132. The Koshtis (goo) are the well-known weaving 

Koshti. 
castes. Their speciality is- white 
cotton clothes with coloured borders. 

I33. The Kumbhars (4000) are potters and brick 

Kumbhar. and tile makers. They have no 
competition from outsiders to con

tend with in their caste occupation, and there are few 
instances in which Kumbhars have adopted handicrafts 
entirely foreign to the caste occupation. 

134· The Kunbis number 227,000 or 37 per cent. of 

Kunbi. 
the population. A full account of 
the caste has been -given in the 
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Yeotmal Gazetteer I and here a reference will only be 
made to the Deshmukhs and Pajne Kunbis. The Desh
mukh was originally the manager or headman of a circle of 
villages, and was responsible for apportioning and collect
ing the land revenue. The office was hereditary and was 
usually held by members of the Tirole subcaste of KunbIs, 
though other castes such as Brahmans, Raj puts , l\Iarathas, 
Malis and Muhammadans also shared the privilege. The 
Kunbl Deshmukhs have now developed into a sort of 
aristocratic branch of the caste and marry among them
selyes when matches can be arranged. They do not allow 
the marriage of widows nor permit their women to ac
company the wedding procession. A Deshmukh sabha 

has been formed for lJerat -I one of its aims being to check 
intermarriage with ordinary Kunbis. Deshmukhs have 
a~so lately begun to wear the sacred th.!ead, and in 
three generations of the, family the latest member may 
be seen wearing it, while the two older members are 
wit~out it. \ ,Some Deshmukhs now repudiate their 
KunbI 'origin and prefer: to be called l\Iarathas, thus 
claiming through that name to belong to the Kshattriya 
c1ah: The sect of Kunbis known as the Pajne Kunbis 
is only found in Berar in the Malkapur taluk of this 
District, and deserveS a separate notice. The Pajne 
Kunbls are found in about 80 villages near Khandesh, 
and number roughly 2000. Another local name for them 
is Rewas, which is apparently a variant of Levas who 
form ~he largest sUbcaste of Kunbls in Gujarat. They 
seem :10 have broken off from the parental stock so long 
ago (500 years) that they have forgotten all connection 
with it, and account for their names by somewhat curious 
folk-etymologies. The word Pajne is traced to Pawa~ 
khand which they say formerly formed a part of Gujarat, 
and Rewa is supposed to be derived from the river Rewa 
in Gujarat. In Gujarat, however, Leva is said to mean 
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mild as opposed to K.adwa (bitter), another subcaste of 
Kunhis. The men of the Pajne subcaste wear a head 
dress like that of Gujarati Wanis and they themselves 
claim to be Wani immigrants from Gujarat afterwards 
repudiated by their caste fellows owing to their having 
mingled with the local Kunbis. The Leva Kunbis of 
Gujarat are reaUy of Giijar origin, and the recollection of 
the Pajnes is so far correct that they originally belonged 
to a different caste, but their claim to be Wanis is merely 
presumptuous. In religion they worship all Hindu gods, 
but there is a special sect called Malkari or Bhagvat 
panthi which confines its worship to Vithoha, Rama 
and Mahadeo. The gurus of Muktabai at Edalabad, 
Jnyaneshwar at Alandi, Tukaram. at Dehu, Vithoba at 
Pandharpur, Nivrittinath at Trimbakeshwar, Yeknath 
at Paithan, and Sopandeo at Sachole initiate disciples 
into the sect by besto\\i.ng upon them wreaths of beads of 
tulsi wood, at the same time advising them to observe 
ekiidashi (fasting), to worship daily the tulsi plant in ~e 
angans, to offer daily prayers to god, and to attend with
out fail the Ashadhi and Kartiki fairs at Pandharpur with 
Pandharpur patiikas (flags). In their social customs 
and ceremonies the Pajne Kunbis follow generally the 
Tirole Kunbis, slight difference:; being that Pajne females 
on the bridegroom's side attend marriages, and before 
the marriage ceremony .takes place the bride and bride
.groom are made to worship a dunghill. Pajne Kunbis 
cannot marry with other Kunbis, but inter-dining is not 
prohibited. Widow-remarriage is permitted. The mar
riageable age is. for a girl seven years and for a boy eleven 
years. After marriage the woman wears in one ear an ear 
ornament called pachatuT, a ring of gold with five corals 
and five beads of gold; the poorer women wear rings 
of corals only. The wearing of this ornament is a certain 
means of identifying a Pajne KunbI. For some reason 
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unkno~n the Chambhars of the Balaghat will not repair 
the shoes of Pajne Kunbls. Pajne KunbIs are exclusively 
moneylenders or cultivators. Their education does not 
go beyond the 4th or 5th MarathI standard, but most of 
them know how .to read and write and keep accounts. 
They have a reputation for economy; borrowing for 
marriage ceremonies is strictly prohibited, the expendi
ture being limited to a sum fixed alike for rich and poor 
by the community. They are very clannish and assist 
each other in need: They abstain from the use of alcohol 
and poth socially and men.tally they rank above the other 
KunbIs. Some of them are watanda" patels. 

An excellent account of the KunbIs as a class given 
by an anonymous writer 1 is deserving of reproduction. 

'The KunbI is a harmless,. inoffensive creature, 
, simple in his habits, kindly ,by disposition, and 'Unam
, bitious by nature. He i.s honest, and altogether igno
, rant of the . ways of the world. He knows little of the 
I valt1;e of lIlOJ.1.~y. and when he happens to earn any, he 
• does not know how to keep it. He is satisfied with very 
I little, and is contented with his lot, however humhle. 
• His passions are not strong, he is apathetic, and takes 
'things easily, is never elated with success, nor is he 
, readily prostrated by misfortune. He is patient to a 
, fault, and shows great fortitude under severe trials. 
'. He is a th<?rough conservative, and has a sincere hatred 
(of innovations. He cherishes a strong love for his 

,I watan,(hereditaryholding and rights), and whenever any 
,t. trivial- dispute arises in connection with these he will 
«'fight it out to the very last. He will often suffer great 
, wfongs ~th patience and resignation, but his indigna
, tion is aroused if the least encroachment be made upon 
• his personal watanda"i rights, though they may yield 

. 
1 Notes on the AgriCulturists of Aurangiibid quoted in Mr. Kitts' 

Berar Census Report of)88I, p. It! foot note. 
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, him no profit, bu~ happen on the contrary to be a tax 
I upon his purse. If the regulated place be not assigned 
, to his bullocks when they walk in procession at the Pola 
, feast, or if he has been wrongfully preceded by another 
, party in offering libations to the pile of fuel, that is to 
• be fired at the Holi, the Kunbi at once imagines that a 
• cruel wrong has been 'done him, and his peace of mind 
I is disturbed. He will haunt the courts of the taluk 
• and District officials for redress, and, neglecting his 
, fields, will pursue his object with a perseverance worthy 
, of ,a better cause. The Kunbi's domestic life is happy 
I and cheerful; he is an affectionate husband and a loving 
• father, He is a stranger to the vice of drunkenness, 
• and in every respect his habits are strictly temperate. 
, He is kind and hospitable towards the stranger, and 
, the beggar never pleads in vain at his door. In short, 
I the KunbI, within the scale of his capacities, is endowed 
• 'with most of the virtues of mankind, and exhibits but 
, few vices. We cannot, however, accord to the Ku..nbi 
• the merit of energy. Industrious he is, he rises early, 
I and retires late; in the hottest time of the year he 
• works in the field under the burning rays of the sun; at 
.' other seasons he has often to work in the rain, drenched 
• to the skin; he is to be seen in the fields on a 
I bitter winter morning, defying the cold, clad only in 
I his simple coarse kambli (blanket). Thus his life is one 
• of' continued toil and exposure. But, while admitting 
C all this, it cannot be denied that he works apathetically 
• and without intelligent energy of any kind. The Kunbi 
I women are very industrious, and are perhaps more 
• energetic than the men. Upon them devolves the per
t formance of aU t~e domestic duties. They have to 
, carry water from the river or well, grind corn, prepare 
c the meals, sweep the house and plaster it with liquid 
, clay or cowdung,. clean the cooking vessels, wash the 
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, linen, and attend to their children. For a part of the 
, day they are also employed on light field work. Be
l sides getting through these multifarious ~uties, the 
, women Df the poorer classes generally manage to find 
, time to gather a headload of either fuel or grass, which 
, they carry to their -own or any other adjoining village 
C for sale. From these hardly acquired earnings they 
, purchase salt, oil, and other necessaries for household 
C use, and a little . opium, a minute quantity of which 
, they invariably adininister to their children a.~ a nar
c cotic. Indeed the Kunbf woman takes an honest 
, pride in supplying opium to her children from her 
'personal earnings. If all the women in the family 
, have not enough work on their holdings, some of them 
, go out to labour in the fields of other holders, and their 
, earnings form no mean addition to the income of the 
'~unbi cultivator. The -women work as hard as the 
'men, and fortunate is the cultivator who is blessed 
, with. a number of female relatives in his family, for, 
, instead of being a burden, their industry is a steady 
, sourc~ of income to him. With a heavy load on her 
'head, an infant wrapped up and slung to her back, 
«the Kunbt woman of the poorer classes will sturdily 
• ~ramp some six or seven miles to market, sell the pro
~ duce of her field there, and from the proceeds buy arti
~ des for household consumption; she will then trudge 
, back home in time to prepare the evening meal for the 
". family.' Regarding their treatment of children th~ 
D.e:puty" Commissioner, Akola, writes: 'For the first 
~ da,y or two after birth a child is, given milk; and then 
, it is allowed to take the mother's milk' if this is insuffi-, 
, dent a wet-nurse is called in. A low caste woman or a 
4 Musalman may thus suckle a Brahman child. Until 
, the child is six months' ,old, its head and body are oiled 
, every second or third day, and the body is well hand ... 
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• rubbed and bathed. The rubbing is to make the limbs 
, supple, and the oil to render it less susceptible of cold. 
, They are very kind to their children, never harsh. or 
'quick-tempered. This may in part be due to constitu
, tional lethargy. They seldom refuse a child anything ; 
• but, taking advantage of its innocence, will by dis
, simulation make it forget it. The time arrives when 
, this course of conduct is useless, and then the child 
• learns to mistrust the word of its parents. This evil 
, effect ~s intensified by the dissimulation and reticence 
• necessary among members of large families who wish to 
'live together peaceably. Children thus learn not to 
, repeat what they have seen or heard, and hence arises 
, a tendency to dissimulation. t 

135. The Lads ~700) who claim to be a subdivision of 

Lid. 
the Wani or Bania caste are most nu
merous in the Malkapur taluk. They 

are immigrants from Gujarat and take their name from 
Lat, the classic name of the southern portion of GUlarat. 

136. The Lohars (2800) or Kbatis when baZ.uted~r; of 

Lohir. 
their villages do the iron work of the 
agricultural implements and per

form the necessary repairs. 
137. The Mahars number 70,000 persons and consti

Mahar. Customs 
and ceremonies. 

tute II per cent. of the population. 
The old local religion, as might be ex:' 

, pected t survives more markedly 
among }OIahar and l\{ang castes than among those higher 
in the social scale, although the Brahmans have impressed 
the mark of their creed upon the more important oc~ons 
of life. The auspicious day for a marriage is ascertained 
from the village Joshi, a Brahman. who receives a fee for 
his information. And although some peculiar custom 
may here and there be' kept up, as when a Mahar bride
groom drops a ring into a bowl of water J which the bride 

q 
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picks out and wears, or as when a Chambhar bride twice 
or thrice opens a small box whicb her future spouse each 
time smartly ~huts again, still the ceremony is conducted, 
as far as possible, according to the ordinary Hindu rites. 
Furthermore, as the Joshi will not come to the marriage, 
it can only take place on the same day as a marriage among 
some higher caste, so that the Mahafs may watch for the 
priest's signal, and may know the exact moment at which 
the dividing clotI! (antarpat) should be withdrawn, and 
the garments of the bride and bridegroom knotted, 
while the'bystanders clap their hands and pelt the couple 
with coloured grain. The identity of tune and the proxi
mity of position multiply the opportunities and the 
temptation to copy the marriage rites of the higher castes. 
So, tOOt after a death, the chief mo~er mourns for ten 
days and observes the general rule of abstinence from all 
sweet or dainty food during the days of mourning. If a . , 
Mahar's child has died he will, on the third day, place 
bread on the grave; if an infant, milk; if an adult, on the 
tenth day, with five pice in one hand and five pan leaves 
in \h~ other, he goes into the river, dips five times, 
and throws them away; he then places five lighted 
lamps on the tomb, and after these simple ceremonies gets 
h,imself shaved as though he were an orthodox Hindu. 

138. No outcaste is allowed to approach a temple: 
to it his touch would bring pollution. 
Occasionally they worship Khan

doba, pr Devl in one of her more terrible forms. They 
'worship also Dawal Malik and Rahman Diila. The new 
in90n and the full moon of every month are days held 
sacred to Vetal. Mahishasur Satwai and the Asuras • 1 J 

Religion. 

and to male and female ghouls. Marai Mai, Meskai 
and Bhairava are worshipped when sickness befalls. 
The goddess Winai is .worshipped on the ninth day of 
Ashwin (Dasahra). The chief Mahar of the village and 
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his wife, with their garments knotted together, bring 
some earth from the jungle, and fashioning two 4nages 
set one on a clay elephant and the other on a clay bullock. 
The images are placed on a small platform outside the 
village site, and worshipped; a young he-bufIalo i$ bathed 
and brought before the images as though for the same 
object. The patel wounds the buffalo in the nose with a 
sword, and it is then marched through the village. In 
the evening it is killed by the head Mahar, buried in the 
customary spot, and any e".u that might happen during 
the coming year is thus deprecated, and, it is hoped, 
averted. The claim to take the leading part in this 
ceremony is the occasion of many a" quarrel and an 
occasional affray or riot.. The only other Hindu festival 
which the lIahars are careful to observe is the Holi or 
Shimga. Of the confusion which obtains in the Mahar 
theogony the names of six of their gods will afford a 
striking example. While some lIabars worship Vithoba, 
the god of Pandharpur, others worship Varuna's ¥n 
sons Meghoni and Deghoni, and his four messengers, 
Gabriel, Azrael, Michael, and Anadin, all six of whom 
they say hail from Pandharpur! Among others of their 
deities they enumerate Kali Nik, \Vaikach, Sarl, Garl, 
)Iai Kaus, and Dhondiba; the four Bhairavas, KaJ, 
Bhujang (snake), Samant and Audhtit; the heroes Bhima, 
Arjun, Lachman BaJa, Chhatrapati (Sivaji), Narsingh, 
lIunda, Bawan, Raktia, Kaktia, and Kalka; and the 
demons Aghya and J altia Vetal. A certain Choka Mela 
was a saint of note among lIahars; and certain saintly 
mendicants. who abstain from flesh and from social 
intercourse with their castemen, are still named after 
him. In their worship some are said to officiate naked-: 
others with their clothes wet and clinging. Their offer
ings consist of a red thread to which is attached a small 
packet of sandal-powder and red-turmeric with flowers 
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of oleander, swallow-wort and chameli: country liquor, 
yellow-coloured grains of juari and urad, red-lead, 
frankiilcense, plantains, limes, pieces of cocoa· or 
bete1nut, unripe dates, rice, curds, fri~d cakes of pulse 
or 'wheat five coloured thread or silk: aU these are , 
used as offerings, as also at times a kid, a fowl or an 
egg. 

139. Although their theology is a greater medley, and 
their religious system grosser than 

- among the higher castes, the Mahars 
seem}n some respects to be less superstitious and less 
fettered. They repeat mantras if a mall·is possessed by 
an evil spirit, or stung by a snake or scorpion, or likely 
to be in danger from tigers or wild boars: and the threat 
to write a Mahar's name on a piece of paper and tie it 
to the scavenger's broom is used in the Morsi truuk of 
Amraoti District with potent effect by their creditors: 
but they· have not the same reverence for omens. Nor 
is the younger brother prohibited, though he is not 

1 

Superstitions. 

obliged, to marry the elder brother's widow. The touch 
~ of a dead dog or pig, or of a dead or living donkey, entails 
a poll'utiol?- which can only be removed by shaving their 
moustaches and giving a caste dinner: but other dead 
a~m'a1s are not unclean. A bitch or cat having young 
in '8. Mahar's house, or anyone throwing a ~hoe on the 
roof, is supposed to pollute the place: meat of any kind, 
except pork, they may eat: and fari as well.as mahua 
~iquor may be drunk. They are indeed themselves gener
ally employed as tari drawers; and the impurity of their 
touch compared with that of the Kalal is the reason why 
so many castes drink mahua who will not touch tari. 

140 • One division of the Mahars is called Somas 

Somas Mahars and 
other divisioDS. 

or SomavansIJ an~ claims to have 
taken part with the Pandavas against 
the Kauravas in the war of t~r; 
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Mahabharat, and subsequently to have settled in the 
Maharashtra. 

After the Somas Mahars the three most important 
divisions are the Ladwan or Ladsi, the Andhwan and the 
Bawane or Baonya. The latter sometimes become 
Manbhaos : they have the same scruple as.the Balahi has 
to grooming a stranger's horse; they will not eat with 
any other division of Mahars. The total number of sub
divisions is 12!-, the half caste being sometimes given as 
the base-born and sometimes as the religious mendicants. 
Illegitimate children are more often than others conse
crated to divine service, and hence the confusion. 
The Gopals are sometimes looked upon as the half caste 
of Mahars. The Bankar, Goski, Rolar and Lotwal 
castes are also Mahars. Other divisions of the caste are 
given as Kachore, Kharse;. Nimari, l\Ialwi, Kathalya, 
Dharkia, Pendaria and Ghatole. 

141. The men among the Mahars wear a black 
woollen thread around their necks: 

Social life and vU
lage duties of the 
Mahars. 

their women share the common a~er-, 
sion to shoes 'with pointed tops. 
Adultery is of rather common occur

rence J and the illegitimate issue are admitted into caste) 
although the woman is not allowed to cook food or to eat 
in the same dish. As fourth bal1dedar on the village 
establishment the !-Iahar holds a post of great importance 
to himself and convenience to the village. The knowledge 
gained in his official position renders him a referee on 
matters affecting the village boundaries and customs. 
To the patel, patwari and the • big men' of the village, 
he acts often as 90 personal 'servant and errand runner : 
for a smaller cultivator J he will also at times carry a torch 
or act as escort. To the latter class, however, the Mahar 
is 'an indirect rather than a direct boon, inasmuch as 
his presence saves them from the liability of being called 
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upon to render the patel or the village personal service. 
For the services which he thus renders as pandhewar the 
Mahar receives from the cultivators certain grain-dues. 
When the cut juari is lying in the field the Mahars go 
round' and beg for a measure of the ears (bhik pain). 
But the regular payment is made when the grain has 
been threshed. The amount of the due and the mode of 
calculation vary greatly, almost from village to village. 
The calculation is ~ometimes made upon the total area of 
land cultivated (e.g. one seer per acre cultivated), but in 
othet. parts land cultivated with edible grain is alone 
liable to the payment (e.g., Ii or 2 seers per acre of edible 
grain). Another duty performed by the Mahar is the 
removal of the carcasses of dead animals. The flesh is 
eaten and the skin retained as wage for the work. The 
patel and his relatives, however, usually claim to have 
the skins of their own ahlmals returned: and in SOIne 
places where half the agriculturists of the village claim 
kinship "rith the patel, the Mahars feel and resent the 
loss. Another custom, which occasionally obtains, 
gives one quarter or the skin to the Mahar, one quarter 

'l • 

to the Chambhar, and a half to the patel. A third duty 
is th:e opening of grain-pits, the noxious gas from which 
pr,oduces at times asphyxia. For' this the Mahars receive 
the tainted grain. They also receive the clothes from 
a corpse tha~ is laid on the pyre 1 and the pieces of unburnt 
wood which remain when the body has been consumed. 

142, The Malis number 47,000 persons or 8 per 
Mili. cent. of the populati9n. They are 

. found in strength in the taluks of 
',Malkapur (14,074), Jalgaon (10,990) ,'and Khamgaon 
(9104-) but are less numerous in the tMuks of Mehkar 
(8275) and ChikhlI (4,476). The word Mali is derived 
from Sanskrit ,mala (a garland). The caste' ca~ot be 

, said to be a very old one. Generally speaking it may 
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be said that flowers have scarcely a place in the Veda. 
\Vreath!'O of flowers are used as decorations, but the 
separate flowers and their beauty are not yet appre
ciated. That lesson was first learned later by the Hindu 
when surrounded by another flora. Similarly among t~e 
Homeric Greeks in spite of their extensive gardening, and 
their different names for different flowers, no1; a. trace of 
horticulture is yet to be found. l The caste is chiefly 
engaged in raising vegetable ami" garden crops. The 
chief subdivisions of the caste are PhUlmali, Jire, 
Ghase, Kosaria, Baone and Lonare. The Phiilmalis 
who take their name from phul (flower) are considered 
the nighest. The Jire are the cumin-seed growers; 
the Kosarias derive their name from Kosala, the 
classic name of Chhattisgarh; the Baones are named 
after Berar, 'the revenue of which was fifty-two (btiwan) 

lakhs as against six: lakhs only obtained from the Ihadi 
or hill country J ; and the Lonare are the residents of the 
country round about Lanar lake which is about '12 

miles south of Mehkar. The Phiilmalis will neither 
cultivate nor boil turmeric. The reason alleged is that in 
the turmeric flower is the outline of a small cow tied with 
a rope, to which in boiling turmeric damage might ensue. 
The J ire :Malis will both grow and boil turmeric for which 

• 
they are despised, but they will not grow onions. From 
his dealings in flowers which are used in worship and 
on all ceremonial occasions the sight of a :Mati is 
considered lucky. In social characteristics the l\ialis 
resemble the Xunbis. The Phiilmalis take the flesh of a 
goat, but abstain from liquor and the flesh of fowls; the 
Ghase Malis have no objection to taking spirituous drink 
and eating eggs and fowls. The caste performs the mar
riage ceremony according to the Maratharitual. Widow-

1 Schrader. Prehistoric Antiquities, 121. quoted by Crooke on page 
4S3 of Vol. III of his Castes and Tribes of N.W.P. 
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marriage is also practised and divorce allowed. The 
:\Ialis are the votaries of Devi and Kal Bhairava and also 
worship all the gods, of the Hindu pantheon. They stop 
their ordinary' work on the day of Na~ Panchaml festival 
and offer. worship to their trade implements on Dasahra. 

143. The l\Ianbhaos (500) are- a local Vaishnava 

Minbhao. 

decreasing. 

sect and some of them are religious 
mendicants; The caste is steadily 

144. The M.ahgs (u,soo) are a menial caste rank-
ing only above Bhangls. There 

. are many customs and legends con
nected with the i\Iang caste which prove them to be of 
very long standing in the country. The ~st Mang, 
Maghya J was cre~ted by l\Iahadeo to protect Brahmadeo 
from the winged horses which troubled him in his 
work of creating the world. The devotion of the l\Iangs 
to l\Iahadeo is noticeable:' it shows the' kind of religious 
conceptions once current in the country, which that 

i ' 

- Ming. 

name has been made to cover. The Mangs still worship 
Marl l\iata. Asura and Vetal or Brahma. Like the 
lIahirs they worship no graven image: the visible 
representations of their deities are round stones 
daubed with vermilion. Occasionally they worship 
l)iiwal l\!~, and Khandoba, but no god belonging 
strictly to the higher Hindu pantheon. Meghya Mang 
\vaxed p~oud and was humbled by being ordered by 
?J:ahadeo to castrate oxen for the Kunbrs an office still \ , 
perform!d. by the village l\iang who receives six or eight 
annas or four or eight seers of grain per job. At the 
Na6,ratra a Mang woman is still sometimes worshipped, a 

custom, the origin of which dates according to the 
,legend, from the time of Parasuram. 

A l\{a,ng is the bom -enemy' 'of the 'village' 'Mahar, 
whose grain dues are three·times his own and who dis-, 
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dains to receive food which the latter has prepared, or 
to beat the drum in his funeral procession. 

The )1angs beg during an eclipse. Rahu,' the 
demon who swallows the moon and thus causes her 
eclipse, and his companion Ketii were b~th Mangs, and it 
is to appease them that grain is given to their caste 

men. 
145. The ~1ang is a balletedar : formerly he acted ac; 

Status in village. 
hangman when necessary, and occa-.. 
sionally as watchman: his wife acts 

as midwife. At marriages he beats the drum and plays 
the crooked horn. His salutation is -' Farman ' as that 
of the )1ahar is • N amastii.' He swears by the dog. 
He uses a slang language, some of the words in which 
are of Dravidian origin. Those of the caste who deal 
in the black art worship demons and goblins (bhut, pisiich) 

on every new moon; those who revere Dawal :Malik 
abstain from eating pork. The :Mangs are men of strong 
passions, and generally have a bad name among the more 
respectable castes and among the police. In robbery 
they are said to respect the person of a woman, a bangle
seller, a Lingayat :J\Uli, and a Mang. 

146. There are nominally 121 divisions in the caste, 

Subdivisions. 
but the names g~ven differ in difl"erent 
parts, and are often merely des

criptive of their residence or occupation. Thus the 
Ghatole Mangs are Mangs from the Satmala Ghats! the 
Madhige division are probably Telugu Madigas: the 
Uchles .are pickp<><;kets, and the Pendari Mangs are 
highway robhers; Pungiwalas play on the fife, and 
Daphlewalas on the tom-tom. The different divisions 
sometimes contract prejudices which tend to perpetuate 
the distinction. The Berar Mangs and the Buruds 
(who are reckoned as the half caste in the enumeration) 
make baskets of bamboo and use a knife known as the 
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blzal, while the DakhanI Mangs will not touch this knife, 
and work with date-palm leaves . 

. 147. The ordinary trade of a l\Iang is to prepare 
brooms or date-palm matting. On 

Customs and reli- the Akshaya-tritiya, when offerings 
gious observances. • 

to the dead are paid, the ~rang sup-
plies a new broom to each of the more important houses 
in his villages. 

J~ike the Mahars, the Mangs always bury their dead. 
They do not use a bier, and make no distinction of persons 
£urther than that the deceased, if married, is dresSed in 
new clothes and mourned for ten instead of three days. 
On each of the three days succeeding the death, the 
mourners hold a feast, on the first two days generally 
at their own eJqlense, but on the third day always at the 
expense of the chief mourner, who on the tenth day gets 
himself shaved and gives a caste dinner. 

Tlleir marriages lake· place usually in the month of 
Asharh, the 15th of which month is sacred to their worship 
of the deity Mari Mata. Those of the girls who are not 
married before they reach the age of puberty become 
MtKalis or J oginis, in other words mendicant prostitutes. 

148. The Matathas number 6000 or I per cent. of the 

Marat'ba. 
population. It is difficult to avoid 
confusion in the use of the word 

Maratha, which signifies both an inhabitant of the area 
in which the Marathr language is spoken and a member 
of the caste to which the general name has, in view of 
their ~storical importance, been specifically applied. The 
.n;ltive name .for the Marathi-speaking country is MahA

r~htra, which has been variously interpreted as • the 
great country' or ' the country of the Mahars. ' Another , 
and perhaps the most probable, derivation is that it is 
named from the Rashtrakiita dynasty which was dom-. . , 
mant 111 the area for some centuries after 750 A.D. The 
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name Rashtrakiita was contracted into Ratth; and with 
the prefix Maha, 'great,' might evolve into the term 
Maratha. The Marathas are a caste formed from mili
tary service, and it seems probable that they sprang 
mainly from the peasant population of Kunbis, though 
at what period they were formed into a caste has not yet 
been determined. The designation of Maratha first 
became prominent during the period of Sivaji's guerilla 
warfare against Aurangzeb. Several -of the Maratha 
clans have the names of Rajput tribes, as Chauhan, 
Ponwar, Jadhao, Solanki and Suryavansi, and in 1836 
Mr. Enthoven states that the Rana of Udaipur was satis
fied from enquiries conducted by an agent that the Bhonsla 
and certain other families had a right to. be recognised 
as Rajputs. But the general feeling does not admit this 
claim. The caste is of a decidedly mixed nature, as is 
apparent from its internal structure. ln Buldat:ta they 
are commonly spoken of as Maratha Kunbis. Indeed 
in the Berar census of 1881 they were amalgamated ~ith 
Kunbis, and have only been recorded separately in the 
last two generations. They are not mentioned as a 
separate caste by Sir A. Lyall in the Berar Gazetteer. 
In Buldana the Marathas will take daughters from the 
Kunbis in marriage for their sons, though they will not. 
give their daughters in return. But a KunbI who has 
got on in the world and become wealthy may, by a suffi
cient payment, get his sons married into Maratha f3.mi1ies 
and even be adopted as a member of the caste, just as a 
successful soap boiler in England occasionally becomes 
a peer and sets himseU up with a complete portrait 
gallery of Norman ancestors. It seems a necessary con
clusion that the bulk of the caste are of much the same 
origin as the Kunbts, tho~gh some of the leading families 
may have had Rajputs among their ancestors. The 
family of the Jadhao Rajas of Sindkhed, from a daughter 
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of which the renowned Sivaji sprang, is the leading 
l\!aratha family of Buldana and Berar, and claims to be 
of the purest Rajput blood. In x870 Sir A. Lyall notes 
that this family had recently made a show of great reluc
tance to permit a poor kinsman to espouse the Gaikwar 
of Baroda's daughter. A notable trait of this and similar 
families is the fondness with which they cling to their 
hereditary' watans. In Buldana the Marathas are prin
cipally engaged in cultivation and moneylending, though 
many of them have taken up personal service and are 
also employed in Government service as clerks, peons, 
and -constables. The caste eat the flesh of clean animals 
and of fowls and wild pig and drink: liquor. Their rules 
about food are liberal like those of the Rajput, a too 
great stringency being no doubt in both cases incom
patible with the exigencies of military service. They 
observe the parda system with regard to their women, 
and will go to the well 'and draw water themselves rather 
t~an permit their wives to do so ; but the pooreT Marathas 
cannot maint~n the system, and they and their wives 
and chitdren work in the fields. The men often in imita
tion'lOf the Rajputs have their hair long and wear beards 
and whiskers. They commonly wear a turban made of 
many folds of cloth twisted into a narrow rope and large 
gold rings with pearls in the lower part of the eat". They 
assume the sacred thread and invest a boy with it when 
be is seven or eight years old or on his marriage though 
this is nat strictly observed. Some Marathas do not 

\ 

yvear ~e sacred thread at all, saying their forefathers 
n~\"er wore it. In appearance the men ~are often tall 
and ,well-built and of a light wheat-coloured complexion. 

\ The principal deity of the Marathas is Khandoba a , 
~arrior incarnation of Mahadeo. He is supposed to 
have been born in a field of millet near Poona, and to 

have led the people against the Muhammadans in early 
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times. He had a watch dog who warned him of the 
approach of his enemies, and he is named after the khanda 
or sword which he always carried. The Marathas are 
generally kind to dogs, and will not injure them. 

149. The Mhalis (7500) are barbers and balutedars. 

.Yhili. 
The ~lliali shaves the heads, chins, 
and armpits of his clients and pares 

their nails. When the first son is born to any of his clients, 
the barber carries the good news to the relatives. He 
takes a bamboo stick in his hand, adorns it with cloth, 
and crowns it with an earthen pot. For this, and in 
return for the presents of sugar and pan leaves which he 
then distributes, he expects to receive from each man a 
rupee, a turban or a shoulder cloth, or at least a few 
handfuls of grain as a reward. In the case of a marriage 
among Siidras, it is the village barber who takes out 
the invitations and who subsequently superintends the 
bathing of the bridegroom. The barbers also light the 
lamps and hold the torches during the ceremony, and 
at its close two of them take the bride and bridegroom 
in their arms and distribute the sugar sweetmeats (van) 
which have been provided for the Brahmans. 

150. The four chief classes of Muhammadans (popu
lation 48,720) commonly known as 
Saiyids, Sheikhs, Mughals, and 

Pathans are found in the District. The Saiyads claim 
their descent from Fatimah and Ali, the son and son-in. 
law of the Prophet. There are two branches of Saiyads, 
those descended from Hasan and those descended from 
Husain (both sons of All). Saiyads mark their high 
birth among men by placing the title Saiyad or Mit before • 

Musalmiin. 

and among women the title of Begam after their names. 
Mughals include two distinct classes, the Persian and 
the Indian or Chagtai from Chagtai Khan, the son of 
Changiz Khan. They are, therefore, the descendants 
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of those .Musalmans from Central Asia who invaded India 
under the standards of Timiir and Babar. Mughals 
always place the title Mirza, born of great man, before 
tl:~eir names; and add Beg. Pathans are of Afghan origin 
and their name means highlanders. 

Below the four great classes, there is a population 
which may be described as miscellaneous Muhammadans. 
These are the converts from Hinduism, or more strictly 
speaking, the descendants of such' convert.:;, togetber 
with those who follow certain petty trades in towns. At 
the census of IgOI the principal classes which returned 
caste names were Atari, Bbn, Fakir, Gaol!, Bhat, and 
Pinjari. These classes are perfectly endogamous groups 
marrying only among themselves. 

151 • The Panchals (400) are vagrant blacksmiths. 
They have been in Bera.r for some 
generations. They live in small pals 

or tenbi, and move from place to place with buffaloes, 
donkeys, and occasionally ponies to carry their kit. 

\ 

Paneha!' 

152• Tbe Pardhis (2600) from the Marathi word for 

Pirdhi. 
a huntsman are a wandering people 
ostensibly occupied in snaring game. 

Malkapur seems to be a favourite taluk with them, as a 
large proportion' of their number was enumerated there 
both in 1881 and in 18g1, There are three well-known 
~jvisions of Pardhis, the Shikari, Phans and Langotr 
Pardhis., The Pardhis of Berar admit that they are 
,Baurias, who originated from Rajputana and are held 
. to ~e aJ>origines of that p~ of India. The Pardhis have 
the custom whereby on the death of ali elder brother 
~he, younger takes his widow to wife. They pay for their 
wives. At the time of marriage a mock resistance is 
sometimes made; generally J however, the couple walk 
round -the encampment under a cloth borne oli four 
poles. In front of them', walks a married woman carry. 
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ing five pitchers of water. The couple eat grain from 
the same dish or throw it on each other's head. The 
bridegroom gives the bride a dress, a bodice, and a fold 
of the paper helmet which he himself wears. A Brahman 
is asked to name an auspicious day for the event, and 
among the Phans Parahi division he is also asked to 
officiate. In religion, besides worshipping their ancestors, 
they worship goddesses who are now identified with 
the Hindu goddess Devi, but who are known in the caste 
by many different names. Sometimes they carry small 
silver images of these deities; at other ~imes they fashion 

one of day. 
153. Like the Sudras they are superstitious and be

lieve in omens. A favourite omen is 
Omens and ordeals. 

the simple device of taking some rice 
or juari in the hand and counting the grains. An even 
number is lucky: an odd number is unlucky. If dis
satisfied with the first a second or a third pinch is taken 
and the grains counted. A winnowing basket or a mill
stone falling to the right when dropped on the ground 
is lucky, as is also a flower falling on the right side from 
the garland with which they crown their goddess. "The 
Phans Pardhis never use the railway ; and are forbidden 
the use of any conveyance whatever. More precautions 
however attend the women than the men. The women 
may not wear silver bangles on their feet: they may not 
among the Langoti Pardhis touch a cast-off lugada J' 

they may not eat flesh or drink liquor: nor may they 
in 3JlY division of Pardhis prepare the food or mL'IC: ~th 
the family until three months after a child-birth. Simi
lar religioUs scruples exist among the Langoti Pardhis 
against the wearing of a razai or a spotted cloth, or the 
using of a cot. Their name is derived from their wearing 
the langoti, because of their fear that a dhoti if worn might 
become soiled' and therefore unlucky. Their .ordeals 
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resemble those in vogue two thousand years ago. If 
a woman is suspected of adultery she has to pick a pice 
out of boiling oil: or a pipal leaf is placed on her hand 
and a red-hot axe placed on it. If she is burnt or refuses 
to stand the test she is pronounced guilty. The punish
ment for adultery ,consists in cutting a piece off the ear 
and in exacting a fine. Another test is the water ordeal. 
The accused dives into water; and as he dives an arrow 
is shot from a bow. A swift runner fetches and brings 
back the arrow: if the diver remains under water until 
the runner has returned he is pronQunced innocent. 
Their chief religious ceremony, at which many gather 
together, occurs about once every five years. The idol 
of Devi is taken to a tree two or three miles from a village 
and placed with its face to the east. In front of it a 
fireplace of earth is m~de, on which wheaten cakes and 
meat are cooked and eaten at night. A young buffalo 
or a 'goat is brought to the spot and stabbed in the left 
side of the neck: the idol is besmeared with the blood 
which spouts t out, and the worshippers then taste it 
themselves. The animal is' then killed. To the north 
of t1ae idol a small mound is raised. O,n the third day, 
by whicli time the flesh has all been eaten, the skull of 
the' arumal . is placed on the mound, ghi and country 
liquor is poured on it, and fire is applied. This burnt 
offering closes the ceremony. 

154· The Pathrats (300) whose name is a contrac-. ~ 

Pa,thrit. 
tion of Patharwat or stone dresser, 
are stone workers. 

" 
ISS· The Rajputs (13,000) show a'large decrease 

Rijput. 
from 20,000 since 1891, but this is 
partly due to a large number of 

l\larathas and Kunbis having returned themselves as Raj
puts at the previous census. They may be divided into 
two classes, (1) those who were originally of foreign origin 
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(2) those who have assumed the name of Rajputs but 
who are really of humbler birth. The Rana Rajputs 
chiefly found in the Malkapur and J algaon taluks are 
believed to be of Maratha origin. Agriculture is the 
ordinary occupation of the Rajput caste. 

156. The Rangaris (3500), the caste of dyers, are 

Rangiri. 
mostly found in the Malkapur taluk. 
They worship Hinglaj Bhawani, Da

wal Malik and Khandoba; and beginning at the Gudi 
Padwa or Hindu New Year's Day they observe a fort
night's holiday, during whicn all business is suspended, 
and a subscription is raised in' order that a caste dinner 
may be held. They use as dyes morinda, indigo and 
saffiower but aniline dyes are also in considerable vogue. 
They are governed in caste matters by a panch or council, 
and an elective headman or chaudhari. The caste is 
said to have come originally from Gujarat. 

157. The Shimpis (4500) are tailors. They are 

Shimpi, 
divided into the Jain, Marathi and 
Te1ugu Shimpis. 1'he J ains bel~ng 

usually to ~he Setwal caste; the Marathi Shimp is are 
often Lingayats; and the Telugu division are generally 
Vaishnavas. The Jain Shimpis claim the hero Nimi
nath as a caste-fellow; the Marathis claim the noted 
saint Namdeo Sadhu. 

158. The Sonars (6000), workers in precious metals, 

Sonar. 
are the most important of the artisan 
c~tes. Among the Sonars there 

are several divisions, the most important being the 
Vaishya, Malvi, and Panchal. The Vaishya and Panchal 
Sonars invest their children. with the sacred thread when 
they are seven years old, the ceremony sometimes being 
performed by a Brahman, and sometimes by one of 
their own castemen. The Vaishya and Pah<;hal Sonars 
have religious teachers of their own caste and they are 

10 
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said to have "claimed and vindicated their right against 
the Brahmans to perform their own marriage ceremonies. 
The Sonars discountenance the rePlarriage of· widows. 
In his business lile a Sonar is noted for an acuteness 
sometimes b~rdering on dishonesty; there is a proverb 
which says that he will cheat his own mother. 

159. The Sutars (6000) are carpenters. They pro

Sutar. 
bably take their name which means 
literally a 'maker of string' or a 

worker by strin~ • either from their sometimes joining 
planks by string or from their skill in planing or 
measuring .. Some Sutfus wear the sacred thread; 
the well-to-do assuming it in childhood, and the poorer 
from the time of their marriage. The Sut~r heads the 
list of village balutedars. The highest division of the 
caste are the Kharatis or turners who come from 
Northern India. 

r60. The Tak~ris (goo) mend the handmills (chakkis) 

Takari. used for grinding corn J but have 
also a reputation for crime. They 

are practically confined to the plain taluks. 
16r. The Telis (10,000) are oil pressers by origH1. 

Their hereditary trade has suffered 
from the introduction of cheap bulk 

o~ and also from the oil mills worked by steam power. 
They have largely taken to agriculture. 

162. the Thakurs (IIOO) are almost identical with 

Thakur. 

. community. 
cultivation. , 

the Bhats. They are the hereditat) 
village bards, members of the village 

Many of them have taken. to labour and 

: 163. The Vidurs' (1200) are descendants of Brahman 

Vidur. fathers and mothers of lower castes 
They are almost, if not quite, syno

nymous with Krishnapakshis. In dress the Vidurs copy 
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the Brahmans. If a Vidur mother have an illegitimate 
child, and the father be a Brahman, the child remains a. 
Vidur, but if a Vidur woman or man be detected in adul
tery with one of a lower caste, he or she is outcasted and 
the offspring, if any, has no claim to their property. 

164. The 'Vaddars (500) have decreased considerably. 

Waddar. 
They are immigrants from Southern 
India- and are earth-workers, and 

are constantly moving about in search of work. Their 
movements depend upon the demand for labour for 
roads and other public works. 

165. The 'Vanis or Banias (15,000) are chiefly of for

. Willi. 
eign origin, being immigrants from 
l\Iarwar, Gujarat and Rajputana. 

Most of them are traders, moneylenders, shroffs and 
grocers, but a large number have also taken to agriculture. 
Being strangers in the land, 'Vanis are generally distin
guished among Beraris by the name of their country or 
their sect. Lingayat 'Vanis affix the term appa to their 
names, as Kunbis and others affix ii. ' ' 

166. The 'Vanjaris number 13,000 persons of whom 
8643 are found in the Mehkar taluk 

Wanjarl. 
and constitute 2 per cent. of the 

population. 1'hey are said to have come into this Dis-
trict from the Nizam's Dominions where they are still 
found in large numbers. The caste claims to be of 
llaratha origin and yet they aver that they were origin
ally Paundrakas, a tribe inhabiting the old Paundra 
country, that is, Bengal and Behar. They allege that 
they with seven other castes were allies of Parasuram 
when he ravaged the Haihayas of the Vindhya mountains, 
and that after this the task of guarding the passes was 
entrusted to them. From their prowess in keeping down 
the beasts of prey which infested the gorges and ravines 
under their charge, they became known as the Vanya-
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Shatrii, subsequently contracted into Wanjari. In course 
of time their services were rewarded with grants of land 
similar to the Metkari Inams and one division of the 
caste is now known as the MetkarI Wanjaris. Though 
some Wanjaris connect their name with wania or trading 
by pack bullocks yet to confound them with the Banjara 
carrier castes gives them great offence. They, however, 
are unable to reconcile their claim of Maratha origin with 
the Bengali one wh~th they also claim and of which no 
traces in their manners, customs, or gotras now remain. 
The men dress like Kunbis, the women never wear the . 
parti:coloUred bodices and skirts which Banjara women 
affect, nor do they patronize the hone bangles with which 
the latter cover their arms. They are not addicted to 
crime like the Banjaras. Other subdivisions of the 
\Vanjari castes are Raojin, Bhusarjin, Ladjin and Kanar_ 
jin. These subdivisions neither intermarry no~ eat with 
each o~her. Each subdivision has twelve-and-a-half 
minor divisions; each minor subdivision has also 50 kuls, 
and each kulltas 4 gotras. Among the 4 gotras of a parti
cular kul no intermarriage can take place as they are 
consjdered to be descendants from the same parental 
stock. Infant marriage prevails in the caste. The 
betrothal ceremony is performed by presenting the girl 
With new clothings (phadki and parkor), washing her 
feet with water, and affixing a patch of kunku to her 
forehead. A piece of sugarcandy is put in her mouth 
. and packets containing. coriander, sugar I kunkii. and five 

\ . 
. ~mall pieces of cocoanut are put in her dhoti. The father 
9( the boy then distributes piin-supiiN to.the men assem-

- bled, while the father of the girl applies red gandh to 
the forehead of each man. This ceremony is called SakaI
puda. Women do not accompany the men to the village 
of the girl. A few days before marriage there takes 
place the ceremony of Waghinseo or Hohas, apparently 
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a corruption of \Vag-Nischaya, or settling the marriage 
contract by word of mouth. The boy's father visits the 
girl's village and presents her with ornaments and cloth
ing. In addition to the above the following things are 
gh-en, gur (unrefined sugar), cocoanuts, khurma, cardi
mum, godambi, kunku, coriander and sugarcandy. The 
ceremonies knov,m as Shalmtindi and Gondhal also take 
place before the marriage is performed. In the first the 
father of the girl visits the village of the boy and presents 
him with a gold ring, an uparna and a turban. At the 
second from one to five goats are sacrificed though sweet
meats are sometimes substituted. The \Vanjaris follow 
the Maratlla ritual of marriage, in which the bride and 
the bridegroom stand facing each other with a curtain 
drawn between them, and the assembled guests tluow 
juari dyed yellow on the contracting couple. The mar':' 
riage ceremony is performed on the mutha (a sort of 
country saddle used for the bullock). \Vidow-marriage 
is allowed by the caste, but a bachelor is not" allowed to 
marry a widow. The dead are both burnt and buried, 
the corpse is laid,in the grave, flat on the back, with feet 
to the north and the head to the south. By religion 
Wanjaris are Sivites or worshippers of Siya; some of 
them are the followers of the DawalMalik sect. Drink
ing is prohibited amongst the~. No parda syste~ is 
observed by them. They are now mainly engaged in 
agriculture and in nearly every point they resemble the 
Kunbis. They .eat from the hands of Kunbis and Marathas. 
The Bhusarjin and ~anarjin subdivisions are scarcely 
found, but the Ladjin and Raojin subdivisions are com
mon. Men and wo~en of the Raojin subdivision are 
allowed to eat flesh, whereas the women of the Ladjin 
subdivision do not touch it, but the prohibition is not 
extended to males. The Dhola ceremony is performed 
when the woman is in the seventh month of pregnancy. 
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On this occasion green "lugdiis are given to.her and new 
clothes are presented to her husband as well. 

167. The District is characterised by no dass of crime 

Criminal classes. 
specially, but dacoities, robberies, 
and house-breaking are not infre-

quent, and are in many instances the work of criminal 
gangs and professionals from outside. Kaikaris and 
Bhils are apt to raid the District from the Khandesh 
direction and from across the Hyderabad border. The 
Bhil is not pre-eminently a criminal.in the sense that 
some of the subcastes of 'the Kaikari are. He goes 
out into open outlawry on a large scale only as the result 
of bad years, want, the exactions of moneylenders or 
some other disturbing cause, .When the pinch of agri
cultural distress is fe1t~ or any other provocation arises, 
Bhils readily go out in gangs and take to looting and 
wide-spread depredations. For the r~st his activities 
are mostly confined to' minor crimes against property, an 
occasional murder, the outcome of jealousy, revenge or a 

1 ' 

belief in witchcraft. Civilizing influences have of recent 
years done much to redeem the Bhils from the predatory 
habits" wh~ch characterised them in 'the past. Never
t~e1ess the criminal instinct remains sufficiently strong 
in the present day to ·need but little temptation to induce 
him to revert to the' roving life of the freebooter and 
depredator. 

Anoth~r class of people who give considerable trouble 
a~on~ the northern border of the District are the Nihals 
or' Naha~. They hav~ always been notorious robbers and 
Roll, Bhn, Nihal is the common word used -in old docu
mentii for predatory hillmen. Ever since the great famine 
\ . . 

.of 1899'"1900 a number of Nihals-fortunately few-have 
devoted themselves to petty dacoity' and cattle-lifting. 
They avoid taking any jewellery or other recognisable pro
perty when committing a dacoity, a.n.d as they invariably 
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take to the hills after a successful raid, it is by no means 
easy for the police to prove a case against them even 
when caught. They are also adepts at changing their 
name and village. They extend their operations to 
Ximar, Khandesh, Akola and Amraoti, keeping not very 
far from the hilly parts of these Districts. 

A considerable number of Pathans and Afghans 
also ostensibly lend money in the District- but are 
sometimes mixed up with the local criminals. The 
Pathan hails from- ... t\fghanistan and the North-\Vest Fron
tier Provinces J and his mother tongue is Pushto. His 
appearance and dress are sufficiently distinctive to pro
claim his caste. His physique is excel1ent and far supe
rior to that of any class indigenous to the Province. He 
is broad and well built, medium to tall in stature, strong, 
muscular, hardy and energetic, with Caucasian features, 
fair ruddy complexion and h~ughty bearing. By tem
perament he is treacherous, impetuous, avaricious, ex
citable and sometimes even fanatical, fond of good living, 
very hospitable to his countrymen, of cheerful disposition 
and not incapable of appreciating a joke. The Pathan 
as a rule makes for some large town where employment 
is procurable, and sets up as an itinerant hawker· of 
sundry goods or as a moneylender. Many of them are 
employed by sahukars to recover debts or collect rent 
from backward tenants. The Pathan is generally success
ful in this line owing to his imposing appearance, un
couth manners, reputation for truculence, tyrannical 
methods and the tenacity \\ith which he persecutes the 
recalcitrant debtor. Some of the well-to-do· Pathans are 
moneylenders on a small scale who are invariably given 
to extortion and tyrannical practices in recovering their 
dues. They exact exorbitant interest and are said never 
to lose sight of a loan, but will r~imburse themselves 
years after it was given, travelling expensive journeys 
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to recover quite a small amount; in this way they keep 
up the fear which they instil. Their customers are gen
erally the poorer and lower castes such as Mahars, Mangs, 
Kolis: Kunbis, Bhns, sweepers, etc.) who enjoy no 
credit with the Marwari or Bania, and who 'yield to the 
temptations offered by the Pathan to borrow money 
without a note-of-hand or any sec.urity, and at large 
railway centres, the subordinate staff. As soon as the 
time is up the Pathan gives his debtor no peace. He 
is at his door before day dawns to demand his dues) 
usually with a big stick which he displays in a threaten
ing manner while making his demand in persuasive tones. 
It is no use the unhappy victim endeavouring to put off 
his persecutor by as~ing him to call again, or attempting 
to evade the interview by urging a pressing engagement 
elsewhere. The Pathan is not to be baffied by subter
fuges of this sort. He will establish himself in the door
way of the house and give the occupants an unpleasant 
time by his importunities to settle up. He is not devoid 
of a sense of humour i and will meet a request to phir 
kay ao (call again, literally to turn and come), by turning 
round iIl: a circle where he is standing saying good 
humouredly that he has complied with the request, or, if 
a,sked to dam pakado, i.e., to -have patience (literally to 
hold his breath), he will shut-his mouth and hold his nose 
for a couple of seconds and urge that he has done what 
Was aske~. He can only be got rid of by payment either 
,in full or in part of principal or interest. The Pathan's 
(:}stensibJe profession of hawker or moneylender has the 
advantage of enabling him to go about from District to 
Dist!ict keeping his eyes and ears open, forming connec-

I tions with local bad characters and marking down suit
able places to rob. They generally select isolated houses 
in towns and cities, and commit the burglary or dacoity 
in some force. Occasionally a Pathan when employed 
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as a servant with some wealthy siihukar after ascertain
ing all he wants to know, takes leave of his employer 
on the pretext that he wants to return home. ,He then 
organises a gang and brings off a successful raid; or 
perhaps information is communicated to distant friends 
who, acting thereon, swoop down and loot the servant's 
master, the informant making a display of loyalty during 
the attack and remaining in service for some time after
wards to avert suspicion. 

Baorias, Minas, Bhamtas, and other professional 
criminals also work in the District, attracted thither 
by the prosperity of the residents of the plain taluks. 
The local criminals are Takankars, Mangs, ~rahars 

and others. The Takankar while rechiselling grind
ing stones has excellent opportunities to examine 
the interior economy of houses, the position of boxes, 
and the ~lang's profession of selling brooms and 
ropes also enables him to spy out the land and acquire 
valuable knowledge. Those. classes generally commit 
dacoity and house-breaking by night. 

SOCIAL LIFE AND. CUSTOMS. 

168. Many of the names of villages have a mean~ 

Names of villages. ing. Some have a religious origin as 
Dattapur (city of Datt), Hanuwant

khed (from god Hanuwant), Kamaljapur (from goddess 
Kamalja), and Parashrampur (from god Parasuram). 
Among villages named after trees or plants may be ~en
tioned Sagwan from the teak (sag) tree, Palaskhed 
from the paliis tree (Butea frondosa), Chinchkhed and 
Chinchpur from chinch (tamarind), Pimpalpur from pipal 
tree, Babulkhed from baWd tree, Umarkhed from ttmar 
tree, Kusamba from kusam plant, Jamthi from jiim 

(guava), \Vadali from wad (banyan tree). Some are 
named after animals as Asola from asol (bear), Undri 
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from uttdi" (mouse), \Vaghapur from wagh (tiger), Naga
pur from nag (serpent). Those bearing personal names 
are usu~y of Musalman origin, for instance Ibrahimpur J 

the village founded by Ibrahim, Muradpur, Afzalpur,and 
so 011. Among miscellaneous names may be mentioned 
Loni (butter), Bhalegaon from bhala, a spear, Buldana 
from Bhnthana, an abode of Bhils) Tapowan, a forest of 
penance. 

169. At ~he time of digging the foundation of a house 

. Construction 
n,?uses. 

of 
Ganpati and Prithvi are worshipped 
by the offer of cocoanuts, and betel·· 
leaves. \Vhen posts are erected the 

kham pitia is performed. A ~ooden post is worshipped, 
and ghi is ponred at its top so as to flow down to the 
bottom. A hundle of grass is then tied to the top 
so that crows and other inauspIcIOUS birds may 
nDt perch on, it. When the beams are posted the 
owners place a few pieces of turmeric. and betel-nut, 
a~ld a little quantity of juari grain dyed yellow 
in a piece of yellow cloth and tie it to the first beam. 
\Vhen the house is complete they perform the vastu fJUja, .. 
i.e., a glzarii containing a small image. of a serpent made of 

. copper, a pearl and small pieces of silver and copper is 
buried in the east corner of the house. Brahmans are 
fed. and a feast is given to the caste fellows. The house 
is adorned with flags and buntings, and a turban of white 
or yellow colour is also tied round it. 

. The front of a house should face to the east. It may 
also fa-ce to the north or the west, but not to the south, 
which is an inauspicious direction. . A house should be 

. gaimukhi (cow-faced), i.e., its front should be narrower 
than the back: it should not be wyaghra mukhi (tiger
faced) for that would bring misfortune to the owner. 

The proverb ( mOM) koho, moW j ani ghar gele lawkar ' 
~s common in the mouth of every villager, and it means that 
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the wood of moho, koho and mokha trees should not be 
used in the construction of a house, otherwise it "ill soon 
change hands. Plpal, umar and patas trees are considered 
Brahmans, the sagwan (teak wood) a Kshattriya, and 
these trees can be planted in the courtyard of a house. 
The hiwar tree is supposed to be a ~rang. and it is natural 
that it should not grow in the yard of a Hindu. The 
wad tree is the abode of an evil sp~rit called Hadal J which 
destroys children, and hence it is not safe to have this 
tree close to a house. The thorny baUd and ber trees, if 
grown in the neighboUthood of a house, are apt at times 
to catch the owner's turban at a time when he is going 
out on some important business. The falling of a turban 
from one' s head on such occasions is a bad omen, and 
therefore these trees cannot be planted in the yard. As 
regards pipaI, which is a very sacred tree, it is said that 
as far as possible this tree should not be allowed to grow 
in the yard of a house. The superstition is that if its 
roots ever reach the cooking place the extinction of the 
family is inevitable. If by oversight such a tree is grown 
and it has not got over a hundred leaves upon it, it should 
at once be cut down; but in case the number of leaves 
is above one .hundred there is no other remedy but to 
rear it very carefully. As the pipal is a Brahman, 
its thread ceremony must also be performed in the same 
\\-ay as that of a Brahman boy. 

170. In the seventh month of the first pregnancy of 
a woman is performed the ceremony 

c;o~~ncyandbirth known in Berar as Dohojan, which 

is the corrupt form of Dohad Bhojan. 
An auspicious day is fixed by the village Joshi, and on this 
day the pregnant woman is dressed in green clothes. 
Preceded. by music she is taken through the several roads 
of the village. She then visits Maroti' 5 temple and bows 
dO"'l before the image. After bathing she ~ dressed in a 
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gTeen 11tgdii, a green choli and green glass bangles, and 
is seated on a cradle fixed in the courtyard of the house. 
Five kinds of food, i.e., malti, gahule, walwat, sivaya and 
sev, are served in five cups and covered with plates: The 
pregnant woman is asked to remove the plate from any 
of the cups. If she uncovers the cup containing 
malti jt is believed that a girl will be born to her; 
if the cup· containing gahule is uncovered it is consid
ered that she will have a boy. After this the assembled 
females are treated to a dinner, and the. pregnant woman 
receives presents of new clothes from them. A pregnant 
woman should not cross the paibund (ropes tied to the 
hind legs) of a mare. If she does so, her delivery will be 
seriously delayed because a mare giv~ birth to a foal in 
twelve months. She should avoid the sight of a corpse and 
remain at home during an eclipse. ]\fang women act as 
mid~ves. A broor;n, a shoe and a knife are placed under 
the co~in the lying-in room. Also a pot containing urine 
of the cow wi~~ some nim leaves in it is placed just at the 
entrance of the room, and anyone entering it has to 
sprinkle a few drops of it on his feet. A few leaves of 
cotton p~ant and a little quantity of sand are also kept on 
both sides of the door to drive away evil spirits. 'Vhen 
a delivery is delayed and the wOII?-an' 5 life is supposed to be 
ih danger, aU the male members of the village stand in a 
row from the house of the woman to the side of the' 
village r~ver. A relation of the woman then fills a gharii 
with river water and passes it on to the person who stands 
next tJ> him. The gharii is thus passed. from hand to 
hand without being placed on the ground until it reaches 
th'~ woman's house. A cupful of water from the ghara 
is given to the expectant woman, which hastens the 
delivery. This water is called Maleche pan; or Hal pani. 
Another device is to give water in which a gold mohur· of 
~kbats reign has been-dipped. On the birth of a first 
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male child the father, if well-to-do, dresses himself in 
new clothes, enters the lying~in room with honey filled 
in a brass. cup, and sees the face of the child reflected in 
honey. This is perhaps done to bring aU good qualities 
to the boy because the honey is composed of the essence 
of several flowers. The nave1 cord is cut and buried 
with the placenta in the compound of the house. The 
mother and the child are bathed with luke-warm water. 
Castor oil mixed with honey is administered to the child 
three times during one day and a half. The mother 
suckles the child on the evening of the second day. The 
mother is given harira (jaggery cooked with dry ginger) 
for the first five days. She is then given sanja or wheat 
floor cooked in water. 

On the night of the fifth day after delivery, Satwai, 
the goddess who writes the fate of the new-born on its 
forehead, is worshipped, Pata (stone on which chillies, 
etc., are ground) is placed in a corner of the birth room, 
and the image of Satwai is painted in red on it. A 
sword or a dagger or at least a scythe is placed on ~me 
side of itJ and aninkpot, some paper and a pen on the other. 
Offerings of lemons, cocoanuts, rice, curds, etc., are made 
in the hope that the goadess may chalk out a happy fate 
for the child. On the twelfth day the child is placed 
in the cradle, and the elderly females of the house give it 
a name. The rashi name is, however, given by a Brah
man. 

The mother remains impure for I!- months, after the 
expiry of which p~riod she may cook food for other mem
bers of the family; but the period varies a good deal 
according to the position in life, sometimes being as short 
as 12 days. A child born with feet first is called Payalu, 
and is believed to be in specfal danger from lightning. To 
avert this calamity the child is bathed in water in which 
a cobbler has dipped old shoes for repair. It is believed 
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that a Payalu has the power of seeing treasure buried 
in the earth, and people put lamp-black in his eyes and 
ask him to tell the whereabouts of hidden treasure. A 
Payalu also, by touching the .part with his right foot, will 
remove a pain in the back. 

A barren woman, desiring to get a child, is said to 
resort to some of the following devices :-

(I) Eating the navel cord of a new-born child. 
(2) Killing a scorpion and eating' it with gUT (un

refined sugar). 
(3) 'Valking rounq. the bachelor god Maroti (Hanu

man) at dead of night. 
(4) Making a mock baby of kneaded flour with a 

big hole in the stomach. It is .placed (with a lighted 
lamp in the stomach) where four roads meet. If a woman 
having children walks over it, it is believed she wiU10se her 
children one by one and these chlldren will' be re-bom 
in t~e .womb of the barren woman who performed this 
magical ceremony. 

(5) Perfotming the Balirana ceremony. The stone 
which is used for grinding chillies, etc.) is covered "ith a 
ne", choli, and a necklace containing golden beads is tied 
to it. On the twelfth day when the new-born child is 
placed in the cradle the barren woman stands on one side 
Qf it and the woman who gave birth to the chUd on the 
other side. The latter hands over the stone dressed like 
a child .to the former, and it is believed that by doing so 
the sterility of the wom'an is removed. The birth of a 
boy after three girls is considered inauSpicious, ~nd to 
~~'ert the impending misfortune the father of the boy 
cli,mbs to the roof of his house and makes a loud noise to 
frighten away the evil spirits. 

17I . Adult marriage prevails among Banjaras, 

Marriage. Andhs and Rajputs,' hut the general 
custom is to celebrate infant mar-
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riage. Every family has to observe some sort of obser
.vances after a marriage. These are called kf(,tachar, and 

the two following are specimens. 
After a marriage is over a trench about 8 ft: by 2 ft. 

is dug in the front of the house. It is filled. with fuel and 
burn~: after the flames have subsided and while yet the 
ashes are hot the parents and the wedded couple, headed 
bythefamily.priest, have to walk over the ashes bare-foot. 

Another kutachar called (Swamya' is also very 
common amongst some classes. After the marriage is 
over a widow whose hair is shaved. is called to dinner 
and is treated as if her husband is still living. She is 
made to wear a green sari, a chou, and the nose ring. A 
patch of red powder is affixed. to her forehead. The 
meaning of this ceremony is not known. 

The custom of widow-marriage prevails among the 
agricultural communities, and perbaps more or less among 
all others except the Brahmans, the north country trading 
classes, and the highest families of any caste. Divorce 
by mutual consent and deed of sepat:ation is also permitted, 
and the divorced woman marries again. These unions 
are called pat marriages; but they are quite reputable, 
and the offspring is legitimate. 

172. In Berar burial seems to have 'been in nearly 

Death rites. 
every instance the more primitive 
mode of disposal of the dead; while 

cremation was adopted as the caste rose in the social s~le. 
In castes which practise cremation the usual distinction 
observed. is that only the married are burnt and the un
married. buried. Cremation, however, being the more 
costly process, the burial of married persons is sometimes 
a necessity. A sadhu is buried and not burnt. A 
woman who dies during confinelllent or within ten days 
after delivery must be burnt. In castes which observe 
the thread ceremony the investiture gives the right to 
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cremation. When at the point of death, a little water 
from a sacred river is given to the dying man to sip, or 
he tastes the five products of the cow and some water 
touched by a Brahman's foot. Some of this water is also 
sprinkled on his body. Mantras are repeated, and a 
little curds II?-ay'be put in his mouth; money, grain, or 
cows are then distributed in his name, or bodices and 
petticoats in the name of the dying wife. For the un~ 
married, however, these ceremonies are unnecessary. 
The dead body is bathed in warm water and oiled, and 
marked w~th red turmeric, and then clad, if possible, in 
silk. - An unmarried woman or a widow is marked with 
white chalk on the forehead, and her face is covered : 
her cloth also is usually white, and no fruit or corn is 
put in her lugda. When the body' has been laid out, 
a few grains of rice are sprinkled over it.; a rupee is laid 
on the forehead ; a piece of gold, pearl or coral is put in 
the mouth) and a sprig of holy basil is placed, either 
in the ear or mouth. A Brahman or Gosawi now 

sprinkles ashes (vibhuti) over the c01J>se, and four bar~ 
headed castemen come as bearers of the bier. A pice 
and ~SGme pulse or flour are tied in one corner of the 
covering,' and the bier is then taken up. The Baris 
pour mahufl liquor into the dead man's mouth, be
fore the bier is lifted: among the Telis liquor is always 
given to the bearers. An unmarried person is carried 
in a cloth, whereas a married person is placed on a bier. 
~he heir'to the deceased walks before the bier carrying 

\ 

.a pitc~'er of fire. Music accompanies .the procession, 
a,n~ the name of Rama is continually repeated. Among 
. the , Lads, Sonars, and Vidurs a halt is made hall way 
to the ground: the bearers change their position, a cake 
,is ofIered, and short shraddha performed: among other 
castes the change of bearers generally takes place just 
outside the village. 
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The body is placed on the pyre or in the grave. - The 
chief mourner applies the fire. The rupee is given to a 
Gosa wi and the cloth to a Mahar. As the pyre burns, 
the mourners wait until the sound is heard of the skull 
being burst by heat. The chief mourner now takes a 
pitcher of water on his left shoulder and walks three 
times around the funeral pile. At each round a small 
hole is made in the pitcher by the ashma I stone, and a 
tiny jet of water spouts out. At the end of the third 
round the pitcher is allowed to fall from his shoulder 
and break. The mourner beats his mouth, and goes to 
the nearest water to bathe. The four bearers follow 
him and bathe also. Then the rest of the mourners 
bathe if they belong to the same gotra as the deceased: 
other mourners chew a nim leaf, visit Maroti's temple, 
come back to the door of the dead man's house, and 
depart thence to their own houses. The ashes are collected 
and on the third day are thrown into a stream or a well. 
The burning place is plastered with cowdung and sprin
kled with cow's urine. 

The period of mourning is ten days in the case 'of 
those who are burnt; three days in the case of those who 
are buried. The moustaches are shaved before the corpse 
is carried from the house to the cremation ground. In 
some castes the ten days are reduced to five. During 
this time the chief mourner sits apart and cooks his own 
fooEl, and every day, before eating, offers a cup of water 
and a little pinda in memory of the deceased. The 
pinda is a ball, about an inch in diameter, of rice or wheat 
flour mixed with ,curds or milk. These balls are also 

sometimes coloured, e.g., with sandal-wood ointment for 
a man, with red turmeric for a wife, and gopi-ch~ndan 

1 The /lSA",. stone is the stone used to break: the hole in. the 
pitcher of water. It is supposed to have some mysterious connexion. 
with the soul of the deceased, and is preservet until the thirteenth 
day. 

II 
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for an unmarried woman. But generally no pindas are 
offered in the latter case. 

173. «The standard of comfort in Berar, though not 
, high, is probably no lower than in 

Standard of comfort. 
«any other rural tract of India. 

, The house of the middle class clerk, for which he pro
, bably pays a rent varying from Rs. 2 to Rs. 10 per men
( sem, is scantily furnished. His food costs him but little 
( for he is, in all probability, a Brahman, and therefore 
, a vegetarian; hut he uses sucli luxuries as wheat, rice, 
( milk, ghi, and sweetmeats more fre('ly than does the 
'cultivator. His clothes are of fine cotton cloth, 'the 
( dhoti having usually a border of silk, and he wears 
• a silken turban; the whole outfit is so seldom renewed 
, that it costs him comparatively little. The cultivator's 
C style of living and the size of his house depend on the 
, size of his holding; hut the distinction between the 
'well-to-do and the impoverished cultivator. consists 
, largely in the quantity and the quality of the jewell~ry 
, worJl by th~ women of the family. The cultivator's 
'clothes are of coarse cotton cloth. The labourer's 
• standard of living is similar to the cultivator's, but .. , 
· lower. His house is smaller and meaner, his cooking 
« p~ts fewer, his food scantier, and his family jewellery 
, less costly. '!here has been no perceptible change in 
• the standard of living of these classes' I during the last 
decade. J.uari is the staple food, which made into 
cakes is· eaten with salt, chillies and a few vegetables 

\ 'when c1;leap and available. Dal is sometimes indulged 
·in. TIre fruit of the mahua ber chiro1J.1·i ana other , , 
tre~ when in season also supplements the food of the 

" poorer classes. Young bamboo shoots. and the . leaves 
a11d root..o:; of various plants are also consumed by the 
. hill tribes. For fuel the droppings of cattle and dry 

1 Imperial Gazetteel' of Ber&-. p. 35. 
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wood and grass picked up are used. These classes ate 
quite satisfied with thiS' simple mode of living, and that 
they can easily secure enough in ordinary years is indi
cate4 by the luxuries that are often indulged in during 
marriage ceremonies, and at feasts and festiv'als, which 
are generally non-working days. 

But it is in the matter of social ceremonies, espe
cially marriage, that the people expend their money 
freely. At marriage ceremo;ies the poor classes in
dulge in luxuries such as wheat, nee, sugar, etc., and 
luxuries are also reserved for ~ of the bigger feasts 
and festivals. Rs. 100 or mQre y-sometimes spE"nt by 
each of the contracting parties to a marriage. Among ... 
the better classes of cultivfl!Drs between Rs: 400 and 
Rs. 500 is often spent. On a Pit or second marriage the 
expenditure is much less. 

Among the other classes, besides lavish expendi
ture on marriage, the Brahmans have the thread 
and the Musalmans the khut1la ceremonies. The 
thread ~remony consists of placing the sacred thr~}ld 
on boys between the ages of seven and nine years, thus 
rendering them twice born, and constituting the WE"arer 
an established member of. a" higher caste. The ordinary 
expenditure on these occasions is between Rs. 50 and 
Rs. 500, according to the means of the boy's father. 

The khutna is the circumcision ceremony and is 
generally performed before the boy attains the age of seven 
years. The poorer classes of Muhammadans expend 
very small sums on these occaSions, buLwith the better 
class the expenditure is between Rs. 100 and Rs. 500. 

174. Som~ characteristics of t4e l\Iaratha people 
Characteristics of _ ~re noticed in 1827 by Sir. R. 

the people. Jenkins as follows 1:_ 

'The most remarkable feature, perhaps, in the 

I Report on the territories of the Raja of ;Nigpur 
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, character of the Marathas of all descriptions is the 
'little regard ·they pay' to show or ceremony in the 
, common intercourse of life. A peasant or mechanic, 
'of the low~t order, appearing before his superiors, 
, will sit down of his own accord, tell his story without 
, ceremony, and converse more like an equal than an 
, inferior; and if he has a petition to present, he talks 
, in a loud and boisterous tone, and fearlessly sets forth 
, his claims. Both the peasantry and the better classes 
, are often coarse_ and indelicate in their language, and 
, many of the proverbs which they are fond of introduc
ling- futo' conversation are· extremely gross. In general, 
, the Marathas, and particularly the cultivators, are not 
, possessed of much activity or energy of character, but 
, they have a quick perception of their own interest, 
, though their, ignorance of writing and accounts. often 
, renders them the dupes of the artful Brahmans.' And 
in 1870 Sir A. C .. Lyall thus described the people of 
Berar. I In manners and customs the Hindus as a body 
I are the same (with very insignificant differences) all 
• over the districts. The rustic population is generally 
, ro,-!gh and rude. They are shy of strangers, and when in 
'. this mood their peculiar disposition is seen in its worst 
, sh~pe; but to those they know, and who can speak their 
~ language, they relax in their manners, and become quiet, 
, inoffensive, and fond of ease. Their devotion to their 
'. homesteads and families is so great that they look 
, upon a -separation from them as a calamity of the worst 

,., kind .. As a rule, they are in their ways affectionate 
., fathers and husbands, but hard task masters, so 
• 'f~ that they suffer, in fact expect, their wives to lead 
• a life of toil and labour; and though her labour does 
'not extend to handling ,the plough but to 'sowing, 
• weeding, reaping, and picking, still, what with in-door 
, and out-door toil, the woman's strength is over-~ed. 
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• Hard, dark featured, and bulky in appearance, the 
• Kunbl woman is more delicate than her sisters of other 
(castes. In this respect the Gond, the Banjaras, and 
• other women, entirely beat the Kunbin out of the 
• field. The vital energy, the capacity for endurance, 
• and the strength to !.ift heavy loads in the females of 
, the caste last referred to is really wonderful. Though 
• shrewd in -the business transactions of life, such. as 
• buying and selling, their ignorance reaches its climax 
• on matters of religion. Quiet and implicit is their 
( faith in the village idols, in witchcraft, in Brahmans. 
• Besotted, priest-ridden, and sunk -in the grossest of 
, superstition, they are incapable of refinement or im-
• provement, and sink into their graves none the wiser 
• by past experience, which, if anything, fans their 
• idolatry, superstition, and ignorance.' Though most 
of the above remarks still hold good in remote villages, 
elsewhere the spread of education and the facilities for 
travel have had their solvent effect on the mode of life 
of the people. . ' 

LEADING FAMILIES. 

I75. Buldana, like the rest of Berar, is a land of 

General notice. 
small proprietors without any sepa-
rate history and without any special 

title to fame. The older aristocracy is as a rule drawn 
from three classes, Jagirdars, Deshmukhs and Deshpan
dias and Kazis. Since the cession a few families have 
also won for themselves distinction in the field of com
merce. The J agirdars were originally men to whom 
an assignment of revenue was granted for military service 
and the maintenance of order by armed control of certain 
districts. In later times the giant was occasionally 
made to civil officers for the maintenance of due state 
and dignity, and some of the grants, when given to 
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powerful families, acquired an hereditary character. The 
Deshmukhs and Deshpandias were originally revenue 
officials and.by virtue of office they held the right to take 
certain dues ,from the revenue collected in their sub
divisions, but some of the more powerful families received 
large grants of land in j agIr and patents for the collection 
of additional subsidies, on condition of military or 
police service and the maintenance of order. After the 
cession the services of the Deshmukhs and Deshpandias 
were dispensed wit,h, much of the land claimed by them 
wa.s resumed and pensions were granted to them in lieu of 
their-lost emoluments. The Kazis were in former times 
judges as well as marriage registrars. Their religious 
duties now alone survive. The title of Kazi is frequently 
used by descendants of a Kazi who no longer act in that 
capacity. There is no Khas-nzulakati list for Berar ; the 
Chief Commissioner) when he visits Betar, selects any" 
gentleman who sho.uld be allowed an interview with him 
from a list submitted by the Commissioner. The names 
of fif~een gentlemen are included in the list of Dar
baris. 

176. The family of the greatest historical interest .. 
in the District and indeed in the 

J agirdiirs. The whole of Berar is that known as the 
J adllao family of 
Sindkhed. Jadhao family of Sindkhed and Deul-

gaon Raja. The genealogy of this 
family is given on the next page. Of its descent we have 
various accounts, but it claims the purest Rajput lineag(>. 
>the story given in the old Betar Gazetteer is that about 
"the middle .of the sixteenth century'a humble family of 
R§.;puts emigrated from a village Karwali,l on the 
J umna, to· Sindkhed. The· head. of the family was a 

1 The correct name is Karauli, the capitai of a small State of the 
'same name in Rajputina. The town is away from the ]awna to the 
SO;t.th. The present Raja of this place is still a J aduvansi Of J &don 
RalPUt. 
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man named Lakhaji, and he is said to have lived by tilling 
land under the village of Sindkhed, but his extraordinary 
talent and bravery 'raised him from his humble position 
and gained him the watan of the Deshmukhi of Sindkhed 
about A.D. 1550. Another tradition, however, derives 
the family from the Yadava Rajas of Deogiri. Whatever 
the real origin, the Sindkhed and Deogiri families inter
married with the Mar ath as , and their intercourse is now re
stricted to this caste. At the end of the sixteenth century 
Lakhaji J adhao "Rao was the leading Maratha chief in 
the service of the Ahmadnagar State and held a jagIr for 
the-support of ten thousand horse. It was by his help 
that ~Hiloji, grandfather of Sivaji (the founder of the 
Maratha empire), rose to eminence. Lakhaji was en
trapped into giving his daughter, Jijia Bai, in marriage to 
Shahji J the son of Maloji, and she became the mother of the 
famous Sivaji. It is curious now to note that the match 
was then regarded by the Sindkhed family as a mesalliance. 
The rise to power of the regent Malik Ambar caused 
Lakhaji about 1625 A.D. to leave the service of the 
Ahmadnagar government and to join the Mughals, who 
conferred on him So mansab of 24,000 with I5,ooO horse. 
'But in '1630 A.D. 'with the overthrow of the regent's 
son, Fateh Khan, and the return to power of Sultan 
Murtiza Nizam Shah II, Lakhaji offered to return to his 
allegiance. He' was, however, treacherously murdered 
'by the Sultan. In the wars that followed between the 
Marath~s and the Mughals the Jadhao Rajas were steady 
,imperialists in spite of their connection with Sivaji's . ,; 

f"mily. The two elder sons of Lakhaji were· not distin-
guished, and their descendants are still found at Adgaoll 
in the Mehkar tatuk and at Mehuna in the Chikhli taluk, 

. of which places they hold the patelki. The third son 
was adopted by Lakhaji' s younger brother, and his des
cendants are now found at Kimgaon Raja in the ~rehkar 
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taluk, where one of them holds the patelki. The fortunes 
of the family centred in the descendants of the fourth 
son Raghoji. His grandson Dattaji distinguished himself 
by his successful expeditions into the Carnatic and was 
killed in battle in A.D. 1664. Dattaji's son, Jagdeo Rao, 
soon became prominent, and attracted the notice of 
the Emperors Shah Jaban and Aurangzeb, who conferred 
on him the title of Jagdeo Rao Jadhao Rao. He was 
also the first to obtain the clzawri and other royal insignia. 
He is said to have founded the celebrated temple of 
Balaji at Deulgaon, and it is about this time that the 
family seat was transferred from Siridkhed to Deulgaon 
which had previously been founded by one Rasoji, a 
natural son of a member of the family. He died in 
A.D. 1669 leaving four sons. The eldest was killed in 
the battle of Khelda. The second son's descendants 
carried on the family traditions till the time of Baji Rao. 
The latter was accused of an act of rebellion in 1851, when 
Arabs under his command but not (as he declared) under 
his control fought a severe fight against. the Hyder~
bad contingent. Baji Rao was confined as a State prisoner 
till 1856 when he died, and all his hereditary watans were 
confiscated. The fortunes of the house thus came to a 
~udden end. The management of the temple of Deul-
gaon, which has a very large income, was carried on by 
the agents of Ahilyabai, the widow of Baji Rao, but the 
mismanagement was so gross that in 1904 it was placed 
under the charge of a receiver appointed by Government. 
The present representatives of the family at Deulgaon 
are two grandsons of the younger brother of Baji 
Rao. The elder one is insane and the younger brother 
Raja Dattaji, a young man of twenty-three. acts 
as head of the family. He has the patelki of three 
villages including Sindkhed, but his income is very 
meagre. 
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Another branch of this. family became rulers of 
Tanjore, and a descendant, Sithapatti, still holds the 
pateZki of s,everal villages in this District, including 
Karwand, Dahigaori and Karankhed. 

177., The family of Khan Bahadur Nawab Muham
mad Salam-ullah Khan of Deul

The Nawiib of Deul- ghat owes its position to its connec
ghat. 

tion with the Hyderabad dynasty. 
Originally Pathaps from Delhi, they took service at 
Hyderabad after the invasion of Nadir Shah. Muhammad 
Rahim Khan, the grandfather of the present Nawab, 
was sent from Hyderabad about the end of the eighteenth 
century to take command of the fort of Deulghat. He 
rendered valuable assistance to Major-General Arthur 
Wellesley (afterwards Duk~ of Wellington) in the opera
tions which culminated in the battle of Assaye (r803 
A.D.), and was rewarded with the gift of a jagir of .four 
village~. Of the villages now held in j agir two are in the 
ChikhlI talu~ and two are in the dominions of His High
ness the Nizam. The title of Khan Bahadur was con
fer;ed on the present representative in 1858 and that of 
Nawab in 189r. The Nawab Sahib, as he is generally 
called, is a special magistrate of the first class, and is a 
polished and unassuming gentleman universally respected 
and liked. 

178. Another family of some importance is the 

Raja Nemiwant. 
Brahman family known as Raja 
Nemiwant, now represented by 

Lakshman Rao and Shriniwas Rao. They hold five vil
'lages in the Malkapur taluk, and the jagir was acquired 
by: an ancestor of the family about 1795 for his services 
to the Nizam at the battle of Kbelda, when he held the 
position of a Risaldar commanding 12,000 horse. The 
family now live at Hyderabad though they have a fine 
house at Malkapur. On account of family dissensions their 
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financial position is said to have be~ome unsatisfactory. 
Saiyad Ahmad Kadir is the representative of an ancient 
family whose jagIr of three villages in the Khamgaon U.1uk 
is said to date from the time of Aurangzeb. The income 
from the jagir is Rs. 6000, of which Rs. 1734 is paid to 
Goyernment. Two small jagirdars are MIr Husain .AJi 
and Amrit Rao Ganpat Rao Brahman, each holding 
one ,;nage in the Malkapur taluk said to have been 
granted by the Nizam's Government. 

179. The family known as that of the Bhingara 

Bhingara Raja, 
Raja are Musalman ~hilsJ and the 
tradition is that they and similar 

families were forcibly converted by Aurangzeb to 
Muhammadanism and then entrusted by him with the 
watch and ward of the passes of the Satpuras. The holder 
of the jagir was formerly one of the )Ielghat Rajas, and 
only ceased to be known as such when the villages of the 
jagir were excluded from the ~Ielghat and included in 
the Akola District in 1868. These Rajas were' relics I , ' 
, of the age when law and regular police were confined at 
• best to the open country, and when imperial govern
C ments paid a sort of \>lackmail to the pettiest highland 
'chief. These little Rajas had from time immemorial 
, held land and levied trahsit dues on condition of moder-
I ate plund~ring, of keeping open the passes, and of 
I maintaining hill posts constantly on the lookout to

C wards the plains.' In 1854, the year after the cession, 
the Deputy Commissioner of North Berar wrote of these 
Raj as as follows: 'I would try to. explain that it has 
I been necessary to arrange for the protection of all the 
, hilly country which lies between Payanghat (Berar) and 
, the Tapti river, a wild and extensive tract scantily in· 
C habited by Gaonds (sic) whiell. gives little or no rev~ 

1 Berir Gazetteer (1870). p. 102. 
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'nue. This country is nominally under a class of persons 
, who are styled Gond Rajas. There are six of them, and 
, on the western end there is one Bhn Raja (Bhingara). 
, I have defined the limits of each of these Raja's districts 
, and taken a paper of agreement from them, holding 
, them responsible for the protection of travellers passing 
, through the hills and requiring the Rajas to give me 
, information of any dacoits or other suspicious persons 
'who may cross - the portion from Scindia's or the 
, Honourable Company's country. I have included the 
, Bhll Raj a Shabaz Khan amongst the servants of govern
'ment, because he holds an unproductive jaglr in 
, Bhingari Ghat which is the main road from Berar to 
, Burhanpur, and a very important pass,' The jag!r is 
generally said to consist of four villages, Bhingara Buzurg, 
Bhingara Khurd, Gultura and Khilmapur, all situated 
on' ~e .outer ridge of the Satpura range lying north of 
the J algaon taluk. But in reality there is only one village 
of Bhingara situated at ,the top of the Ghat. Gultura 
is a deserted village site at the foot of the hills, and con
taini no culturable land, whilst Bhingara Khurd and 
KhilmapUr are merely names' given to certain portions 
of the Bhingara jungles. The area of the jagIr is 1I,273 
acres,. of which in 1902 only 526 acres were held to be 
culturable, the rest being under forest. The assessment 

-on the culturable land was valued at Rs. 276, while the 
,forest mcome was estimated at about Rs. 5000. A 
,1D-onthly allowance of Rs. 30 is also paid to the jagirdar 
~or the upkeep of Q small police force.. The present 
jagirdar is Shabaz Khan, a minor eleven years of age who , , 
lives under the guardianship of his mother Ranga Bai. 
Gulab Khan, who is mentioned in the sanad as a cosharer 
in the jaglr, belongs to another branch of the family. 
Though various enquiries were made from to time) it was 
not till 1902 that the claims of the jagirdar were formally 
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recognised by Government. In 1903 the sallad I was 
issued to the jagirdar which fully defines his rights. 

I Sanad granted to Raja Shabiz Khin II, son.of Dongar Khin, 
of Bhingira ~11Zurg in the J algaon tiluk of the Akoli District, by the 
Honourable Lieutenant-Colonel Sir D. W. K. Barr, X.c.aL, Resident 
at Hyderibid, under the authority of the Government of India. 

I .. (I) The following jagir villages of :-
t. Bhiugira Buzurg. 2. Bhlngira Khurd. 3. Gnlturi, 4. Khilmii-

pur. Situated on the main outer ridge of the 'Sitpuri Range. and 
bounded on the north by the Central Provinces forests of the N"lmir 
Division, on the east by the Kuwardeo jiigir forests. on the south by 
the C. L forests of the UalSIJ villages Gorida and Xahupatta, and on 
the west by the C. L forests of Nimiipur, a kAalslJ village. Aggregating 
an approximate area of 11,273 acres, with an assessment of Rs. 276 in 
the J algaon tiluk of the Akoli District in Berir, as laid down within 
the boundaries shown upon the forest survey map on Sheet No. 61 N;W 
(Central Provinces), and also the monthly money allowances specified 

I Jemidar 
1 Karkun 
6 J awins at Rs. 3 

each 

as. in the margin, are hereby granted, subject 
to the conditions hereinafter stated. to you. 

g Riji Shibiz Khin II, sou of Dongar Khin, 
4 and to your successors in the Raj in the 

18 following order of succession so' long as any 
such successors are forthcoming, and subject 
also to the conditions that Gulib Khin, son 

30 of Chand Khin. the co-sharer in this j igir, 
shall be entitled to receive one-third of the 

revenues accruing from the jiigir, and you, Shibiz Khill II. son of 
Dongar Khan, shall be entitled to receive the remaining two-thirds 
and that the money allowances which are of the nature of a service 
grant shall be secured to yourself, Shibaz Khan II. • ' 

(2) For the purpose of this jigir and of the police allowances, the 
order of succession to Raja Shibiz Khan II and all subsequent 
incumbents shall be as follows :-

Namely, that on the death of any incumbent he shall be succeed
ed in the enjoyment of this jagir and of these allowances by such one 
of the male persons (if any then in existence) de-scended by birth or 
adoption -through males only from Raja Shabaz Khan II as would be 
preferred according to the rules governing the succession to ordinary 
private property, and that when according to these rules several such 
persons stand ou an equal footing, the law of primogeniture shall 

apply. This ., th f 11' di . II. grant IS given on e 0 OWIng con tions. on failure of 
which it shall be liable to forfeiture, namely:-

(1) That the said jagir and the said police allowances being 
service grants shall on no account be alienated by the 
said RAja or co-sharer or their successors either by sale 
or mortgage or in any other manner without the previ
ous sanction of the Resident in writing. 

(l) That the tenure of the grants hereby coD1irmed shall be 
entirely dependent on the loyalty to the British Govern
ment of the said Raja and his successors. 

(3) That in all cases of succession the confirmation of the 
Resident shall be obtained. 

IlL That the abkiri revenue of all the villages held in jagir by 
the Raja or his successors shall belong absolutely to Government. 

IV. That the jagirdar shall be considered the proprietor of aU 
the forest trees and forest produce in the lant1; hereby confirmed to 
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180. 1~wo Deshmukh families are worthy of men

Deshmukhs and 
Desbpandias. ' 

tion. The Khamgaon Deshmukhs 
are represented by Kesho Rao 
Janrao, Honorary Magistrate, and 

wa!andar patel and patwari of Khamgaon and three 
other villages. He is a member of the Khamgaon Muni
cipality and is said to have an annual income of Rs. 6000. 

The Matargaon Deshmukhs are represented by Auchit 
Rao and l\fanikrao_, sons of Balwantrao. Manikrao is the 
Malik patel of the village and a member of,the Khamgaon 
Taluk Board. He is a man of public spirit and enter
prise. An old D~shpandia family is that of Argaon in 
the Khamgaon taluk represented by Rajeshwar Rangrao 
Brahman. The village' which is held in jagir brings in 
an income of Rs. 4000, of which Rs. 1012 is paid to Govern
ment. The Deshpfmdia family of Fatehkhelda is one of 

him, subj'ec;t always to the condition that any timber or other forest 
produce removed beyond the limits of the jagir shall pay such dues 
and b~ subject to such rules as regards transit and export as the 
Resident may from time to time prescribe. 

V. That in the event of Government constructing roads or rail
ways within the limits of the lands hereby confirmed to the jilgirda.r, 
com~nsation for any land or for forest produce on such land required 
for such roads or railways shall only be payable in respect of land 
actually under cultivation at: the time the land is taken up for such 
purppse or for any inhabited r.llage site in Whole or in part or any 
bona-fide improvement proved to htlve been made at the expenses of 
~e ja.girdir, 

.vI: That no transit dues of any description shall be leviable by 
the la~lrdir. 

VII, That the jiigirdar shall maintain in good oider and in their 
proper positions all the boundary marks of his jigir. and that if after 
the granting of this sanad any boundary marks on the ground are 
found at any time not to coincide with the pOltition given to tbem on 
~e map. ,it will be incumbent on the jagirdir for the time being to 
-erect bOl}D.dary marks of approved pattern on the places assigned to 
t~~ according to the map. and that on failure to do so after due 
~otice has b~en.given by the Chief Revenue Authority of the District. 
1t .sh~ll be WlthlD the power of the Chief Revenue Authority of the 
Dl$ttict to cause the said boundary marks to be erecte d and to 
recover the cost of the same from the jigirdir in the manner prescribed 
by law: for the recovery of arrears of land revenue. 

Given under my hand and the seal of my office with the sanction 
of the Governor·General in Council this the 18th day of March one 
thousand nine hundred and three. • • . 

(Sd). D. W. K.. BARR,. 
ReSident. 
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the oldest in the District. It traces its descent from one 
Ramaji pildeo who accompanied the Mughal Sardar 
Alauddin Khilji to Berar about the close of the thirteenth 
century. For its services the family were made Desh
pandias of the pargana of Fatehkhelda, which then 
consisted of 79 villages. The family is now ,dhrided. 
The junior branch was represented by Venkatesh Natho 
who died in 1908 at the age of 94, leaving five sons. The 
eldest Vinayak Rao now looks after the family estate, 
and the youngest Krishna Rao is a member of the 
Taluk and District Boards, and has shewn in other 
ways considerable publia spirit. The family is well
to-do. 

181. The family of the Malkapur Kazi is one of 
some distinction. Sir Alfred Lyall 

Kizis. 
wrote of it as follows in 1870: 'The 

, family of the Malkapur Kazi has, by a succession of 
'prudent marriages, managed to secure to its present 
. representative a concentration of ecclesiastical aliena
'tions, through a process wh1ch might be illustrated 
, by conceiving Cathedral lands to have become in the 
, seventeenth century heritable p~ssessions of the chapter, 
, and a frequent intermarriage of Canons' families to have 
'ensued.' The present representative, Khwaj a Faizuddin, 
holds the village of Hingna in jagir right said to have 
been granted by the Emperors Shah J ahan and Aurangzeb 
in 1039 Hijri. {1629 A.D.}. He is a big landed pro
prietor owning 1429 acres of inam land in 16 villages, 
and 1444 acres of khalsa land in 21 villages. The Kazi 
carries on the ordinary duties of his diocese through 
agents who receive a share of the fees but he himself 
officiates at the ' Id Khutba and Bakri Id' at Malka
pur. His maternal uncle I Badruddin, is a pensioned 
TahsDdar, and his younger brother is practising as a 
pleader at Akola. Kazi Salauddin, of Nandura, is a 
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public-spirited citizen who has lately been given the 
title of Khan Bahadur for the service rendered by him 
in the inoculation campaign against plague. He is an 
Honorary Magistrate. 

Kazi Najm .. ud-dln of Khamgaon holds various 
iniims and sanads. His great-grandfather. Kazi }'{uham
mad Desoddin, protected Balapur with the assistance 
of the Muhammadans from the attack of RaghujI 
Bhonsla. His grandfather, Muhammad J afar , was a 
Siibahdar. The family has been residing at Balapur 
and IpIamgaon since the time of Aurangzeb. 

182. Khan Bahadur Abdul Baki Khan of Mehkar 
belongs to a comparatively new 
family. His father was an Afghan 

horse dealer who married the daughter of a Kazi at one 
of the villages of the Nizam' s Dominions. He fin~y 
settled at Mehkar, and he and his son amassed consider
ableweal:th. Abdul BakiKhan.isa man9f enlightenment. 
He has shares in a ginning factory at J anephal and owns 

~ 

Other families. 

a good deal of land. He r:eceived his title in 1901 for 
. his services in the famine of 1899-1900. 

~u1a.~ Ahmad of Pimpalgaon ~aja is also a nouvca'14 

riche. He is a wealthy landowner and moneyle?der, 
,aJ?d is a member both of the Taluk and District Board. 
Hari KUkajI, patel of Shegaon, a Kunbi by caste, is a 
well-to-do moneylender and trader. He has received two 
certificate~, one for assistance in the last famine, and the 
~econd recently for help given in the inoculat~on campaign 
against l;)lague. His father, l{ukajiMahadji, received the 
title of Rao Sahib for assisting' Government in the 
. construction of a tank. His elder brother Rao Sahib 
\ . , 
Maroti KiikajI, was formerly an Honorary Magistrate at 
~hegaon. Umrao Singh Rajput, of Khamgaon, is an 
immigrant from Ahmadnagar) and has been settled here 

. for the last 25 years. He is a well-to-do agriculturist and 
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commission agent. His father and many of his other 
relatives have served with distinction in the army. 
Amrit \Vaman Dalal owns land at Buldana and Malkapur, 
and has shops at both places. His father J Wiman Renko 
pleader, practised for 40 years in Buldana where he died. 
Amrit \Vaman has recently been appointed a Bench 
~ragistrate. 

DulIchand Onkardas, of Khamgaon, is a well-known 
moneylender, and received a certificatt: from Govenl
ment for assistance rendered in the last famine. His 
eldest son, Piiranlal. is a Bench Magistrate at Khimgaon. 
The family has been resident in the District for over a 

. century. 
Narayan Rao Daulat, of Pimpalgaon Raja, is maIik 

patel of tltat village, and belongs to an old family. He 
recei,7es Rs. r0q8-4-o as Deshmukhi pension. 



CHAPTER IV. 

AGRICULTlTRE. 

SOILS. 

183. rhe geological formation of the District is Dec

Classes of soil. 
can trap with intratrappean beds 
of shale, sandstone, and limestone. 

From the disintegration of the trap and these less 
prominent layers of non-crystalline rock can be traced 
the ,various classes o~ soil of this tract, varying from 
the very' fertile deep loam of the plains commonly 
known as black cotton soil, to the shallow muram soih, 
-of the higher lands. The soil of the plain is largely a 

\ 

deep. black loam, which ~akes into a solid mass in the 
beginning of the dry weather, and cracks freely in all 
directions later. These fissures run to a depth of 
several feet, and give the soil a reticulated appearance; 
henGe the statement that black cotton soil ploughs 
itself. The soil of the higher land is lighter, more 
friable, and. less subject to cracking. The depth of the 
black cotton soil varies from three to twenty feet. It 
reaches its greatest depth in the valleys into which it has 
been washed as a fine silt from the higher lands. The 
,richest soil of the District is to be found in the valley of 
,the PU!lla lying north of the railway. This soil, locally 
known ,as bharkaJi, is of very fine texture J~ very retentive 
of '~oisture, becomes sticky when wet, cracks freely 
in the dry weather, and is comparatively heavy to 
. work. It is the soil par excellence for rabi crops. The 
largest stretches of it are found in strips about eight miles 
broad on each side of the Purna but it, is also found , 
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in the valleys of various sizes between the plateaux of 
the uplands. On the larger plateaux there are con
siderable areas of black soil of a slightly shallower 
type, which grows cotton, juari, tiir, moth, miing, 
urad and bajra. The Chikhli and l\Iehkar taluks are 
famous for their wheat, which is grown in the 10\\,
lands between the plateaux. These lowlands being 
the only very fertile portions of the ~lateau tract ha\'e 
been under cultivation for a long period, and are now 

. in places showing signs of exhaustion. Black cotton 
soil which is slightly shallower, and which contains a 
certain percentage of lime in a finely powdered state, is 
known as kiili. If there is a still higher percentage of 
lime present in the form of nodules about as large as peas, 
the soil is known as morandi or bhurki kali. Th~se soils 
containing lime are lighter to work than pure blac~otton 
soil, less retentive of moisture and are less fertile. )Iuch 
of the plain taluks and the lowlands of the plat~au 
taluks consist of this Rali s~il, the best of which is con-

I' 

sidered suitable both for kharif and rabi crops. On the 
hroad plateaux of the uplands is found a shallow black 
or brown soil varying in depth from one to three feet. 
It differs from the black soil of the plain in having a 
muram subsoil. These upland soils are naturally drained 
and are friable and easy to work, but they are not suffi
ciently retentive of moisture to grow rabi crops well 
unless irrigated. The kiili soils of the plain, on the other 
hand, rest on a yellowish marly subsoil. They vary in 
depth from five to twenty feet, and are retentive of mois
ture. The slopes of the plateaux are covered with muram 
which is too poor to produce anything except shrubs 
and inferior grasses .. Poor hilly soiL.:; are also to be found 
in the south of Khamgaon' and :l\Ialkapur taIuks, and in 
the north of J algaon taluk. A kali soil which presents an 
oily appearance when ploughed' is known as tel chikni. 
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Greyish patCl'les of it are found in the best black soils of 
the plains, and can be distinguished both by their colour 
and by the fac~ that they are very retentive of moisture. 
Chopfln is the name given to patches of greyish coloured 
~arly soil found in certain fields; the soil and subsoil 
of these patches, being very impervious to water, become 
wet and sticky during the rains. Kharwan ~s the name 
applied to a soil which contains much saline matter. 
Dagri kali or gotar i~ a black soil of from one to three feet 
in depth, which is found in the vicinity of hills, and w4ich 
is interspersed with boul9.ers. It gives fairly good crops 
of cotton and juari except in years of short rainfall. An 
alluvial soil made up of successive deposits of silt is 
known as mallie . It is the very qest soil for garden crops. 
Bhorandi or khadki is the name given to the thin yellow
ish coarse soil of one foot or less in depth with muram 
or rock underneath. It is common on the highlands 
and grows poor crops of cotton, juari, baifa, moth 
and hQ/ga. Bara¢ is the name given to the -shallow 

.soil of the higher lands of the plateaux; it is black, 
brown, or reddish in colour I rests on rock or muram, and .. 
produces inferior crpps of cotton, juari and gram; but 
the tpinner soil of this type is generally cropped with Mira, 
mo~h, holga or other minor crops. Gawhar is the name 
applied to a black soil of any kind on which wheat can 
be grown. Land in close proximity to a village is called 
akhar, and the light-coloured soil of such land is known 
as pandhri. The colour is supposed to be due to.. the 
chemical:' changes which take place in black soil when 
inipregnated with much fermentable organic matter. 
,Fan4hri is considered very good for tobacco and garden 
crops. Utaran is the term applied to sloping land: 
Land which has become exhausted by continuous cropping 
is known as nidhur, and land which is irrigated is called 
bagait. 
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In course of time trap rock on weathering 
breaks up into a reddish brown 

• Formation of soils. 
muram; this muram becomes more 

finely pulverised by the disintegrating forces of nature, 
gets gradually darker in colour, and finall¥ reaches that 
stage in which it is known as black cotton soil. The 
grading process" is largely due to the effect of water which 
carries the fine particles from higher to lower levels. 
The colouring matter is supposed to be one of the oxides 
of iron. These different classes of soils can be found 
in the different talnks though the terminology varies 
somewhat from taluk to taluk. 

STATISTICS OF CULTIVATION. 

185. The total area of the District in 1907-08 was 
3731 square miles; of this an area 

Occupied and crop- of 446 square miles or 12 per cent. ped areas. 
consisted of State forests, and the 

balance 3285 square miles or 88 per cent. constituted the 
village area. Out of the village area 253 squ~re miles 
or 8 per cent. were unoccupied for cultivation, includ
ing about 10 square miles of culturable assessed waste 
available for cultivation, and the balance of 3032 
square miles or 1,940,612 acres, and constituting 81 per 
cent. of the total and 92 per cent. of the village area, 
was occupied for cultivation. Statistics of the re
constituted District prior to the year 1894 are not 
available. In 1894-95 the village area excluding the 
State forests was 2,020,156 acres, of which the area 
occupied for cultivation was 1,943,442 acres or 96 per cent. 
During the fourteen years ending 1907-08 the village area 
has increased by about 82,000 acres, while the occupied 
area has fallen by more than .3000 acres, the incre3.8e 
in the former case being mainly due to' the contraction 
of the State forests. The net cropped area in 1894-95 was 
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1,64I ,487 acres. During the famine years there was_a 
large decline in the cropped area, and from 190.I-02 the 
area' under crop varied between 1,553,000 and 1,660,000 
acres. In 1906-07 the cropped area was 1,659,352 acres. 
tl;1e highest figure recorded during the ~ast fourteen years. 
In 1907-08 the net cropped area 'was 1,552,490 acres. 
It will b~ seen that there has been no progress in the 
District as a whole, but in the plain taluks of the Payan
ghat there has been a marked increase in cultivation. 
The Chikhli and Mehkar taluks of the Balaghat have not 
shared in this progress; the steep faces of the ravinE's 
with which these taluks abound are incapable of being 
brought ~nder cultivation, and tend to swell the areas 
under fallow. Buldana is the fifth largest cropped 
area in the combined Provinces, being exceeded by the 
three Berar Districts and the Chhattisgarh District of 
Raipttr .. 

186. Of the total area occupied for cultivation a 
i 

total of 388,122 acres, or about 20 
Fallows. 

per cent., were under new a{1d old 
~allows in 1907-08, the new fallow being. 329,140 acres, 
and the 'old fallow 58,982 acres. In 1894-95 the area 
under old fallow was 192,170 acres I showing a reduction 
by two-thirds, 'while the new fallow was 1°9,765 acres 
which is now trebled in extent. Owing to famines and 

'unfavourable years much land was left fallow, and as 
\ :afready stated a large proportion of this area is found ill 
. the Chikhli and Mehkar taluks where the soil is poor and 

~ , 
r.equires much resting. 

187. rhe t~tal gross cropped area of the. District 

Statistics of crops. in 1907-08 was 1,554,405 acres, of 
which 1,420,189 acres or 91"4 per 

cent. were under kha1'i/, and 134,216 acres or 8'6 per cent. 
under ·rabi. Since 1894~95 the relative strength of the 
autumn crops has increased by nearly 257,000 acres. 



CROPS. 

Cotton is the principal crop in the District. In 1894-95 
it occupied 477,467 acres, or 291 per cent. of the gross 
cropped area, and it now occupies 661,637 acres or 421 
per cent. The highest figure reached during the last 14 
years ~as 729,606 acres in 1906-07. The ne~ important 
crop is juari which occupied in 1907-08, 547,532 acres, or 
nearly the same area as it did 14 years ago. The lar~est 
area ever devoted to juari was 7I1,229 acres in 1897-98, 
the year after the -famine of 1.896-97. \Vheat occupies 
6<),141 acres, and this staple is much more largely grown 
in the Bataghat taluks of Chikhli and Mehkar than in the 
plain taluks of the PUma valley. Of the other crops 
Mira occupies 51,463 acres, tur 44,150 acres, and urad, 
mung, moth 46,927 acres. Rice is an insignificant crop 
here, occupying only 4412 acres. Fourteen years ago 
sugarcane occupied about 2000 acres, but this area has 
now fallen by about half. Orchard and garden crops 
occupy 3099 acres, of which 378 acres are unirrigated. 
The area under irrigation is 21,641 acres or 1"4 per cen::, 
of which 21,557 are irrigated from wells and only 48 acres 
from other sources. There are 7080 wells in the District, 
of which 5809 are durable. There are no irrigation works, 
the only sources of irrigation being wells and a small 
tank at Sindkhed in the Mehkar taluk:. The area double
cropped in 1907-08 was 1915 against 12,214 acres in 
1906-07, the decrease being due to the insufficient mois
ture ill the soil for rabi crops. 

CROPS. 

188. The area under cotton m this District in 

COttOll. 
l907-~ was 661,637 acres. In 1872 
cotton occupied 22 per cent. only 

of the cropped area of the District as then constituted; 
in 1882, 28 per cent., in I902J 32 per cent., and in 1907-08 
43 per cent. The great increase in the material pros-
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perity of the people that is everywhere evident in the 
cotton-growing Districts, generally" is directly due to 
the rise in prices coupled with seasons of light rainfall 
favourable to cotton; cotton has thus become more 
profitable than wheat, linseed, gram, sesamum and other 
minor crops which it has largely replaced. In this 
District, where the demand for fodder crops is very great 
owing to the very limited area available for grazing, the 
area under cotton_ has possibly almost reached its maxi
mum. The short-stapled cotton, which is now univer
sally:. grown, is admirably suited to the so~ and climatic 
conditions which obtain in the District. The fertility 
of black cotton soil is proverbial. It varies in texture 
and colour from the dee-p"'Hne-grained and almost jet black 
soil of lowlying fields to the shallow grey soils of ;the 
higher lands containing more sand and limestone. The 
latter gradually merges into the former, the grading prer 
cess being largely due to the effect of water. The culti
vatio~ of cotton is mostly restricted to the better classes 
of soil; but owing to the great boon in the cotton trade 
and the consequent rise in prices of late years, cotton is . ' 

now often grown on light inferior soils. The quality of 
the ~otton depends to some extent on the quality of the 
soil on which it is grown. The cotton produced on 
the rich deep soil of the plains is of better staple and 
~s worth cOl;1siderably mo!e than that produced on the 
poor soils of the plateau taluks. As the rainy season 
-extends, over a period of three-and-a-half months 
only, viz.) from the middle of ] une ~~ the end of 
September ~ the surface soil gets very dry and begins to 

\ crac~ freely by the beginning of November. The 
fissures increase in number and size during the dry 
weather and injuriously affect the cotton crop later by 
letting in the drought and breaking some of the rootlets. 
l'he only remedy for this is to do as much interculture 
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as possible up to the time the plants flower. This secures 
a fine surface mulch which checks evaporation and the 
consequent cracking of the soil. To succeed under these 
peculiar climatic conditions, the cotton grown should 
mature in about five months so that at least one good 
picking is obtained before the drought begins to be much 
felt. Late varieties such as Broach cotton have been 
tried of late by certain enterprising pleaders and gin~ 
owners, but without success. 

189. The two indigenous varieties grown, namely, 

Jari. 
jari (Kati Vilayati) and bani (Hin
ganghat or Ghat kapiis) mature in 

about five and five-and-a-half months respectively. The 
jari (Gossypium neglectum) is one of the coarsest and 
shortest-stapled cottons produced in India. Its origin 
is not well known. It is said that the jar. grown thirty 
years ago was comparatively a superior cotton, that it 
spun up to 16'8 or even 20'S, and was in demand in the 
Bombay market for export to England. The present iari 
falls far short of this description. Its staple is coayse 
and short, and at its best it spins up to 10's only, and it 
no longer finds a market in England, not being suitable 
for use in the Lancashire Mills., The introduction of the 
coarser strain is said to date from about the year 1873. 
In that year white flowered cotton, which was said to 
give 50 per cent. of lint, which ripened early and which 
was a most prolific yielder, was introduced into Berar 
from Khandesh. The first cultivators of this new 
species having observed that the seed possessed a sharp 
beak resembling a thorn concluded that it was a 
foreign variety, and named it Kati Vilayati or ' thorned 
English.' 

This Kati Vilayati proved to be a most vigorous 
grower and a big yielder, and readily adapted itseU to 
the soil and climatic conditions of these Provinces. Its 
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botanical designation is N eglect~m" roseum and N eglectum 
roseum cutchica, there being two types with white flowers, 
Que giving a slightly better lint than the other. The jari, 
which it has largely supplanted, consisted most likely one 
of the two finer stapled types, viz., Neglectum malvensis 
and Neglectum verum mixed with a fai~ly high. percentage 
of bani (Gossypium indicum) which was the predominant 
cotton in those days. These are rather later than the 
two coarser types which now predominate. The per
centage of the coarser types in this mixture has gradually 
increased .until the 1ari of the present day contains from 
70 fo 80 of the coarser, i.e., the Roseum type. The 
explanation of the change seems to be that Kati Vilayati 
is a hardy cotton and a big yielder, and that despite its 
coarseness it finds a ready market at a good price both 
for export and for the use of Indiall Mills. It is exported 
mainly to Germany and Japan, where it is found very 
suitable-.for. mixing with wool in the manufacture of coarse 
woollen fabrics; in this country the existence of a large 
quantity of m~chinery, specially constructed for dealing 
with short-stapled cotton, 21s0 gives it an artificial value. 

-The .. ryot, recognizing that ,Kati Vilayati is a hardy 
cotton, that it suffers less than' other varieties from 
'the exigencies of the climate, and gives large fluffy bolls 
\vith a very high percentage of lint to seed, prefers 
it to the finer types which have less bulky bolls. 
The good cultivator who used formerly to select and gin 
~is own seed, and still does to some extent, selected 
,?,nly th~ big fluffy bolls, i.e., bolls of the Roseum type. 
1"~~ percentage of t4e coarser types in the~ mixed cotton 
known as jari has thus gradually increased at the 

\ expe'nse of the fiD:er. Cotton buyers in this District at 
the present day recognize two kinds of jal'i, viz., gaorani 
and houri.. Gaorani is of better staple~ but gives only 33 
or 34 per cent. of lint; houri, on the other hand~ gives 36 

, . 
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per cent. or even more of lint, but the staple is shorter. 
The difference in staplt~ would seem to depend on 
the percentage of the finer-stapled types pres~nt in the 
mixture, and this percentage varies considerably in 

different villages. 
1<)0. Bani, Hinganghat or Ghat kapas (Gossypium 

Bani. 
indicum), is a cotton of long staple 
and silky fibre. The percentage of 

lint to seed is about 26 compared with 32 per cent. for 
the finer types of jan, and 40 per cent. for the coarser. 
Its staple is about IN in length as compared with 1- for 
the coarser types of jari. It has been almost entirely 
ousted from the District by the ja,i mi~ure now grown. 
The balli now grown as a pure crop is limited to small 
areas bordering on the Nizam's Dominions. This 
variety, formerly known as Hinganghat or Ghat kapas) 
had earned for itself a name, and was exported in 
large quantities to England long before spinning and 
weaving had made much headway in India. \Vhen 
grovm pure, it was suitable for spinning 408. The pnct! 
of bani kapas is Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 more per khandi than that 
of jari, but jari gives a much heavier yield than the 
former, more especially in years of drought or excessive 
rainfall. Bani is altogether a more delicate plant and less 
profitable at present prices. 

191. Upland Georgian (Gossypium hirsutum), an 

'Cplud Georgian. 
acclimatized variety, was introduced 
about 30 years ago. It is known 

locally as ghogli. It is equal to bani in length of fibre, and 
will spin up to 40'S J but it has deteriorated very much in 
strength. The total area under this variety· as a pure 
crop is insignificant, but it can be seen growing as 8 

mixture to the extent of one or two per cent. in every· 
cotton field in the District. . 

19i. Another exotic variety which is now being 
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tried is buri (Gossypium hirsutum) , an American Up

Buri. 
land Cotton acclimatized in Bengal. 
Seed of this variety 'was obtained 

nearly four years ago from the Inspector.General of 
AgIjculture, and has since been grown successfully at the 
Government Experimental Stations. Its lint is as good 
as that of bani. The percentage of lint to seed is 33 as 
compared with 26 for bani. It yields well and the lint is 
worth 50 per cent __ more than that of ia'ri. T!rls ·very 
desirable cOtton is now being tried in the District, and 
the results'so far have been promising. 

193. Cotton being the most profitable crop grown 
is always recognized as the principal 
crop of a rotation. In kali, morandi, 

pandhri and malli soils it is sometimes grown continu
ously year after year in the same field without any 
attempt at rotation. Though this is contradictory to 
all the laws of scientific farming, there is not the least 
doubt that i1f pays the cultivator to do so. The 
cQtton plant is tap-rooted, and being a deep but not a 
greedy feeder, it does not readily exhaust the soil. In 
growing ~otton or any other. crop continuously on the 
sam~ land there is always the risk, however, of encourag
ing insect pests. The Berar cultivator avoids this by re
moving all'the cotton stalks from his field in March. On 
good soils in the plain taluks a rabi crop such as wheat 
and gram followed by cotton is considered a good rotation. 
On poorer soil iagni (Guizotia obi/era) or bairi (Pennisetum 
t'YPhoideum) .ar~ sometimes grown in rotation with it; 
On 'the plains cotton, juari and a ram crop ~e often grown 
,as a,three years' rotation. Sowing is commenced'during 
the first break that occurs after a 2-inch fall of rain which 
• • , J 

J,S usually about the third week of June. Some of the 

Rotation, 

niore enterprisitlg cultivators still follow the practice 
which was ont.-e fairly common in Bera!, of sowing small 
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areas befor~ the rains. Cotton grown on poor soils is 
sometimes sown with the wakhar to which a bamboo 
seed tube (sarUi) is attached. In'the plains the three-tined 
seed drill with the tines from 17 to 18 inches apart is 
commonly used; where the soil is very fertile the middle 
tine is Sometimes taken out and the seed sown in lines 34 
to 36 inches apart. The twcrtined seed drill with tines 21 

inches apart is in common use in black soil. In poor soil 
the rows are kept closer and the plants are not thinned out 
in the rows. 

19-t. Nearly all the available supply of manure is 

)lanure.. 
applied to the cotton fields. Cattle 
dung is almost the only manure used, 

and the supply is very limited, much of it being used as 
fuel. Lands near the larger towns are sometimes manured 
\\ith the 'village rubbish including sweepings and night
soil. Artificial manures are not in use, but nitrate of 
soda has been tried and has p~oved a profital;>le manure for 
cotton when applied as a top-dressing. Herds of from 
one to two hundred goats and sheep are sometimes folded 
on fields after harvest; in return for the food which ~ey 
can pick up the owner of the land gets their droppings, 
the manurial value of which is considerable; but from 
all these sources the supply of manure is very inade
quate. 

195. There are now ginning factories within easy 

Seed selection. 
reach of every village I and factory
ginned seed is commonly used for 

sowing. This is objectionable as by this system there 
is no chance of keeping a strain or variety of seed pure ; 
moreover, the seed is always damaged to some extent 
by the gins and sometimes it is rendered quite unfit for 
sowing purposes. The cultivator recognises this and sows 
three or four pounds more of the factory seed than of the 
hand-giruled per acre. Of good hand-ginned seed 10 lbs. to 
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the acre is sufficient, which is equal to at least I3 Ibs. of 
factory seed. By ginning his own seed a culth'ator 
therefore saves considerably J and its value is also enhanced, 
the market price per khandi being generally five or six 
rupees higher than that of factory seed. The £Ott011 
buyer on the other hand considers that the lint of hand
ginned cotton is inferior to that ginned in the factory, and 
pays about Rs. 2 less per khandi for it. There is one cot
ton seed farm in Chikhli tal uk. The aim of the farm is to 
supply good hand'::ginned seed to cultivators of the Dis
trict. The farm is supplied with selected seed from the 
Experiment Stations, and that seed is propagated on this 
seed farm and distributed in the District. The farm will 
also serve as a distribution centre for new varieties such 
as buri, which have been tested at the Experiment Stations. 

I96. Despite the fact that little attention is paid to 
rotation of crops and .that cotton is 

Illsect \lnd animal often grown year after year on the 
-pests. 

1 
same field without a break, there is 

less damage done by insect .pests in Berar than in other 
. cotton-growing tracts in India where better cropping sys
tems ue ~ractised. This is due to three reasons, (1) that 
(or four months of the year, from March till June, the 
soil is almost· totally bare of vegetation of any kind, the 
small area under rabi crops being harvested and the 
stems of the preceding kharil crop, chiefly cotton, up-
rooted in ,Minch, leaving nothing in the way of a host 
~lant for the insect pests of this crop; (2) the area under 
cotton is ;very large and compact; and (3) the climate is 
very dry and uncongenial to the healthy de~elopment of 
such ··,pests. The only cotton pests that do an appre
.ciable amount of damage in the District are besides 
grass-hoppers and crickets the cotton boll worm (E(lrias 
labia), the red cotton bug (Dysdercus ci/~gulatus), the 
cotton stem borer (SphenopZera gossypii), the leaf foller 
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(Sylepta derogalal, the blister beetle (Afylabris pustulata), 

and the aphis (A phis gossypii). 
The moth of the cotton boll worm, locally known as 

mul kira, lays its eggs ;ingly on the leaves, stems, bracts, 
and petals of the cotton plant. After two or three 
days the eggs hatch and the caterpillar bores into the 
boll and feeds on the s~ inside. \Vhen fully fed it 
crawls out and pupates either underground or on the 
plant. After a week it emerges as a- moth. The female 
after coupling lays eggs. The best remedial measure 
that can be adopted is to uproot and destroy cotton" 
plants after the last picking. The -pink and the red 
cotton bug, tal kira, lay their eggs in cracks in the soil. 
The bug, on emerging, is wingless. It moults, fivp. 
times, and after the third time the wings begin to 
appear. The bug gradually increases in size and is 
able to fly after the last moult. With its long needle
like beak it sucks the juice of the green cotton boll 
and seeds, thereby destroying the seed and lint. The 
cotton stem borer is the grub of a beetle. The borer bores 
its way into the core of the cotton plant and eats its way up 
the stem; the plant gradually withers and dies. The borer 
pupates in the stem and emerges as a beetle after ten days. 
The best remedial measures are to uproot and burn aU 
affected plants and to uproot and destroy all the plants 
after the last picking. The moth of the cotton leaf 
roller lays its eggs singly on the leaves of the cotton plant. 
The caterpillar on emerging feeds on the leaves, rolls one 
up and lives inside it. It pupates within this leaf-house, 
emerges as a moth after ten da:ys, and couples and lays 
eggs. The rolled leaves containing the roller should be 
picked by hand and destroyed. Blister beetles eat the 
flowers of cotton. Grasshoppers (naktoda) and cricketc; 
(jhingrti) eat the leaves of cotton In its early stages. 
The bag method of collecting them- has been tried with 
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some degree of success. The ordinary ryot attributes 
the damage done by these pests to the wrath of the 
gods, and is not easily persuaded to adopt remedial mea
sures; when 'the pest becomes serious, howeve~, the 
Garpagari (hail averter) is appealed to, who repeats 
mantras and sacrifices chickens, pigs and goats. Mon
keys and rats also damage cotton to some extent; the 
former eat the bolls, and the latter carry the mature 
bolls into their holes, where they eat the seed at their 
leisure. 

197. . Cotton wilt (N eocosmospora vasinfecta) is a 
fungoid disease which does a certain 

Cotton wilt, 
. .' amount of damage in .the District, 

more especially}n the rich soils near the villages in the 
valley of the Piirna; where cotton is often grown year 
after year withou~. a break. The fungus first enters the 
sma11~t .roots, from which it spreads to the tap root and 
stem; fining the water ducts with its mycelia with the 
resu1t,that.the~·plant can no longer draw up its full food 
supply and consequently begins to wither and die. The 
plant so attacked becomes dwarfed in appearance; the 
leaves .tu,rn yellow and shrivel up, and the main stem 
generally <lies off. This may take a longer or shorter 
period. In 'some cases the whole plant is dead within 
50 days from the time of sowing the seed; in other cases 
the plant ~n1y dies late in the season. Some plants 
practically recover from the disease by developing strong 
Jateral branches after the death of the main stem. The 
fungus)s really a parasite which enters the vascular 
system of the plant and feeds therein. Its reproductive 

_ bod~es or 'spores' ou germinating give rise to the 
fungus plants. Certain varieties of cotton are not su~ 
ject to the disease, and different plants of the same 
variety vary very considerably in their degrees of resist
ance ~ ~ome being readily attacked while others are 
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altogether immune. Buri cotton is immune to the 
disease, and will be grown on the worst wilt-infested 
areas of this District. Rotation of crops on these 
areas is also desirable. The only method of combat
ing this disease practised at present is to sow a large 
quantity of seed in wilt-infested fields and to get a thick 
stand of plants, so that even after losing a high per
centage of the original number with disease, there is 
still a chance of getting an average crop. . 

Ig8. The cost of cultivation and profit per acre 

Cost of cultivation when cotton and mr in the propor-
and profit. tion of about 15 : I are grown after 
juari is shown below:-

Operations. Time. Cost. 

Rs. As. 
\Vakharing · . · . April · . 0 12 

Picking juari stumps • 
· " · . 0 3 

\Vakharing · . · . :May · . 0 

Sowing .. · . · . June · . 0 12 

Twelve tOs. of cotton seed 
and I to.2 lOs. tiir · 0 10 · .... 

Hoeing with daura · . July · . 0 6 

\Veeding · . · . July or August .1 0 

Three hoeings with dhundia. August to Sep-
tember · . .2 4 

\Veeding · . · . September · . 1 0 

Picking .. · . · . November to 
January · . 3 8 

Cost of watching .. · . . ..... 0 8 

Government Assessment ·t -- .... 2 () 

Total · . 13 7 
13 
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Qutturn in l.Os. 

Three hundred fOs. of cotton at Rs. 85 per 
khandi of 560 fOs. 

Tur 30 lOs. 
Tur bhi(sa 

Total 
Deduct 

Value'. 

E.s. As 
45 8 

I 4 
o 8 

47 4 
13 7 

33 13 Net profit 
--- ------.--------=--------:..----

Goyernment assessment is included under cost' of cul
tivation ; it varies for different classes of soil. The cost 
of cultivation is reckoned on the supposition that all 
the operations are performed by hired labour, and is 
therefore rather misleading, as the Kunbi cultivator main
tains his own establishment of bullocks and implements, 
and if his farm is not a large one, much of the manual 
labour is performed by himself and his family members. 
Under these conditions his net farming profits are higher 
th~t1 as sho~n in this statement. 1 

199. Juari (Sorghum vulgare) is grown ,on all the 

Juarl. 
different 'Classes of -: soil in the 
District. The later and heavier 

yielding va.rieties are usqally :grown on the deeper soils 
which are more retentive, of llloistj}.re, while the earlier 
varieties except in years .of short rainfall do fairly well 
on th~ lighter soils. The a~~a under this crop has in
creased from 26'4 per cent. of tht;.., total cropped area in 
1887~88 to 42' 3 per cent. in '1897-98 and 35' 3 per cent. 
in 1907-08. The inc.rease has been largely at the ex
p,ense of wheat. The varieties may be classified, ac
cording to the time required for ripening, into early, 
medium, and late varieties. For the heavier soils amne, 
is the most commonly grown. The varieties are more 

1 The outturn of cotton 'When grown as a pure crop is about 
320 Ibs. of uncleaned cotton pet acre. . ' 
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or less mixed, but less so than in the case of otJ:1er crops, 
as the cultivator almost invariably selects his seed on 
the threshing floor. He is not a systematic botanist, 
but has fairly definite ideas as to the differences between 
the varieties grown. 

200. Of the late varieties, a I1mer , Idhi amner, flloth" 

varieties. 
lator t and niluJa are the most im
portant. These are grown mostly 

on good soils. A mIter has long compact heads set with 
large yellowish grain. It is a tall ,"ariety suitable only 
for heavy black soils t and is grown allover the District, 
both in the plain and plateau Uiluks. Liihi amner 
has long compact heads set 'with rather small yellowish 
seed; it is not such a tall v~ety as amner. llIothi 
lator has long stalks \ witn big oval compact heads 
set 'with hard yellow grain; it is one of the very latest 
varieties and is grown only on heavy black soils. Nilwa 
has round compact he~ds and yellowish grain. The 
medium varieties are grown on black as well as on the 
lighter soils; the best kno~ medium varieties are' 
;agdhan, nirmal, taukda, adgar and kattkhari. ] agdhall 
has long and fairly compact heads set with whitish grain; 
the grain is considered inferior. N irmal has long and 
fairly compact heads with white grain. Taukda has 
round and fairly compact heads; the grain is of a dirty 
white colour and is considered inferior. Adgar has 
reddish yellow grain, and is also considered inferior 'for 
eating; this variety is but seldom grown. Kallkhari 
has a long loose head with grain which is almost covered 
by the glumes. Of the early varieties houri, ramkel, 
khotl,di and natora are best known. Houri is one of the 
very early varieties; the heads are round and compact, 
the grain yellow and the stalks short. Ramkel has long 
loose heads and white ~ain; it is not much grown in 
this District. Khondi is grown on the light soils of the 
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plateau; the heads are long· and compact and the grain 
white. N atora has long loose heads and dirty white 
grain. Certain varieties are known as wani juars. The 
wanis are loose-headed varieties which are eaten when 
green, after the heads have been roasted in hot ashes. 
The grain, which in this state is sweet and tasty, is known 
as hurda. The chief wani varieties grown in the District 
are bhat wani, chmdal wani, pivli wani, Ph'utki wani, and 
gule wani. In the plains, amner, jagdhan, and nirmal are 
the. varieties ,commonly grown. On the plateau amner, 
nil1fJil} kankhari, khondi and natora are more common. 

201. Juari is most commonly grown after cotton; 

Rotation. 
as the one is a shallow feeder and 
the other a deep feeder, they do 

well when grown in rotation. It is usually grown as a 
mixture, the subsidiary crops being tiir (Caianus indicus), 
mung (Phaseolus mungo), moth (Phaseolus aconiti/olius), 
and a)nbari (Hibiscus cannabinus). For black soil the 
usu~l seed rate per acre is 4 tOs. juari, 1- JO miing, t to tiir, 
and a handful of ambiiri, or 6 tos. of juari and 2 tos. of 
urad. The latter mixture is known as bhar. On a 
lighter ,soil i to of kulthi (Dolichos biflorus) and a handful 
of, moth is considered a suitable mixture. In the plains 
alternate Hnes of juari and urad are sometimes sown, 
'the urad being harvested in September. 

202. The land for juari is prepared in the same 
way and at the same time as that for 

Juari Cultivation. 
, cotton. The land is wakhared twice 

before the rains; another wakharing, to kill the weeds, is 
-given before the seed is sown, which is generally about 
~e middle of July. The seed is sown with a three-tined 
seed drill or titan. Hoeing with the dauTa is commenced 
about three weeks after sowing, and is 'repeated 'three or 
four times at intervals of a fortnight or so. In good soil, 
where the drills are sufficiently far apart, the last hoeings 
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are done with the dhulldia. The crop is hand-weeded at 

least once. 
2 03. In December juari is ready for harvesting. It 

is reaped with small sickles, the 

t~:M:rJrt. and. reaper taking eight lines at a time; 
tht! stalks are laid together in bun

dles, which are left to dry for about a week. The head:; 
are cut off and removed to the threshing floor; the 
bundles are firmly bound and stacked in the field. All 
weeds and grass are carefully removed from the site 
selected for the threshing floor, and it is made firm by 
pounding it with mallets ot by walking cattle over 
it. The hardened surface is next smeared with cow
dung, and the heads of juari are spread"in a circle 
round an upright post fixed in the centre of the floor 
in a layer about 6 inches deep. One bullock is so 
tied to this post that he can walk freely round it and 
not entangle the tying rope; other bullocks tied each 

t 

neck to neck are arranged alongside the first. They are, 
made to march round in aline, forming the radius of the 
circle, treading .out the grain at every step. The biblical 
injunction 'muzzle not the ox that treadeth out the com' 
is applicable to this time-worn method. of threshing; 
but it is disregarded by the cultivator who muzzles his 
bullocks very effectively by the use of a net in the form 
of a bag which covers the animal's mouth. Sometimes 
bullocks yoked to a cart are used instead, in which case 
the wheels help to separate the grain. 

204. To winnow the grain one man stands on a 

Winnowing. 
stool or platform erected for the 
purpose and a second man hands him 

basketsful of the mixed grain _and chaff from the thresh
ing floor. The grain is poured from this basket or sUp 
to the ground below. This is done when the hot winds 
of March are blol\'ing. The heavy grain falls straight 
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down; the chaff is blown beyond it. A man standing 
below with a broolli in his hand brushes aside any bits 
of straw th~t may have fallen among the grain. The 
stalks (karbi) and chaff form the staple cattle fodder 
of the District, and the grain is the staple food of the 
cultivator and his labourers. The karbi is usually fep. 
whole to the bullocks, in which case the lower and 
coarser ends to the extent of one-fifth of the whole is 
wasted. A fodder-cutter supplied by the Department 
of AgricUlture is now being used by a few of the most 
enterprising farmers. 

205. An enormous amount of damage is done every 

Juari p~sts, 
year to the juari in the District 
by birds, the greatest depredator 

being the juari bird. I They come in such myriads 
to eat the grain that a negligent farmer is left with 
but little save the stalks and glumes. To protect his 
ripening crop the thrifty cultivator erects in each area 
of 6 acres or so a machan (a kind of watch-tower) ten or 
tw!lve feet high. From daylight to sunset he sits in 
4-.his, armed with a sling, and by uttering wild yells and 
~linging earth or stones he scares away all unwelcome 
vi~itors of the feathered tribe. Some damage is done 
to the crop in its early stages by herds' of the Indian 
antelope. (harin) and ,wild pig. The chief insect 
pest of j uari is a stem borer locally knmvn as murad. 
The ,pest is known as murad when it . attacks the 
young juari shoots of from 6 inch~ to I foot high, 
'~nd as unni when it attacks the full grown stems. In 
the first case the attacked plants often tiller freely 
and may give a good yield. The moth of the juaIi 

't 1 Th«: juari bird is. however, largely insectivorous, and in 1903004 
1 proved ltself the fanner's friend in destroying large. numbers of 
roung _locusts. which in that year did considerable damage to crops 
Ul Berar. " 
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stem borer {Chilo simplex} lays clusters of eggs on 
the leaves. In four or five days caterpillars emerge 
which first feed on the tender leaves of the juari and then 
bore into the stems near the root. The caterpillar eats 
its way upwards through the stem, damaging the plant. 
The stem attacked dies, but the plant, if still small, sends 
up fres!:t shoots from the root. The caterpillar pupate s 
inside the stem, in, which state it remains from one to two 
weeks. 'The moth emerges from the pupa, crawls out· 
side. couples, and again lays eggs. The same pest attacks 
sugarcane and maize. Affected plants should be up. 
rooted and destroyed, and all the juari stubble shoul<i 
be removed after harvesting the crop. At long inter
vals the District is visited by swarms of Bombay "locusts 
(Acridium succinctum) which damage this and other khari/ 
crops. The female of the Bombay loclfst couples and 
lays its eggs in clusters of one or two hundred at a depth 
of about half an inch in light soil, burying half its abdo
men in the soil while doing so. The hoppers after hatch-, ' 
ing feed on grass, juari, and other green crops. They 
moult seven times. After t4e last moult their wings 
develop and they fly in swarms ravenously feeding on 
the crops on which they alight. The locust lives about 
one year and then dies after laying eggs. The only 
practical method of dealing with this pest is the bag 
method. The mouth of the bag is kept open by a frame
work of bamboos 12 by 3 feet. The bag carried by two 
men is swept over the field infe~ted with the hoppers 
which, on being disturbed, jump and fall into it, where 
they can be killed at leisure. 

206. J uari is not much affected by rust in this 
" District. Smut (Ustilago sorghii) is, 

Fungoid diseases h 
and parasitic weeds. owever, very common. Smut is 

a parasitic fungus which converts 
the grain into a foul dark coloured powder.' The damage 
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done by it can be almost entirely prevented by steeping 
the seed in a half per cent. solution of sulphate of copper. 
The use of this fungicide is understood by nearly aU, and 
is now practised by some cultivators. Some cultivators 
steep their seed ·in cow's urine which acts as a fungicide; 
they also attribute to it the power of preventing the seed 
from being eaten by insects in th~ soil. Tavli or agia 
(Striga hirsuta) a parasitic weed, attaches itself to the 
roots of juari and- sugarcane, feeding on the' jui~e of the 
plant an~ thereby checking their growth. The crop 
on :in area infested with tavli becomes yellow in appear
ance; frequent weeding is the only chance of saving it. 

207. The cost per acre of cultivating juari, mung 

Cost of cultivation. 
and tur and juari and urad as mixed 
crops is shown below :-

Operations. Time. Cost. 

Rs. As. 

Uprooting cotton stalks April . I 0 

Wakhar'ing twice April and 
MAY 0 12 

Ditto June 0 6 

Sowing July I 0 

Cost of seed 0 4 , 
,-

,!Jand-weeding August ,I 0 
to 

Tl;rree hoeings August and 
September I 0 

Hand-weeding October I 0 

\Vatching October to 
December ? 0 
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Operations. 

. Harvesting 

Threshing and winnowing 

Government assessment 

Outturn in lbs. 

650 lOs. of juari 1 at 32 lOs. for R. I 

125 pillas of karbi at Rs. 3 per 100 

Miing 40 lOs. at 32 lOs. for R. 1 

Tiir 40 lOs. at 24 lOs. for R. I 

10 dalas bhilsa at As. 4 each 

1'ime. 

December 

January and 
February 

Total 

Total 

Deduct 

Net profit 

201 

Cost. 

Rs. As. 

3 12 

I 0 

2 0 

15 10 

Value. 

I ' 

Rs. As. 

20 5 

3 12 

I . 4 

1 to 

2 8 

29 7 

15 10 

13 13 

I The outtum of juari for the District is about 700 Ihs. per acre 
when grown by itself. . 
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If a mixture of juari and urad be grown, the value 
of the outturn per acre for good soil is approximately 
as shown below :-

Outturn in lbs. Value. 

Rs,A. 

Urad 160 tOs. at 25 tOs. for R. I 6 6 

J uari 400 tOs. at 32 lOs. 12 8 

75 pulas of karbi 2 4 

20 datas bhusa of urad and juari 5 0 

Total 

" 208. The percentage of the total cropped area 

Wheat. 
under wheat (Triticum sativum) 
fell from 20'6 per cent. in 1887 to 

6'4 per cent. in 1897 and to 4'5 in 1907. On much of 
the land previously cropped With wheat, cotton or juari 
is now. grown. Th~ area under wheat in 1907-08 was 
69,141 acres, almost the whole of which was grown 
in Meitkar and ChikhlI taluks, and 11,681 acres of which 

. were irrigated. The varieties mostly 'grown are ghod 
ba,ngsi, lahan bangsi, sotia, kafka, and kawdia. Ghod 
bangsi is a hard white wheat with large hard shining grain. 
It is always grown under irrigation.- Kawd~'a is a spe1t 
wheat; it is said to be more rust-resistant than the other 
varieties. Irrigated wheat is specially liable to rust. 
\Vhea~ is generally grown in a three years· rotation, viz., 
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wheat, cotton, juari. The cost of cultivation and value 
of the produce per acre is shown below ;-

Operations. i Time. 

. . 1 April or lray Ploughing 

Removing juari stumps 

\Vakharing 5 times 

Sowing 

Seed 50 lOs. 

Harvesting 

Threshing and winnowing 

Government assessment 

Outturn in Ibs. 

500 lOs. at 18 lOs. per rupee 

Bhusa 

" " 
Rains 

November 

March 

April 

" 
Total 

Total 

Deduct 

N~t profit. 

Cost • . 
Rs. As. 

6 0 

o 4 

3 2 

1 2 

3 0 

o 8 

o 9 

2 9 

16 9 
, ' 

Value. 

Rs. As. 

27 12 

1 0 

28 I2 

16 9 

:12 3 
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If irrigated, the cost of cultivation is Rs. 26-2, and the 
outturnof grain is about 700 lbs., which is worth Rs. 40-8, 
giving a net profit of Rs. 14-6-0. 

209. The area under baira (Pennisetum typhoi

Bijra. 
deum) in 1907-08 was 51,463 acres, 
or 3'3 per cent. of the total cropped 

area. It is most largely grown on the poor barad 
soils of the plateau in rotation with cotton, moth, kutki 
and cold season til. The cost of cultivation and the 
value of the outturn per acre on poor soil is shown 
below_:- -

Operations. Time. Cost. 

Rs. As. 

\Vakharing twic~ April or May o 12 

_:Wakharing ~ July 0 6 

Sowing with titan 
" 

o 12 

Seed :,: -llbs. 0 I 

Brush harrowing after tifan July 0 2 

. Hand-weeding September o 12 

T~reeho~gs August-Sept. 0-15 

Ha.ryesting October 0 6 

'fhr~hing and winnowing November o 10 

Government assessment I 8 --
Total .. 6 4 
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Outturn. Value. 

Rs. As. 

200 lOs. 7 0 

Bhusa 15 dalas .2 8 --_ ......... 
Total 9 8 

Deduct 6 4 

Net profit 3 4 

210. Tiir (Caianus indicus) is not much grown as a 

Tiit. 
pure crop ; as a mixture with cotton 
in the proportion of one line of 

tiir from' 9 to 21 of cotton, it is very common. The 
outturn on good soils may be .as high as 600 lOs., but on 
poor soils, on which it is usually grown, it may fall to 
200 lOs. or even less. This crop covered an area of 44,150 
acres, or 2'8 per cent. of the total cropped area in 
1907-08. The variety commonly grown is the red-seeded 
one. 

2II. In certain small areas a wilt disease almost 

Diseases and pests. 
invariably attacks tiir from year 
to year; but the damage which it 

does in the District as a whole is very small. Early frost 
which in the north of the Central Provinces is so destruc
tive to tiir in certain seasons, is not common here, but 
there are insect pests that do considerable damage b? 
the crop. The tiir-Ieaf caterpillar (Eucetis critica) , 
which feeds on the tender upper leayes of the tiir 
plant, twists the leaves into a knot in which it lives. 
It pupates ins~de the twisted leaves and emerges 
as a tiny black moth. The twisted leaves containing 
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the pupa should be hand-picked. The tiir plume moth 
(Exelasta parasita) lays its single blue eggs on the pods of 
tiir. The caterpillars on emerging bore into the pods 
and feed on the seeds. When fully fed they come 01,1t and 
pupate on the pods. After four or five-days they emerge 
as moths. Hand-picking is the only remedy recommend
ed. The tftr pod fly lays eggs in the tiir pod, by piercing 
the shell with her ovipositor. The maggot, after hatch
ing, feeds upon the internal seed. When fully fed it 
pupates inside the pod, and a fly emerges within a 
week. 

Cost of cultivation. 
212. The cost of cultivation 

on poor soil is shown below :-

Operations. 

Two wakharings 

Sowipg 

8 tos. of seed 

Hoeing three times .. 

~and-weeding twice 

~a~vesting 

Thr~shing and winnowing 
\ -

Govenlment assessment .. 

1 

I Time. 
! 
I , 
I 

I ! 

April-May 
I 

" "I-
July 

August-Sep-

tember. 

" 
.. , 

December -

" 

Total .. 

Cost. 

Rs .As. 

o 14 

o 12 

0 6 

I 2 

2 0 

0 8 

0 8 

I 12 

7 I4 
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Outturn in lbs. 

200 at 25 lOs. for R. I 

Bhusa 10 dalas 

Total 

Deduct 

Net profit 

... \ 

I 

. '1 
" , 

! 
.. \ 

I 
i 

•• i 

2 07 

Value. 

Rs. As. 

8 5 

2 8 

10 13 

7 14 

2 IS 

213. Three kinds of til are grown, one with red~ 

Til. 
one with white and one with black 
seed. The first, a cold season til, is 

commonly known as boria til; the other two known as 
houri til are sown at the beginning of the rains. Early 
til is usually sown on soils that are considered too poor 
for cotton or juari; for cold sea~on til good soil is selected. 
The outturn on poor soil is about 250 lOs. per acre. 
The area under this crop in 1907-08 was 15,051 acres 
or near1:y I per cent. of the total cropped area. 

214. The damage done by i~sect pests is not very 

Insect pest. 
severe; the chief pests are the til 
sphinx (hawk.moth Acherontia styx), 

til leaf roller (A.ntigastra catalaun alis) and the til 
hairy caterpillars. The moth of the til sphinx lays its 
eggs singly on the leaves of til. The eggs hatch in four 
or five days and the carterpillar begins to feed on the 
green leaves. It goes on moulting, at the same time gra~ 
dually increasing in size and changing in colour. It pu
pates underground, and after two or three months the 
moth emerges. Hand-picking is the only rem~dy known. 
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The til leaf roller rolls up the leaf and feeds inside; when 
pods are formed it also feeds on them~ It pupates inside 
the rolled leaf, ~nd in five or six days emerges as moth. 
The rolled leaves should be hand-picked and thrown into 
a vessel containing kerosine and water. The moth of the 
til hairy caterpillar lays its eggs in a cluster on the leaves 
of til. The caterpillars after hatching feed on the leaves; 
when fully fed they pupate underground. After ten 
days they emerge as moths and couple, after which the 
female lays eggs. lIand-picking and thorough cultiva
tion, ~fter harvesting the crop, to destroy the pupa under
ground are the only remedies known. 

215. Til is often grown after juari and followed by 
cotton. The cost of cultivation

Cost of cultivation. 
and the value of cold season til 

grown in this rotation on poor soil is shown below :-
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- , 

Operations. Time. Cost. 

I Rs.As. 
f 

C leaning grain . . .. January- I 
February i 0 8 .. 

Government assessment .. 2 0 

Total .. 8 1 

Outturn in lbs. Value. 

Rs. As. 

250 fi)s. at 13 tOs. per rupee 19 4 
8 1 

216. 

Cane. 

Deduct 
f' 

Net profit II 3 

Cane covered an area of 1074 acres in 
1907-08. It is chiefly grown as a 
garden crop in the plateau taluks. 

The local varieties are ponrlhl1, a whitish green soft cane 
which is considered very good for chewing, and kl1tka, 
kala and banglia, which are grown for gut' and which 
are harder and thinner canes but are less damaged by 

Jackals. Cane is usually grown after a garden crop. 
In February or March tP.e land is ploughed and cross
ploughed four or five times, and the clods broken and a 
tilth produced by means of the wakkar used as a leveller. 
Large clods that cannot be reduced in this way are broken 
down by the kudali. The cultivation required from begin-

14 
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ning to end is of a most intensive kind. The land is man
ured at the rate of about 40 cart loads an acre and again 
wakkared so as to mix the manure thoroughly with the soil. 
The land is then ridged by means of the country plough at 
distances of 18 inches apart and cross-ridged so as to 
divide up the whole plot into beds seven or eight feet long, 
each containing five furrows. In February or March the 
furrows are flooded and the sets or seeds of cane, each 
containing three buds, are planted in the mud and pressed 
down with the foot. Till such time as the sets have all 
germinated the cane should be irrigated every fourth day or 
so a~d once a week later, except dwing the rains when no 
irrigation is necessary. The crop is hand-weeded once 
or twice during the hot weather, and about the middle 
of the rains the cane is earthed up with soil from the 
ridges) so that the space between two successive rows 
becomes a furrow. During the rains a second application 
of manure is sometimes made which is washed into the 
soil by the irrigation water. The crop matures in about 

i 

one year. The canes are cut down with sickles and taken 
to the gurkal, i.e., place where gUY is made. The gttyhat 
with its furnace and wooden mill is the common property 
of the cane-growers of the village. -The boiling pans 
are generally supplied by the Kumbhar who also supplies 
the earthen pots required, and gets in return the pressed 
~ta1ks of- cane that have gone through the mill. Owing 
to the i~effi.ciency of the two-roller wooden mill used, 
.a certain amount of juice is left, part of which the 
.KumbhJ"lr extracts by beating the bundles -of' crushed 
cane with wooden mallets after soaking fhem in water. 
The, cost of cultivating one acre of cane, including 
Government assessment, and of manuIacturing the same 
into gUY J is about Rs. 230; the average outturn. of gUY is 
about 3500 tos.; worth Rs. 290, so that the net profit to 
the cane-grower is approximately Rs. 60 an acre. 
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217. Gram (Cieer arietinum) covered 27,178 acres 

Oth~r crops. 
or about 1"7 per cent. of the total 
cropped area in 1907-08, safflower 

(Carthamus tinctorius) covered 26,261 acres, linseed (Lin
ttl" us-itatissimwn) 5701 acres, rice (Oryza sativa) 44u acres, 
takh (Lathyrus sativus) 1531 acres, masur (En-fum lens) 
1386 acres, and peas (Pisum arvense) 822 acres. Rice 
cultivation is confined to certain water-logged areas 
on the plateau. Gram is the second crop usually grown 
after rice on double-cropped areas. The average outturn 
of rice per acre for the District is about 1200 lOs. The 
crop is worth about Rs. 40 per acre, and the cost of cul
tivation is about Rs. 23, leaving a profit of Rs. 17 for the 
cultivator. Urad (Phaseolus radiatus) when taken as the 
one crop of the year is grown on poor soils ; on irrigable 
land on the plateau it i~ sometimes grown as a catch crop 
preceding wheat. The 'seed rate is IS lOs. per acre, the 
cost of cultivation Rs. 5-5 and the outturn on poor soil 
250 tos., the value of which is Rs. 12-10. Rala {PattiCfl.n1.t
miliaeeum), one of the smaller millets, is sometimes 
followed by wheat on irrigated garden lands. Urad is 
also grown on poor soils as a mixture with juari. Holga 
or kulthi (Doliehos biflorus) and moth (Phaseolus aeoniti
lolius) are the pulses grown on very poor soil. Maize 
(Zea mays) is usually grown on garden areas that are 
to be double-cropped, the after-crop being vegetables of 
some kind. When grown on a field scale it is generally 
followed by wheat, gram, safflower or peas. The cobs 
are used in the green state as a vegetable. The area 
under this crop in 1907-08 was only 92 acres. Groun<J-nut 
(Araehishypogoea), usually grown as a garden crop, thrives 
well on morandi soil; the best black soils are too ~tiff for it. 
There are two varieties, the local variety and a Khandesh 
variety. The Khandesh variety matures about a month 
earlier than the other, and therefore requires less irrigation. 
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218. Ka,li, malli and morandi soils are the most 

Gardens. 
suitable for garden cultivation. 
The plain taluks are famous for 

their gardens, where country vegetables, ground-nut, 
sugarcane, oranges (Citrus aurantium), guavas (Psidium 
guyava) , plantains (Jltfusa Sapientum) , and sometimes 
mangoes are gr~wn. In the plateau ta.luks thriving 
gardens are to be found in the valleys where vegetables 
are often grown in rotation with irrigated wheat. The 
Malis or. hereditary gardening caste are good practical 
cultivators, who thoroughly understand the use of 
water and how to keep up a soil's fertility by the use of 
manures, totation of crops, and thorough cultivation. 
Fruit gardens are chiefly in the hands of well-to-do Mar
waris, pleaders and others., Both the tight-skinned and 
loose-skinned oranges are grown, and thrive very well. 
In the. larger towns grafted mangoes (Mangifera indica) 
have been introduced, and in some few gardens the in
arching method of grafting is understood and practised. 
The chief vegetables grown are onions (Alli·um cepa») 
chillies (Capsicum frutescens) , coriander (Coriandrum 
sativum)"beans of different sorts, brinjaIs (Solanum melong
ena), maize, sweet-potatoes (IpomCEa hatatas) , garlic 
(Allium sativum), gourds and cucumbers. Tobacco and 
chillies are grown both as field and garden crop. 

The profits per acre for all kinds of garden cultivation 
" are high as the cultivation required is of a very intensive 
,.form, requiring much more labour and much more initial ,-

capital per acre of land cultivated than ill ordinary dry
crop farming. 

219. The betel vine (Piper betle) is grown in pan 

.Betel- vine. gardens by men of the Bari caste . 
The pan-grower has generally two 

plots (tandas) in which he grows his bete1-vhte; he 
plants the one a year before the other so as always to 
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have a crop of leaves. The ta,klii is rectangular in 
shape and divided into rows of beds, \\ith a water 
channel between successive rows; a line of beds 
is kno'wn as a kanang. One kanalzg usually consists 
of one hundred beds, each Io! by 3-1 feet. The tauiii is 
managed by a cultivating' brotherhood of eight or ten 
Baris, each managing one or more kanangs. The pre
liminary cultivation is the same as that for other garden 
crops. In the beginning of the rains the seed of sawari 
(Sesba1tia aegyptiaca) is sown in rows, and in August cut
tings of the betel-vine are planted at distances of 18 
inches apart. SawQ,; being a quick grower, plays the part 
of a support for the vine which climbs up along it, and at 
the same time shades it from the heat of the SUll. For 
protection against strong winds a hedge of pangra trees 
(Erythrina indica) is grown round the garden. Plantains 
are also grown all over the tanda at interv'als of 10 or 12 
feet for purposes of shade. The cost of cultivating a pan
garden' of about half an acre is said to amount to Rs.515 
in the first year and to about Rs. 260 in succeeding years. , 
The value of the outturn is about Rs. 208 in the second 
year, and Rs. 338 each year from the third year to the 
tenth year I if the vines are well manured. The profits 
from this small area are said to be sufficient to maintain 
a Bari and his family in comfort. 

F AlUl STOCK. 

220. There were 116,353 bulls and bullocks, 91,086 
cows, 10,396 male buffaloes~ 43.118-

Statistics. I 
cow-buffaloes, and 85,556 yotl,llg 

• animals in the District in 1907-08. There were 19}05 
sheep, 19,698 goats, 8041 horses and ponies, aneJ/5206 
donkeys. To 100 acres of cultivated land there, weie 10 

bulls and bullocks, 5 cows, 3 buffaloes as compired with 
13,6 and 3 respectively in 18,o. 
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221. There is 

Cattle. 

only one distinct 'type of cattle in 
the District, namely, the Khamgaon 
br~ed. The cattle of the plateau 

taluks are 'a mixed lot. They are of medium size and of 
different colours. They are most probably the product 
of unrestricted crossing of the Ghat cattle with those of 
the plains, U mardas and Khamgaons. 

One of the earliest references made by any English 
officer to the cattle of Berar is found in the book entitled, 
C The Story of -my Life,' by Captain Meadows Taylor, 
who at :the time of the :Mutiny was Deputy Commissioner 
of-Northern Berar. In recounting the incidents of the 
Mutiny, he wrote as follows :-' One day I received 
, an express' from Colonel Hill, Assistant Quarter Master 
, General of the l\Iadras army attached to General \Vhit~ 
(lock's force at Nagpur, which had not marched, and 
( was not able to do so for want of draught and carriage 
'b~llQcks. He requested I would, if possible, purchase 
, ?nd send to him 600 at once, leaving 400 more to 
, follow; and. added, if 1. could not manage this, there 
, would be no hope of gettin~ any save from Mysore. 
, 'the Nagpur Province either would not, or could not 
, supply them. I set to work directly. The Province 
, of Berax: contains the finest draught cattle in India, 
.'. and plenty were to be had at moderate prices. No 
. sooner were my wants known than my camp was crowd
I ed with noble beasts. In two days I had got half the 
, number, which were sent on under an escort -Of police I 

and day after day other herds w"ere despatched; and this 
',e;tab1ed the siege-trains and heavy stoies to he sent on 
• ~h.hout delay) so that eventually the whole force was 
, ~t i.t. moti?n, with an ample supply of trained animals.' 
It 15 Imposslble to say what particular breed of cattle is 
here referred to, but it is interesting to know that for 
army transport and battery purposes bUnocks of the 
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Khamgaon breed were employed in Berar not many 
years ago. 

222. This breed is found in Khamgaon, ~Ial~apur 
and Jalgaon taluks, where the soit 

KhamgaoD breed. 
, is deep and heavy to work. The 

Khamga<?n is the largest and strongest of the Berar 
breeds, and is therefore well suited for heavy wc;>rk on 
black cotton soil. The typical Khamgaon bullock is a 
big strong animal with a coat of mixed colours; .the general 
colour is red or tanned red mixed with" white, the ,red 
generally occurring in round spots which give the animal 
a mottled appearance. Hishoofs, muzzle, horns, and the 
inside of his· ears are of a chocolate colour. His forehead 
is broad and slightly convex, and the hump well developed. 
The horns are of medium length and rather thick at the 
base. \Vhen allowed to grow naturally, they grow 
~traight out almost in a line with the forehead with an 
expansion of about 2i feet; but the owner almost invari
ably alters their curvature by cutting slits in them near 
the base when the animal is stilI young. The slit is cut 1< 

round the outside of the base of the horns so as to make 
them curve round over the top of the head, so that the 
distance between the horns at the points and the base 
is about the same. At times this operation is carelessly 
carried out with the result that the horns become quite 
unsymmetrical. The height of a good Khamgaon bullock 
is '52 inches behind the hump; his length from head to 
tail is about 6 feet, and his girth about the same. He 
is round in the barrel, and altog~ther a strong, massh-e 
animal. For that reason he used to be much in favour 
in tbe army for transport or battery purposes-. As a . 
trotter he is perhaps inferior to the smaller Berar breeds. 
and his hoofs are softer and do not stand the tear and 
wear of the road so well. The light colour of the hoofs 
is an indication of this. As a strong draught animal he is 
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particularly well suited for areas where the soil is heavy 
to work. The best of these animals are now reared by 
village patels and well-to-do cultivators, who keep a few 
good Kha~gaon cows on their farms. These they feed 
on juan stalks during the hot weather, and in the rains 
they send them to any grazing area that may be within 
reach. The cows are put to a good bull, and the male 
calves on being weaned are given an allowance of cotton 
seed with their karbi. A pair of Khamgaon bullocks 
costs from Rs. ~50 to Rs. 250; a very good pair will 
sometimes fetch even Rs. 300. 

_ 223: Jt is often stated that the cattle of this and 
other Districts of Bera! have both 

Deterioration and 
scarcity of f;attle. deteriorated and become much more 

costly within the last forty years. 
This has not been definitely proved. There are still 
good cattle all over Berar and the prices do not seem 
to have risen much within the last four decades. In the 
Bera.r Cazetteer of 1870 the price of a pair of bullocks. 
at that time ~was stated to be about Rs. II3 in 'Vest 

, ' 

Berar. At the present time an average pair can still 
be purchased for Rs. 120; the fact remains, however, 
.that' at .the present time cultivators in Berar are doing 
very little to improve their cattle. The ordinary ryot 
feeds his working bullocks fairly well, but neglects his 
cows and young stock J which for the greater part of the 
year have to subsist on the dry and unnutritious grass 
of the grazing areas. No selection is made of breeding 

.. bulls: ,the cows of the village herd are allowed to be 
· 'covered by immature and inferior sires. The old custom 
of'keeping Brahmani bulls in the villages, which was so · . 

· common in former days, and which helped to keep up the 
quality of the stock, has fallen somewhat into disfavour 
consequent on the great amount of mischief done by these 
privileged animals to the village crops. In the forest 
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grazing grounds promiscuous crossing goes on among 
the cattle from di~erent localities. 

224. Cows are kept for breeding, rarely for prod.uc
ing milk. They are poor milkhs; 

Cattle rearing. the maximum yield of a good ~ow 

is said.to be about 2 seers a day, but the ordinary animal 
does not give enough milk to nourish her calf properly. 
The price of a cow varies from Rs. 10 to Rs. 40 ; for the 
latter sum a very good animal can be bought. Now
a-days grazing being so limited, the ryot finds it 
difficult to rear cattle. If within reach of forest grazing 
areas, he gets a permit from that Department and sends 
his cows and young stock there in March for grazing. 
There they remain under the charge of graziers who 
charge so much per head. In October they are brought 
back again to his village to subsist for another six months 
on whatever grass they can pick up. For the whole 
period of twelve months the feeding is poor, and is 
certainly not conducive to the improvement of the 
breed. 

225· The buffaloes of the District are of the Nag
purl breed. Buffaloes of this breed 

Buffaloes. 
are large animals with long horns 

which lie back over the neck. Since the last famine a 
good many l\Ialwa buffaloes have been introduced; they 
are distinguished from the local breed by their smaller 
heads and shorter horns. If properly fed a good milch 
buffalo of the Nagpuri breed gives about 8 seers of milk, 
daily. but the average does not exc~d half that amount. 
If kept in towns for the supply of milk they are fed mainly 
on juari stalks and cotton seed. A cultivator ordinarily 
keeps at least one buffalo to supply the wants of his table ; 
they are greedy feeders and will make a meal. of the 
coarse juan stalks discarded by other cattle. T? improve 
the quantity and quality of their milk he gives his milch 
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buffal1:s a daily allowance of from I to 3 seers of 
cottotl, seed. The price of a good milch buffalo is about 
Rs: 7S~ In the plain taluks male buffaloes are but little 
use?, and the m~le calves are .therefore ne~lected, and 
marlY of them dIe before commg to matunty. In the 
utt nd taluks some of the poorer ryots who cannot afford 
tOI buy bullocks use buffaloes instead; the latter are 
f wer animals for draught purposes but are cheaper 
to buy. 

226. The Berar ryot has no taste for pony breeding; 

Ponies. 
the ordinary pony seen in the village 
is a poor dwarfish specimen. The 

well-to-do ryot prefers to travel in a cart or 1'engi drawn 
by bullocks. Ponies are used to a small extent by petty 
traders as pack animals, and by tonga-owners in the chief 
towns. Though small they are exceedingly strong and 
durable and very sure-footed. The cost of a fairly good 
pony 'is .Rs. 50. Over 30 years ago pony breeding was 
started by the Berar Gov~rnment but proved a failure, 
and was ultimately given up. 

227· Donkeys, being 'consid~red unclean animals, 
are kept only by Kumbhars, and 'Donk~ys, 
other low caste people who use 

them as pacJ:;: animals for carrying their stock-in-trade, 
suc;h as grain,lime, bricks, tiles, earth, stones, etc. The 
donkey makes a very good beast of burden for a poor man; 
there are large numbers of them in use as pack animals 
where there are no roads. They vary in price from Rs. 7 
t~ Rs. 25·each. Mule breeding is not practised. 
. 228.-:' Sheep are kept only by the shepherd caste. 

'he~p and goats. Herds of goats are kept by this 
caste and other low caste Hindus, 

and by Muhammadans. Sheep and goats. in herds 
of from one to two hundred are grazed on the fields of 
cultivators after the crop has been harvested. They 
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are folded. there at night so that the owner of the field 
gets their droppings as manure for his fields in return 
for what they eat. During the rains they are kept in the 
forest grazing areas. S~eep are kept for the production 
of wool and mutton. The wool which is used. for mak
ing coarse blankets is usually shorn twice annually, once 
i~ th~ cold weather, and again at the beginning of the 
rains. The fleece of one sheep weighs from one to one
and-a-half pounds. The wool is made into coarse blankets 
at ChikhlI and Mehkar. Goats are principally reared by 
Dhangars for their flesh and milk. Pigs are kept by 
Gonds and Gawans who consider pork a luxury. 

229. There are five veterinary hospitals in the 

Cattle diseases. 
District, one for each taIuk, \\ith 
one veterinary assistant and a 

dresser attached to each. Epidemics among cattle are 
very common, and as no care is taken to segregate 
diseased animals at the first appearance of an outbreak, in
fection spreads fast in a herd. The diseases most prevalent 
in the District are rinderpest, foot-and-mouth disease, 
malignant sore-throat, and pleuro-pneumonia. other 
bO\;ne ailments, such as hoven, diarrhoea and dysentry, 
are common. Rinderpest is a disease common to all 
cattle, but young buffaloes especially are liable to it. An 
animal attacked by it generally dies \\ithin a week. 

J 

should it live till the tenth day, there is good hope of its 
recovery. The curative measure adopted by the owner 
is to feed. the animal on ghi, miing pulse and rice water, 
and to invoke the help of the goddess Yata. Inoculation 
for rinderpest is reco~ended but not yet practised tp 
any extent in the District. Foot-and-mouth disease is 
,'ery common. The animal attacked by it is tied up in 
mud, and dikamali which is the resin of Gardenia lucirJa 
boiled in linseed or til oil is rubbed on the sores of the 
feet. If there are ulcers on the tongue J they are treated 
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with alum powder. Should the hoofs- split, the animal 
becomes lame for life; but the disease is not often fatal. 

230. The cultivation of the District, more especially 
of the plateall, is as a whole perhaps 

Weeds an!1 fodder less clean than that of any other 
grasses. 

part of Berar. The most trouble,· 
some of all weeds is kunda (Andropogon punctatus) which 
may be seen growing in its characteristic roundish patches 
in cultivated fields and which the cultivator may be seen 
laboriously digging up with his kudali (pick) during the 
hot weather. When green it is relished by cattle. Kans 
grass (Saccharum spontaneum) is equally troublesome, 
but is not so widely spread. It is chiefly found near the 
foot of hills, but it is not so common here as it is in the 
Northern Districts of the Central Provinces. Nagar 
motha (Cyperus pertenuis) is a most persistent weed in 
rich 'akhar land. Nagri grass (Arthl'axon lanceolatus) an 
inferior.grass of spreading habit, sirput (Ischremum sulca
tum) a tufty grass which grows to a height of 2 feet, 
pandhar' (Chloris\ barbata) a coarse tufty grass growing 
in wet places are also common weeds in cultivated fields, 
but caJa be removed without much difficulty at the time 
'of weeding 'with the khurpi. Agara (Achvranthes aspera) . -
whose' flowers, stick to the clothes like burs, and the 
leaves and seeds of which are used medicinally, is a very 
common weed on the borders of fields. There are also 
,certain shrubs which become very troublesome weeds. 
Y~latri (Dichrostachys cinerea) with its tassel-like flowers, 
.sa~.ndar (Pl'osoPis spicigera) which may be recognised 
by .i1:s' grey rough bark and flowers in slender spikes, 
ruj OJ' akau (Calotropis gigantea) and at times babUZ 
(Xcacia arabica), hiwar (Acacia leucophlt£a) and others 
are shrubs of this character. As the roots of some 
of these go to a depth of 4 feet or more, the task 
<:>f uprooting them from that depth is a heavy one. 
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The cultivator commonly checks their growth by dig
ging up the roots that are in the first six inches of soil. 
There being no grazing areas in the villages worthy 
of mention, no attention is paid to the cultivation of 
the best fodder grasses. The natural grasses of the 
ramniis and village grazing grounds ate those that have 
adapted themselves to the soil and climatic conditions 
of these areas. The hardier and coarser grasses generally 
flourish at the expense ?f the finer varieties. The grasses 
already mentioned form part of the mixture. To the 
list may be added mothii marvel (Andropogon caricosus), 
lahani marvel (Andropogon annulatus), m'llshad (Iseilema 
TV ightii) J shah ala (1 schamtum laxum) J moti kusli or spear 
grass (Heteropogon contortus) a coarse awned grass found 
on poor soils and used mainly for thatching, tikiiri (Andro
pogon Schce1'tanthus) from which a fragrant oil is extracted, 
and dub grass or hariiili (Cynodon dactylon) which is a 
good grass for pasture land. Of these paonia, marvel 
and shahala are among the best fodder grasses of Berar. 
The two commoner leguminous weeds wild san-hemp, a 
species of Crotalaria, and shevra, a species of Alysicarpus, 
may be seen in every cotton and juari field. The former 
is very common; it is easily recognised by its full pods 
at right angles to the stem. 

23I . The tillage implements used in the District 
are of the ordinary primitive Indian 

anXii~;l~. implements type. They are all very cheap and 

simple, in most cases very effective, 
and on the whole suitable for the needs of the cultivators 
of a comparatively poor country. The ryot can, with 
the help of the village smith, make his most elaborate 
implement within the space of three or four days. With 
the exception of the small amount of iron all the materials 
are produced in or within easy re~ch of his village. His 
crop of ambiiri (Hibiscus cannabilJUs) supplies him with 
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ropes; the wood he obtains ftom the boundaries of his 
field or from the nearest forest. The parts are eastly 
and cheaply renewed as the mechanism of the whole is 
so simple. 

232. In the plain taluks land is ploughed at in-

The plough (nagar). 
tervals of 15 or 20 years; but on the 
plateau the cultivator will ordin

arily plough his field every third year or so. The ploughs 
are of two kinds J a light plough drawn by one pair of 
bullocks, and a heavy plough with a shorter body which 
is drawn by three or more pairs. The lighter plough 
stirs the soil to a depth of 6 inches, and the heavy plough 
to- twice that depth. The body of the plough consists 
of two parts, the part which enters the soil, which is 
wedge-shaped and fitted with an iron share, and an upright 
part to which the draught pole is attached. The body 
of the plough is commonly made of the wood of the babul 
tree (Acacia arabica) w~ich is very tough and durable: 
the beam is made of babul or tiwas (Ougeinia dalbergioides) 

\ 

which is also very tough and strong. The cost of the 
heavy Berar nagar is Rs. 8. Some of the more enter
prisinga cultivators are now using Ransome's Turnwrest 
plough, which they find to be an excellent implt:
ment for fields overrun with kunda grass (Andropogoll 
punctatus) and other obnoxious weeds. Its cost is 
RS·41 • 

233· ~'he wakhar serves the purpose both of a plough 
and a harrow. It is like a large 

Wakhar or, bakhar • 
. '" scraper with a body about 21 feet 

long"and a blade abou~ 21 inches long and 4 inches deep. 
The blade is fixed to the body of the wakhar by means 
01 pegs made of babul wood. The beam is uc;ually made 
of teak (Tectona grandis), temru (Diospyros Melanoxylon) 
or tiwas. The wakhar is guided by means of a si~gle 
upright wooden stilt. It is drawn by one pair of bullocks, 
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and costs Rs. J. \Vith one pair of bullocks a man can 
wakhar from one to two acres in one day J the area de
pending on the state of the soil To make it do deeper 
work the driver stands upon the body so as to force the 
blade into the soil. \Vben the soil has baked very hard, 
or when the land is infested with!1 thick growth of weeds, 
the light wakhar makes but little impression on it, and 
the cultivator will 4l such cases use the moghda or large 
wakhar, the body and the blade of which are much larger 
and heavier. The moghda is drawn by two pairs of bul
locks I and turns up the earth in clods and brings weeds to 
the surface. It is often used for the first wakharing. The 
cro5S-'l£'akhariltg is th~n done by the lighter wakhar drawn 
by one pair of bullocks. \Vhen turned upside down after 
removing the blade and worked as a clod crusher, the 
moghda is called a padhal. 

234. The implements used for interculture are 

Hoes. 
the daura or larger hoe, and tassii or 
dhusa, the smaller hoe; these are . . 

miniatures of the w~khar, and are used solely for i1}ter-
culture. The tassa or dhusa is exactly the same as the 
dhundia used in other parts of Berar. The body of the 
daurii is about 16 inches long ; ~e blade is 10 inches long 
and 2 inches deep. \Vith two dauriis dr~wn by one pair of 
bullocks two men can hoe from 2! to 3 acres of cotton 
daily. The blade of the tassa is of the same depth as 
that of the daura but is 4 inches longer. For interculture 
the cotton-grower therefore uses the daurii, while the 
plants are 5>mall; when they have grown somewhat 
13,rger the tassa is used so as to pare away the weeds 
growing near the rows and at the same time to ridge up 
earth against the plants. These hoes cost about R. 1-8 
each. In the western part of Mehkar and C;hikhli taluks a 
hoe with two blades each 6 inches long is used for inter
culture. These blades are 3 inches apart so that when at 
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work the weeds from the two sides of a row of plants are 
pared away at the same time. 

235. The three-tined seed drill or tifan consists of a 

Seed drills. 
body part which is from 3; to 4 
feet in length into which are fitted 

three drills shod with iron shares at a distance of from 13 
to 18 inches apart, the narrower drill being·used for poorer 
soils. These drills meet in a wooden bowl at the top into 
which the seed is fed. In the richer lands of the J algaon 
and ~lalkapur taluks the middle drill of the titan is some
times remoyed and juari is sown in rows about 36 inches 
apart: It is chiefly used for sowing juari '; when used for 
cotton the seed is sown through bamboo tubes (sarlas) 
drawn behind the titan. For the poorer soils of the 
plateau a titan with drills 13 inches apart is commonly 
used. For sowing wheat, gram, linseed, and other rabi 
crops the heavy rabi titan, with drills about 10 inches 
apart an<). drawn by three pairs of bullocks but other
wise similar to that already described, is used. The cost 
of the three-tined seed drill is Rs. 7. The dhusa is some
times used for sowing khaTit crops, especially cotton. 
Itcon~ists of an ordinary wakhar, but two tines about 21 

inches apart are substituted for the blade. Through 
the bamboo ~ubes (sartiis) drawn in the wake of these 
tin~s the seed is dropped. Two wakhars are usually 
worked behind the dhusii to cover the seed with soil. 
\Vith one man to drive the bullocks and two women 
to drop the'seeds into the saTtiis about 4 acres of land can 
b~. $own in one day. Sowing is sometimes done with the 
w'a~l!ar, tn which case only one sarta is used, but this 
~ethpd is a slow one, and is only practised by the poorer 
Qultiv:ators. 

236. The mot 

The mot. 

or leather bucket is the common 
form of water lift used in the Pis
trict. In some Village g~dens it 
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has been replaced by the Sangli iron mot. From a depth 
of thirty feet a mot worked by one pair of bullocks can 
raise about 1500 gallons of water per hour. 

237. The kh111pi, a kind of small sickle, is largely 

Hand tools. 
used for weeding purposes; for 
harvesting juan and other crops 

sickles of different shapes are used; for digging, trenching 
and ridging soil, and for uprooting crops there are several 
tools such as the kudali, phaura and vakas in common 
use. All these are,shaped more or less like an ordinary 
pickaxe, varying only in the breadth and slope. of the 
head or iron part. Their cost varies'from two to twelve 
annas each. 



CHAPTER V. 

LOANS, PRICES" WAGES, MANUFACTURES, 
TRADE AND COl\fl\fUNICATIONS. 

LOANS. 

238. From 1871 to 1887 a sum of about Rs. 9000 
- was advanced to cultivators under 

Government loans. 
the Land Improvement Act of 187 I 

which was in force in Berar till the close of 1885. The 
money was mostly devoted to the construction of wells. 

'The smallness of the amount advanced was ascribed to 
the strictness of the rules for recovery and to the delay 
in disposing of applications for loans. On the 1st January, 
1886, the Land Improvement Loans Act (XIX of 1883) 
was made applicable to Berar. Under this A.ct during 
the six years ending 1892.93 the sum of Rs. 43,475 was 
advanced to the cultivators of the old Buldana District . 

. Of this amount 53 per cent. was devoted to the excavation, 
construction or repairs of wells; 34 per cent. to the re
clamation of land from floods or other damage by water; 
and 13 per cent. to the construction of field embankments. 
Ta.king the District in its reconstituted form, the total 
sum distributed under the Act for the fifteen years from 
1893 to I~08, was Rs. 227,283, of which Rs. 85,877 were 
spent on the construction of wells, Rs. 34,561 on the 
\ 

r:eclamationof land from floods, Rs. 76,259 on the im-
/ . 

pr.oyement of fields and wells, Rs. 13,883 on the removal 
.of &~ones from fields, and Rs. 16,673 on the raising of 
\field embankments. The largest amount distributed 
in anyone year was Rs. 55,860 in 1907-08. This may 
be an indication that the loans are becoming more popular . 

. Remissions and suspensions have been of very triflinK 
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-
amount. The principal scope for land improvements 
lies in the building of stone walls to prevent erosion, in 
the construction of fences for field protection, and in the 
sinking of wells for the irrigation of garden crops and 
sugarcane. The Berir cultivator has every incentive 
to sink wells, as it was ruled by the Resident at the last 
settlement that all increase of assets due to the construc
tion of wells during the currency of the original settlement 
should be excluded from consideration, and a similar rule 
will presumably hold good for the future. The Agri
culturists' Loans Act XII of 1884 was made applicable to 
Berar in September r8g"!, but it did not come into 
operation till 18g3. Between 1893 and 1908 a sum of 
Rs. tog,48r was advanced, the highest amount being 
Rs. 50,167 in Ig00-lg0l, which may be ascribed to thE:" 
famine. Here again remissions and suspensions have 
been insignificant in amount. Tb,e great defect of 
these loans is that the relief does not reach the ('ulti
vators who are most in need of it. In ordinary yeats 
it reaches only the more substantial and solvent ctrl
tivators who are least in need of it. The cultivator 
who is struggling in deep waters cannot hope to profit 
by a takiit'i advance. He is in debt because he 
is poor, and his poverty prevents him obtaining the 
means of escape from debt. Something might be done 
to remedy this defect by developing the system of ad
vancing loans on the joint personal security of a number 
of tenants. This has been tried in the Central Pro'vinces 
with a certain amount of success. It is supposed to 
contain within it the germs of the co-operative spirit, 
capable some day of being expanded into a system 
of co--operative agricultural banking. Every effort is 
now made to popularise the loans by quickening the 
machinery of distribution, as for instance by giving 
out the money on tour after enquiry on the spot. But 
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it is now beginning to be recognised that for a variety of 
reasons it is impossible for Government to compete with 
the moneylender, 'and that the main use of these loans 
is to finance the cultivator at a time of seiious failure of 
crops or serious mortality of cattle. 

239. The information given in this section with 
regard to rates of interest must 

Rates of interest on be qualified by the admission that 
private loans. 

it is not hard and fast; a man's 
character and stanCling usually affect the interest more 
than _what· he has to offer as security; some men can 
borrow at even lower rates than those. quoted below, 
and some despite good proffered security can get no loans 
at all. Unsecured loans can be obtained by sah11kars 
and rich men at from 5 to 9 per cent. It is not common 
to make such loans to others, but in the few cases in which 
they are made to well-known regular payees the rates 
are from· 12 to 18 per cent. Loans on personal.security 
are given at rates varying from 12 to 24 per cent., but 

1 

here also the personal element largely affects the transac-
-tion, and the would-be borrower must be known and 
bear u good character. The fate of interest on loans 
~ecufed by pledge of moveables varies between 71 and 
-9 pet cent. if. the articles pledged are gold and jewellery, 
and from 12 to :t8 per cent. if they are household utensils, 
carts, cattle, and the like. 

An o~dinary cultivator can usually obtain a loan 
~9 the extent of about 50 per cent. of the value of the 
property; mortgaged at rates of interest varying from 
I~ to 24 per cent. The rate varies according to the capa
~cityl,of the borrower to repay the loan. A commQn 
practice among the tenants or agricultural labourers is 
~o raise loans in small sums usually not exceeding Rs. 100 

in amount on bonds with a stipulation for repayment 
within on~ year with sawai or 25 per cent. added to the 
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principal. The Kunbi rarely pays up in time and conse
quently finds himself called upon to pay a penal rate of 
interest which runs as high as 36 or 371 per cent. per 
annum. Loans for seed-grain are generally taken in 
kind. The cultivator borrows the seed he requires from 
the moneylender and returns it at the next hanyest with 
the addition of 25 to 50 per cent. Advances for food 
made while the crops are in the ground are generally 
repaid in kind at a rate lower than that prevailing in the 
market at the harvest time. In the CbikbJi taluk it is 
not uncommon for the moneylender to adyance petty 
sums to the cultivators when sowing or weeding operations 
are in progress, and to receive from them at harvest time 
a certain quantity of cotton at a fixed rate per rupee. 
In bargains of this nature the moneylender reaps a profit 
of much more than cent. 'per cent. The practice of selling 
the crop before the harv,est has now gone out of fashion. 
In some parts of the District, especially the more back
ward portion, Rohilla moneylenders are established, who 
advance petty sums to the poorer classes at exorbitant 
rates. The rate of interest charged by them varies from 
one to 2 annas a rupee "per month for sums repayable 
within three months; or sometimes the whole amount is 
recovered within the above period with sawai, thus 
bringing up th~ rate to 75 or 150 per cent. per annum. 

240 • The District being purely agricultural cannot 
boast of any large and influential 

Banker.l and money- • 
lenders. banking houses. The moneylenders, 

whose annual profits from their 
business exceeded Rs. 1000, numbered 6.JI at the close 
of 1907-08. Of these, 449 possessed incomes varying 
from Rs. 1000 to Rs. 2000, 161 incomes varying from 
Rs. 2000 to Rs. 5000, 25 incomes varying from Rs. 5000 

to Rs. 10,000, and 6 incomes varying from Rs. 10,000 

to Rs. 20,000. Vishnusa Batkrishnasa Saoji (Lad Bania) 
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of Malkapur heads the list, but Khamgaon, the leading 
cotton mart of the District, contains the largest number 
of capitalists, the principal being Shriram Ramgopal, 
Ganeshdas Bhatta, Kasturchand Bhikamchand, Laksh
malldas Mihidas, and Jasraj Shriram. The banking firm 
of. }3uti from Nagpur has branches at Khamgaon and all 
over Berar and do a large business,on loans. advancing 
sums on personal security at 2 per cent. and payable by 
monthly instalments. Almost every village has its money
lender, who does b~siness on a small scale. The principal 
moneylending castes are Marwaris, Kunbis, Lad Banias, 
Lingayat Banias, Brahmans, and Muhammadans. The 
l\!arwaris predominate, forming 62 per cent. of the total 
number. 

241. A comparison oi the condition of the cultivat
ing classes at different epochs is 

Economic condition not an easy matter. Changes of 
of the pe?ple. 

dynasties and chronicles of wars 
attract the Wstorian, but the uneventful lives of the 
patient masses are passed by in silence. Of the condition 
of the cultivator in pre-:Muhammadan days we know 
abso~utely nothing, and it would be vain to attempt a 
gue~s. During the period of il!-dependent Muhammadan 
dominion in the Deccan from 1300 to 1600 A.D.~ Sir 
Alfred Lyall conjectures that the peasantry as a class were 
much above the medireval serfs and villeins of Europe, 
and altogether that they were at least as well off under the 
'13ahma~ and Imad Shahi rulers as the people of any 
. outlying counties of England during the great wars of the 
fOUrteenth and fifteenth centuries. Probably the pea
sants of France were worse off up to the end of the 
seventeenth century. In the early part of the Mughal 
period the settlements of Akbar and lIalik Ambar are 
great land marks in the Land Revenue Administration, 
but from r650 A.D., when Aurangzeb became Viceroy of 
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the Deccan, until the hour when he died at Ahmadnagar
in 1701 A.D., Berar underwent its share of fire and sword, 
Maratha plundering and Mughal rackrenting, for the 
Emperor's long wasting wars soon broke down his revenue 
system ; his finances were ruined by the exactions of the 
Marathas and their pillage of his country J so that the 
cultivator must have suffered heavily towards the end of 
his reign. The period of double Government (1724 A.D. 
to 1803) and that of the Nizam's Government (18°3-1853 
A.D.) form a dark age of misrule which has been suffi
ciently described elsewhere. The cultivators sowed 
their crops in sorrow and tended them in fear, and all 
contemporary writers agree that at the time of the cession 
Berar was in a very depressed condition. Colonel Mea
dows Taylor who was put in charge of part of the ceded 
territory (since restored to the Nizam) wrote as follows 
in 1854: 'I found the district in shocking order, no 
, proper accounts and no confidence among the people, 
C a ruined, impoverished set of pauper cultivators, who 
, have bee.n so long oppressed and neglected under Hte 
, Arab management that they are, I imagine, blunted 
f to all good perceptions. Murder, robbery, attacks on 
'villages, plunder of cattle, and destruction of crops 
, had got to such a height last year, that civil war could 
, not have had a worse effect upon the people or on the 
, revenue; and all agreed that if British rule had not 
'come in this year, the whole district would have 
, been utterly ruined and wasted.' This may be taken 
as typical of Berar as it is certain that one part did not 
differ much from another. Writing in 1870 Sir A ___ Lyall 
states that, C until within the last few years the c:uJ.tivator 
• of this part of . India was a somewhat miserable and 
'depressed creature. He was deeply in debt.' Three 
circumstances combined to lift the ryot from the depth 
to which he had sunk. These were the Land ~evenue 
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Settlement, the American Civil "Var, and the opening 
up of the country by .railway communication with 
Bombay. By the settlement the cultivator was con
verted from a mere. rent-paying subject of a native 
Government, evictable at the caprice of village and 
pargana officers without rhyme or reason, into a pro
prietor of a transferable and valuable right of occupancy. 
The assessment was moderate and the cultivator found 
his credit largely increased. . The accident of the American 
Civil War by raismg the price of cotton and pouring into 
the .ryot's hands what appeared to him untold wealth, 
enabled all who were not utterly reckless and extrava
gant to free themselves from the meshes of the money
lenders. The penetration of the railway into Berar also 
brought the ryot into more direct contact with the mer
chant and left him less at the mercy of the middleman. 
The remarks of some of the early Settlement Officers 
in this connection may be quoted. \Vriting in 1862 of 
the Malkapur \aluk, Major Anderson remarks that it is a 
cotn.n:lon saying that not more than one-third of the 
people are now in debt while two-thirds were involved 
e.ight yea!s before. Of the Balapur (Khamgaon) taluk 
the same officer wrote in 1864: 'The condition of the 
I people of tate years since the great rise in prices has 
, greatly improved, debt which is said to have been pre
, valent five years ago has almost vanished among the 
, agricwtl;1Ial classes .; and in 1865 of the J algaon taluk: 
:. The revolution that has taken place during the last two 
'.or thr~e years in the cotton and grain market has en
, tirely changed the relation between the' ryot and the 
I mop.eylender. The former has at last become indepen-

\ 

, dent, and the latter is obliged to divert his capital into 
, more legitimate channels to prevent its becoming idle 
, and prolitless. Within the last year or two the ryots 
, have been rapidly freeing' themselves from the bonds 
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I of the moneylender J and if prices remain for some years 
, longer as high as they still are, there will be little fear of 
• the siihukii, ever obtaining the absolute power he had 
, previously exercised for centuries past over the ryot.' 
In 1866 the cultivators of the Chikhli taluk are said to 
be C as a rule in very good circumstances and are evidently 
{benefiting by the general prosperity with which the 
I agricultural classes are now favoured. Debt is now 
I disappearing rapidly from amongst them, and the cul
I tivator will soon hold a more independent position 
I in the country than could ever have been anticipated 
t by the most sanguine reformer. A few years ago the 
• cultivating classes were becoming more and more deeply 
t involved and scarcely able to keep their heads above 
'water. The cotton crisis has swept this away and a 
, healthy tide has set in, which there is every hope may 
I continue to ~ast for years.' Unfortunately for the 
cultivators, prices did not remain at their high level and 
a reaction set in. A different note is struck in the l\Ieh
kar Settlement Report of 1868, the author of which,l\Iajpr 
Elphinstone, m;ites as follows: 'The fall and fluctuations 
, in the price of cotton have told rather seriously upon 
I some of the smaller farmers. Many of the cultivators 
, who had become very independent during the high 
C prices, appear to have fallen back into the money
'lenders' clutches. For this, however, they have only 
f to thank their own improvidence. The way in which 
'they squandered their money, when they had more 
, than they knew what to do with, was" perfectly 
C unpardonable. They seemed quite to have lost SIght 
, of the 'value of money. A cloth worth Rs. 5 was recently 
, bought for Rs. 20 J a pair of bullocks which was not 
, worth more than Rs. 80 was greedily bought for Rs. 250, 

• and so on. I heard of several instances in which 
• as much as Rs. 600 had been paid for a pai~ of bullocks, 
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, not that there was any scarcity of cattle, or that these 
, prices were the market value; far from it, as I find on 
, enquiry, a few knowing ones took advantage of an 
, anomalous 'state of things to put fancy prices on their 
f goods and evidently found ready dupes. Sudden 
• affluence had so temporarily affected people's brains 
. that their naturally penurious and shrewd character 
• became completely reversed, and they actually seemed 
C to take a pride in being lavish with their rupees. They 
, regret it now that those bright days are past, and many 
, a cultivator has acknowledged to me that he had bitterly 
. repented, when it was too late, of his foolish extrava
, gance.' It is clear from the latter extract, with which 
other accounts agree, that the sudden change in their 
position was too much for many Berar ryots ; they failed 
to take advantage of the splendid opportunity offered 
them for emancipation froUl debt and some of them 
,could, find no better outlet for their wealth than the 
replacement of their iron ploughshare and cart wheel 

\ 

tires by shares and tires of silver. 
The relations between the moneylending and the 

agric\1l.tu~al classes have formed a frequent subject of 
discussion in India and have given rise to much difference 
of opinion. ,In handing over valuable rights in land 
vl'ithout any check on alienation: to an ignorant and im
P!ovident peasantry there is always the risk that the latter 
~'ill not understand the value of the gift and will reck
lessly throw it away. Instead of the capitalist cultivator 
that the;system is expected to .create, in too many cases 
the'sahuk4i,'s serf has been the result. Into this qv.estion, 
,as it ,affects Berat, two enquiries have been held, in '1874 
and in r896. In both enquiries the lack of aU data is 
very remarkable. The absence of a record of rights in 
Berar makes it exceedingly difficult to give any statistics 
shmving accurately how far the occupation of land is 
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being transferred from the cultivating to the money
lending classes. The revenue record does not give the 
required information in any useful form. Mutation of 
names is not compulsory and nothing short 9f a field-to
field enquiry would suffice to tell us really the extent to 
which ·the occupation of land is changing hands. \Ve 
know from registration records the names of registered 
sales or mortgages; we can give details of litigation and 
the recorded number of sales in execution of decrees, but 
we have no records from which we can extract informa
tion of any value which goes to prove the number of 
fields h~ld by non-agriculturists as 'opposed to agricul
turists, or enable us to say that at present so much land 
is held by agriculturists and so much by non-agriculturists 
as compared with similar figures at a former date. The 
conclusion come to at the enquiry in i:874 was that the 
condition of the ryots was not such as to call for any 
interfence on the part of Government with respect to 
their transactions with moneylenders. In4ebtedness 
did exist, but the evil was not general, and it was noted 
that the large capitalists, who in other parts of India 
greedily bought up estates, in Berar were deterred 'from 
thus investing their money by the ryotwari systt!m of 
settlement. A capitalist who wished to purchase an 
estate of 1000 acres in Berar could not find a twentieth 
part of that area in one block-his estate would consist of 
4Q,50 or roo separate fields, many of them miles apart, 
and the worries and trouble of management would be 
considerable. The enquiry held in 18g6led to almost iden
tical conclusions. Observations shewed that the exercise 
of the right of alienation had not resulted in the transfer 
of land to any dangerous extent from the agricultural to 
the non-agricultural classes. The surplus profits which 
remained to the cultivator after payment of the land 
revenue amounted in good years to a considerable sum. 
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That the Berar cultivator is able to look after his 
interests better perhaps'than the ryots of some other parts 
of India is shown by the forcible method he adopted on 
one occasion about 20 years ago to show his displeasure 
at some land-grabbing propensities of the l\Iarwari. In a 
part of the J algaon taluk ' the Marw~ris were boycotted 
, and for a time there was a good deal of excitement. 
I Any man working for a Marwari was put out of caste, 
, and where that was not sufficient other threats were 
, used and a kind- of picketting resorted to. The con
, sequence. was that the Marwaris were reduced to great 
'stnuts and suffered much inconvenience and loss. 
, Their crops were left ungathered, and one man had a 
I large garden ruined for want of water. He could get 
, no Qne to work the wells. The Marwaris and Kunbis 
, were called together by the Deputy Commissioner, and 
, the :Marwaris having promi,sed not to press their claims 
, to the ·bitter end, the Kunbis stopped boycotting, and 
, quiet was restored.' After the famine of 1899-1900 

\, 

this question of the transfer of lands from the agricul-
turists to other classes again became prominent, ~nd the 
result tlf ~he discussion was the passing of an amendment 
to the Land Revenue Act restricting the alienation of 
land' newly .given out for occupation. No change was 
made in the tenure of land already occupied, and such a 
change may now be treated as outside the range of prac
tical poli~ics. 1\ certain amount of land under the 
\restricted tenure has been taken up in the l\Iehkar and 
Chikhli J,aluks, but the effect of the change of tenure is 
not yet apparent. In spite of the two famines of 1897 
and' ,1899 Berar has prospered greatly since 1896, and it 

\ is dbubtful whether there has been any very large and 
general trs;nsfer of land from the agricultural to the non
agricultural classes. The KunbI is exceedingly tenacious 
of his land, and in the plain taluks the amount of land so 
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transferred is probably very small. There have been 
more transfers in the upland taluks of Mehkar and Chikhli 
as this part of the District suffered more severely in the 
famines, and the soil is distinctly poore~r than in the 
plains; there too sahuklirs have a much larger hand in 
the financing of the ryots. . 

\Vith regard to the indebtedness of the cultivator 
it is admittedly very geneJ"al" but this is the natural 
coJ;ldition of an agricultural population. Agriculture, 
like other industries, is supported on credit. 'The 
slihiali, is as essential in the village as the ploughman,' 
said the Secretary of State in reviewing the Report of the 
Deccan Riots Commission, and the statement is still true. 
But the sahukii, or Bania, instead of being a help to agri
culture, tends to become in some places an incubus upon 
it. The usurious rates of interest he charges" and the 
unfair advantage he takes of the cultivators' necessities 
and ignorance, sometimes place a burden of indebtedness 
on the cultivator which he finds impossible to bear. The 
desire of all those interested in the welfare of the ry¢S 
is to prevent an excessive proportion of their profits 
going to the moneylender.. and to do this it is necessary 
to devise some system whereby he' can be provided with 
money at a reasonable rate of interest. Many think that 
in the establishment of Co-operative Credit Societies lies 
a large hope for the future of agriculture in India. The 
object of these Societies is to teach the ryot the lessons of 
thrift and self-help without which no measures that 
Government can devise can be of any permanent advan
tage.· The movement has been started with some success 
in the Central Provinces, but ground has not yet been 
broken in the Buldana District, which might be thought 
to afiord an. excellent field for such an undertaking. An 
application for registration was, it is true, made from a 
village in the Cbikhli taluk in 1907 .. but when the pat-. 
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wari, ,its chief supporter, died, the movement collapsed, 
and no further progress has been made. 

it is sometimes recklessly stated that the heaviness 
ot the land-revenue demand is partly responsible' for the 
indebtedness of the cultivator .. In the Report of the 
Famine tommission of 1901 it is stated that the land 
revenue in Berar falls at R. 1-2-9 per cultivated acre, 
and that a reasonable estimate would point to a revenue 
incidence of about 7 p~r cent. of the gross produce. No 
one seriously contends that in ordinary years this is any
thing but ,a very moderate demand. The importance 
of suspensions and remissions of revenue is now fully 
recognised by Government, but there is some difficulty 
in Berar with regard to suspensions. It has been found 
on various occasions that the cultivators prefer to pay 
their revenue rather than keep it in suspense", If the 
demand is small, even the poor tenant can and desires 
to pay' it.; if the demand is large, the khatedar is either 
a rich cultivator or a moneylender, who has acquired his 
land through moneylending, and neither of these classe~ 
.require relief. But as the Famine Report says the root 
of th& matter goes deeper. The true remedy and pre-

_ ventive of 'indebtedness will be found in the promotion 
of education; in the development of proper and popular 
institutions for organised credit and thrift at the very 
doors of the cultivator, and in the advancement of agri
cultural efficiency in all its branches. \Vith all these 
remedies Government is now concerned but no Govern-. , 

. m~t in the world can alter the economic conditions. of a 
pe?1?le ullless the latter take the initiative themselves. 
}'he pstentatious expenditure on marriage and other social 
. terenionies is a fruitful cause of insolvency or hopeless 
indebtedness. But there are encouraging indications that 
the necessity of cutting his coat according to his cloth is 
forcing itself on the cultivator's attention. In the 
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Malkapur taluk, for instance, the caste of Pajne Kunbls 
exercises a strict control over all social expenditure of 
its members. There is no reason to be pessimistic with 
regard to the condition of the cultivating classes. :Many 
of them are well-te-do j some have taken up moneylend~ 
ing in addition to agriculture, and are said to be worse 
Shylocks than the· professional moneylenders. The 
famine of 1896-97 and 1899-1900 increased the general 
indebtedness, but the good seasons of I90r-05 enabled 
many to payoff their debts and make substantial savings. 
From 1906 onward there has been a series of bad years, 
and the indebtedness has again incr~ased, but there is 
every reason for believing that a few good harvests will 
put the majority of the cultivators on a sound basis of 
prosperity. The poor, the thriftless, and the stupid will 
always remain, and it is perhaps not ,undesirable that 
their land should pass into the hands of others better able 
to manage it. 

PRICES. 

242. Bera! was not properly opened to the out~ 

General 
side world till about 1862-63, and 
the feature of prices before that 

date is their immense fluctuation from year to year. 
The isolation of the country owing to the· absence of 
railways and roads resulted in extraordinary low prices 
in good years, and extraordinary high prices in bad years ; 
the figures were the result of purely local conditions I and 
it is a fallacy to compare them with modern prices, which 
are real commercial quotations. A general rise of prices 
t90k place throughout India about 1860. The resources 
of the country began to be developed by the construction 
of roads and railways, the American Civil War of 1861-65 
gave an immense stimulus to the extension of cotton 
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cultivation, and there was a large influx of the precious 
pletals. 

243. The staple food grain of the District is juari, 
which in 1853, the first year of the 

JuaTi. 
cession, was .selling at 64 seers a 

rupee. During the next seven years the rate var~ed from 
49 to 53 seers. The average rate at Jalgaon between 
1856 and 1861 was 46 seers; in 1859-60 juari was selling 
in the Chikhli taluk at 80 seers a rupee, the low rate 
probably being due· to the lack of communications in 
that taluk. The following table gives the average price 
of jua'ri during the four decades between r86r and 
19°0:--

Decade. 

1861-70 
1871-80 
1881-90 

1891-1900 
. 

Price 01 juari 
per rupee in 

seers 01 80 tola s. 

Seers 

22 

24 

28 
20 

Prices steadily fell during the first three decades, but in 
the fourth decade the fall was arrested by the interven
ti~n of the two famines of 1896-97 and of 1899-190°' The 
price has never returned to its low rate and during the 
seven years ending 1907 the average rate has been a little 
over 20 seers. 

244.. Wheat is principally grown above the Ghat 

Wheat. in the Chikhli and Mehkar taluks. 
In r853-54 its average rate was 30 

\ seers , and during the next seven years it varied between 30 ' 
and 54 seers in the upper talUks, and between 28 and 48 
seers in the plain taluks. For the two decades ending 1880 
the price of wheat remain~d almost constant at 14 seers. 
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The next decade witnessed a considerable fall) the average 
rate being a little over 19 seers. Since 1891 prices have 
fluctuated between 6 and 17 seers a rupee; the two famine 
years and the decrease of the area under raoi owing to 
the extension of cotton cultivation being responsible for 
the increased rates. 

245. In 1853-54, 49 seers of gram could be obtained 

Gram. 
for a rupee; in 1859-60 this had been 
reduced to 29 seers, and in 1869-70 

to II seers. During the decade ending in 1880 the,aver
age price of gram was 16 seers; it was cheaper in the 
next decade, averaging 20 seers. The price went up in 
the period from 1890' to 1900, and averaged 14 seers. 
Since 1900 the price has not varied much but in 1907 the 
rate was as high as 10 seers. 

246. Rice is not a product of the District, and is 
chiefly imported from the Centr~ 

Rice, bajra, tur, Provinces. In 1853-54 the rate 
linseed, and til. 

was 19 seers, but in the last 40 years 
it has varied from 12 to 6 seers. In 1906 an~ 1907 thf, 
rates were 9 and 8 seers respectively. Baira on' a small 
scale is one of the food grains of the District. The two 
famines sent its price up, and the,present rate for a maund 
is Rs. 3-II-6, 20 per cent. higher than that of the pre
vious decade. Tiir, though not an important crop, 
supplements the other food grains. Its price b,as gone 
up ~>ver 30 per cent. in the last decade J and the rate now 
varies between 9 and 10 seers. Linseed is grown chiefly 
for export as oilseed. In 1908 it was selling at 51 to 6 
seers a rupee or Rs. &.8 to Rs. 7-8 per maund. This is 
an advance on the average for the decade ending 1902-03 
which was Rs. 4 to Rs. 5-14 a maund. Til is one of the 
important oilseeds of the District. With the exception 
of the famine year, IBg9-19OO, the price of this oil-seed 
fluctuated between Rs. 4-9-4 and Rs. 5-14-4 per maund 

16 
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du,ring the ten years ending 190(}-1901. The price in 
1908 was Rs. 9 per maund, 27 per cent. higher than that 
paid in 1899-1900. 

247. The price of salt was nearly 16 seers per rupee 
during the three years ending 1863. 

Prict:$ of miscellane- There was a sudden rise to 12 seers 
ous articles. 

in 1864, and during the next six years 
the price varied from 6 to 10 seers. There was a gradual 
fall between 1871 and 1877, the rate varying from 7 to II 
seers. In 1878 the duty of Rs. 3 per maund was lowered 
tp Rs. 2-8" and to Rs. 2 in 1882, was a~ain raised to Rs. 2-8 
in r888, reduced to Rs. 2 in ,1903, to R. 1-8 iIi 1905, and to 
R. I in 1907. The retail rates haTe varied with the duty. 
During the decade ending T 887 the price fluctuated be
tween 8 and II seers; between 1887 and 1897 prices 
~Nied from 9 to 10 seers; from 1898 to 1903 the price 
, 1 
"'Was about 10 seers, and thence forward there has been a 
continuous, fall, the average rate in 1908 being IS se~rs. 
Cur, or unrefineq sugar, is manufactured in the Chikhli 
and Mehkar tliluk:s, but the bulk of it is imported froUl 
the ~djoining districts of Hyderabad. It is retailed at 
neaily 5 seers a rupee. Chi now costs a rupee for IS 
chittacks retail, and Rs. 40 a maund wholesale. !\1i1k 
can- be ob't:ained for 8 seers a rupee. Mirzapuri sugar 
sells at the rate of 2-1 seers a rupee; the Mauritius sugar 
is cheaper and sells for 41 seers a rupee. Oil is locally 
manufactured, and is also imported in large quant~ties 
,from Hyderabad Districts. Its tetail price is 2!- seers 
" ~ rupee', and its wholesale price is Rs. 16 a maund. Chil-
l~~s can be bought for 4 seers a, rupee. A bottle of ker()o 
sine oil is sold for 2 annas, a tin !it this rate fetching 
about Rs. 2-12. A cartload of firewood costs about 
RS.2-8 above the Ghat, and from Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 in the plain 
truuks. Ginning- and pr~sing factories buy according 
'to' weight in tons" and babul-wood sells at the rate of 
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Rs. 12 to Rs. 16 per ton. Karbi or juari stalks cost from 
Rs. 8 to Rs. 4 per hundred bundles above the Ghat, and 
from Rs. 12 to Rs. 6 below the Ghat, the highest rate pre
vailing at the end of the hot weather. Grass sells at 
about Rs. 4 a. thousand bundles, but in the hot weather 
it goes up to Rs. 6 and Rs. 8. Cottonseed, which is used 
as a cattle fodder, sells at 16 seers a rupee, and sometimes 
goes down to 20 or 24 seers a rupee. Plough bullocks 
can be obtained at from Rs. 100 to Rs. ISO a pair in the 
plain country, and at from Rs. 60 to Rs. 80 above the 
Ghat. A sheep cap be bought for Rs. 2 or Rs. 2-8. 

248. The \vealth of the District is derived from 

Cotton. 
the cotton crop J and it is on the price 
obtained for this commodity that 

the fortunes of the cultivator depend. Between 1855 
and 1861 the average price of cotton on the tablelam'r:. 
included in the Chikhli and Mehkar taluks was Rs .. ~~ 
per maund, and in the Jalgaon ta,luk, for }Vhich alone 
of the plain ta,luks statistics are available, Rs. 8-5 pet 
maund. After 1861 the price of cotton was enormously 
inflated by the American \Var. For the next five years 
the average price of a maund of cotton in the Chikhli and 
:\Iehkar taluks was Rs. 36, and in the J algaon taluk 
Rs. 25-12. The normal price was not reached till 1868. 
Since then, with occasional variations, the price per 
maund above the Ghats ha~ been about Rs. 13 and below 
Rs. 15 or Rs. 16. Recently prices have been fluctuating 
between Rs. 18 and Rs. 20 per maund. The price for 
raw cotton is Rs. 47 per khanili 9r Rs. 6-Il-5 per 
maund. 

WAGES. 

l249. Farm-servants are usually hired for periods 
of not less than a year, the agri
cultural year from' June to :\Iay) 

Farm-servants. 
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( being the 'period fixed. Wages are either paid in cash 
or a combination of cash, food and perquisites. In 
the former case the yearly wage varies from Rs. 50 to 
Rs. 60, a sp~cially good man sometimes getting as much 
as Rs. 65. Payments are sometimes made monthly, 
and sometimes half the annual wage is ;:tdvanced at the 
beginning of the year, and the balance is paid at the 
close of the year. The combination wage is known as 
khau1t piun pach pangrun ane thevila ' meat, drink, five 
articles of dress and keep,' Rs. 30 or Rs. 40 being paid 
in cash with the addition of a pair of dhotis, a pair 9£ 
shoes, one blanket, one turban, and one scarf of the 
total value of about Rs. 7, and daily rations of, juari and 
pulse estimated to cost about Rs. 2!- a month. The 
practice of paying servants entirely in cash is said 
to be gradually replacing the older custom of the 
cot1;lbined wage. The wives of farm-servants do not 
necessarily work for their husbands' master. The 
custom' of giving presents ~o servants at certain 
festivals does~ not prevail, but in the Malkapur Uluk, 

. and to a less extent in the Khamgaon and J algaon 
talu~s ,during the sowing time, servants are fed by their 
employers in addition to their ordinary wages. Each 
village usually employs a grazier (guraki) for pasturing 
th,e village cattle, and he is paid at the rate of 2 annas 
for a cow and from 4 annas to 6 annas for a buffalo per 
month. The grazier is responsible for providing additional 
hands, if the herd is too large for one man. The owners 
-Of large .herds sometim.es employ a private grazier, who 
is paid from Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 a ,month. Plough bullocks 
are' ,not sent with the village cattle, but are usually grazed 

\ by t;heir owners on the fields and field boundaries. All 
, grazing dues are paid by the owners ... A separate servant 

is always employed for watching the crops, and his pay 
, varies from Rs. 7 to Rs. 8 a month; small cultivators some- ) 
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times combine to keep one watchman for their fields. 
Farm-servants frequently change their employment, few 
remaining for mor~ than three years in one place. In 
the last 40 years their wages are said to have doubled.) 

€50. \Veeding is usually done by women, and they 
are paid at a rate of from 11- to 21-

Agricultural Jabour- annas a day or in grain at the pre-
ers. ' 

vailing rate according to thei!, choice. 
\Vhen the rainfall is excessive and weeds are numerous, 
the general practice is to get the weeding done by contract. 
A party of men or women agree to clear an area of 5 
acres for a sllIl.l fixed according to the work to be done. 
Under these contracts labourers can earn as much as 5 or 6 
annas a day. Cotton-picking is also done by women, 
the Kunbis having a superstitious predilection in favour 
of this niethod. The cotton-pickings begin in November, 
and a good crop provides three pickings. Payment is 
made in kind, and the rate is from one-twentieth to one
tenth of the cotton collected. If the rate for the first,_ 
picking is one-twentieth, that for the second would be 
one-tenth. The rate fOF the final picking is sometimes 
as much as one-half, as only a small quantity can be 
collected. As each woman finishes her task, she carries 
her load to the appointed place where the owner is in 
waiting, and each bundle is ranged with the picker seated 
near. The owner then divides the loads into the stipu
lated number of shares and tells the picker to choose one as 
her portion. This practice of payment in kind has a 
tendency to lead to an increase in cotton thefts, and to 
avoid this, the cultivators of some villages of thellalkapur 
taluk . have introduced the custom of purchasing the 
cotton that falls to the share of the picker at its market 
value, thus substituting payment in cash for payment 
in kind. There is very little wheat in the District ex
cept in the Mehkar and CbikblI taluks. A harvester 
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gets from 15 to 20 per cent. of the sheaves, and if he cuts 
40 sheaves daily, he earns between 2 and 3 seers of wheat 
of the yalue of 4 or 5 ~nnas. The cutting is done by men 
and strong women. Fallen ears are picked up by women 
and small children, who receh'e from one-third to one
half of the collections. The harvesting of gram is carried 
on in much the same way as that of wheat. In the'c~e 
of juari the men cut the stalks (songni)) and the women 
cut off and collect the heads (khudne). The women are 
invariably paid in kind, a basketful of heads equivalent 
to two or three seers being their portion; in the three 
plain taluks the men are paid in cash at the rate of 3 or 
4 annas a day, but in the upland taluks of Mehkar and 
ChikhlI they are paid in kind, a man's wage being almost 
three times that of a womap.. It is calculated that on an 
average a quarter of the juari crop is paid in wages and 
harv:es~ing. 

251 . The wages paid by the Public \Vorks and 
Forest Departments can be ascer
tained with more accuracy than those 

pai~ by the general public. The wage of an ordinary 
male labourer for work such as metal-breaking; quarrying, 
digging ~ar.th, ano. the like, varies irom 5 to 6 annas a day. 
\Vomen earn from 2 to 2!- annas a day, and boys or girls, 
2 annas a day. Chaukidars or watchmen are employed 
at a monthly wage of Rs. 7. A native engine driver is 
paid Rs: 50 a month by the Public Works Department, 
and the same Department employs masons at 12 annas 
.o~ 14 a:nllas a day, carpenters at 14 annas or R. 1 a day J 

blflcksmiths at 14 annas a day, tailors at 10 annas or 12 

annas a day, thatchers at 10 ann~ a day. painters at 8 
annas or 12 annas a day, and firemen at 12 annas a day. 
The Forest Department for grass-cutting and wood-cut. 
ting pays male labourers 3 annas, women 2 annas. and 
boys or girls I anna a. day. The latter rates are some-

. \ 

Other labourers. 
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what higher in the J algaon taluk on account of the 
scarcity of labour; and there a male labourer can earn, 4 
annas and a woman 3 annas a day'. Skilled workmen 
in the factories are paid as follows: Fitter Rs. 40 a 
month, blacksmiths from Rs. 25 to Rs. 30, carpenter 
Rs. 25, boilerman and engine-driver Rs. 15 to Rs. 20, 

oilmen Rs. 9 to Rs. 12 J roller-cutters Rs. 8 to Rs. II; 

chuprassies at factories get from Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 a month, 
and watchmen Rs. 8. The wages paid for unskilled 
labour in factories are somewhat higher than elsewhere 
as the work is harder. Men are paid at rates varying 
from 5 annas to 8 annas a day, and there is said to 
be some difficulty in getting labour even at these rates. 
\Vomell earn from 3 to 4 ann as a day. The rates have 
risen within the last five years; the old rates were men 
4 or 5 annas a day and women 2 annas a day. 

MANUFACTURES. 

252. The District is almost purely agricultura}, 

Manufactures. 
no less than 74 per cent. of the 
popUlation being engaged in that 

occupation, and the manufactures are of little import
ance. Cotton is the great product of the District, but 
there is not a. single cotton mill, though a number of 
ginning and pressing factories for preparing the raw 
product for export h~ve sprung into existence. The 
District contains the usual rural industries, but the in
dustrial survey, which was started in 1908, shewed that 
they were almost all fast losing ground, the competitio~ 
of machine-made ~rtic1es being too strong fox:. them. 
Almost aU the workers were found to be indebted and 
in the habit of buying their raw ~aterial on credit 
at rates of interest as high as 2 or 3 per cent. per mensem. 
The industries are taught by father to son from genera,:, 
tio~ to generation, and it. is only the conservative in~ 
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stincts of the people that have prevented a greater exodus 
to other occupations. The silk industry has disappeared 
from the District altogether, and the only industry which 
flourishes is that of the goldsmiths. The following castes 
are engaged in the cotton-weaving industry, Salis, 
Koshtis, Hatgars, KhatrIs and Mahars who are all Hindus, 
and Momins who are Muhammadans. In 1897 there were 
I339 cotton looms in the District, but the. number has 
decreased in recent years. Forty years ago all the pro
cesses from the Taw product to the finished article were 
performed in the District, but since the advent of the 
railway, thread has ceased to be spun locally and only the 
imported article is used. But not only is the thread 
brought from outside, the machine-finished product 
has largely ousted the local hand-made article. Coarse 
cotton cloth for the poorer classes is woven by Mahars 
through~ut the District. The piece of cloth for which 
there is the greatest demand is known as khadi, and 
measures 24 c\l.bits by It cubits, costing from Rs. 2-4 
to Rs. 2-8. The Mahars also manufacture the pasodi, 
loin .. cloth, covering sheets, dhoti and dupatta, for prices 
varying from R. 1-8 to Rs. 2-8. Ooth of finer quality 

'is made by. the Koshtis, Hatgars and Salis. Deulgaon 
R~ja contains a colony of about 200 to 300 families of 
Koshtis, who have obtained some fame for their saris, 
pagris (turbans), and khans (cloth for making cholis or 
parkar). 'These are made of cotton with silk borders, 
\~d have a large sale at the annual fair. A sari woven 
by. a Deulgaon Raja weaver was exhibited- at the Nagpur 
,Exltibition in 1908, its price being Rs. 24-8. Dongaon 

I ill the Mehkar tii,luk, and Nandura also have some reputa
tion for their saris. The Mornins or Muhammadan weav
'ers make principally pagris or turbans. Newa1' (taper 
and tadhao (stout carpet) are manufactured at Jalgaon" 
and ihul (body cloth of bullocks) and jajam .(floor cloth) 
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at N andura. In 1908 the number of woollen 160ms in 
th~ District was 395 against 732 in 1897. The principal 
caste engaged in the weaving of wool is the shepherd 
caste of Dhangar but in the Chikhli anc;l Mehkar ta.luks 
Pinjaras and Jingars also follow the trade buying their 
wool from the Dhangars. Rough blankets worth from 
R. 1-8 to Rs. 3 each are woven by Dhangars in every 
taluk. N amda (a sort of coarse woollen stuff) and Indian 
saddles are also prepared in places. Gunny Cloth is 
made in the Chikh1i taluk1 and a piece of it measuring 36 
feet in length and 9 inches in breadth costs R. 1-8. 
Tat patfis are made at Dongar Seoli and Mhasla in the 
Chikhli taluk and also at Digras in the Mehkar taluk) 
principally by Banjaras and Bhamtas. 

253. Dyeing is carried on by Rangaris and Ataris 

Dyeing. 
and to a lesser extent by Kolis. 
Colonies of dyers are found at 

Nandura) Deulgaon Raja, Pimpalgaon Raja, Paturda) 
Vankhel and Vadgaon. They are almost to a man heav);
ly indebted. The dyes were at one time prepared locally, 
but the introduction of aniline dyes has done away with 
this profitable part of the industry. _ 'rhe Rangaris some
times buy cloth themselves and dye it for sale; but it 
pays them better to dye cloth brought to them for the 
purpose by _others. Their usual charge for dyeing is 
6 to 12 annaS a cloth. 

254. The number of gold and silver workers in the 

Metals. 
District in 1901 was 6007 or r per 
cent. of _ the population. ~he oc

cupation is mainly followed by the Sonar caste, but the 
profitable natUre of the industry has also attracted to it 
the Marwari,Ahir and Tllmbatkar. Gold and silver orna
ments are made by hammering- and not by casting, and 
when holloware filled with lac. The following are the 
ornaments commonly worn: bali, bugadi (both of these 
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are ear-ornaments made of gold), jotlvi (a silver ring worn 
on the fore or middle finger or middle toe), virodi (a silver 
toe-ornament ,of females), miisoli (a fish-form ornament 
for the toes of females), nath (nose ring made of thin gold 
wire with pearls), garsoli (necklace of glass and golden 
beads and the coin putali), kade (a ring of silver or gold 
for the wrist), patti (a bracelet of silver or gold), vaki 
(a silver or gold armlet worn by females), sari or hasli 
(necklace made of s.ilver or gold), tode (a silver ring for the 
ankle), thusi (a neck trinket made of gold and worn by 
females), kardorii (a silver· or golden chain or twist worn 
round the loins). Brass and copper vessels are not made 
locally but are generally imported from Nasik, Ahmad
nagar or Nagpur. Small articles such as ghagarmala (a 
wreath of bells around the neck of a bullock), ghungharu 

(jingling balls), shembi (a cover or cap around the tip of 
a horn)" painjan (a hollow ornament made of brass for 
the ankle), and pimpalpiin (an ornament for the fore
head of bullocks) are however locally made by Otaris, 

. Tambatkars and Sonars. 'Irollsmiths belong to the 
follo,¥ing castes: Jingars, Lohars, ]irayats, Panchals, 
and Ghisadis. Their work is of a rough and primitivE' 
nature, and. is practically confined to the making and 
repairing of agricultural implements. Only imported 
irqn is used. There is a cutlery business at Buldiina 
owned by the firm of Nnkanth Brothers, but it is on a 
small scale, the four brothers employing .none but their 
b~n labour. They obtained a silver medal and certificate 
a~ ~he ~kola Exhibition in 186$, and a geld medal and 
certificate at the Poona Exhibition in 1888. They 'make 

\locks, keys, scales, compasses nut-crackers pen-knives 
, " 1 

scissors, and for special orders spear-heads and daggers~ 
Their annual sales are said to average from Rs. 700 to 

. Rs. 800. SOJ;l1e cutlery i~ also made at Deulghat, but 
not of such good quality. ~ Chikhli is famous for its small 
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razors, which have a large local sale at 6 annas each. Tht: 
only articles of stone made in the District are handmills 
(jiite), slabs (pata), and stone mortars (ukhali). They are 
made principally by \Vaddars and sold in the local mar
kets at prices varying from 8 annas for a slab to Rs. 4 
for a handmill. The stone used is basalt and sandstone. 

255. The manufacture of glass bangles is confined 

Glass bangles. 
to two places J Dhar and Warna 
in the Chikhli taluk, where it is in 

the hands of a few families of the Kachera caste. The 
industry is not very flourishing, most of those engaged 
in it being indeb~ed, and it is difficult for it to compete 
with the foreign-made article, which is freely imported. 
Bangles which once fetched Rs. 2 a 1000 are now sold for 
12 annas. The glass used in the manufacture is imported 
from Khandesh. The bangles are sold by weight gener· 
ally to dealers, who are Muhammadan Manihars. 

256. The 1'elis numbered in 1901, 12,826 or 2 per 
cent. of the population, and the

Oil presses and number of oil presses in the Distfict 
mills, and sugarcane 
mills. in 1897 was 867, which had decreased 

to 257 in 1908. Oil is manufactured 
from til, safflower, linseed, nigerseed, mahua, ground-nut 
and castor-oil seed. The oil is locally consumed and the 
oil-cakes serve as food for cattle. There is one oil mill 
at Shegaon of which the motive power is steam. The
mill was established in 1891-92 by the Mofussil Company, 
Limited. In 1907-08 it worked for 231 days ~nd the raw 
material consumed was 23,510 cwts. of linseed, value 
Rs. 189,500, and 5408 cwts. of til-seed, valueRs. 51,000. 
The outturn in oil ~d cake was 7647 cwts. of linseed oil, 
2307 cwts. of til and nigerseed oil, 16,007 cwts.·.of.1inseed 
cake, and 3446 cwts. of mixed til and nigerseed oil-cake. 
The oil is locally soldw but the oil-cake is, save for a 
certain amount of broken cake', all exported to England. 
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,The mill is a paying concern but its dividends are not 
Tb.~curately known. The average number of operatives 
working daily in the mill is 19. Sugarcane mills (cka,ak) 
are in use in several villages, principally in the Chikhli 
taluk~ The mills are of a very primitive descriptiOn. 
The cane is put several times through wooden rollers, 
and the whole apparatus is sunk in the ground and worked 
by bullocks. The used cane is put in the furnaces for 
baking the juice. 

257. Prior to the introduction of steam power 
_ cotton was invariably separated 

Ginning and press- from its seed by means of a hand gin 
ing factories. 

called hath-reeM. These hand gins 
, . 

numbered 13,839 in 1897, but the growth of ginning 
factories has since reduced the number considerably. 
there being only 1605 in 1908. ~ultivators still however 
prefer for sowing purposes the seed that has been separa
ted by the hand gin. The first cotton press was set up at 
Shegaol:1 in 186& 1:>y the Mofussil Co~pany with a capital 
of Rs. 10 lakhs, and the same compa}lY opened another 
press at Khamgaon in 1872. The Cotton Press Company 

,in.I87iJ and the New French Company in 1873, opened 
press~s at Khamgaon, and Ra1ti Brothers did the same 
at .Shegaon in: 1873. The number of factories then re
mafned unchanged till the end of 1886. In the next four 
ye~rs the number gradually increased to 12, and by 1900 

. it had reached 24. A great development took place in 
t4e next ~even years" no less than 41 factories being erect

. ed; The / following table shews the factories according 
to truuks as they stand at present :_ • -

1'iiluk 

Cbikbli 

Mehkar 
• • .. 

Number 0/ 
Ginning Pressing 

, . factories. factories. 
... 3 .• 
•• 3 .• 
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Number 01 
Taluk Ginning Presstng 

factories. factories. 
Malkapur II 6 
Khamgaon 
Jalgaon 

20 

7 
13 

2 

44 21 

Of these 65 factories 60 fall within the scope of the Fac
tory Act. Their collective capital is not known accu
rately, but it is estimated to be almost a crore of rupees .. 
During the three years 1905-07 each factory worked 
on an average 80 days in the year) and the average 
number of operatives employed was 3229, consisting of 
1797 males and 1432 females. The wages of unskilled 
labour vary from' 4 annas to 8 annas for a man, and from 
2!- annas to 4 ann as for a woman. The rate for ginning 
cotton is Rs. 4-10 per boiha of 10 maunds or 280 lOs. in the 
lower taluks and Rs. 3-8 in the upper taluks. For press
ing a bale of cotton of 15 maunds or 420 tOs., the charge 
is RS.4. The ratio of ginned to seed cotton is 33 per cent. 
for superior cotton, and 35 for inferior varieties. 

258. Bricks and tiles are made all over the District 

Miscellaneous. 
by ordinary labourers, but Kumb
hars alone. make the better tiles. 

All Kumbpars use the potter's wheel. Nandura is 
famous for its red and black vessels (chatlis) which are ,. 
bought for use at railway stations. There are two kinds 
of Chambhars, Maratha Chambhars, who make shoes, 
buckets, mots, etc., but do not tan, andI;>ohorChambhars, 
who are tanners and do other rough work, but do not 
make boots or shoes. At Mehkar a colony of up-country 
Chambhars has been settled for about 20 years, and they 
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manufacture a special kind of white shoe known as Set
imshahi, the price of which varies from R I to Rs. 2. 
The old soap industry was at Lonar, where washing soap 
was made froni the khar obtained from the lake, but it is 
now dying out, being unable to compete with the im
ported varieties. A business has within the last few 
years been started at Mehkar by Soman Brothers, who 
not only manufacture soap but also tooth-powder, men
thol, furniture polish, stamping ink, ~nd candles. Lan
terns and cash boxes are made at Khamgaon by. Bohras 
and other Muhammadans. Bamboo baskets are made 
by Mangs and Buruds. BasketS and corn-bins (kanghas) 

made of cotton stalk (pala#> and jungle bushes (nirgud 
or samalu) are put together by all cultivators, but the 
professional makers are Kaikaris. The best fireworks 
are made by a family of Rajputs at Malkapur, who supply 
the whole District. The same family also supplies blast
ing powder. Jingars make dolls for children and festivals, 
and ~ountry sad~les. They also prepare the paper work for 
ornamenting the bullocks at the Pola festival,and the paper 
Crowns worn at marriages by the bride and bridegroom. 

259. ~he standard by which all weights and mea-
Weights and mea- sures are regulated is the Govern

sures - ment rupee weighing 180 grains 
Troy. The rupee is taken to represent generally' the 
weight of one tola. The weight ' seer,' which is in com-

. mon use ~11 over the District, is made up of 80 totas. 
G~ain is sold by measure, the standard weights being' a 
-se~r, a P~ili, ~ maund and khandi. The contents of the 
measure seer vary in weight in some taiuks. \Vhile 
gene~l1y th~oughout the District they are equivalent to 
~() totas, in Chikhli taluk they are equal to 120 'iolas 
a~d in Jalgaon taluk they may be 60, 70, 75, 80, or too 
totas. The next higher measure. paiti may ~ntain from 
2 tQ 12 seers. of grain. Its contentS v8.ry' from t~iu.k to 

"'. . 
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taluk and according to the grain measured; for instance 
in Chikhli taluk 51 seers of juari or wheat make a paili, 
but if the grain is rice, 6 seers go to a paili. Even 
within the same taluk the capacity of a paili varies 
much. In Jalgaon it may contain 2, 3, 41 or 5 seers 
and in Fatehkhelda and Lonar of Mehkar taluk it may 
contain as much as 28 seers. The capacity of a maund 
varies from 12 to 16 pailis, but the khandi is everywhere. 
made up of 20 maunds. The divisions of the meastlre 
seer are chawatke=5 tolas, nawatke= ro tolas, paoser= 
20 tolas and achchhe'==40 tolas. Half the paili is called 
adheli. In some villages of !\Ialkapur a measure of 4 
seers or 320 tolas is called a chautl14. Four eMutllas 
make a dom and 12 doliis a map. \Vhen grain is sold by 
weight 3 maunds are called one palla. 

260. The scale of weights employed for weighing 
the uncleaned cotton differs from 

Cotton weights.. 
that used in weighing the cleaned 

cotton. The scale for the latter is as follows:- • 
7R tolas = I seer. 
14 seers - 1. maund. 
10 maunds - I boihii. 

The most common scale for weighing the uncleaned .. 
cotton is as follows :- • 

80 tolas = 1 seer. 
'14 seers = 1 maund. 
20 maunds = I khandi. 

In celtain localities of the District J however, this 
scale is not closely followed. The seer is equal to 90 tolas 
in a few villages in the Chikhli truuk, and to 78 in a few 
isolat~ places in the Malkapur taluk. Similarly the 
weight of 'a maund is liable. to change. ~n Pimpalgaon 
Kale· and :M~dkhed 'm"'the "Jalgaon taInk" the maund is 
said to" ~ist 'Of. '(B:and ~2-seers respectivcly" It is 
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made up of 16, 20, 22 or 40 seers in some villages in tht' 
Chikhli and1\Ialk,apur taluks. The local weights used in 
the majority of villages in the 1\Ialkapur and Mehkar 
taluks, for weighing the unc1e;tned cotton are as given 
below:-

2 seers of 80 tolas each make one pascri. 
2 paseris make one dhada. 
4 dhadas make one maund. 
20 maunds make one khandi. 

Of these the paser;, varies in about five ways, represent
ing the weight of Ii, 2, 21, 3 or Jt seers in the 1\Iehkar 
tal uk: 

261. Oil, ghi, vegetables and groceries are sold by 
weight ~ well as measure. The < 

:\1iscellaneous. 
seer measure is common everywhere, 

but the maund weight is very variable ranging from IO 

to 40 seers. Special measures of oil are a dhadi=I2 
seers, a .maund=48 seers and a khantli of ~o such 
maunds. The dhadi may contain 21 to 16 seers. Gold 
and silver are weig"hed with the seeds of Abrus precatorius 
.known as gunjiis, two of which make a wal (seed of 
Mysor~~ thorn Casalpinia separia). Eight gunjiis make 
a masha and 12 mashas a toHi. Twenty-lour tolas are 
.taken as equiyalent to a seer of gold or silver.· Cloth is 
measured by a rod called gaz of 18 inches. Two gazes 
make a war or yard. A girah is equal to 21 inches. 

, Other rough measures used in -dealing with cloth are vat 
(span) and' hath (cubit). Forest produce is sold by loads. 
" . a,pead-load bemg equal to 52 lbs., a cart-load 840 Ibs., a 

,; 

cal;1l~I-load 420 lbs. and a bullock, pony or- donkey load 
105 lbs. Land is m~asured in acres and gunthas, one 
,gunth'a being equal to 33 feet square. An acre is equal 
to 4~ gunthas. The old bigha which is now gone out of 
user contained 25 gunthas. A sankhli or chain is 33 feet 

,.long·and is divided into 16 parts each of which'is known 
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as an a11na. The' area of, a fj.eld is sometimes stated in . . . 
t(tans. , One tilall is ordinarily equal to 4 acres. An 
ordinary cultivator asked to state the distance ot a 
neighbouring village will say that it is either within the' 
reach of call (hank) or situated at the distance of gp' 

many u1£ivars (fields). One field may roughly be taken 
to mean lth of a mile. A kos is ordinarily equal to 2 

miles. 
The illiterate Kunbi in a witness box is always 

indefinite about time. If asked to state what time he 
happened to see a particular thing, he will say it was 
11iharicha vakhat (time of breakfast about 9·A.M.), dopa, 
(afternoon about 2 P.M.), iewanrat (supper time at about 
9 P.M.), gurachi vel (about sunset or 6 P.M..), saisham (j~t 
after the time of lighting lamps or 7 P.M.), or ktisara-bhar 
divas (Ita or bota meaning that the sun was at a distance 
from the horizon (as tising or declining) equal to the length 
of the guiding string of a bullock, that is about 2 hours. 
\Vhen making a statement about age or any period he 
will always refer to certain important events in his life or 
within hIS memory. The periods commonly referred 
to are the l\IugWai (prior to the cession of Berar in 1853 
A.D.), the survey settlement 1861-70, the opening of the 
railway, 1863-64, lahtin kal or labani bandi, i.e., the 
famine of 1896-97, and motha kat or mothi band;, i.e., the 
famine of 1899"1900. When asked which side he was 
facing, he will state that he was facing the dongar 
(north, having reference to the Satpura hills which lie 
to the north of Berar), or the Ganga (south, referring 
to the river Godavari which is to the south of Bt-rar). 
Similarly the east and west are always expressed in terms 
of khalte (down) and varate (up) respectively. 

262. The era commonly observed in this District 

Saka calendar. 

I7 

is that founded by Shalivahan, a 
king of the Deccan, and is called 
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ShalivfLhan ~aka after the name of that king. It com
menced on Monday, the 14th March 78 A.D. Julian style. 
In accordance with the Saka calendar the year commences 
on the first day of the lunar fortnight (which is called 
shuddha pakska of the month of Chaitra), corresponding 
to March or April. The new year's day is called Gudi 
padva. The year is divided into 12 months of 30 days 
each; but every third year or about 32 months and 26 
days from the commencement of the Saka year, an adhik
mas popularly known as dhondii or an intercalary month is 
inserted when the year consists of 1:3' months. This 
triennial addition of one month makes the Saka calendar 
correspond very nearly with the GregQrian year. The 
rule fot: converting the Saka year into the Christian era. is 
to add 78 to the former. The Saka year 1830 which is 
now current, corresponds therefore with 1908 A.D. The 
Saka year comprises the following months against each 
of whiCh the corresponding period of the English -months 
is noted:-

1\ 

JJontks. Approximate 
period. 

1 .. Chaitra March-April. 

2. Vaishakh April-May. 

3· jyeshth May-June. 

4· Ashadh June-July. 

5· Shrawan July-AuguSt. 
6. Bhadrapad August-September. 
, 

Ashvin 1· September-October. 
8. Kartik October-November. 

9· Margshir November-December. 
10. Paush December-J anuary ~ 
II. l\Ugh January-February. 

;12 •. Phalgun 
• f February-March . 
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The yarious dates fixed for repayment of loans 
appear to be 80s follows :-

I. Guql~adva 
2. Akhaji 
3. Nagpancbami 
4. Nag Dipawali 
5. Dand! Paurnima .. 
6. Shimga .. 
7. 'Vaida 

The 1st day of Chaitra. 
The 3rd day of yaishakh. 
Tpe 5th day oi'Shrawan. 
The 5th day of Margshir. 
The 15th day of Magh. . , 

The 15th day of Phalgun. 
The I5th day of February 

or April-the dates on 
which the revenue assess
ment is due. 

263. Another era by which native accounts are 

Vikrama Sam vat. 
guided is that known ,as Vikrama 
Samvat. It' is popUlarly believed 

.to have been founded by Vikramaditya, king of Ujjai_n' 
The era ~ommenced on Thursday, the I 8th , September 
57 B.C. For account purposes the year ~O:Qlmences ~n 
the first day of the mon~Q. of Karfik, about October
N~vember, and is called Vyapari Samvat; but for other 
purposes it covers the same period as the Saka year with 
this difference th\it the Vikrama months begin a fort
night earlier .. ~he ~ames of the Vikrama months are 
practically .the sa~e as those of the Saka months but the 
latter retain the correct Sanskrit forms, whereas /' the 
Vikrama names are Hindi corruptions. But the Saka 
month Ashvin is called Kunwar in the Vikrama calendar 

, and the month Margashir is called Aghan. tfhe Vikrama 
year. is generally used by Marwaris who are immigrants 
from Rajputana where the Vikrama calendar is universally 
prevalent.', A Vikrama ye~ may' be converted into the 
Christian era by deducting 57 from the Vikrama year. 

264. From the examination of certa~ do~ents .. 
usually filed in civil courts, such as 

Fasli year:' 
bonds. teases; .mortgages,. 'convey-
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ances, etc., it appears that the Fasli year is often men
tioned simultaneously with the Saka year. The former 
was introd~ced in Northern India by the Emperor Shah 
J ahan of Delhi in 1636 A.D., and came in use in the 
Deccan which then included the present Division of Berar 

. along with ~e settlement system introduced by Todarmal 
the financial minister of Akbar. The Fasli year com
mences with the occurrence of the constellation M rig in 
the month of J~eshth, or about the 5th of June. The 
ru1e for converting the Fasli year into the Christian is to 
add 590 to the former. T4e Fasli year 1318 thus cones
ponds with the year I908 A.D. 

The English calendar has become so popular that it 
predominates both in private and public documents. 
Amongst the ~ocuments filed in civil CO~trts there are 
very few which are not dated according to the Gregorian 
calendar. 

265. Altogether 97 wee14y markets are held in the 
District, giving one for 38 square 

Markets. miles of area and for 14 villages on 
an average. The principal market of the District is that 
.of kha~gaonJ where the value of the weekly trade is 
est~ated to be Rs. 50,000. Of this amount cotton i~ 

r~sponsible' for Rs. 46,000, and other articles dealt in are 
oil, raw sugar, and wheat which are imported from Jalita. 
Mehkar, and other places adjoining the borders of Hydera
bad. Next in importance is the market of Nandura, 

. which ~s the biggest cattle market in the District, and 

. where .cattle of an estimated value of Rs. I200 change 
hands every week. This market has gro~ in importance 
lately owing to the reputation of the carts (known as 
dam1ti small cart, and daman large cart) imported here 
from Khandesh and sold for prices varying from Rs. 35 
. to Rs. 70 a cart. The value of all articles sQld is estimated 
to be Rs. 1 1,200 per week. AsalgaoJ;l in the J algaon 
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taluk stands third in the District, with weekly sales of 
Rs. 4400, of which Rs. 1000 represents the value of the 
cattle sold. Other villages with cattle markets, where 
the average weekly sales vary from Rs. 250 to Rs. 500, 
are Janephal, Malkapur J Pangra and Hirdao in the Mehkar 
taluk. Shegaon is the second cotton mart in the Dis
trict, with weekly sales of the value of Rs. 900. Motla" 
which lies half-way between Buldana and Malkapur, is 
the chief market for the supply of all kinds of grain, es
pecially ,,,,heat imported from the country above the Ghat. 
Here also is brought for sale the teakwood ~rom the Ajanta 
hills, the value of the weekly trade being estimated at 
Rs. 3500. Chikhli and Malk.apur possess grain markets 
of some importance. The other markets in the District 
are of purely local importance, being small gatherings 
in convenient centres for the supply of the modest need~ 
of the agricultural population. 

266. The bazar cess existed in Berar before the 

Bazar cess. 
cession under the name of bazar, _ 
baithak, and its payment is said to 

have secured for the payer· a stall in the regular line of 
the bazar for the whole time the bazar lasted. It was 
reintroduced in 1866 on the understanding that all the 
proceeds were applied to the improvement of the places 
where the bazar was held in the first place

1 
and subordi

nately to the improvement of the roads leadin~ to those 
bazars from the surrounding villages. The maximum 
and minimum rates for st~lls were fixed at 3 annas and 3 
pies respectively. In I879 fresh rules for the levy of 
the cess were framed, and the rates for stalls were fixed 
at from 3 pies to 2 annas a week; animals brought for sale 
were also charged at rates which varied from 3 annas 
for a horse to 3 pies for a goat. The cess is at present 
levied at 45 markets in the District. The right to realize 
it is annually sold by auction, and the amount realized 
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in 1908-1909 was Rs. 27,416. The money thus collected 
'is placed at the disposal of the District Board, which 
devotes it ~o the improvement of the bazars. 

267. 'Fairs,' wrote Sir Alfred Lyall in 1870, • are 
f already losing their importance and 
, commercial utility, by the rapid 

'opening out of communications.' The process of-decay 
has continued and the necessity of fairs' from a commer
cial point of vie~ can hardly be justified. The religious 
sanctity still however remains unimpaired. Altogether 
12 -annual fairs are held ili the District, at Chikhli and 
Deulgaon Raja in the Chikhli taluk; Sonati,Fatehkhelda, 
Mehkar and Gomedhar in the Mehkar taluk; Pimpalgaon 
Devi in the Malkapur taluk; Dhanora, Sonala, Itkhed, 
and Kauthal in the J algaon taluk; and !Gnhi itt the 
Khamgaon taluk. By far the most important of these 
fairs is that of Deulgaon Raja. It is held in the month 
of September or October of each year in hdnour of the 
deity Balaji,i' and is much frequented by pilgrims and 
traders from very distant parts. The paved ground in 
front of Balaji's temple about.360 by 30 feet is for the ... 

Fairs. 

occasion overshadowed with a sort of canopy supported 
bY,large wooden posts. This ceremony takes place in the 
~ternoon of the niuth day of the first fortnight of Ashvin, 
before an assembly of about lO,oOO people. Help .is 
given by tailors, c~rpenters and blacksmiths.from among 
the visitors, who in return get fr~m the Sansthan prasad 
(anything given by an idol, guru, or saint as a blessing or 
matk of favour) consisting of plantains ~d pieces of red 
d?th. The next ceremony takes place on ~asahi:a (tenth 
day of the first fortnight of Ashvin) when the idol of 
Balaji is seated in' a palanquin and at midnight carried 
in 'procession round the town to the accompaniment of 
music. The town is illuminated and fireworks are let 
off at intervals .. The scene is most picturesque, especially 
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when the procession is passing through the bed of the 
river. The procession is attended sometimes by a crowd 
of over 20,000 people, offering prayers and repeating 
verses in praise of the god. As the procession passes, 
females worship the deity and offer kangi (anything 
given in the shape of money): The final ceremony is 
called the lalit (closing of the festival). It takes place 
early on the morning of the fo';Ui:h day of the second 
fortnight of Ashvin before an assembly numbering .some
times 10,000 people., The mandap (canopy) is taken 
down and curds and fried rice are distributed amongst 
the multitude. Cooked food is freely given to the Brah. 
mans of the town for a week and dry food to all pilgrims 
irrespective of caste or creed. Clothes and cash are alSo. 
largely distributed in charity. The val11:e of the kangi 
offered to Balaji has been known to exceed one lakh of 
rupees. In 1908 it was Rs. 39,000. The eJPenditure 
was Rs. 27,000 chiefly under sadavart (meals to out
siders), prasad (presents), dengi or gifts and establishment 
charges. The balance was paid in part satisfaction 0'( 
the debts which amounted to Rs. 3,00,000 in 1904, but 
which have now been brought down to Rs. 60,000. The 
fair lasts for about three weeks. The average attendance 
used to vary from 75,000 to I50,000 persons but of late 
years it has declined in importance. In 1908 the atten
dance was 50,000, consisting mostly of Komtis,Marwaris 
and of visitors from Hyderabad villages. The disastrous 
flood at Hyderabad and the bad crops of the previous 
season were partly responsible for the decrease. The 
principal articles sold are piecegoods, European and 
Indian, copper and brass utensils and horses. 1:'he value 
of the goods brought to sale during the decade ending 
1888-89 is said -to have varied from Rs. 2,I9,766 to 
RS.4,16,315. In 1908 the value of goods brought to sale 
was estimated at Rs. 2,22,897,and that of goods sold at 
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Rs. 61,320: The smallness of the latter sum is partly 
due to the fact that the year was one in which marriages 
among the ~indus were prohibited. Next in import
ance is the fair held atSonati in the Mehkar taluk about 
the second week of January in honour of the deity Khan
doba. The fair lasts about a month, and the average 
attendance is sa~d to be 10,000 persons. The principal 
articles sold are brass and copper pots, and the value of 
the sales is put at :R.s. 80,000. A fair is held in January 
at Pimpalgaon Devi in the Malkapur talok in honour of 
Shri Amba Devi, and lasts about a week; carts of all 
descriptions are brought in from Khandesh' and form the 
principal article of c,ommerce; the value of the annual 
sales is put at Rs. 7000. The Fatehkhelda fair in the 
:Mehkar, taluk i.s held in January in honour of the deity 
l\Iahadeo, and lasts about fifteen days. The average 
attendanc(i is 3000 persons and the value of the goods sold 
Rs. 3500". In the Khamgaon taluk the fair at Kinhi is 
gener~y held in April, lasts for four or five days, and is 
attended by about 12,000 persons, the value of the goods 
sold being about Rs. 10,000. The fair at Dhanora in the .. , 
J algaon taluk extends over 15 days in February, and is 
atteIl:ded by about 6000 persons, the value of the trade 
be~ng ~stimated' at. Rs. 50,000. The fairs at Sonala 
and Itkhed in the Jalgaon taluk are held in November 
and Aprif respectively, the attendance is 6000 and 3000 

persons, and the value of the goods sold is estimated at 
Rs. 15,090 and Rs. 3400 respectively. The other fairs 
at Chikhli, Mehkar, Gomedhar and Kauth.al are of little 
importance, the average attendance varymg from 500 

, . 
'to 1Q,000. A cess at similar rates to the hazar cess is .. 
'levied on goods brought to sale at the two fairs of Sonati 
and Pimpalgaon Devi. The Sansthan of Shri, Balaji 
at Deulgaon Raja pays a fixed sum of Rs. 900' as hazar 
cess every year and the traders attending the fair are not 
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separately taxed. The bazar cess collected at the fairs of 
Sonati and Pimpalgaon Devi varies from Rs. 75 to 
Rs. 125 each year, and is credited to the funds of the 
District Board. The latter body spends on fairs about 
Rs. 300 a year. 

TRADE. 

268. The great staple produce which Berar exports, 
by which cultivation flourishes, 

Cotton trade in for- traders grow rich, and the taxes 
mer years. 

are paid, is cotton. In the season 
of 1825-26 Messrs. Vikaji and Pestanji, merchants of 
Bombay and Hyderabad, made what they declare to be 
the first exportation of cotton from Berar straight to 
Bombay. It consisted of 500 bullock-loads, being 120,000 
tOs. weight, valued at Rs. 25,000. Twenty :rears later, 
General BaUout, C.B., writing about 1847, thus describes 
the then existing communications :-

, Forme!ly the greater part of the cotton of Berar 
, was taken 500 miles on bullocks to Mirzapur, on th~' 
, Ganges, and thence conveyed on boats 450 miles to 
'Calcutta. Now the greater part goes to Bombay, stilt 
, wholly on pack-oxen, the distance varying from 126 to 
'450 miles, according as the cotton is purchased at 
• one mart or another. The hire of a bullock for the 
• journey ranges from about Rs. 5 to Rs. 16, the chief 
, cause of variation beitig the time of year. A load is 
, about 250 tOs. But this is not by any means the whole 
• cost of conveyance-the indirect expenses are much 
, greater; the cotton is eaten by the bullocks, sto~en 
• by the drivers, tom off by the jungle through which 
• the road passes, and damaged by the dust and the 
, weather I as well as by having to be loaded and unloaded 
• every day, often in wet and mud. J 

In its early days the character of Indian cotton in 
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the Liverpool 'market stood very low and the name 
, Surats,' the description under which the cotton of the 
province was included, was a byeword and a general 
term of contempt. A Lancashire brewer is said to ha,-e 
brought an action for libel against a Liverpool man for 
calling his beer ' Surats.' Writing in 1870 Sir A. Lyall 
gives an interesting sketch of the development of the 
cotton trade down to that time. 'The bad name borne 
, by Indian cotton deserves apparently to be debited to 
'the manner in which the trade was until recently COll

'du<:,ted, ana to two great obstacles which for years 
'successfully barred the road to any change or improve
, ment in the up-country business. The first and greatest 
'of these obstacles was the position of the cultivator. 
'on whom we are dependent for supplies. The other 
, was caused by the inaccessibility of the inland tracts 
, in which the cotton markets are situated. 

'Even until within the last few years the cultivator 
, of this part of, India was a somewhat miserable.and de
'pressed creature. He was, deeply in debt, and the only 
, means he had of procuring an advance to pay his lana
I relle-' falling due when the autumn crop was quite 
, young, and he had no produce to meet the demand-
'~as by giving a lawani, that is, making a contract with 

" the village ,banker to supply a quantity of cotton by a 
'fixed date. Under these circumstances the cotton, 
'whether ,good, bad 'or indifferent, would bring him in no 
~. more than the price already fixed in the bargain to whicll 
'.necessiiy had compelled him to agree; and at the end of 
, the year, when the crop was ripe, and when in order to 

~'~ seCure really good cotton it was indispensable that the 
'fields should be picked without delay, i~ was to the 
',interest of the ryot first to secure his grain~ crop, on 
I which he and his family were dependent for their food. 
e In the meantime t~e cotton would suffer, the ripe wool 
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'falling to the ground, and the whole crop standing ex.
e posed to the heavy dew of the cold weather. This 
'svstem threw both the cultivator and the cotton crop . ' 

'of a District into the power of a certain number of 
'moneylenders, who had every object in keeping the 
'trade in their own hands. The other great obstacle to 
(iniprovement was the inaccessibility of our principal 
• cotton markets. Both these obstacles were almost 
'simultaneotlsly removed. The position of the cultiva-
, tor underwent a great and decided change. His tenure 
, of land and his rent were fixed and assessed; the instal-
e ments of the land-tax were deferred' until harvest-time, 
'when they could be paid by the rate of produce. 
, Above all, the American war~ by raising the price 
• of cotton, and pouring into the ryot's hands what 
, appeared to him untold wealth, enabled all who -were 
, not utterly reckless and extravagant to free themselves 
C from the meshes of the moneylenders. The price, of 
'cotton rose from Rs. 23 per bojhii to Rs. 175, and 
'although there may have been disappointing' fiuctlla
'tions it still stands at what, even making allowance for 
, the increased expense of cultivation, is a very remunera-
c tive rate. The difficulty caused by the inaccessibility 
'of the markets was removed by the penetration of the . 
, railway into Berar. In :May 1863 the line to :Malkapur' 
• was opened and in October 1864 that to ~hegaon. A, 
• number of merchants were thus enabled to come in per
, son to the Districts to purchase cotton, and they now 
, meet the ryot face to face in a well-orga,nized market, 
, where business is transacted without the intervention of 
, any middleman, whence has resulted the great benefit 
, that the ryot has now a strong and direct interest in the 
• quality of the cotton which he brings in. He knows the 
, European merchant pays according to quality,. so if he 
, picks his crop early and keeps it free from dust he will . 
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realize all the more for it. In 1865-66 the Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway line w~s for the time an obstruction 
to commerce. , The Company's rolling-stock was quite 
inadequate, but the enormous advantages of carriage by 
rail over carriage by ruts, if the cotton could once get on 
board the goods waggons, attracted all cotton to the new 
channel. 'fhe whole of the crop was sent forward in 
loosely packed dokras, or rough sacks; their bulk was 
so enormous that the railway,company were utterly un
able to carry it off as it was consigned to them, and 

: thousands of bags accum~ated at each of the stations) 
where at one time the silt-up, or block, amounted to 

, II5,OOO dokras. The consequence was natural, but de
. plorable-the cotton was worthless in the station-yard 
r' and priceless in Bombay; delay and dirt diminished its 
'value daily; the station master was master also of the 
: situation, for the few available empty waggons. were at 
, his dispo~a1; and the exigencies of this crisis utterly 
'demor~lized aUI parties. So recently as in 1867 the 
~.Bombay merchants told Mr. Rivett-Carnac that I it 
'would be about as safe to make a contract for future ., 
• delivery with King Theodore' (who was then prom-
'inentt,y before the public) 'as to buy cotton up
, country, whiCh tnight be detained for months at the 
, railway station.' l However I the Government at last 
, ilJ.terposed seriously; much pressure was brought to 
., bear on the chief railway authorities; the District 
~ officers worked strenuously; the cotton-yards were regu
'la:ted; tIre despatches were arranged" by a mechanism i 
, whlc~' barred partiality, and the choked-up channel of 
, goods traffic was at last cleared. Nevertheless the stream 
•. of cotton export by railway did not acquire its present 
--~-----

1 Cotton Commissioner's Report for 1867. 
. t lnvente? by Mr. J. G. Corclery. B.C.S., then Deputy Commis

Sloner of Akola. 
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t full, even, and rapid flow until all the barriers and 
( obstacles raised or left standing by official imperfection 
, were finally levelled by the sustained assaults and exer
c tions of a special Cotton Commissioner. But it was the 
c introduction of pressing that promoted as much as, or 
'more than, any other reform the safe and expeditious 
'consignment of our inland cotton to the seaport. In 
( 1866 there was not a single cotton-pre~s at work in 
c ~erar. By 1870, 19 full presses, and 74 half presses 
C had been set up. The construction in 1870 of the 
'branch line from Khamgaon ~o Jalamb on the Great 
, Indian Peninsula Railway gave a still further stimulus 
· to the cotton trade of Buldana, and the cotton trade 
( of 1870 has scarcely any features in common with the 
(system of export business as it was managed -even in 
c 1864.' 

269. The commerce of the District has hitherto 
been largely carried along the rilain 

Recent development roads to stations on. the Nagpur 
of trade. Exports. 

branch of the Great Indian Penill'-
sula Railway, but the southern portion of the District 
is now very accessible from Jalna on the Hyderabad and 
Godavari Valley Railway. As yet however very little pro
duce, if any, goes from Berar to the latter railway..! On 
the otJ:Ier hand a great deal of produce comes from the 
Jatna side to Khamgaon, the obstacle to the development 
of traffic being the export dues in the Hyderabad State. 
There are eight railway stations in Buldana, of which 
Malkapur, Nandura, Jalamb, Khamgaon and Shegaon 
are imp?rtant, and the staiisl ic;:, for these stations may be 
taken to represent the volume of the export trade of the 
District by rail. Statistics have been compiled for the six 
years from 1902 to 1907. Cotton holds the pride o( 
place as the principal article of export. The total value 
of the exports in 1907 was 2 cror~ 51akhs, to which cotton 
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Figures Represent Thousands. 
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1902• 1903. 1904· 1905. 1906• 1907. 
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i' .e- t- ~ Articles. .:,. ~ $ .... .... :;l 

~ 
$ Gi ~ g. +' Gi ... g ~ ~ ::1 ~ ::1 ~ ~ = .. cO - .. ta cO -; ::1 & cO = & = cSt Ol > > Ol > :;> Of > > -------- - --------------

Mds. Rs. lids. Rs. Mds. Rs. Mds. Rs. Mds. Rs. Mds. Rs. 

Cotton raw · . · . 929 1.44,06 10,66 1;85.56 879 1.91,28 It 194 2,07.50 924 1,74·95 943 17246 
Cotton manufactures " 4 1,94 4 2,14 5 220 4 197 4 2,01 3 180 
Oilcake · . · . 21 57 16 32 19 34 21 42 18 39 28 70 
luari .. · . 219 4,93 19 32 '4 26 247 4Jj3 326 7,43 199 516 
Hides and skins raw · . 4 58 6 1,18 6 1,43 8 2,18 14 3,99 16 453 
Linseed · . · . 34 2,00 59 2.56 60 2.06 95 3.90 19 92 24 129 
Til-seed · . · . 14 81 12 45 10 34 IS 76 9 53 5 35 
Cotton-seed · . .. 257 7,71 533 6,66 593 7,42 8St 10,64 529 6,6t 401 501 
Chillies , . · . I 9 2 14 5 37 7 77 6 71 2 21 

Bones · . .. 2 8 4 13 3 9 3 9 4 13 5 22 
AU other articles .• · . 630 20,86 172 II ,75 ~l~~ 229 14,76 217 13,19 195 1315 

--;:;;SII,83,6; 
- --- --

Total · . 18.93 2,11,21 1.71212,16,23 2,674i2,47,62 20,72 2,10,86 1,821 2,04,88 

. ----.------------ -- --- - ----- -------- ------- ----- ---------------- - - --------- ------

'3 o 
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contributed '[ crore 72 lakhs or 84 per cent. Important 
cotton markets are established at Malkapur J J algaon, 
Shegaon and Khamgaon. Cotton begins to appear in 
the market in November. Long strings of carts pour 
into the town J and are marshalled in lines by the cotton 
~arket daroga. A duty of one anna per cartload is levied 
from the owner. Soon after 9.aybreak: the market is 
alive with traders, clerks, brokers and others, and business 
begins. During the night telegrams ordering the pur
chase of certain quantities and quoting the last advice 
from Bombay may have,been received. Purchasers after. 
examining samples of the cotton, make their offers, and 
the price at which the first transaction is made is gener
ally the rate of the day. Later in the day the seller takes 
hls cotton to the weighing- yards, and when the cotton 
has been weighed, receives a memorandum showing the 
gross weight of the cotton, the rate per bojha at which 
the cotton has been purchased and the amount payable; 
tbis cheque when presented at the shop of the purchaser 
is paid by the cashier. Cotton seed occupies the next" 
position in the list. The value of its export in 1907 was 
over 51 lakhs or 2'6 per cent. of the whole, and for the 
six years the average value was 71 lakhs. The export 
of juari was valued at 5 lakhs in 1907 but it had in 1906 
reached the high figure of nearly 71 lakhs. Its value 
in the previous year was only 411akhs; and in I903 and 
190 4 it was not much 'more than a quarter of a lakh, 
though in 1902 it was nearly 5 lakhs. The value naturally 
varies with the outturn of the c.rop each year. There 
has been a large development in the export trade-in raw 
hides and skins in recent years, their value having risen 
from Rs. 58,000 in 1902 to 41 lakhs of rupees in 190 7. 
The price obtained for this article has risen considerably. 
much more so than. the quantity exported. Cotton 
manufactures remain steady, their value averaging 
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about 2 lakbs. Exports ,0{ -linseed ~ere valued at 2 
lakhs in 1902 and nearly 41akhs in 1905, but~fell to under 
a lakh il1 19?6 and to 1"29 fakhs in.'1g07. , 

270. The principal ,imports ar~ European and 

Imports. 

I 

Indian cloth and pi~cegoods, sugar, 
metals, provisions, rice, grain and 

pulse, wheat, kerosine oil, wood, gU11~y bags, ~t and 
tobacco. The value of the cottOll ~oods impc;>rted has 
varied in the fiv~ years from 20 tb 27 lakhs and con
stitutes 20 per cent. of the total value of all the imports. 
About one-seventh of the value of the raw cotton exported 
is thus returned to the District in the shape of manu
factured goods. 1'he imports of sugar increased from 
147,000 maun?s valued at Rs. 9-1 lakhs in 1902 to 209,000 
maunds at 16-1 Iakhs in 1907. Nearly two .. thjrds of the 
imports consi~ts of gur or unrefined sugar. T~e consump
tion per head of popUlation in 1906 was 23 los. The 
importS of salt increased from 87,000 maunds, value 
Rs. 3'26 lakh.s\ hi 1902 to 106,000 maunds value Rs. 2t 
lakhs in 19°7, the consumption per head of population in 
the latter year being about 14 tbs. The average quantity 
of ~heat imported each year during the six years ending 
1907 was 167,000 maunds of the average value of Rs. 5 
lakhs. 'The other important grains imported are rice, 
g~am and pulse. The average quantity of these articles 
imported d~ring the same period was rice, 108,000 maunds 
valued at Rs~' 4 lakhs, and gram and pulse 143,000 
\'maund~ valued at Rs. 3'86 lakhs. JuaIi is the only food 
. grain e~ported in any quantity, and if we qeduct the value 
of~he food grain exported from that of those imported, 
we .find an average annual debit against the District of 
R~. 9 lakhs. The imports of coal and coke have in~eased 
from 39,000 maunds valued at Rs. 10,000 in 1902 to 
155,000 maunds val~ed at Rs. 39,000 "in 1907. The 
increase is due to the extension of cotton giJlning and 
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Figures Represent Thousands. 

----,- ----------- - - --~-~--

19°2. 190.~. 1904· 19°5· 

Serial Articles. s.:. t- ~ ~ No. .... 
+l Qj +l Gi .... Qj Gi 
~ :::s la :::s ~ ::s ~ ~ ::s ii & ii & ii ::s 
at ? ? ? at ? - - i------- --. 

Mds. R •. Mda. Rs. Mda. Ra. Mds. Ra. 

I Coal and coke .. .. 39 10 97 24 95 24 213 53 
2 Cotton manufactures · . 34 21,24 40 25,26 40 24,68 44 27,20 
3 Grain and pulse .. · . 176 4,13 134 2,97 130 2,93 125 3,U 
4 Wheat · · . 298 8,48 234 6,16 142 4.01 22 66 
5 Rice · . · . 94 3,19 107 3,61 127 4,60 II4 4,22 
6 GUl1l1Y bags .. · . 29 2,38 27 2,35 21 2,01 34 3,56 
1 Metals .. · . 47 4,75 80 8,65 65 8,51 74 8,24 
8 Kerosine oil .. · . ~4 2,46 57 2,65 59 2,72 58 2,63 
9 Provision. · . · . 35 3,87 42 4.S2 63 7,74 '46 5,77 

10 Salt .. · . · . 87 3,26 104 3.49 1I4 3,70 95 2,67 
II Su~ar " · . 147 9,58 175 1,191 183 15,23 202 17.83 
u To acco .. .. J 39 2 69 2 75 6 1,31 
13 Wood · . · . 118 2.43 127 2,60 138 2,81 144 2,97 
14 All other articles; , ., 20S 28,94 243 32,S7 220 31.42 216 43,38 - - - - --- - -Total .. 1,367 95,20 1,469 1,08.27 1,399 I,U,3'S 1,393 124.09 

- ---
1906. 1907· 

t- t-
+l Gi 
~ ::s 

& ii 
? 

... ... Qj 
~ ::s 
& ii 

? --
Mds. Rs. Mds. Rs. 

~ 

221 55 
42 25,82 

126 4,25 

155 39 
!1'3 

31 19,68 ~ 
176 6,06 ~ 

107 3,69 196 7.37 
105 446 101 4,63 
25 2,95 20 2,40 
71 9,12 62 7,13 
69 3,18 7° 3,40 

43 5,77 40 s,rs 
95 2,50 

207 16,10 
106 2,53 
209 16,51 

5 i,18 4 1,33 
ISS 3,18 113 2.30 
29S 54.92 259 49.55 --~ - ---

1,569 1,37,67 1,542 1,28,46 l» 

~ 
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pressirAg factories in the District in late years. \Vood is 
generally imported from the Central, Provinces and Bom
bay. There, has been a gradual increase in the quantity 
imported from II8,000 maunds valued at Rs. 2.43 lakh~ 
in I902 to 155,000 maunds valued at Rs. 3.18 lakhs in 
I906. In 1907 similar figures are II3,oOO maunds of the 
value of Rs. 3.66 lakhs. The consumption of kerosine 
oil is increasing, and the value of the import in 1907 was 
Rs. 3.40 lakhs. _ :Metals, both manufactured and un
wrought, were imported in 1907 to the value of over 
Rs.- 7 hikhs. Liquor and tobacco are the principal 
articles of luxury imported; the average annual imports 
of the former for the six years 1902-07 being valued at 
Rs. 2I.I8 lakhs and of the latter Rs. 94,000. If the 
consumption of these articles is confined to the male 
population, the annual expenditure per head is Rs. 7-2-10. 
The value of provisions imported in 1907 was Rs. 5.18 
lakhs, . and of gunny bags nearly Rs. 21- lakhs. The 
aver~ge value· of the fruits and veg~tables imported is 
Rs. 33,000. 

,271 . The average exports for the six years work 
out to 2,047;000 maunds valued at 

Excess of exports Rs. 212.35 lakhs. The average im
oVe{" imports., 
, ports for the six years were 1,457,000 
maunds valued at Rs. II7.58 lakhs. The exports were 
·Rs. 34.10 ,and the imports Rs. 19 per head dt popula
tion. The excess of exports over imports rose from 88.43 

. lakhs i~ 1902 to 123.53 lakhs in 1905. The total revenue 
"of the-District is roughly Rs. 20 lakhs.. The excess of 
'e~ports was therefore nearly .five times the total revenue 
of :the District. 

272. The Nagpur branch of the Great Indian 

Railway stations: Peninsula Railway runs a distance of 
about 47 miles through the District 

from west to east, and is connected with Khamgaon by 
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a branch from J alamb 8 miles in length. The railway 
stations in the District are Khamkhed,Malkapur, Biswa, 
Xandura, ]alamb, Khamgaon, Shegaon and Nagjhari. 
Of these the leading stations for exports and imports are 
Khamgaon, Shegaon and Malkapur. The first two 
stations despatch to Bombay mainly cotton and grain 
produced in the Khamgaon and Mehkar taluks and the 
greater portion of that produced in the Chikhli taluk. ; 
~Ialkapur sends ~way grain, linseed, cotton, gflT and 
other articles which it receives from the l\Ialkapur taluk. 
and from the north-west portion of ~e ChikhlI tal uk. 
~andura is the printipal outlet of the ] algaon taluk. al
though it also exports certain produce from the Malkapur 
t3.luk. The average quantity of the articles exported 
from l\Ialkapur during the six years 19°2-19°7 was 503,000 
maunds or 25 per cent. of the average exports of the 
District; and this proportion has been nearly maintained 
throughout except in 1904 when the exports fell off by 
16 per cent. The imports of this station amounted to .' an average of 423,000 maunds during the same 1?eriod, or 
29 per cent. of the total import trade. The three stations 
of l\Ialkapur I Shegaon and Khamgaon do not differ much 
in the extent of their import trade, but Khamgaon is 
easily ahead in its export trade which amounts annually 
on an average to 765,000 maunds or 37 per cent. of the 
total export trade of the District. This average con
trasts ridiculously with the average exports of 1879-8 .... 
The proportion in which the latter stands with the former 
is 7.5 to 1. A similar fall is also marked in the import 
trade-the' imports of 1879-84 being as high as five times 
the average imports of 19°2-07.. The results cannot be 
considered unsatisfactory in the face of the present im
proved communications. Formerly Khamgaon was the 
chief centr~ either for export or import trade; but cir
cumstances have since changed, and the District produce 
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finds its way to the nearest railway station available, and 
thus the trade which was centred in one place has been 
divided. The average annual exports of Shegaon are 
less than Khamgaon by 6 per cent. The a.verage annual 
imports of N andura are nearly double th~ average annual 
exports, and this fact may be attributed to the large 
weekly market held at that place. Jalamb has no trade 
of its own, but only passes goods in transit intended for 
or received from Khamgaon. 

273. Amongst the foreign firms that conduct the 
trade in cotton J oilseeds and grains 

Classes engaged in may be mentioned Messrs. Ralli 
trade. 

Brothers and Volkart Brothers who 
have. agencies at several important stations in the District 
.such as Khamgaon, Shegaon, Nandura, Jalgaon, Malka
pur. Buldana and Chikhli. The Mofussil Co. have agen
cies only at Shegaon and Iq1amgaon. Brue! & Co. and 
Gadatn & Co. carryon trade at Khamgaon. Besides 
the European firms, a large number of native merchants 
trade in grain Hand cotton in the District, among the 

. principal of which are the firms of Miilji J etha and 
Dhan~i Kanji, of Bombay. In the busy season, par
ticularly in remote stations, some of the European and 
.native firms. borrow money from the local banker at a 
fi~ed rate of commission varying from annas 6 to rupee 
one per cent. At the close of each day's transaction a 
cheque in favour of the local banker is made out for the 
~otal sum advanced. Prompt payment is thus secured 
~o' the seller and the trouble and expense of getting cash 

~ . 
remittances from Bombay is saved thepttrchaser. Banias 
and· ~Urwaris generally deal in grain and cloth. Cutchis 

,'import grain, sugar, salt, dried fruit, groceries and spices. 
The entry of Cutchis into the grain-dealing business has 
introduced a healthy competition with Marwaris, who 

. before ,had too much of a monopoly. Bobras deal in 
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stationery, hardware, glassware, and chinaware. Kasais 
carryon trade in hides and horns. 

COMMUNICATIONS. 

274. Prior to the cession in 1853 the District was 
almost totally devoid of all means 

Railways and rail- of communication except the rough 
way feeder roads. 

country tracks. There was no rail-
way, and the only road to which any attep.tion was paid 
was the old military road known as the Nagpur dak 
line which, running between Jalna and Nagpur, pas~es 
through almost the whole length of tl,le l\Iehkar taluk. 
The upper taluks were cut off from direct communica
tion with the plains by impassable ghats, and the only 
outlet fO,r the produce of the greater portion of this tract 
was the above-mentioned road to Nagpur. The first 
important change was made by the opening of the 
Nagpur branch of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway in 
1863 "and 1864, which runs from west to east through the 
three plain taluks for 47 miles with a. double line up to 
Shegaon, and has stations at Khamkhed, l\Ialkapur, Biswa 
bridge, Nandura, Jalamb, Shegaon and Nagjhari. In 
additioli a branch line from Jalamb to Khamgaon8 miles 
in length was opened in 1870. In connection with the 
construction of the Khamgaon branch the remarks of the 
Settlement Officer in 1865 are interesting. (Most of the 
, cotton is still carried across the 'line of rail south to 
. Khamgaon, the great cotton emporium of \Vest Berar, 
, wbich contains the dwellings of the p~ncipal native mer
, chants' of the country. These wealthy natives, rather 
~ than inconveniencethemse1ves by shifting their quarters, 
• have made a proposal to bring a branch rail down to 
, Khamgaon. which scheme has I believe been sanctioned 
, by Government. On informing one of these millionaires 
'last year that Shegaon, now that the railway ~as to be 

• 
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• opened, would be much more convenient than Kham-
• gaon fOI their business, he quietly remarked that he 
, thought it would be a simpler matter to bring the rail
e way down to him than for him to move to the railway.' 
The total length of railway lines within the District is 55 
miles. Malkapur is 308 miles from Bombay and 213 from 
Nagpur. The majority of the villages of the three plain 
taluks were thus brought within easy reach of a railway 
station, and only ill the case of a few villages in the 
north-east cornel of the J algaon taluk and some in the 
south-wes~ of M:alkapur did the distance extend to so 
much as 20 miles. 

The next step was to provide the railway with a 
system of feeder roads running north and south of it, but 
it was soine time before much was done in this direction. 
The original settlement reports are full of complaints as 
to the primitive nature of the roads" and in 1870 when the 
old ~er~r Gazetteer was written, '¢e only metalled road 
in the District was one 12 miles long from Khamgaon to 
Nandura railway station. There were five other roads, 
partly running in the District" marked out and levelled, 
but p.~ither bridged nor metalled. These were Shegaon 
to Khamgaon (II miles), Shegaon to Balapur (12 miles), 
Khamgaon ~o Balapur (18 miles), Shegaon to Bawanuir 
(1,8 miles), an4 Nandura to Jalgaon (I8 miles)., In 1870 

Sir A. Lyall wrote of the Berar roads as follows.:-
'';l'he want of easy and perennial communication 

, does much to counterbalance the other physical ad-\.. .,,' ~, . 
, va~tages of Berar. In the last few years the English 

".h,ave made two or three metalled lines, but the rest 
, o~ the province is traversed only by cart-tracks. In 
· the valley of Berar these run mostly over the black soil, 
, and most of them may be said to exist only for eight 

., months in the year. During those five months they 
, are very passable by country carts; where the track 
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• runs wide and level it couid not easily be improved but 
• it is apt to be cut across by abrupt watercourses, and 
, narrowed into a hollow ditch by the encroachm.el,lts of 
, the fieldowners on each side. In the rains very many 
, tracks disappear altogether-the peasants plough them 
• clean up; but en revanche the first cart that reopens 
• communication after the wet season may select its 
• own line across the field. During the four rainy months 
, all travel or traffic by wheels is stopped-the fertile 
, soil has turned into a black bog. 

• Above the Ghats the ground is harder, but often 
, covered with loose round stones; and it is hard to decide 
. whether sticking in the mud or stumbling over the 
• stones is the more disheartening to adventurers in 
, Berar between June and October. 

• The remedy for this state of things is not easy. 
• l\1etalling is terribly expensive; the material (broken 
• basalt) is bad and does not bind; constant repairs are 
• essential, for a neglected metalled road is far worse 
• in the open season than one quite unmetalled, 
• and after all your costly macadamized road is only 
• worth its price from June to October. But this is 
• the dull season I when there is no crop to cart to 
• market, and when all the people are ploughing and 
, sowing. 

, Then as to unmetalled roads. It might be thought 
• obviously advantageous to demarcate at least the main 
, routes and to garnish with sign-posts and mile-stones. 
• But if we marked out one strip of black soil as the road 
• the public must stick to their bargain, and could not 
• change when "the road had got cut to wrinkles; whereas 
• now the custom of the country allows great latitude to 
't travellers in the matter of short cuts and detours. 
• Therefore we want either first class road~ or none, 
• and, as Mr. Rivett-Carnac observes, the :first class 
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, metalled road is little less costly than a railway. Possibly 
, it may be tru~ that here, as in Russia, iron is destined 
, tf) do the work of stone for the great permanent roads.' 

~7S. Si~ce this was written much progress has 
been made and in- spite of their cost 

roa~:veloptnent of it has been found possible to equip 
the District with a good system of 

roads connecting taluks and all important centres of 
trade. Both the first and second class roads are provided 
with bridges or ~auseways throughout except at the 
crossings of the Purna and the Kata Purna. To bridge 
thes6. two tivers would be too costly an undertaking and 
not warranted by the traffic. First class roads are all 
metalled with hard indurated basalt, which is obtained 
from the local trap. Sir Alfred Lyall's description of 
this basalt does not agree with· the opinions held to
day. Though difficult to consolidate at the outset, it is 
very good for hard traffic and does not wear into ruts 
so easily as other material. It has fi:~e or six years' life, 
while ,quartz lasts only for three years. Second c1a<;s 

. roads are all murame,d; muram is disintegrated trap, 
and a better quality is found in Berar than elsewhere. 

- I .The old roads are as a rule 12 feet wide, but the recent 
tend,ency has been to construct them only 9 feet in 

. wi~th, this being the standard width for the Central 
Provinc.es. The broader roads are more suitable for 
Berar wher~ the traffic is heavy; 

The -main roads of the District under the Public 
:s..Vorks 1?epartment are as follows :-
, t. /l\falkapur-Mehkar Road. From~ Malkapur to 

Motta (mile IS) this road passes through a rich plain 
bf hlack 'cotton soil, from MoUa to Rajura (mile 22) 

the country is undulating and the road has severa! 
tedious ahd steep nullah approaches; from mile 23 
begins the Buldana ghat. The alignment of the ghat 
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has been taken along spurs overlooking beautiful valleys 
and has been carefully made, the ruling gradi~nt being 
I in 25. The ghat ends at mile 26, where the plateau 
of Buldana is reached, the total rise from lIalkapur to 
Buldana being 1200 feet. From Buldana the road runs 
in easy gradients, the country gradually falling in three 
terraces towards Chikhli (mile 42); there is no ghat except 
at miles 32, 35 and 39, where slight falls for short dis
tances are perceptible. The total I ength of the road 
is 70 miles 3 furlongs. \Vith the exception of miles 39 
to 42 and 46 to 56, the whole length has been raised to 
class I. I t is proposed now to m~tal miles 39 to 42, 
and if this is done, there will be first class communica
tion between " Buldana and Khamgaon via Chikhli. The 
annual cost of maintenance of this road is Rs. 2"000. It 

is provided with dak and inspection bungalows as 
follows: Motta (mile IS) a dak bungalow, l3uldana (mile 
28) a combined dak and inspection bungalow and a 
circuit house; Chikhli (mile 42), Lawalla (mile 56), and 
llehkar (mile 7I) inspection bungalows. A mail tong~ 
service plies between lfalkapur and Buldana. 

II. Chikhli-Jalna Roaa. Beginning from Chikhli 
miles 43,44 and 45 of this road are common with those 
of the Malkapur-llehkar road. At the 46th mile the two 
roads separate, and the Chikhli-jama road is metalred 
up to mile 67. From mile 67 to 81 the surface is mUTant 

. only. -Miles 82 to 91 are within the Nizam's Dominions. 
By this road the Chikhli taluk is brought into 'connec
tion both with the railway at Malkapur and the railway 
at Jalna. The annual cost of maintenance of the road 
is Rs. 9600. It is provided with inspection bungalows 
at }.lera (mile 52), Deulgaon Pathan (mile 65), and 
Deulgaon Raja (mile 78). 

III. Khamgaon to Chikhli via Amrapur. This, 
first class road brings Chikhli into connection with the 
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leading cottOIl mart Khamgaon. It is 38 miles in 
length and has a very heavy traffic. Its annual cost 
of maintenance is R~. 10,350. It is provided with inspec
tion bungalows at Khamgaon (mile I), Maharkhed (mile 
15), and Amrapur (mile 25). 

IV. Lawalla to Amrapur. By this first class road 
all the traffic from Mehkar finds its way ~o Khamgaon. 
It is lIt miles in length, and its annual cost of mainten
ance is Rs. 222~. 

V. N andura -to J algaon. Along thiS' second class 
road the p!oduce of the J algaon taluk is carried to the 
railway. It is I~t miles in length, and its annual cost 
of maintenance is Rs. 4354. At J algaon there is a 
combined dak and inspection bungalow. 

VI." Khamgaon-Patur Road. Only II miles of 
this road are in the District. The first mile is metalled 
and the rest muramed. This road joins via Balapur 
the A,ko!a-Basim road, and the portion in this District 
serves as an' important feeder to Khamgaon. The 
annual cost of Itnaintenance of this portion is Rs. 2325. 

The old Nagpur dak line of a total length of 491 
miles. in the District is also maintained by the Public 
Wo.rks Department as a third class road, and it still 
serves as an important line of communication for the . . 
villages adjacent to it. There is a bungalow at Rahiri. 

In addition the' District Board, who employ their 
own engineer) maintain the following roads:-

I. MotIa to Nandura.-This road, 21 miles in length, 
~~nnects, the large market of Nandura with Buldana and 
j'O!~S the Malkapur-Buldana road at Motla .. 

,II. Nandura to Khamgaon, 101 miles. 
III. Khamgaon to Shegaon, lot miles. 
Both these roads bring the villages through which 

they run into connection with the Khamgaon cotton 
mart. 
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IV. Buldana to Deulghat, 5 miles (of which I mile 
is in lIunicipallimits). 

V. The circular road I! mile long withip. the limits 
of Buldana. 

The first three roads have only recently been handed 
over by the Public Works Department, who managed 
them for the District Bpard. 

276. The length and cost of the maintenance 

Statis.tics of roads. 
of the roads maintained by the 
Public Works Department is as fo1-

lows:-
1st clasS-I20i miles at Rs. 34,500 
2nd class-6St miles at Rs. 15,844 
3rd class-49f miles at Rs. 2487 

a year, or a toal of 235 miles at a cost of Rs. 52,831 per 
annum. The length of the roads maintained by the 
District Board is 50 miles, of which 161 are first class 
and 33-1 second class, and the annual cost of maintenance 
is Rs. 8325. 

277. The roads most urgently needed are those 

Proposed roads. 
from Buldana to Dhar (17 miles), 
and from Buldana to Khamgaon 

(291- miles), of which the estimated cost is Rs. 61,625. 
The former will provide an outlet for the rich Dhar 
pargana, and the latter, whose estimate is Rs. 1,61,391, 
will be a chord road to Khamgaon, for want of which at 
present the traffic to Khamgaon has to go via Cbikblj 
and Amrapur, a length of 52 miles. In addition to these 
two roads a scheme for nine other roads aggregating about 
122!- miles and costing Rs. 3,85,945 has been prepared. 
These are given bcl.ow in the order of urgency, and the 
work will be gradually carried out from Provincial and . 
District Funds. 
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Name of road. 
Length. Estimflted 

cost of cou-
Miles. struetion. 

I. Buldana-Dhar (via Gummi 
and Masriil) .. 17 

II. Buldana-Khamgaon 2% 

III. Warwand-An:1;rapur 15 

IV. ~Iehkar-Amrapur (via 
Gaundhala, Naigaon, 
Janephal and Isoli) 

V. Mehkar-Lonar 

VI. Lawalla--Fateh~helda 

VII.. Raja Kingaon-Fatehkhelda 
(via Malkapur, Pangra, 
Sendutjana, Balsamudra 

22 

14 

5 

and Goregaon) 20 

VIII. Dusalbid-Kingaon-Jatto 4t 
IX. Raja Deulgaon-Sindkhed 7 

X. Tunki-Shegaon (via Bawan-
,bir, Banod, Yeulkhed).. 15 

,-
,~I. Malkapur-Dhamangaon (via 

l\!alkhed) Selgaon, Makoti, 
Pophali and Ridhora) .. 20 

Rs. 

61,625 

1,61,391 

83,996 

37,996 

43,260 

63,000 

7,497 

52 ,500 

49,000 

The total mileage to be taken up under this scheme 
is 169 miles, and the cost-of construction is Rs. 6,08,961. 
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278. Prior to the opening of the railway the greater 
part of the traffic of the District 

Methods of carriage. 
was carried by means of pack bul-

locks. In 1867 the Settlement Officer wrote of the Chikhli 
taluk that very few villages possessed carts worthy of the 
name. 'The clumsy constructions called gadas are 
, made of large blocks of wood bound together with iron 
, and leather, mounted on solid wheels, -and are so heavy 
, that even wb-en empty they require four bullocks to 
, draw them; almost the only -use they are put to is to 
, carry grain and karbi from the fields to the villages. 
, The country tracks are so bad, especially on'the low 
. hills, which in most instances separate the villages from 
, each other, generally passing over sheet rock covered 
• with huge stones, and intersected by rough watercourses J 

, that any ordinary cart would run the risk of being jolted 
, to pieces before it had proceeded many miles; and it is 
, often necessary in sending carts to a village not far 
, distant to make a circuit of several miles.' In the other 
Taluk Reports also there are references to the clumsiness 
of the Berar country car:ts. The great development tn 
the road communication after 1870 was accompanied 
by.an improvement in the carts and also by a great in
crease in their number. Between 1879 a1,ld 1891 the 
carts in the :\!alkapur taluk increased from 7635 to 9376 ; 
between 1870 and 1891 in the Khamgaon taluk from 3487 
to 4802; between l868 and 1891 in the Jalgaon taluk 
from 2723 to 4287 ; between 1867 and 1894 ·in the Chikhli 
taluk from 1831 to 6366 ; between 1867 and 1896 in the 
Mehkar taluk from 1773 to 5581. In 1907-08 the number 
of carts for the various taluks was returned as follows: 
Malkapur, 12,751; Khamgaon 6008; JalgaQn 6226; 
Cbikbli 8158; Mehkar 7367. The'carts are not classified 
in any way so that it is impossible to say which particular 
class of cart shewed the greatest increase. Carts now ply 
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over the whole District, bullocks, donkeys, ponies and 
buffaloes being only used as pack animals by itinerant 
pedlars and the like. Th~ old'est kind of cart in use is 
that known as ladha. It is made in the usual manner 
with two long 'poles meeting in front and joined by a cross 
beam behind, the floor being made of bamboos or strips 
of wood nailed on to the side-pieces. It has no regular 
sides but curved uprights to which a load can be secured. 
The axle is of iron, and is secured outside the wheel by 
an iron nail. The wheel is made up of six pieces of wood 
composing its periphery, 12 spokes and a heavy nave, 
usualJy of biibul wood with an iron tyre. These carts are 
used for carrying grain from the fields before threshing, 
and are convenient because the load can bulge out largely 
on either side. 

The daman is another cart similar to the ladhii but 
of a somewhat more advanced pattern, it being an im
portation from Khandesh which lies close to the west of 
the Disfrict. Like the ladha it consists of the usual 
wheels. and an inm axle. Over the axle is a piece of wood 
called mendki and to this .two long poles (dandia) are 
attached which meet in the front where the yoke is tied 
Upon- this. mendki and the dandia rests an oblong frame 
of wood called piilna I the floor of which being made up of 
either bamboos or planks of wood nailed to the side 
pieces. The piilna has a railing of wood called katada on 
bqth sides about one-and-a-half feet high. The back part 
is closed by a removeable frame-work to fit the sides. It 
1.,las a covering of bamboo matting over which a gunny 
cloth is ~ometimes spread. It can be used both for tra
velling and for carrying loads. Both the ladha and dama1, 
\can 'I,::arry. a load of 15 maunds across the fields or on 
village tracks, and they cost from Rs. 40 to Rs. 60, about 
three-fourths of this price being paid for the wheels and 
axle. 'rhe damni is another cart much resembling the 
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daman, also an introduction from Khandesh, but it is 
lighter and is only used for travelling purposes. Its palna 
which rests on the mendki and th~ front shafts to which 
the yoke is tied is a square-frame, the floor usually being 
composed of planks. It has the usual side railings or 
katadas ; the back part is closed in cominon with the side 
railings by a plank called patti; there is also a Patti in the 
front but it is smaller than that at the back. It has a 
covering of matting with a thick cloth over it and a flap 
either of gunny or cloth both in the front and back to 
prevent the sun's rays or rain falling in. The damni 
is meant for a driver and three passengers, but four or five 
persons frequently crowd into it. It is usually made of 
teak and costs from Rs. 35 to 70. The best trotting 
bullocks will go 6 miles an hour in a damni. The ladha 
cart is made locally while daman and damni are imported 
from Khandesh. The latter carts which are used in the 
District are bought at Nandura market after Diwali 
and at Pimpalgaon Devi during the fair. Very few carts 
of this pattern are made locally as those from Khandesh . ' 
are considered to be superior. There is another cart 
called waddar gadi which is of very inferior construction 
and of which the wheels are mere solid discs of wood very 
narrow at the tyre. -It has a wooden axle and over it is a 
central shaft forming the yoke beam to which two flat 
logs of wood are attached on either side. It has no regular 
sides but a few uprights to secure the load. This cart is 
only used for carrying stones and boulders along rough 
stony paths, and from its clumsy construction, the small
ness of its wheels and the narrowness of the tyre it is very 
injurious to the roads. 

279. The District contains 3: head post-office at 
Buldana and sub-offices at each 

Post and telegraph of the taIuk headquarters and at 
system. 

Nandura-Nimgaon. There are 47 
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branch post-offices connected with runners' lines which 
are in account with the sub-offices in the District. The 
branch offices'at Deulgaon Raja and Sindkhed are served 
with runners' li~es, and are ill account with Jalna sub
office in the Nizam's territory. The head office at Bul
dana is connected by runners' line with C?ikhli, Deulghat 
and Sakli and by pony tonga service with Malkapur. 
The average number of letters received daily at the head 
office is SM7, and the average number despatched is 426. 
Buldana town is wor~ed by two postmen. The r~venue 
officers while touring in the interior of the District to 
prevent- delay utilize the services of village Jaglias for 
carrying their dak to and fro from the headquarters office. 
During the touring season four Jaglias are always stationed 
at the headquarters; two of. whom carry the dak to the 
nearest village, and the patel of that village is enjoined to 
transmit it to the next village by his own J aglia, and so 
on. In- case of urgency a feather is tied to the stick 
attached t~ the dak bag, and the patels understand this 
to mean. the necessity of immediate transmission. There 
a;re also telegraph offices at each of the taluk headquarters 
and .at ~uldana and Nandura-Nimgaon. The average 
,number of messages received and despatcbed at Buldana 
is ten daily. 



CHAPTER VI. 

FORESTS AND MINERALS. 

FORESTS. 

280. The Government forests of the District cover 

Government forest. 
General description. 

an area of 446 square miles or 12'2 

per cent. of the total area. The 
Ambabarwa reserve lies at the ex· 

tr~me north adjoining the Nimar Government forest and 
the Melghat, some C forests are in the extreme south 
bordering on Hyderabad territory, and the remainder 
lie scattered over the interior of the District. The 
forests are divided into three groups called A, B, and 
C classes. This classification is based upon the, purpose 
for which the forests are intended. Thus the A forests 
are supposed to be reserved for the production of timber 
and fuel, the B forests for the production of fodder grass, 
and the C forests for providing pasture for cattle. In 
practice this separatjon of functions is not maintained, and 
forests set apart for one purpose are also used for other 
purposes whetl.ever necessary or expedient. Thus J ~he 

area -of B forest being very limited, the ,A forests are 
called on to meet a large demand for fodder grass; for 
a similar reason 'grazing is permitted in the A forests and 
the Band. C forests in their turn yield a considerable 
amount of timber and fuel, no small advantage, when 
the tree growth in the A forests requires recuperation. 
For administrative purposes the forests have been 
divided into the four ranges of Chikhli. Mehkar, Puma 

19 
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and J algaon, and the following statement gives the area 
and d~ription of forest in each range :-

- Range. Taluk. 

-

Chikhli · . Chikhli 
-

Mehkar · . i Mehkar 

{ Malkiipur 
Piirna .. Khamgaon 

Chikhli 

Jalgaon · . I Jalgaon 
I 

Total 

--

-
Area in square miles of the 

te various classes of Sta 
forests. 

I A. B. C. Tot 
! 

at 

---- --I-----

107 I 74 182 

45 2 64 III 
I 

1}32 6 39 77 

~ 56 20 76 . . 
I 

I -----------

•• ' 240 9 1 197 44 6 

-

"i8r. , The forest growth consists entirely of open 

Types of fO~e&t. 
scrub attaining a height of 12 to 3S 
feet and yielding principally fire

wood. It consists of the following types, which overlap 
one another very frequently and in imperceptible ite
gtees :-. 

" I. ,Teak forest.-This type is found in larger or smaller 
. patches and belts. Owing to the shallow soil and dry 
climate the teak in Buldana is a small tree seldom capable 
of 'rielding anything bigger than round rafters and small 
posts. The present trees are nearly all crooked and 

,incapable of any improvement, however long they may 
be left standing. Reproduction by seed as a means of 
regenerating the forest is quite out of the question, and 
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can only be em ployed as a supplementary aid. Coppiccing 
is the only method of improving the growth. 

II. Biibulforest.-This type is met Wlth over only 
limited areas called biibul bans, but is capable of consider
able extension at ma.uy points in replacement of type V, 
where the soil and situation are favourable. The only 
method of regeneration is clear felling followed by arti
ficial sowing, the soil being, if possible, previously 
scratched up with the plough. 

III. A njan lorest.-More or less pure forests of 
anjan exist over considerable areas in the District. They 
occupy the outer slopes of the Gawilgarh Hills and the 
large tract of hilly country from near the eastern end of 
the northern Amdari reserve to the centre of the Ghatbori 
reserve, and the Geru-Matargaon reserve. A large portion 
of the C forests also are of this type. The type is a most 
unsatisfactory one. The species is incapable of attaining 
the dimension of sawyers' timber, and can at the most 
furnish small house posts. There has been no reproduc.
tion for at least 20 years, althoug!J. there has been abun.J' 
dant seeding every three to five years. After each seeding 
numbers of seedlings come up, but all disappear before the 
end of the ensuing hot weather. The tree will moreover 
not coppice. The treatment of this type is hence for 
the pr~sent a puzzle, and only tentative methods can be 
adopted until the right one has been found. 

IV. Salai forest.-This type occupies principally 
ridges, spurs and other exposed situations. There is no 
demand for the species, except in the shape of beams, 
which it is unable to produce in Buldana. As a firewood, 
it has no value in these parts. The type is hence for the 
present unworkable .. 

V. fltfiscellaneous forest.-This type is met with 
chiefly in the basins of ravines. Here the four preceding 
species are absent or all but absent. This type can yield 
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chiefly only firewood and 'all the component species cop
pice well. Here also regeneration by seed can be looked 
upon only as a means of replenishing the coppice. 

VI. Bamboo forest.-Only a few insignificant 
patches of the type south of the railway line are met 
with, and practically the only source of supply of this 
useful produce is north of the line in the Ambabar~a, 
reserve. It has been greatly· overcut and requires ."Con
servative exploitation. • 

282. The markets are the large towns and.' villages 
situated within easy reach of the 

Prodttce and markets. 
forests. The population is mainly 

agricultural and its requirements are timber, grass and 
grazing. The better class c~tivators generally build 
flat-roofed houses called dhabas, the beams, scantlings, 
posts, etc., required for which are obtained from habul, 
mahua, nim, and well-grown ~njan, or from teak imported 
from the Central Provinces. Teak rafters and the small 
timber that is required for the huts of the poorer classes 

~ I 

are taken from the forests of this District. The consump~ 
tion of firewood is restricted to the larger towns. Grass 
i~ reth'ove,d for thatching purposes but in ordinary years 
the demand for fodder grass is small, as the cultivators 
rely . on their stock of karbi. It is not the custom to 
stall-feed cattle except working bullocks, and the demand 
for grazing is in consequence very heavy.- The cattle 
are taken t~ the grazing areas early in June and are kept 
\there till the end of October. 1\Iore than half the forest 
ihcome is derived from grazing dues. Very little attention 
is paid to the collection of .minor produce j as the profits 
of 'cultivation are too attractive. Lac and rusa oil are 
extracted only hi the Ambabarwa reserve. At present 
the revenue from these articles is small, Rs. 100 from 
lac and Rs. 200 from rusa oil a year. There is scope for 
considerable development of both these industries, and 
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it is proposed to bring down some professiolla~ lac cul
tivators from Jubbulpore to instruct the local forest 
villagers' in lac cul~vation. Lac cultivation is also being 
extended to the Gl~atbori forests in the Mehkar range. 

Principal forests. 
283. The principal forests with 

their markets are as follows :-
The Geru-Matargaon reserve, area 89 square miles, in 

the Chikhli range, consists to the extent of 78 percent. of 
anjan forest, the remainder being a mixed teak forest. This 
forest supplies Buldana, Chikhli, Amrapur, Pimpalgaon, 
and other important villages in the Khamgaon taluk. 

The A mba bii rwa reserve, area 54 square miles, lies 
on the Sa tpuras in the J algaon range. This is a mixed 
teak forest with a considerable quantity of bamboos, and 
its timber is principally extracted through the agency 
of the aboriginal Korkus and Nihals, who occupy forest 
villages in the reserve. Depots have been established by 
the Forest Department at Wasali and Pingli, where the 
timber is brought for sale. The purchasers come from 
the J algaon and Akot taluks in the plains below and the,Y 
pay the forest duty at the niikas which they pass on their 
return to the .plains. 

The Ghiitbori reserve belongs to the Mehkar range with 
an area of 45 square miles. The western half of this 
forest contains almost pure anjan, and the remainder 
almost pure teak. The produce is consumed by Ghat
bori, Donegaon, and Mehkar, and also by· the villages 
in -the Balapur taluk of the Akola District. 

North Amdari r~serve, area 24 square miles, is in the 
Puma range. This contains mixed forests and supplies 
~ralkapur, Nandura, Motla, and other prosperous villages 
in the Biswa valley. . 

The South Amdari r'eserve in the Chikhli range, area 
4 square miles, is a mixed teak forest, and supplies Bul
dana and Deulghat. 
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The Gumi reserve in the Chikhli range, area 15 square 
miles, is almost a pur~ forest of teak, and besides supply
ing the neighbouring villages, sends a quantity 'of timber 
into His Highness the Nizam's territory. 

The Bhongaon reseTt'e, area 3 square miles, in the 
Purna range, supplies the factories of Shegaon and Khfun
gaon with biib~tl fuel. 

The Babul bans, area about 2 square miles, stretch 
along the Purna river in the J algaon range. From this 
the factories of Shegaon and J algaon are supplied with 
wood. 

The principal B fores.ts are the Buldana ramna, area 
390 acres, which supplies Buldana with grass; Hiwar
khed and J anona ramnas, area 5 square miles, the principal 
source of supply to Khamgaon for grass. The other 
ramnas are small.in extent and serve only to meet local 
demands. 

In ~e Chikhli range the C forests are situated in three 
main, blocks, one to the east of Buldana, the other to the 
north and eastllof Amrapur J and the last in the south
.west elongation of the Chikhli taluk. The block <;lose 
to Bl\l~ana contains partly teak and partly anjall, that 
near Amrapur contains almost wholly anjan, and the last 
block contains only mixed species with hardly any teak 
as ihis has aiready been cut away. These C forests serve 
principally to meet the iocal demand. The C forests 
in'the Mehkar range are situated close to the Ghatbori 
reserve and round about Lonar and Sindkhed. I"hey 
c~tltain a considerable quantity of teak. The demand 
fr~1l:l Mehkar and the larger villages in the Uluk is met 
,frOl1\ these forests. In the Piirna range the C forests lie 
not tne foot of the Aj anta Hills and stretch tight acro$~ , , 
the Malkapur and Khamgaon Uluks. They contain 
principally anjan, and the villages of the plains form their 
market. In the J algaon range there is an extensive strip 
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of C class forests consisting of anjan on the outer slopes 
of the Sa tpuras. This supplies' J algaon, Asalgaon, 
Adul and other large villages to the south. 

284. The follo\\ing statement shows the average 
Forest administra- revenue under various heads for 

tion with income and 
expenditure. the five years ending 1907-08 :-

Head. Revenue. 

Rs. 
-

Timber .. 14,490 
Fuel and charcoal 20,277 
Bamboos 4,408 
Grass 8,354 
Grazing 38,763 
Other minor produce 1,938 
:\Iiscellaneous " 2,191 

90,421 

The average expendit\lre of the division is about 
Rs. 55,000, and there would thus ordinarily be an a~nual 
surplus of about half a lakh. The division is held to 
be a minor control and the staff consists of one Extra 
Deputy Conservator, two Rangers, three Deputy Ran
gers, 14 Foresters, and 38 Forest guards and 13 clerks. 
The outdoor staff is inadequate, and proposals for its 
reorganization are under consideration. Improvements 
to the forests in the way "",of cartroads and water-supply 
and buildings for forest subordinates are greatly needed, 
and a five years' programme has been sanctioned with 
these objects in view. It is proposed to spend annually 
in this way a sum of Rs. 15,000, about 33 per cent. 
of the total expenditure. In 1907-08 a beginning was 
made, and Rs. 7170 were spent in the construction 
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of 9 miles of cartroads, chiefly in the Geru-Matargaon 
and Amdari reserves, and 29 miles of bridle paths in 
the Ambabarwa reserve. A tank at a cost of Rs. 12,000 

was also constructed in the Ghatbori reserve. One 
hundred and ninety square miles of the A class forest 
are fire-protected at an average co~t of Rs. 15 per square 
mile, and it is proposed to extend this protection to the 
whole of the A class forest. A sanctioned working plan 
exists for the Bhongaon reserve on the Piirna, a babul 

forest 3 square miles in extent. The preparation of a 
working plan for all the remaining forests in the division 
was begun by Mr. Fernandez in 1902 but was not pro
ceeded with in consequence of the amalgamation of Ber~ir 
with the Central Provinces and the resulting alterations 
in the limits of forest divisions. The matter' has been 
taken up again and a preliminary working plaIl; was pre
pared in 1908. The main p~oblem of the forest adminis
tration -is to reconcile tlie interests of the cultivator, 
who relies on the reserves for grazing, with the interests 

1\ 

of the' forests, which require to be closed to grazing if they 
are to have a ch~nce of reproduction. Cattle are not 
usually t~ken into the Ambabarwa reserve, but the aver
,age head of cattle grazing in the other A and B forests is 
about 65,000, which gives an incidence of 1"1 acre per 
head. In the C forests the incidence is as heavy as 1'2 

acres per head, excluding the sheep and goats. This 
heavy gr~zing, which has gone on for years, is the cause 
~f the absence of reproduction in the ~ulk of the A class 
forest. ;, 

. '285. The only private forests in tlie District are 

Private forests. 
those belonging to the two jagirs of 
Bhingara and Kuardeo. They are 

situated in the Satpura Hills abreast of the Ambabarwa 
reserve in t~e J algaon taluk. The area of the Bhin~ 
gara jagir is 17 square miles and of the Kuard.eo jagYr 
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9 square miles, and 80 per cent. of the total area is esti
mated to be under forest. The forests are of the same 
type as Ambabarwa, but have been depleted of aD timber 
by reckless working. The jagirdars have full proprietary 
rights over forest produce within the jagir but in the case 
of Kuardeo the Government levies royalty on produce 
leaving the jagir limits. The forest income of the Bhin
gara jagir is estimated to be Rs. 5000 per annum, and 
of the Kuardeo jagir Rs. 1600. 

286. Arboricultural operations are carried on by 
the Public Works Department on the 

Arboriculture. 
seven roads in their charge with an 

aggregate length of 195 miles. Of this length lIO miles 
are supplied with established avenues, but these are in
complete and contaiQ. numerous gaps. The l\Ialkapur
l\:1ehkar road has an avenue for 45 miles of its length, the 
Chikhli-Jaina road for 14 miles, and the Nandura-J alga on 
road for I I miles. On each of the other roads stretches 
of 7 or 8 miles of avenue exist. The planting of trees is 
chiefly confined to filling up gaps and the trees usually 
planted are the nim, the mango) and the tamarind. The 
trees are maintained for three years and then left to 
themselves. The total expenditure incurred in 1906-07 
on tree planting and maintenance wasRs. 2085. No per
manent nurseries are maintained on any of the roads, but 
temporary ones. are from time to time established near 
the roads where avenues are being laid out. The seedlings 
are kept for two years in the nurseries and are planted 
out during the monsoon of the third year. • The expen
diture incurred on the upkeep of nurseries in 1906-07 was 
Rs. 389. The District Board also carries on arboricul
tural operations. The whole length of the circular. road 
outside Buldana has been lately planted, and gaps have 
been !illed in on four 'miles of the B.uldana-Deulghat road. 
But the .. three important roads Nandura-l\fotala, Shegaon-
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Khamgaon, Khamgaon-Nandura require a great deal of 
attention; there are some trees on these roads but the 

• gaps are so frequent that the term avenue cannot be 
applied to them. The total. expenditure incurred by the 
District Board in 1906-07 on arboricultural operations 
was Rs. 2103, and in 1907-08 it was Rs. 3480. No 
nurseries are kept up by the District Board. The trt:es 
principally planted _are the nim, shisham, and mango, 
but the biibul tre~ grows indiscriminately on all the 
roads. The ma!1go does not appear to thrive very much 
as many die after reaching a height of 12 to 15 feet. Of 
the four Municipalities of Shegaon, l\1alkapur, Bul
dana and Khamgaon in the District there are no avenues 
on any of the roads in the first three. The Shegaon 
~runcipa1ity has made small, occasional experiments in 
tree planting but ,,,ith little success, while in the Buldana 
Municipality the scheme entirely failed and there is no 
likelihood of its being revived unless and until the present 
scarcity of water is removed. In 1906 the l\1alkapur 
Municipality ... planted some n'im trees within the bazar 
area and intend to extend the operation. The Khamgaon 
:.\Iunicipality has a good avenue of about two miles in 
length from the cotton market to the J anona tank planted 
in, 1885 under the supervision of Mr. R. D. Hare, Assis
tant Cominissioner. During the last ten years the same 
'l\Iunicipality has spent Rs. 60 a year in planting trees 
along the roads near the dispensary and Anglo-vernacular 
school, 'and in and near the weekly market. In 190 6-07 
the CQmmittee started a three-years' scheme for plant
ing, protecting and watering 434 new tr~es in the weekly 

. ~arket, the cattle market, along the western road to the 
tank, and at other places. The trees will be principally 
nim, but mango and other trees will also be tried. A few 
bamboos planted in 1904-05 neat: the tahsni are d~ing 
fairly well. 
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MINERAI.S. 

287. The Lake of Lonar is said to be the only crater 

Lake of "Lonar. 
in the great basaltic District of 
India, which includes nearly the 

whole .of Berar. It is regarded as possibly an explosion 
crater; formed after the Deccan trap lavas had been 
erupted. (The lavas were probably poured out of fis
sures, and not from craters.] 

The following account of the lake is taken from a 
note by the late Colonel :Mackenzie:-

, I learnt on the spot that the crater-if crater it be-
I has towards the western side (rather than the centre) 
, two openings, hitherto unfathomed, which in the hot 
'season (for the water elsewhere around them com
, pletely dries up) hold a very thick and slimy solution
• a kind of blackish clay and water. The mouth of one 
, opening is said to have an area of from 2 to 2t acres, 
, the mouth of the other opening from It to If acres. 
, The waters day by day during the monsoon spread and 
, fill the lake. As the hot season approaches, the water 
, evaporates and recedes to the openings before mentioned, 
, when the whole bed of the lake, to the openings, is 
, found encrusted with a thin layer of crystallised deposit, 
I called by the natives papri, which is carefully collected. 
• and stored. Below this crusting of papri, which is 
, also to some depth full of a similar deposit, is dug up 
I and stored away, and this goes by the name of Muski. 
, The papr; and bkuski J you will observe, can only be got 
• in the hot weather, and after the bed of the lake has, 
, with the exceptions mentioned, been left completely 
, dry. But it is otherwj.se with the dalla, or the large 
, blocks of pure crystal, which can only be got by the 
• divers when the lake is lull 01 water, and then only at 
, the sides of the openings before mentioned; bamboos 
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, being set up in the dry season round the margin, to be a 
, guide to the divers when the waters rush in and fill 
, the bed of the lake, The divers have no doubt that 
, these crystals could be found in the hot weather also, 
, but they dare not then enter the thick slimy l1lud which 
, fills the openings, for to dive into it at that season is to 
, dive to certain death, It may be of interest further 
, to record that the dallii crystals fetch from Rs. 85 to 
, Rs, 100 per khandi, the papri from Rs. IS to Rs. 25 
, per khandi, while the bhuski is worth only Rs. 8to Rs, 10 

, the kha.ndi. The divers' families number, I am told, 
, about ISO, chiefly Malis and Kolis-all watandars, sharing 
• amongst themselves in certain proportions one-fourth 
, the outturn of the year, be it little or great, for one
I. fourth is what the contractors allow them. They hold 
, lands which they CUltivate, and in the diving season 
I they go to work, I believe, in gangs by turns. For the 
, collection of the papri and bhuski they all go to work, 
C and call in besides a number of coolies, .who are' paid 

1, 

t at their expense, Subjoined is a tabular return of an 
« analysis made by Dr. I. B. Lyon of Bombay.' 

". 
dorganic 

Insoluble 
\Vateran 

matter 
. Chloride , 
" urn" 
Soda 
Carbonic 

, . 
of Sodi-

.. 
, , , , 
add , . 

a is equal The Sod 
toNeu 
bonate 

tral Car-
, , 

3'14 3'91 

28'45 26'21 

9'32 12'55 
29'43 29'79 
29'64 .27'54 

100'00 roo'oo 

50'31 50'93 

-
I i 
! I 

.6'19 2·r04 42'S4 

3r 95 
2

3Og6
1 

23'4° 

7'89 29'30 24'2 
27'34 11"49\ 4'84 
26-63 lr21 4'6 

8 

4 

° 100'00 ioo'oo 1100'0 --- --

46'74 19'64 8'~ 7 
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An account of the result of a chemical examination 
of. both the waters and the salt of this lake is given by 
Mr. J, 0, Malcolmson in the ' Transactions of the Geo
logical Society,' London, Vol. V, pages 562-63 (1837), 
The salt, he found, corresponds nearly in compos~tion 
to the trona or striated soda from the lakes of Fezzan 
in Tripoli, Trona is a hy:drated sesquicarbonate
Na. CO;" HNaCOII+2HaO, In the records of the office 
of the Deputy Commissioner of Buldana there is an 
analysis made in Lonar in February 1873 by some con
sulting analytical chemist whose name has been lost, in a 
report on samples of Lon.ar saline products: ~lessrs, 

Finlay Muir of Bombay, on forwarding this analysis' to 
the Deputy Commissioner, remarked, 'We fear there does 
, not appear any.likelihood of good being done by ship
, ment to Europe,' 

The analysis is as follows :-

= 
I 
I 

Namak-
I Dal1akhar, Dalla, Papri, BbuslCi. 

I 

-----~--- \ 

I 
Carbonate of soda (an- I 

hydrous) 65'26 7'24 35'6I 24'64 

Carbonic acid in excess 7'35 '54 3"75 2'25 

Carbonate of potash .. ! . '27 '13 

Chloride of sodium '60 86'66 39'21 I 20'17 

I . . 
Traces I Traces Chloride of magnesium 

, 
Traces 17~ 
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Sulphate of lime 

Alumina and phosphate . ' ofhme 

Carbonate of lime 

Carbonate of magtlesia 

Oxide of iron 

~lumina 

Silica 

Organic matter, chiefly 
insoluble , . 

,"Vater of crystallization 

\ , 

. Equal to crystallized 
-carbonate of soda, or 

~ 1 
soda crystals, . , 

DaUakhat, Namak
Dalla, Papri. Bhuski, 

Traces Traces Traces Traces 

I 
'60 i '50 

! 

" 
J 

I 
1'80 1'13 I 3'95 

.. I .. 

. 35 I '23 I '80 

'30 

2'20 

'71 

7'45 

5'35 

14'45 

2'35 

23'20' 3'60 116'05 20'I3 

--------1-------
100 IOO! 100 100 

66'S 

, The chetnist in question added the following remarks 
, .. 

to his report :-
Remark~,-' These, saline deposits consist of neutral 

, carbonate of soda, sesquicarbonate of soda, common 
{. salt (c~loride of sodium), and insolubJe matter with 
., 'minute- quantities of other substances, I have in my 
, analysis represented the whole of the s~da as neutral 

~' carbonate and have noted below the quantity of car
I bonic acid existing. in excess of that required to form 
• the 11eutral carbonate. If these deposits were boiled 
, up with water the excess of carbonic acid would be 

, , expeUed and neutral carbonate would remain dissolved, 
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e and upon the solution being ~ooled soda crystals (con
e taining about 63 per cent. of water of crystallization) 
, would separate. The salt called dalla khar is a nearly 
I pure carbonate of soda,and could be used at once instead 
I of soda ash or soda crystals for the manufacture of soap, 
'or it might be manufactured into soda crystals by 
· boiling up with water, allowing the insoluble matter 
• to settle out, and then cooling the clear solution in suit
t able tanks. The value of soda crystals in this country 
I is about £.6-10 per ton, but it must necessarily be much 
e higher in India. The other salts contain a considerable' 
, quantity of common salt, but both they and the car
I bonate of soda could be utilized as follows :-

, The salt should be boiled with about three or four 
, times its weight of water, and the liquid settled or filter
, ed; the clear liquor should then be boiled down in open 
, shallow pans and the commoti salt as it forms fished 
, out with a little hot water and dried. It is then ready 
• for the market, and after all the common salt has been 
, thus removed the liquor on cooling will deposit sQda 
, crystals.' 

In I90g Mr. Plynien, Agricultural Chemist, Nagpur, 
visited the lake, and the following is an extract from his 
report.:-

'The saline deposits obtained from the ·lake are 
'rather of an exceptional nature. Compared with the 
'most famous salt lake in India, the Sambhar Lake in 
, Rajputana, it will ~e seen that whereas at Lonar the 
• carbonates of soda are the most important, in the case 
. of the Sambhar Lake the deposits of sodium chloride or 
'common salt give the lake its value. The modes of 
, formation are also entirely different and it is practically 
(certain that the Lonar salts are derived from an un
I known source in the bed of the lake. It is true that 
'water is continually flowing into the lake and that 
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'except by evaporation there is no loss. The main 
,( feeder stream could not however su~ly this amount of 
, alkali nor could the other smaller' supplies coming in' 
, during the rains, for on aU sides of the lake vegetation 
• is abundant, particularly where the main stream flows 
, in continuously, \Vere any quantity of alkali present 
• in this water, vegetation wouid suffer considerably and, 
, with exception of a few varieties 01 plants, eventually 
, die out entirely, 

'The salts collected from this lake vary in their 
, nature a~d composition and from their appearance are 
'easily separated by men accustomed to handling them. 
, Various names are given to some five or six main varie-
'ties, but there is no fixed line between one salt and 
, another, their compositions depending upon the period 
, and condition of crystallization. At the present time 
. large quantities of these salts are lying on the. shores of 
c the lak~ and the accompanying table of analyses will 
'show their nature and variations. The samples of 
, which the analyses are given were taken during the 

." month of October, 1908, and represent the materials as 
, coll~<;ted and stored. 

, 100 parts-of the air-dried substance contain:-

\ '..w T'd '.., -
• I a I ~ 0 I 

fnsoluble tpineral matter 
.' 1 
In~ol~~le -matter lost in I 

tgnition, I 

, totai: insoluble material. , 

Soluble substances includ
ing- . 

(a) Carbonic acid pre
sent as Carbonate. 

ca1z,Q!''':I' 
- ::I I ;::; f a !.&lot ::I 
~ g: I • .0 I ~ ,:a ~ I ;g 
Q tal~lz ~ ~ ------------
1'89 4"73' 2'41 2'15 4'49 18-69 

~18 a7J 0~2 VI4 
i 
I 

2'07 5'49' 

lO'OO~ 
1 

0'16, 
I 

I , 
'57~ , 

I 
) 

I 
I 

13<12 \ 

0:06 

I 
2'21f SOOI 20'83 

: 
I 

4'841 



- -

-- ---- ----
(b) Carbonic acid pre-

sent as Bicarbon-
ate, 

S ulphates as S~lphur 
Trioxide, 

S Hiea ., 
" 

(e) Chlorine " 

o xides of I ron and Alu-
mina. 

alcium Oxide (Lime) C 

M 

" 

agnesium Oxide (Mag-
nesia), 

oda (as Sodium Oxide)", S 

P otash (as Potassium 
Oxide), 

M oisture, water of crys-
tallisation and organic 
matter, 

(a) Equal to 
Carbonate 

Sodium 

(b) Equal to Sodium 
Bicarbonate, 

(e) ~al' to Sodium 
loride (common 

salt), 

T otal Carbonic Acid 
(Carbon Dioxide), 
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<i 
,~ 

c:lt 

~ ;; .Q 
Q ~ 

-- - --
17"38 9'52 

None 0'70 

0'17 0'40 

Trace 22'73 

0'46 1'21 

0'13 0'24 

0'09
1 0'22 

33'65 .35'17 

7'14 6'88 

20'90 16'°3 

46'90 24'09 

33'18 18'18 

, , 37'45 

36 '85 19'52 

-= 
,~ 

a ;; ~ 
Z Q 'i:: ,..; 

.!ill ~g. ~ ,.e .e := a ~~ :::s 

d .Q 
Z ~ /XI 

-----------
13'72 4'49 902 14'42 

0'10 0'08 0'87 0'21 

0'33 0'26 0'05 0'30 

14'72 43'25 25'48 2'03 

0~4 0'65 1'47 4'58 

0'24 0'16 0'26 1'35 

0'21 0'22 0'40 0'39 

34'42 44'54 33'36 26'15 

9'95 4'28 10'29 5'07 

15'30 6'46 14'71 24'46 

. ' 
33'05 II '67 23'19 32'72 

26'09 8'58 17'21 27'53 

24'25 'I'U 41 '99 3'35 

2:1'44 9'33 18'64 28'00 

~ It will be seen that three substances are present in 
'considerable' proportions, namely, chloride. carbonate 
, and bicarbonate of soda. A certain amount of potash 
• also occurs with lesser and sometimes almost negligible 
• quantities of iron, alumina, lime and magnesia, but 
'soda stands out as the chief base. The quantity of 

20 
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'sulphate found is very small and this enhances the 
'value of these deposits, as in some alkali lakes the 
, presence of sulphate hinders the economic working of 
'the carbonate. A considerable amount of water is 
, present mostly as water of crystallization although in 
, the case of Bhuski the earthy matter retains moisture 
, not in combination. On exposure to the air some of the 
, water of crystallization is given off and the proportion 
, of alkali in the salts becomes higber. In various parts 
, of the world deposits of soda are found and known by 
, the names of "Natron, Trona or Urao." These con
'sist largely of the sesquicarbonate form of soda, a 
'mixture of carbonate and bicarbonate crystallized 
, together with some water. In the process of crystalli
'zation Dalla is the first salt to be found and is 
. deposited soon after the rains have ceased. When 
, freshly gathered from the water it is light green in 
, colou~ and is composed of masses of acicular crystals. 
, It consists almost entirely of the carbonates of soda in 
, a crystallized form, and is practically free from common 
. salt or other impurity except a small quantity of 
, e8f~hly matter. 

'As .the process of crystallization is continued 
( sodium chloride or common salt is also formed together 
'.:with the carbonates of soda. This gives rise to a 
'number of products differing considerably in appear
.. ance but composed of the same chemical substances in 
, varying proportions. Dalla Nimak and Nimak Dalla 
.' are found, in white crystalline masses but the latter 
: ~onta1ns a much larger proportion of sodium chloride 
'qr common salts, its characteristic cubic crystals being 
( very marked. 

• Khuppal is obtained in solid compact lumps and 
, consists of a mixture of carbonates and chlorides in 
, roughly equal propor~ions. These substances are not, 
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c however, very intimately mixed, the separate crystals 
, being found in distinct masses. 

'Pipadi or Papri, which has a similar chemical 
.' composition, is very different in appearance. It is 

C frequently tinged slightly pink in colour and hollow air 
, spaces are found between the crystalline masses which 
, are formed in flakes or layers . 

. Bhuski has no definite structure but consists of a 
, soft flaky powder mixed with a quantity of impurity. 

, The \7arious salts are not a1l obtained in the same 
• way or at the same period of the year. Pipadi and 
'Bhuski are deposited on the shores of the lake as the 
'water dries up in the hot weather, Pipadi being the 
, upper layer and therefore the purer. 

, Dalla and Nimak Dalla. however, have to be ex
'tracted from the water itself by divers an'd there are 
, two well-known hollows in the bed of the lake where 
• the deposits occur in the greatest quantity. It is only 
, reasonable to suppose that crystallization occurs as the 
'solution becomes concentrated by evaporation after the 
'rains have ceased, and it would therefore appear that 
(the hot weather would be the most profitable time to 
'undertake the extraction of the salts. To dive into 
• such a strong alkaline solution as then exists is, ho~
, ever •. practically impossible and for this reason the 
'extraction commences only when the lake has been 
, filled up again with the monsoon rainfall. 

, It is remarkable that with the exception of Bhuski 
'the salts are in a fairly pure state and contain only 
• small proportions of earthy matter. Their further 
'purification would not therefore be a matter of much 
, difficulty. 

, At the present day there is only a very small local 
'demand for the Lonar Lake products. as the industries 
'which in former times utilized the' salts have largely 
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, been swept away by foreign competition. Bangles and 
. other glass articles are not now prepared upon any
, thing at all approaching the scale of an industry I and 
, although soap is made in the neighbourhood some of it 
, is of very poor quality. Lime can easily be obtained 
'locally but the manufacture of caustic alkali has 
· apparently never been undertaken. Some of the salts 
'were formerly employed for the fixation of colour in 
, silk dyeing, but this industry is also now practically 
, dead; in fact, the former large export trade from the 
'Lake into the Berars, Hyderabad and Nagpur districts 
, has practically died away. 

, It is thought that the natural occurrence of bi
, carbonate and carbonate of soda in such quantities to-

o 

, gether with common salt must be of interest over a 
, wider field than the Central Provinces and Berar . 
. particularly to those engaged in industries in which 
, alkalies play an important part.' 

288. Previous to the year 1842 no details of the 
\, 

, working of the lake for the salts 
Working of the lake. 

contained in it are available. Dur 
ing 'the J;lin~ years from 1842-1850 the saline products 
which had been previously collected were disposed of. 
reafizing Rs. 45,000. It appears that under the Govern
ment of His Highness the Nizam people, who wexe paid 
in kind, were employed to work the lake, and after the 
cession this system was continued until 1859 with a re-

\ 'su1tin~ profit of Rs. 2612. For the ensuing three years 
·the right to work the lake was given out on contract at 
the rate of Rs. 1000 per annum. The profits accruing 

l to 'the contractors must have been considerable, for the 
sums obtained for the contracts in the three following 
triennial periods _ were Rs. 20,525, Rs. 13,600, and 
Rs. 20,000. In 1872 the lake was taken under the direct 
management of Government and was worked with gradu-
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ally decreasing profits till 1897 t when it was again let 
out on contract for a period of five years for a sum of 
Rs. 3505. In 1903 the present contractor paid Rs. 1600 
for the five years' contract, and he states that up till now 
the products have b~e11: practically unsaleable, although 
samples have been sent to various centres of commerce 
in India and to England, Japan and America. The lead 
from the lake to the nearest railway station (Khamgaon) 
appears to be an insurmountable drawback to the profit
able working of the lake unless an examination of. the 
lake itself by an expert should disclose more valuable pro
ducts than are at present known of. 

289. The agates, cornelians, and calcite (double 

Other minerals. 
refracting spar) found in the trap in 
the southern . part of the District 

have some possible value, the two first named for orna
mental purposes and the last for optical purposes. 



CHAPTER VII. 

FAMINE.l 

290. There is no separate famine history of the 
B uldana District prior to the ces
sion in 1853, but certain conclusions 

can be drawn frol!l the references'to famine in Berar and 
Central India generally. Probably Buldana suffered in 
common with the rest of Berar from the severe famine 
which occurred early in the reign of Muhammad II about 
I378, and "from the one which took place in the reign of 
Muhammad III about 1473 and 1474. In the hi.tter 
famine it is stated that most of the people who escaped 
death from starvation fled to M~lwa and Gujarat, and did 
not return home for a long "time. About 156 years later 
during 'the reign of the EmJ2eror Shah J ahan of Delhi, 
the r,ains of :r630 completely failed with the result that 
there was a severe famine. Unfortunately the famine 
came on at a time of war between Delhi and Ahmadnagar. 

~ . 

Early fam ines. 

The imperial forces, numbering 50,000, encamped at 
Deulgaol1 Raja in the Chikhli tatuk for days together and 
D;lade the condition of the country still worse. Measures 
of relief, though adopted, were miserably inadequate. 
The famine of 1630 is thus'described in the official chron
icles of Shah J ahan's reign. 

I Buyers were ready to give a life for a loaf I but 
" ~eller was there none. The flesh of dpgs :was sold as 
, tpat of goats, and the bones of the dead were ground 
l down with the flour sold in the market J but the punish
, ment of those who profited by such traffic produced yet 

1 T~e refe!ences in this Chapter are to the old Buldana District. 
The famIne history of the Khamgaon and Jalgaon tilnks wUl be 
found ill the Ako]i Gazetteer. 
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{direr results. Men devoured one another and came 
t to regard the flesh of their children' as sweeter than 
. their love. The inhabitants fled afar to other tracts 
t till the corpses of those who fell by the way checked 
, those who came after, and in the lands of Berar, which 
, had been famous for their fertility and prosperity, no 
, trace of habitation remained.' 

The District suffered again in 1804 from famine. 
General Wellesley writing about 1804 says: 'Sindkhed 
, (in the Mehkar truuk) is a nest of thieves. The situation 
• of this couJ;1try is shocking ; the people are starving in 
'hundreds, and there is no government to afford the 
, slightest relief.' 

The District does not appear to have been very 
seriously affected by the famine of 1833, though this was 
still talked of by the Berar Kunbi forty years later. 

In 1871-7z there was a failure of crops, and the price 
of juari, the staple food of the District, rose tq 13 seers per 
rupee. Six relief works were started in the old Buldana 
District; the work consisted entirely of road construction 
and was carried out at a cost of Rs. 5000. 

The year 1877-78 was a trying one as prices .rose 
high ana the grain pits wele almost exhausted by the 
large demand for export. A period of prosperity then 
ensued, and in 1893 so remote did the idea of famine seem. 
that the Commissioner felt justified in reporting that a 
programme of relief works was not required for Berar. 
This illusion was, however, soon rudely dispelled. 

291 , The famine of 1896-97 was caused by tlie 
abrupt cessation of the rains at the 

The famine of 1896-97. 
end of August. The District received 

5'53 inches in June, and 9°45 inches in July) and pros
pects wen~ then favourable; but after a fall of 3'72 
inches in August the monsoon came to a sudden close. 
The total rainfall of ~e year was only 21 inches 28 cents 

, . 
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as against a decennial average of 35 inches ~8 cents. 
The khaT;'! crops gradually dried up and the land became 
too hard and dry for the germination of the rabi crops. 
The outturn 6f the kharil crop was only a third of the 
average, and the raM crop only an eighth. In the 
Malkapur taluk the failure of the rains and of the crops 
was most complete; the stocks were low, the condition 
of the people bad, and prices very high. In the upland 
taluks of Mehkar and Chikhli the rains failed and the 
crops suffered' badly, and there would have, been more 
distr~ss but for the fact that this tract contained fewer 
labourers, and there was a fairly good crop in the adjoining 
districts of the dominion of His Highness the Nizam. 
Juari, which is the staple food of the popUlation, sold at 
an average rate of 9 seers per rupee during the distress, 
whil.e it was a little over 23 seers per rupee in the two 
previous years, which wete normal. The price rose 
to a maXimllpl 9f 6! seers per rupee during tb~ latter end 
of June and e~rly in July 1897. The failure of the crops 
and the sudden rise in prices called for action on the part 
of the Government. In October orders were issued for 
the l>rep~ration of a programme of relief works, and in 
November the Bombay Famine Code was applied. Govern
!p.ellt relief ·did not begin till March, but in the in
terval private enterprise did much to cope' with the 
distress caused by the high prices. In the Malkapur 
taluk jua.ri committees were formed at two centres Malka. 

:pur and Nandura, and sUbscriptions received in kind; 
·shops were opened and juari was sold at moderate rates. 
Elsewhere cheap grain shops were opened; and the poorer 

'classes were thus enabled to purchase grain at moderate 
prices when the market rate was abnormally high and no 
labour was obtainable. Towards the end of February 
test works were opened by the Distrjct Board in the form 
of road repairs, and as these proved the existence of dis-
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tress other works consisting of road repair and tank , . 
improvements were taken in hand by the same agency 
from time t.o time. The District Board ·spent a sum of 
Rs. 27,816 on these famine relief works, and a further 
sum of Rs. 3685 on works which, though n~t debited to 
famine relief, were specially sanctioned to meet the dis
trt:ss. Large public works w~re opened from March to 
July. 1'he chief work carried out was the improvement 
of the Nagpur dak line road at a cost of Rs. 10,974. The 
collection of broken metal also provided considerable 
work, Rs. 12,279 being spent in this way. The total 
cost of the works was Rs. 50,603. The maximum num
ber on the works was 6289 in June 1897. Gratuitous 
relief was also given to those who for various reason~ 
were considered to be incapable of work. Relief was not 
given in the villages at the homes of the people, but lists 
of the deserving having been drawn up and thoroughly 
checked, weekly or daily tickets w~re given which 
entitled the recipients to certain doles from grain shops 
establi3hed " at 17 centres in the District. In this w~y 
205,170 units were relieved at a cost of RS.20,978. In 
case of emergency patels were empowered to give 
r~lief in the villages. In addition dependents of workers 
were relieved at the works, 40,296 units in this way 
being relieved at a cost of Rs. 1334. Six poor-houses 
were established in the 'District from the beginning ot 
April, a total of 159,700 units being admitted to this form 
of relief at a total cost of Rs. 15,678. The total amount 
spent on gratuitous relief was Rs. 37,990. Throughout 
the Distri.ct private charity was dispensed with most 
remarkable liberality. A grant of Rs. 5000 was. received 
from the Indian Famine Charitable Relief Fund and about 
Rs. I9,oOO were collected in the District. The cheap 
grain shops have already been referred to. In many 
of the large towns and villages, notably in the Malk~pur 
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tal uk , there was a daily distribution of ghuger, plain 
boiled juari, and immense numbers of the poor received 
help in this way. Clothing was also distributed by private 
gentlemen. 'A sum of Rs. 29,798 was advanced under 
the Land Improvement Loans Act, and Rs. 2169 under 
the Agriculturists' Loans Act. Although special instruc
tions were issued providing for suspension of revenue in 
necessary cases, very little advantage was taken of the 
concession. The cultivators preferred to pay, and in 
November 1897 a balance of Rs. 19,068 only remained 
for collection out of a demand of Rs. II,S8,937. To sum 
up, relief measures lasted till 31st October 1897 and during 
the period the highest number of persons to whom assist 
ance was given in one day was 126,381 on the second 
Saturday of July 1897, which is equal to 26'27 per cent. 
of the total population of the District. The total expendi
ture pn relief was nearly I! .lakhs. 

'292. In the early months of the famine, the rise 

Crime. 
in the price of juari above 16 seers 
was the signal for an outbreak of 

petty thefts and insignificant dacoities, which reached 
a figure, never attained before. But many of the cases 
we~e mere raids of hungry men on the standing crop~, 
and the crime was generally of a mild description. The 
months of January and February before the opening of 
Government relief works were an anxious time, as the 
complete failure of the rabi crops and the absence of all 

. deman~ for labour, rendered the distress very acute . 

. 'Several dac!=>ities occurred along the western border and 
also in the Amrapur and Chikhli circles, but the establish-

I 

me~t of patrols enabled th(> police gradually to restore 
security; In 1897 when the rains held off and prices 
remained very high, there was a large increase of petty 
thefts and petty burglaries, and of cattle thefts and 
cattle killing, but the c'ases were very simple and easily 
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detected and appear to have trequently been committed 
by people, who regarded a few months in jail with regular 
food as preferable to a precarious existence outside. 
Throughout the year, although the amount of crime was 
greatly in excess of normal, it was never ot a very serious 
nature and .there wer~ no signs of an aggressive contempt 
of authority or a disposition to resist and obstruct the law. 

293. Up to June 1897 the District was much heal

Public health. 
thier than in the previous two years, 
but the c01;lsumption of jungle vege

tables during the rains produced a violent epidemic of 
cholera in July J August and September, and diarrhrea 
and dysentery carried off many victims. For the year 
'ending 31st August 1897 the death-rate was 41'9I per 
mille as against 46'05 in the previous year, the highest 
figure being reached in August with a rate of I1"62 per 
mille. The next month September was also a very un
healthy month with a death-rate of 11'52 per mille. The 
birth-rate up to 31st August I897 does not appear to 
have been affected by the famine as it was 44'80 p~r 
mille as against 42'I3 in the previous year and slightly 
exceeded the average mean of the preceding ten years, 

294, The harvests of 1897-98. and 1898-99 were 
both above the average, and a~ the 

The fa~~~f 1899- beginning of the rains of 1899-1900 
the outlook was favourable'. The 

monsoon began in June with a fall of 6 inches 10 cents. 
The khari/ sowings were almost up to normal, 800~893 

acres being sown as against an average of 8.20,274. After 
June the rainfall was quite inadequate, the fall in July 
being 2'62 inches, in August 1'52 inches, and in Septem
ber 1'36 inches. After September no more rain fell, and 
the total rainfall was only 13'27 inches as against an 
average of 33 inches. The kharil crops withered- away, 
and little or no spring crops could' be sown. The loss 
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caused to the District by this failure of rains was enor
mous.- The normal outturn of the principal food crops, 
juari and whe~t, in the preceding ten years had been 15 
lakhs of maunds; the outturn of 1899-1900 is estimated 
to have been only 414 maunds, and the 1I10ney loss 
represented by this difference is calculated at Rs. 331 lakhs. 
The failure of the crops caused the prices of food grains 
to rise by leaps and bounds. Shortly before the famine, 
juari was cheaper .than it had been for many years, and 
in June 1899 it was selling at 36 seers a rupee. By the 
15th_September it had risen to 16 seers, and by the end 
of that month to 10 seers. After that it fluctuated from 
9 to 7 seers till the following October, reaching its maxi
mum in June, July and August. 

295. As early as August the possibility of a severe 
famine was realized, and the Deputy 

Relief menures. 
Commissioner was instructed to con

sider what test-work~ could best be opened by District 
Boarrl:s in case\of necessity. Two such works were opened 
in September, metal-breaking being the task set, and 
these were handed over to the Public Works Depart-.. , 
ment 'as . relief works in December 1899 and January 
'I90q. Large works managed by the Public Works 
D~partment' and under the general control of the Deputy 
Commissioner and the· Commissioner were opened early 
~n November, and formed the backbone of relief through
out the famine. This second famine, coming so' soon 
'9.~ter the first, took the Administration by surprise, 
ilnd no' approved programme of relief works, with 
nia~ured plans and estimates, was ready. The Public 

, \Vorks Department was also found unprepared with tools 
and establishment. The result was that in the first 
few months the works were disorganize,d. They were 
swamped' by a rush of people' including a. large number 
of immigrants from Hy~erabad, and, as a full task could 
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not be exacted, the people squatted down and from 
January to March were practically in receipt of gratui
tous relief. The numbers rose to 140,000 in J anuar)" 
or 29 per cent. of the total population. From December 
to February it was calculated that 20,000 immigrants 
from Hyderabad were on works in the Chikhli. taluk, and 
in March they were marched to the border and handed 
over to the Hyderabad authorities. \~''ith improved 
organization and the stiffening of the tasks, the numbers 
gradually fell to 86,000 in June or 18 per cent. of the popu
lation. It had been found necessary to reduce the mini
mum w~ge in January from 12 to 9! chittacks, and this 
measure also helped to bring about the redu.ction. From 
December 1899 to the end of July 1900 the numbers 
on relief works exceeded IS per cent. of the total popu
lation every month, and all previous estimates of the 
extent to which relief would be required turned out to 
be fallacious. The works carried out consisted of break
ing stone metal, on which nearly Rs. 20 lakhs were spent; 
earthwork and ballast collection for the Jalna-Chikhli, 
Khamgaon steam tramway, which, was contemplated 
as a useful feeder line, and which absorbed nearly Rs. 6 
lakhs; and the construction and deepening of tanks, to 
which Rs. If lakhs were devoted. The money spent on 
the Jalna-Khamgaon line was wasted" as the line was 
subsequently abandoned and the land given back to the 
cultivators. It is also doubtfui-, whethef :much of the 
m~tal work was of permanent utility, as a considerable 

'portion was stacked in places too,.far from the main 
roads to make it worth carting. . The total expenditure 
in the works was Rs. 27,25,161 and the cost of the same 
at the ordinary rates would have been Rs. 5,65,087. 
One cause of the high cost was the disorganization of 
the works during the Hrst few months, and another cause 
was that the pE'ople soon realized that whatever quantity 
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of work they did they would at any rate get the mini~ 
mum wage which was sufficient for their subsistence. 
Atthe end of the hot weather the policy of opening small 
village' works was adopted with the view of getting the 
people back to their homes in time for the field work; 
a few larg~ works being kept open till November to pr~ 
vide work for such people as were not required in the 
villages. The people were at first reluctant to leave the 
large works-a testimony to the easy time they had en
joyed there-and some pressure had to be brought by the 
reduction of wages. In 1 uly the number on village works 
was 4I ,000, and this gradually fell as the demand for field 
labour grew. The works mainly consisted of cleaning 
village sit~s, improving and repairing village roads, and 
carrying broken metal along the main roads. Wages were 
given in the form of grain, and the village officials were 
responsible that only those n~eding relief were admitted. 
admissiqn to the larger wprks being by ticket only. The 
expenditure on village works was a little over Rs. 2 lakhs. 

Ii 

29'6. Gratuitous relief. fell under four main heads, 

Gratuitous relief. namely, relief of non-working children 
. and other dependants of relief work-

ers on large works, ,village doles given in grain, poor
houses and state kitchens. From an early stage in the 
famine all dependants were fed in kitchens on large 
works. The highest number so relieved was 2,8,000 or 32 

per cent. of the workers in April 1900. The cost of this 
~elj.ef was neatly Rs. It lakhs, and this was the cheapest 
form of te1ief, the incidence of cost per head being only 
8 -pies. Village relief was started in No'vember 1899. 
~istS, of those eligible unde~ the Code were prepared and 
checked for each village, 'and assistance in this form was 
given to some of the inferior village servants. The 
daily average number relieved was 3953. or 8 per cent. 
of the population', the highest figure (6928) being reached 
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at the end of July 1900. The total cost was a little over 
Rs. Ii lakhs, and the incidence per head was I anna 5 pies. 
Three poor-houses- were opened, one at the headquarters 
of each taluk, namely, ChikhlI, Mehkar and Malkapur. 
These were used as depots for emaciated and weak va
grants, and might almost be regarded as infirmaries. 
The numbers were kept down by a constant process of 
weeding out, healthy people being sent to relief works 
or to their homes. The highest number of inmates was 
4675 in June 1900) the Chikhli poor-house contributing 
over 2000 to this figure. The total cost was Rs. 45,000, the 
incidence per head being I anna 2 pies. The system of 
State kitchens was started in May J and in all 59 were 
opened. The average daily number relieved was 18,219 
or 3.8 per cent. of the total population, the maximum 
figure of 30,572 being reached in July 1900. The ~ost 
was nearly Rs. 21 lakhs J and the incidence of cost per 
head was one anna. This form of relief was much abused, 
principally by children who flocked to tke kitchens in 
shoals, and it was acknowledged afterwards that the res· . ' 
trictions on admission were not sufficient. 'For both forms 
of gratuitous relief-doles and kitchens-the highest num
berswere recorded in June and July 1900, when the percen
tage of those relieved to the total population was about 7. 

297. Loans to the 'amount of Rs. 36,500 were ad-

Indirect rebef. 
, vanced under the Land Improve-

ment Loans Act, and of Rs. 41,727 
under the Agriculturists' Loans Act. Under the former 
Act the greater portion of the advances were made for 
the repair and construction of wells, under the latter 
for the purchase of cattle. .In connection with the re
covery of land revenue strict orders were issued to the 
Tahsndars that no harshness or unnecessary pressure 
should be used, but owing to the method followed of 
making individual enquiries the relief given was neither 

" . 
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speedy nor adequate. By 1903-04 the amount remitted 
on account of the famine was about Rs. I! lakhs or nearly 
I2 per cent. of the total land-revenue demand of IB99-
[900. 

29B. Private charity was at work in the Malkapur 

Private charity. 
taluk as early as September 1899. 
In that month a juari committee 

was formed at 1\Ialkapur and a cheap grain shop opened; 
similar committees were formed and shops opened at 
Nandura and Badner Bhuljr during September and 
October. In the smaller villages also efforts were made 
to provide "extra labour for the poorer classes, and sub
scriptions in juari were given for this purpose. These 
arrangements were not maintained after the opening of 
Government relief works. The Pentecostal and Faith 
'Missions also did good work in providing employment for 
distressed labourers, supporting orphans, and distribut
ing cl<;>th.es and American cOrn and also medicines to 
the sick. In April 1900 meetings were held to collect 
subscriptions in! connection with the Indian Famine 
.Charitable Relief Fund, a District committee and three 
taluk .fpmmittees being .formed to manage an4 administer 
the Fund. A grant 01 Rs. 1,43,000 was received from 
the Central Committee, and Rs. IB,23I were raised locally. 
Of ,this sum 'Rs. 24,000 were spent in providing the in
mates of the poor-houses and kitchens~ and others shown 
to be in need, with clothes; small sums were also devoted 
to the relief of orphans, the respectable poor and the 
w~avers ,of Deulgaon Raja; but the bulk of the fund 
ai~o.ulltirlg to over a lakh of rupees was utilized in pro
vidiI:\g the poorer cultivators with seed-grain and bullock's. 
ihis latter form of ,relief was of inestimable value, over 
r6,000 cultivators being relieved, and it is estimated that 
219,193 acres of land were cultivated, whith but for this 
assistance would have remained waste. 
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299. There was practically no fodder available 

Fodder and cattle. 
except in the Mehkar taluk, where 
the juari had grown to a sufficient 

height to provide karbi, and in ~e hilly parts of that 
ta.luk there was a certain amount of grass. The 
prickly pear was used as fodder in one circle of the Chikhli 
ta.luk, and a certain amount of grass was imported from 
the Melghat and the Central Provinces, but the rates 
were too prohibitive for the poorer cultivators. Many 
cattle were kept alive on the leaves and young shoots of 
the Mbul, plpal, nim and other trees, and trees of all 
kinds were stripped bare for this purpose. From the 
Malkapur ta.Iuk many head of cattle were sent to graze 
in the Satpura Hills in the Central Provinces, but it is 
estimated that only one-fourth of the number sent re
turned alive. No measures were taken for importing 
grass, but various forest concessions were given. Cattle 
covered by C class passes. were permitted to graze. in A 
class forest land; handstripping of the anjan leav.es 
from A and C forests was permitted at the nomiVfl1 
rate of 2 annas a month; and from the 1st May for a 
period of six weeks the removal of grass in headloads 
free of aU dues was allowed. The total value of 
these concessions is estimated to have been Rs. I4,ooo. 
Under the circumstances of the year a heavy mor
tality among the cattle was inevitable. At a low esti~ 
mate 28 per cent. of the total number are said to have 
perished. 

300. There was a great increase of offences against 
property I the number of cases re

Crime and public ported being almost three times 
health. 

that of the previous year. Thirty 
dacoity. cases were registered, but half of them were 
only technical dacoities. A large proportion of the theft 
cases occurred in the vicinity of 'famine relief works and 

21 
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about 75 per cent, were of a trifling nature, the property 
stolen being generally either eatables or cooking pots to 
be sold for food. There were a large number of cattle 
thefts, and many more occurred which were not reported, 
as the loss of a bullock, which the owner could not feed, 
was not considered a very grievous loss, The police 
were called upon to perform many extra duties. under 
the Famine Code, and a great strain was thrown upon the 
force. The mortalitY' of the District did not rise much 
above the normal- till January, when it suddenly rose to 
6'19 per. mille. Cholera of a severe type prevailed in 
February, and the death-rate rose to 9"61 per mille in 
that month and to 9"10 per mille in March, The mortal
ity decreased in April, May and June to 7'18, 8'SS and 
1'05 per mille respectively, and thi~ was probably due 
to the better organization of relief measures and to the 
departure of the Hyderabad immigrants from the District. 
In Jt;tly" August and September the death-rate rose again 
and reached the very high figures of 12'74, 12'79 and 
10'69' per mille respectively. The drinking of polluted 
water and the consumption of fresh jungle vegetables pro
duc~4 another outbreak of cholera in July and August, 
and diarthrea, dysentery, and fever were rampant. The 
death-rate ~or the year was 95'4, nearly two and a half 
times the average rate. The year was exceptionally 
unhealthy, and both rich and poor were affected. The 
immigration from Hyderabad also helped to send up the 
death-rate, as many of the immigr~nts arrived already 

\'~earing, signs of privation. But it is impossible to avoid 
. t?~ conclusion that much of the excess mortality was 
the' direct result of privation. The birth-rate also showed 
the 'effects of the famine; from December 1899 to N ovem
ber 1900 it was 29'3 as against an average rate for the 

'preceding decade of 43"2 ; it reached its lowest in October 
1900 when it was only 1'35 per mille, 
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301. For over six months about 25 per cent. of the 

General remarks, 
population were in receipt of relief J 

and in the Chikhli taluk the number 
'on relief in July Igoo reached. the extraordinary figure 
of 34 per cent. of the population. But there is no doubt 
that these high figures were partly the effect of the in
rush of immigrants from Hyderabad. The total Govern
ment expenditure on famille relief was Rs. 361 lakhs, 
which was much the highest figure for Berar. At the 
Census of IgOl the decrease of population was the largest 
in the Province, namely 57 A03 persons or u'g per cent. 
Each of the three taluks shewed a falling-o,ff J Chikhli and 
~Iehkar taluks being the most affected, Chikhli shewed 
a aecrease of 20,508 persons or 13'7 per cent .. 
while Mehkar shewed a decrease of 32,254 persons or 
21 per cent., the largest in the Province., The' famine 
affected all but the wealthy and fairly well-to-do to an 

- , 

unprecedented extent. Many respectable members of 
the community, who could not accept Government 
relief, were forced to part with their ornaments and ot4~r 
valuables, and the sacks of copper and other utensils' 
to be seen at Malkapur station at the beginning of the 
famine awaiting transmission to Bombay were melan
choly evidence of the straits to which they were reduced. 
The lower castes such as Mahars and Mangs stood the 
famine better than the agricultural class and their physical 
condition throughout was superior. The Kunbi is natu
rally a l~y man, getting the greater portion of his work 
done for him in ordinary years, and he had in consequence 
become soft and flabby. One effect of the famine was 
that the people to an enormous extent got over their 
superstitious repugnance to accepting Government re
lief ; breaking stone metal instead of being looked down 
upon as C convict laboUr' rose to the honourable dis
tinction of being Government service. The general 
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opinion was that from a famine of such unparalleled 
severity the District would require at least five good 
seasons for a complete recovery. The recovery was 
quicker than was expected. The 'year following the 
famine was one of bumper crops, and the next four yean 
were also favourable. Many people were able to payoff 
their debts, and the value of land increased considerably. 
The wages of labour also ro~e much abo"e their normal 
level. Since I906 there has been a certain setback to the 
prosperity of the- District, on account of the defective 
rainfall 3:nd the fall in the price of cotton, but there i~ 
every reason to think that 'with one or two good harvests 
the position of the cultivator will again be placed on 
a sound basis. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

LAND" REVENUE ADMINISTRATION. 

302. The early history of the District is obscure; 
but what little is known shows that 

Sov~ .. rejgnty _ 
the District forming part of the 

north-western tract of the Deccan was under various 
Hindu dynasties down to I294 A.D. tn that year the 
~{usalmans first appeared in Berar and the result of the 
raid of Ala-ud-din Khilji was the assignment of the revenue 
of northern Berar, in which the J algaon and Malkapur 
taluks were probably included, to Delhi. In~I312 A.D. 
the D:strict with the rest of Berar came directly under 
~Iuhammadan administration. For a brief period from 
1316 to 131B A.D. the District reverted to Hindu rule but 
from 131B to 1595 A.D. it was in the hands of various Mu
hammadan dynasties. In 1596 Berar became an appanage 

! • 

of the crown of Delhi, and remained in this position till 
1724 A.D. In that year the battle of Shakarkhelda 
in the Mehkar taluk gave the sovereignty to the Nizam 
of Hyderabad. But this sovereignty was subject to the 
limitation of the right of the Marathas to levy an impost 
known as chauU,,; amounting to one-quarter of the land 
revenue, and a further contribution known as sardesh
mukhi amoun;ting to one-tenth of the revenue to cover 
the cost of, -collecting the chauth. This dual sovereignty 
lasted till 1803 A.D., wheu the Maratha power came to 
an end. From 1803 A.n to 1853 A.D. Berar remained 
under the direct control of the Nizam. In'IB53 A.D. 
Bera! was assigned to the British and till 1903 A.D. it 
remained for, administrative purposes under the Resident 
at Hyderabad. In October I903 it was amalgamated 
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with the Central Provinces, and has since formed a divi
sion of that Administration. 

303. Berar was one of the four prov,inces or tara/s 
into which the Bahmani kingdom' 

Territorial divisions. 
was divided about 1350 A.D., ann 

was in charge of n governor or tara/dar. In 1480 
this province was further divided into two divisions 
-the Gawfl on the north and the Mahur on the south 
-the latter probally including the Chikhli and Mehkar 
taluks and the - former the three taluks of MaIka
pur, J algaon and Khamgaon. According to the Ain-i 
Akbari the present District of Buldana comprised a large 
part of Akbar's sar~iirs of Narnala and Baitalwadi and 
the greater part of the sarkar of Mehkar. In 1634 a 
redistribution of territory took place. Berar wa'5 div:ided 
into 2 subahs, each under the control of a subahdiir. The 
northern subah known as the Payanghat included the 
Malkapur, Jalgaon and -Khamgaon taluks; an~ the 
southern subah known as the Balaghat contained the 
taluks of Cliikhli and Mehkar. This arrangement did 
not, however, last long, and in 1636 Berar as a separate 
subpft formed one of the four divisions of the Deccan, 
Berar was assigned to the East India Company in 1853, 
when the ~istrict consisted of the following parganas :
~. Malkapur, 2. Jalgaon, 3. Badner Bholji, 4. Pimpal
gaon Raja, 5. Jepur, and 6. Rajur. After the Assign
'ment Berar was divided into two districts, South Berar 
(the Balaghat) with its headquarters at Hingoli, and 

, North· Berar with headquarters at Buldana. After the 
Mutiny the province was reconstituted -into East Berar 
with headquarters at Amraoti, and West Berar with 
headquarters at Akola, the present Buldana District 
being included in the latter .. In 1864 the taluks of 
Malkapur, Chikhli and Mehkar were separated from 
the West Berar district and formed into an independent 
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charge styled the South-West Berar district. This 
designation was changed to the M.'ehkar district in 1865. 
In 1867 Buldana was selected as the headquarters of the 
District to which it thenceforth gave its name. On the 
reconstitution of the six districts of Berar in August 190 5 J 

Buldana received the Khamgaon and J algaon mluks 
from the Akola District. The District as it now stands 
is composed of five mluks, Chikhli, M.'ehkar, M.'alkapur, 
J algaon and Khamgaon. 

304. From the time of the M.'uhammadan conquest 
the lowest administrative denomina-

Tiiluk boundaries. 
tion was the pargana or mahal, both 

of which terms seem to have signified the parcel of lands 
known by separate entry and assessment in the revenue 
rolls of the state. Akbar grouped the parganas into sa, .. 
kars, of which thirteen formed in his reign the Berar si4bah. 
In 1853 the number of parganas that lay in the Narn~ila 
division, which nearly represented Western Berar .in 
which was included the present Buldana Distrkt, was 
fifteen, and nearly half of these lie still in the District. 
The organization into sarka,s and parganas survived in the 
records till 1853, but even before that date it had for 
practical revenue purposes become obsolete. It was 
superseded by the term mluk, whi<;h meant the parcel of 
villages made over to one talukdar, and after 1853 signi
fied the sub-circle of revenue collections under a State 
Tahsi14ar. Of the five taluks constituting the District, 
only four 'were in existence in 1853. They were as 
follows:-

Taluk." 

Chikhli 
Jalgaon 
Mehkar, 
Malkapur 

.. .. 

No. of vil
lages. 

357 

Area in square 
miles. 

. .. .. 

III2 

423 
966 
638 
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The fifth taluk of Khamgaon was formed ill 1870 by trans
fer of 148 villages from the Balapur taluk. 

At the ~riginal surveY.(1861-1870) the number of 
villages attached to each taluk was as follows :-

Govern- J~ir Taluk. ment villages. Total. 
villages. 

Chikhli 358 7 3'65 
lIehkar 348 12 360 
lIalkapur 335 4 .. 339 

-Jalgaon 214 3 217 
Khamgaon 143 5 148 

Total 1398 31 1429. 

Since the original settlement several changes have 
been niade in the taluk boundaries. Chikhli transferred 
betw~en the first and second settlement 48 Government 
villages and one jagir village to the l\IaIkapur truuk, six 
villages to the Mehkar taltik, five villages to His Highness 

~ j 

the Nizam's territory, and received in t,.eturn eight villages 
fro!ll the Mehkar taluk. One jagir vi!age (Pimpalgaon) 
was resumed in 1889 ; and three Government villages were 
~ade jagir; so that at the close of the ~ei{ision settle
ment (in 1896) Chikhli had 305 Government ai\d, 8 jagir 
villages.. l\Iehkar similarly transferred eight of its viI· 
lages tp Chikhli and six to His Highness the Nizam' s 
dominions and received from them !espectively six 
a~d six villages; amongst the latter 1 however, there 
were four jagir villages. Two jagir villages-one Pahur 
and the other Bhisa-were resumed in 1881 and 1889 
respectively. Thus the l\Iehkar taluk' contained 344 
Government and 14 jagir villages at the revision settle
·ment. Malkapur gave seven of its villages as jagir 
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to Raja Hari Har Rao Bahadur Nemiwant of Hydera
bad in 1877 and resumed two of its jagir villages, 
one in 1881, and the other in 1884. Thus the Malkapur 
taluk consisted of 330 Government and nine jagir villages 
at the revision settlement .. J algaon transferred eighteen 
villages, eight to Akot and ten to 1\1alkapur, and received 
in exchange from Akot one village. The khe1s of the three 
large villages of J algaon, J amod and Pathuida, ,,,hich 
numbered twelve, five and four respectively, were each 
counted as a separate village. It received two Govern
ment villages and five jagir villages from the Melghat in 
1891, and thus at the close of revision settlement it 
contained 217 Government and eight jagir villages. 

Khamgaon shows no change. In August 19D5 
further alterations in the boundaries of the taluks of 
Mehkar, J algaon and Khamgaon were made with a view 
to making the boundaries of forest charges conterminous 
with those of the revenue District. Thirteen villages 
forming the Ambabarwa State forest in the Metghat tall.\k 
were transferred to the J algaon taluk: Similarly the vil
lage of Dhadham, forming part of the Ghatbori forest, was 
transferred from Khamgaon tatuk to the Mehkar tiiluk. 
The latter again received the four villages of Mohoria 
Buzruk, Mandwa Sawat Dongar, Lakhanwara Buzruk and 
Pimpri Dhangar from the Balapur taluk. Thus the total 
number of villages that each taluk now contains is a~ 
follows:-

Chikhli 313 
Mehkar 363 
Malkapur 339 
Jalgaon 238 
Khamgaon 147 

Total 1400 
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305. The aboriginal unit was in Berar, as all over 

Early revenue ad· 
ministration. Pre· 
Muhammadan period. 

India, the village. Into the vexed 
question of the nature of the early 
village coml}1unity it is not neces-

- sary to enter here) complicated as 
that question is by the difficulty of describing in terms 
of civilized thought the half-conscious reasonings or 
instincts of savages, and in India by the unreliable nature 
of the evidence. - Of the differences between the primi
tive Dravidian and the primitive Aryan village, of the 
earfy growth of law and the subsequent growth of a 
quasi-feudal society in India, we. really know absolutely 
nothing. The latter process seems to have been at least 
accelerated in Berar by the successive invasions, and 
their resulting overlordships. The Indian. village has 
in a crystallized form survived them all, and into the 
succ~ss.ive types of rule its 'headman or patel has always 
been adopted as an integral part. As a leader of the 
party of settlers the headman had a special holding set 
apart for him, and the territorial chief was also supported 
by tll10ther lot of land in each village, the entire produce 
of which went to him. This latter plan, however, was 
gradually ~uperseded by the chief taking a share in the 
grain produce of all1ands, except the village headman's 
and certain other privileged settlers. t This share in the 
grain became the principal source of state re\'enue, and is 
the parent of our modern land revenue. The traditional 
. share in the produce so taken was one-sixth J but there 

/ 

is, evidence to show that this limit was freely raised when 
~ necessity arose. With the introduction of the grain 
-share came the appointment of a second official, the 
prototype of the patwari, and he also was remunerated 
by a hereditary holding of land. It is these ancient 
holdings that were aftet}Vards called by th~ Muhammadan 

. rulers watan. All the watan lands and the various privi-
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leges and dignities associated with them constituted a 
family property which was capable of descending to a 
number of heirs jointly. Further, in each village there 
grew up a staff of artizans) menials and servants, who • 
became hereditary and served the village, not for pay-
ment by the job (such a thing was of course unknown) 
but for a regular remuneration, paid in kind, chiefly by a 
fixed share in the harvest. This ancient village commu
nity is the prototype of the modern Berar ryotwari 
village. 

306. 'Ve possess no detailed information about 
the earliest method of Moslem 

Early Muhammadan 
period, 1394 A.D.-
1596 A.D. 

revenue management, but the policy 
seems to have been to preserve the 
older village institutions. The here

ditary offices of Deshmukh and Deshpandia are supposed 
by some writers to owe their origin to this period, but it is 
a very doubtful supposition. The Deshmukh was a head 
patel of a circle of villages, and was responsible for appor
tioning and collecting the land revenue, while the D~.?h
panelia was a head patwari or kanungo and kept the 
accounts. They were always Hindus, the Deshmukh gene
ralli., a Kun~i and the Deshpandia a Brahman, and they 
may have been instituted by the Muhammadans to 
conciliate a conquered people. An interesting description 
of this period may be quoted from Sir A. Lyall: 'If we 
{ take the centuries between 1300 and 1600 A.D. as the 
I period (roughly stated) of independent Muhammadan 
• dominion in the Dakhan, and compare it with the same 
(breadth of time in Western Europe, the Dakhani 
I government will not lose much by comparison. We 
{ shall be struck by resemblances more than by constrasts 
, in all that concerns civil policy and the use made of 
, their arbitrary power by princes and lords of the land. 
'Long wasting wars, bloody feuds, revolts, massacres, 
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• assassinations, cruel and barbarous punishments," sad 
, stories of the death of kings "-all these things fill 
, the chronicles of Plantagenets and Valois as plentifully 
, as the annals of the Bahmani~. Yet, as has often 
, been said, although these descriptions now startle us 
• into horror and astonishment, it may be guessed that 
, life in those times was more tolerable than it appears 
, to modern readers. A majority of the people took no 
· share at all in the constant fighting, or in the perilous 
, intrigues which were continually exploding in violent 
'cat~strophes that shook or overturned the throne; 
, while another section of the people enjoyed the stirring 
, life and the chances of rebellion I and staked their lives 
, on the sport quite as readily as men now risk their 
• l~mbs against a tiger. For Berar, it seems to have 
, been always an agricultural country, situated off the 
• high road of foreign armies., and distant from the capi-
• tals of· royalty. It suffered like other districts from 
, inroads and internal disorders, but its battlefields are 

il 

, comparatively not numerous. Then the settled l\fuham-
.' madan government always attempted, in the interests 
• of reTen?e, to protect the tillers of the land, keeping 
• the collections as much as possible in their own hands I 
, except when jagus were granted, and never formally 
• abandoning the cultiva.tor to the mercy of a feudal 
'lord. We may conjecture that the peasantry as a class 
, were mu~h above the mediaeval serfs and villeins 0 f 
• \ Europe; and altogether that they were at least as 
, well off; under the Bahmani and lmad Shahi rulers as 
- the commons of any outlying counties - of England 
c duri~g the great wars of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
.~ centuries. Probably the peasants of France were worse 
, off up to the end of the seventeenth century. Certainly 
« the S'ubah of Berar was in a high state of cultivation, 
, and yielded an ample revenue when Akbar annexed 
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• it; and the land must have prospered still more under 
• the wise administration of :Malik Ambar, of whom more 
< hereafter. 

, In those ages the whole ;Dakhan swarmed with 
• adventurers from every nation in Asia, and from the 
< African coast of the Indian Ocean. These men and 
'their descendants settled in the towns, their chiefs 
• occupied most of the high military and civil offices; 
< but, in Berar at least, the Muhammadans appear to 
.. have left the Hindus in undisturbed posses~;ion of the 
< soil. And although the hereditary revenue authorities, 
• the Deshmukhs and Deshpandias who were chief officers 
• of districts with much influence and profit, are said 
, to have been instituted by the early Muhammadan 
'kings, yet in Berar these places and perquisites have 
, from time immemorial been in the hands of Hindus.' 

307. Berar was ceded to the Emperor Akbar in. 
I569 A.D., and was one of the 

Mughal period 1596 subahs which came under the fa
A.D. to 17z0 A.D. 

j , 

mous land-rev'enue settlement made 
by him and his Hindu minister Todar Mal. The early 
Hindu system had been one without any surveyor mea
surement and without any records to speak of. The 
l\1ughal rulers crystallized it into more. business-like 
permanence by measuring and recording villages, par
ganas and sarkars with their revenue assessment. The 
first beginning of a change from the mere levy of a share 
of grain to a regularly assessed cash revenue may be 
traced to Akbar's settlement, and .the cash rates were, 
when possible, fixed for a period of years instead of being 
liable to annual alteration. A more or less uniform 
system of revenue accounts was also established. The' 
settlement was fixed by measuring" the arable lands and 
making a careful estimate of their produce. The unit of 
land for purposes of assessment was taken to be a bigha, 
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a term used to denote a piece of land measuring a little 
more than two--thirds of an acre. Each bigha was rated 

. at the value o,f one-fourth the estimated produce, and 
the sum total of the demand on a village or group of 
villages thus calculated was termed its tankhwa or standard 
rentroll ; from this rating were omitted lands which were 
barren or never brought under cultivation. The average 
rate of assessment per bigha of land was R. 1-4-. ~Ir. 

Bullock, in his Rep?rt on North Berar for 1854-55, gives 
the following account of the land assessment of this 
provhace under the Mughals. It is probably taken from 
some old papers preserved among the kanungo records, 
but these are usually copies, several times repeated, of 
original documeI!ts. 

, I may as well mention that under the kings of Delhi, 
. when the mode of assessment was under strict regulation, 
, the valley of Berar was divided into three main des
, criptions of land, viz., ainkali, miankalas, and kalas
, pati., The ainkali was the deep black soil. The miat~-

. ' kalas tvas the soil where the black began to mingle with 
, a li~~ter description. The kalaspati was the light soil 
'-lying towards the hills. The black soil is towards the 
, celltre of the va1l~y. Each of these divisions had its 
, general rate fixed upon each bigha, but divided into 
, various sorts with a rate on each, and these rates were 
• only slightly modified by local circumstances. 

, The bigha of arable land was less than the bigha 

\t now it,I use in Khandesh or elsewhere, which is 3600 
.. square' yards, and the garden and inam bigha was larger. 
"vif., the inam land was measured by -the Jtahi gaz, 

I ' equal to 7225 square yards per bigha. The garden 
• land was measured by the gaz, BaTa Sikandari, which 
, gave 5500!~ square yards ,per ,bigha, and the arable 

"land by the Ckhota Sikandari gaz, which gave 2256 l!~. 
4 square yards per bigha. The ~verage rates on land were 
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f as follows: first sort, divided into two sorts-first sort 
, R. I-3-9, second sort As. I3-3 per bigha; second sort, 
, subdivided into two sorts-first sort R. I-I-3, second 
, sort As. 12-3 per bigha; third sort, subdivided into two 
, sorts-first sort As. II-6, and second sOrt As. II-3 per 
'bigha. Garden land in two kinds--first sort Rs. 3-II-0, 
• second sort Rs. 2-4-0. The whole was under kham wasul, 
'and the Annual Settlement paper was as nearly as 
• possible that which I have now introduced, but with 
• even more exact detail. We can.form some idea of the . 
• prosperity of the valley at that time, as the total reve
e nue in the year quoted during ·the reign of Alamgir 
, was Rs. 27,44,75Q-II-O, because the land was fully culti
r vated, and the population abundant and vigorous, in
• stead of being scanty, ill-fed, and weakly, as they are now.' 

The present Buldana District comprised_ a large 
part of Akbar's sarkars of Namala and Baitalwadi, and 
the greater part of the sarkar of Mehkar. . The demand 
on account of land revenue amounted to more than 
sixteen lakhs of rupees. Another important settlement in 
Berar was made by Malik Ambar, a minis~er of the Nizam 
Shahi dynasty, which established an independent rule in· 
the Deccan lrom 1605 A.D. to 1628 A.D.; although this 

J 

settlement left a great mark on the province, if the tradi
tions of the people are to be believed, the information' 
abo1,1t it is very meagre. It is probable that his assess
ments varied with the crop and were not fixed like the 
l\Iughal settlements; they were also lump assessments 
on the village in some cases. Grant Duff states tp.at 
when the assessment was in kind it was two-thirds of the 
produce, and that where there was a cash assessment, it 
equalled in value one-third of the produce. Malik Ambar 
is also credited with having settled the land revenue upon 
a recognition of private property in the land, whereas 
Akbar had held that all land belonged to the State 
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\Vriting in 1870 Sir A. Lyall estimates that the revenue 
raised in Berar in the seventeenth century was much larger 
than that paid under the original settlements made after 
the cession, and that the culti vated area was not less. His 
conclusion as to the view we ought to take of the history 
of this period is as follows: I It is a common mist~ke 
, to suppose that the normal state of India was that in 
I which we English found the country when we con
I quered most of it; whereas each province usually fell 
I into our hands, like a rotten pear, when it was at its 
, wor~t, and because it was at its worst. The century 
• that preceded our rule may be regarded as a catastrophe 
, in the history of India's government-a dark age of 
I misrule interposed between two periods of comparative, 
C though unequal, light. We, who are now clearing away 
C ruins, repairing an utterly dilapidated revenue, may 
C sometimes fancy that we ~re raising a new and quite 
, original edifice, when we are only reconstructing upon 
, the old foundation up to the level of earlier architects.' 

II 

308. The Maratha connection with Be1;ar originated 

.Peri~ Qf double 
government (Do A mI'-), 
Marat(ha. and Nizam. 
1720 A.D.-18o;3 A.D. 

with the grat.lt of chauth and sar
deshmukhi by the Delhi Emperor in 
1717 A.D. The M:arathas pretended 
to keep regular accounts with the 
Nizam's officers who were never 

openly ejected from their posts, as from a conquered 
country, though they were often entirely set aside for a 
time. The districts were called Do Amli, that is, jointly 
a.dministered ; and in all the revenue papers the collections 
are'divided, the MarUM share. being uso.ally sixty per 

\ cellt. Of this percentage ten per cent. was called sa,
deshmukhi and the rest mokasa, which seems in Berar 
to have been the technical term that included in a lump 
sum all the Maratha dues except the ten per cent. ab~ve 
mentioned .. The mokas(l. was thus made up; cJuluth, 
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twenty-five per cent; !aujdar's allowance for district 
administration, twenty-five pe-r cent. This period has 
been described as one of barefaced plunder and fleecing 
without attempt at principle or stability. Whenever 
the Nizam appointed a collector, the Marathas appointed 
another, and both claimed the revenue, while foragers 
from each side exacted forced contributions, so that the 
harassed cultivator often threw up his land and helped 
to plunder his.. neighbour's. 

30 9. This period was one of even worse mal
administration than the former. 

Period of Nizam's 
sovereignty, 1803-
1853 A.D. 

The system was introduced of farm
ing out the land revenue to contrac
tors, who adhered to -no rates, but 

squeezed what they could out of tfie ryot's crop and his 
goods and chattels. Whole mInks and parganas were 
let and sublet to speculators for sums far above the ancient 
standard assessment. During the ministry of Raja 
Chandu Lal (1820-1840) the land revenue of certain tracts 
was regularly put to auction at Hyderabad for the highdt 
bid. It is related of that famous minister that he did 
not even respect these auction sales, as it was usual to 
do, but disposed of the same contracts simultaneously 
to several different buyers. Then came the opport~nity 
of the pargana officers; he who secured them on his side 
kept the farm; or sometimes these officers solved the 
complication equitably by putting all purchasers on a 
kind of roster, whereby each got his turn at the collections. 
While this roster was known to be full, even Raja Chandu 
Lal could not persuade a fresh set of contractors to deal 
with him. There is a story told of one of these contractors 
that he rode out of Hyderabad a{ter the auction with 
his face to the horse's tail. His followers approached 
him and asked) • Why this undignified position? • , I am 
on the look-out,' said he, • for my successor to overtake 

22 
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me.' Some of the great farmers-general deserve mention. 
One Raja Bisan Chand who held the greater part of the 
Berar valley in farm about 1831 left a name at which 
the KunbI still grows pale; to pronounce it of a morning 
early is unlucky. Another by name Piiran lIal, a mighty 
moneylender of Hyderabad, at o~e time got most of 
Berar in farm. In 1839 he was turrted out of his districts 
by the Nizam's minister, under pressure from the British 
resident. Piiran Mal refused to quit hold of his security 
for advances made, and showed fight when his succes
so:s sent agents to take his place; however, in the end he 
had to give way; but he presented to the Hyderabad 
Government an account showing a balance due to him 
of two millions sterling, which the ministry altogether 
refused to pay, proving by a different system of book
keeping, that Piiran l\1a1 was deeply in debt to the 
treasury. Piiran Mal's successors were Messrs. Pestanji 
and Company J enterprising Parsi merchants, who in 18.p 
received lar~: assignment of revenue in Berar for reim
burSement of advanCes to the State. But in 1845 they 
were ordered to give up their Berar districts, and on 
th~it refusal their collecting agency was attacked an~ 
sixteen men killed. They were then forced to evacuate 
the assignments with a claim of forty lakhs of rupees 
against the Nizam. l\Iessrs. Pestanji and Company had 
made large and liberal advances to tenants in Berar ; 
they h~d thus restored cultivation over wide tracts, and 
rekindled the lamp in many deserted villages. Among 

.' Berar; agriculturists they left a very ~ood reputation. 
-One result of the farming system and the disorder into 
~ich the country fell, was a great decrease in the reve
nue. l'he revenue collected about 1815-20 was not 
more than half the sum which the provinc~ was estimated 
to yield in 1803, and the land revenue of the present 
Buldana District mention~d ,in the treaty of 1853 was 
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only a little more than three lakhs, a great fall from the 
16 lakhs of Akbar's settlement. Under the farming 
system the Government had no means of checking false 
revenue returns, and the . rough enquiries made by the 
British officials after the cession shewed cultivation to 
be concealed to an incredible extent. Thus in 1854 the 
Resident reported that whereas the cultivated area in 
North Berar was recorded at 425,000 bighas, the naked 
eye detected by rapid survey of each village more than 
1,700,000 bighas. The Government simply looked to 
the revenue for which the contractor was answerable, 
and did not trouble about the extension or otherwise 
of cultivation. In spite ,of this concealment of cultiva
tion the ryots in 1853 were found to be in a very depressed 
and impoverished s~ate. This was due, not so much 
to the severity of the assessment for that was not found 
to be too heavy, but to its shameful inequality. Desh~ 

mukhs, Brahmans, Rajputs and Musalmans were paying 
an average of 7i- annas a bi-gha, while the Maratha Kunbi 
was paying as much as R. 1-14 a bigha. The mq<;le 
of. assessment was very arbitrary and seldom had any 
reference to the capabilities of the soil. Thus it was 
found that one man was paying Rs. 10 for land of 
the same extent and description as that for which an
other man was paying Rs. 100. When waste land was 
required by a cultivator it was apportioned out by the 
patwari by guess work so that the amount allotted ·to 
any individual depended partly on the ability of the pat
wari to judge area, and partly on his goodwill towards 
the cultivator. 

310. The ordinary tenure from time immemorial 

Land tenure and 
the position of reve
llue officials prior to 
1853. 

had been that which permitted 
a man to keep possession. of his 
fields so l~ng as he paid to Govern:-
ment the customary rent. Some 
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such general principle of reciprocal convenience must 
have always prevailed, so long as land was more 
plentiful than cultivators. Malik Ambar (1613 A.D.) 
is stated to have recognised the tyot's private pro
perty in his land, but such rights, if ever they were 
conferred, cannot long have out-lasted the wear and tear 
of the disorders which followed his death. We may 
suppose that where the tenants managed to keep land for 
any long time in one family they acquired a sort of pr().. 
perty adverse to -all except the Government; that where 
the land, changed often by the diverse accidents of an 
unsettled age, in such' cases occupancy never hardened 
into proprietary right. Good land would have been 
carefully preserved, bad land would be often thrown 
up; failure of crops or the exactions of farmers would 
sever many holdings; and all rights ceased with con
tinuity of possession. (\Yhen misgovernment became 
chroni~, and the country was incessantly exposed to be 
wasted by famine, war or fiscal extortion, the tenant's 
hold 'on anyone piece of land would be more precarious 
and ephemeral.) But perhaps it may be said that in 
theQIy the general basis and limit of property in the land 
Wa! cultivating occupancy undisturbed, except by vio
lence or injustice, so long as the traditional standing rates 
o.f assessment were paid upon the fields taken up. (It is 
easy to see that various rights and prescriptions might, 
under fayouring circumstances, arise out of this sort of 
,holding. Several terms as mirasi, mundkari, etc., were 
.formerlJ known to distinguish the class of occupants in 
Berar whose possession of their land was long established 
an~ by descent, but their precise privileges were never 
closely defined. The essence of these holdings seems 
to have been the privilege of paying a fixed sum "ithout 
regard to cultivated area) and the right to trees. The 
property was also admitted usually to pe heritable and 
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transferable. Then certain advantageous tenures were 
created by expedients used to revive cultivation in 
deserted tracts; long leases were given at a rent mount
ing upwards very gradually year by year, or a whole 
ruined village was made over by what is called palampat, 
which fixes the rental of the entire estate without taking 
account of the spread of cultivatio~ CWhatever rights 
in the land may have grown up previously, they all dis
appeared under the Maratha and Nizam's Government. 
Under this regime the mass of cultivators held their 
fields on a yearly lease which was made out for them 
by the patel at the beginning of each season: the land was 
acknowledged to belong to the State" and as a general 
rule no absolute right to hold any particular field, except 
by yearly permission of the officials, was urged or allowed. 
A man could not always give up or 'transfer his holding 
without official authorization. Cultivators were ejected 
from their holdings and others put in their places, as it 
suited the caprice or interest of the farmer of the revenue. 
Under such a system all value was wrung out of property 
in land.7 . 

(The'patels, Deshmukhs and Deshpandias who were 
employed to manage the collection of land revenue in 
villages and parganas never got beyond hereditary office 
nor transmuted themselves into proprietors of the land. 
The patel always remained the agent between the State 
and the village tenants for cultivation and collections. 
He was paid by rent-free land, money dues and dignities, 
the whole being grouped under the term wata'tJ. The 
Deshmukhs and Deshpandias had risen to great local 
importance under the Muhammadan dynasties. They 
held by virtue of office the right to take certain dues 
from the revenue collected in their subdivisions, but 
some of the more powerful families received large grants of 
land in jagir and patents for thE." collection of additional' ... 
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,." .... 
(. subsidies, on condition of military or police service, and 

the maintenance of order. Towards the dedine of the 
l\1ughal power in Berar they sometimes obtained their 
subdivision~ in farm, and some of them were probably 
fast developing into the status of talukdars and zami'ndars 
of Upper India. But the Nizam and l\Iarathas were too 
powerful to let any subjects stand 1;>etween them and the 
full demand, and in 1853 it was decided that though these 
officials had frequently, beside their money dues, large 
quantities of inam or revenue-free land, and they them
selves advanced the most extravagant pretensions, their 
real position was that of hE"reditary officers and not that 
of hmded proprietors) 

{311. The period from 1853 to 1861, the first year 
of the survey settlement in the 

Earlv British admin- Buldana District, was spent by the 
istration. -

British officials in clearing up the 
confusion into which the land-revenue administration 
had fallen, and in feeling their way towards some better 
system. The services of the Deshmukhs and Desh
pandias were qispensed with, but the patel and patwari 
were retained. The native system was carried on tem-.. \ 

porarily with the difference that security and fixity of 
definite demand were given. The Government of India 
~rdered measures to be taken for organizing a survey and 
suggested a settlement for five years with an annually 
increasing' iama, where circumstances warranted it. 
Further' instructions were issued in 1856 to the effect 
that a. revenue surv~y should be instituted and a settle
~ent formed which ' while it shall put an end to all un
• licensed exemptions and privileges and shall secure a 
, fiur revenue to the State, shall by the recognition of 
• proprietary right in those 'who can establish a heredi
, tary or prescriptive title and by the protection of the 
, interests of other cult~vators of the soil, invest tenure~' . , 
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• of land with security and petmanency under certain 
, declared conditions and shall restrict the demand of the 
f State within reaSonable limits, which shall not bE) sub
f ject to variation for a fixed term of years.' J The 
system of measurement by the local patwaris was ap
proved( the ryotwari system of settlement was condemned, 
and the introduction of a village system of settlement 
with joint responsibility was recommended.) Pending 
the introduction of some regular system of survey and 
settlement the land-revenue administration appears to 
have been carried on according to the discretion of each 
Deputy Commissioner tempered by occasional instruc~ 

tions from superior authority: (an annual iamabandi was 
made hy the Deputy Commissioner through the medium 
of the patel, and the account of each man's holding 
was taken from the patwari's papers) ~his system was 
fraught with the greatest inconvenience both to the 
Government and to the people, and was made a fruitful 
source of speculation and corrupt practices.) Each officer 
charged with the carrying out of the iamabandi arrange-
ments was necessarily virtually charged with discretionary' 
powers to remit revenue .to any extent, and was, from the 
extensive tract of country over which his supervision 
extended, entirely dependent upon his native revenue 
subordinates for the data on which the iamabandi was 
formed, and could not exercise any real and salutary 
control over the correctness of the return showing the 
fluctuations of cultivation and revenue derivable there
from. In some cases a rough measurement of land under 
cultivation was made with a rod six cubits in length. 
The agency available was a very imperfect one, and the 
magnitude of the work prevented it being. carried out 
with any great accuracy. There was an intention at the 
outset to rate the land according to its produ~ive powers, 
as from three to five different rates were found at settle-
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ment to exist in some of the villages, but it proved a 
failure, as at settlement inferior soils were found assessed 
highly, and rich soils assessed lowly, as if there had been 
no method, whatever in the distribution of rates. In' 
some cases of the Mehkar taluk for the first three years 
the land was assessed by a lump sum being fixed for each 
village according to its size; the standard adopted at 
first being the same as that found under native rule. 
Subsequently the area of the holdings was arrived at by 
the native system of. nazar andaz or- simple guess work, 
the eye aild imagination being the only' instruments' 
used, and finally a rough measurement was carried out 
as in the other ta1uks. Although these measurements 
were anything but reliable, neither the means at command 
nor the mode adopted being calculated to produce very 
accurate returns, they were nevertheless sufficient to 
form the basis for a more satisfactory and more equitable 
systetD; of assessment than 'the existing one. In order to 
encourage cultivation and the taking up of waste land, 
the system or'givfng out land on kauls (leases at a low but 
gradually increasing assessment) 'was also adopted. In 
1851. the Commissionp.r submitted a report on the pro-

-gress made in the revenue survey. He reported that the 
khasra suryey QY patwaris had been a complete failure 
~nd practically no progress had been made. The Govern
ment of India then decided to send px:ofessional survey 

-parties to carry out the survey on the· system followed 
. in the Punjab and Central Provinces, but for various 
',reasons the operations were postponed. In the mean-
?~e in 1859 an experimental survey on the Bombay 
sY$tem of parts of two districts (since h~nded back to 

.Hy'derabad) was started by Captain W. C. Anderson . 
• In 1860 it was proposed that Captain Anderson's opera
tions should be extended to the rest of Berar, and afte\ 
m\1ch demur the Government of India in 1861 consented 
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to the introduction' of the Bombay system which will 
be described later. In spite of the absence of a proper 
system of settlement this early period of British rule was 
one of great prosperity.) Remissions of revenue were 
almobt unknown. Writing of this period in 1870 Sir A. 
Lyall r~marks that, 'the land reven~e increased and 
• multiplied with marvellous rapidity, under the combined 
, stimuli of good government, railways and the Manches
, ter cotton famine. Cultivation spread over the land 
, like a flood tide • ; and Sir R. Temple's r€'marks in r867 
are also deserving of quotation. 'The condition of 
, Berar when the province was assigned to British manage
• mellt, though weakly, a~d needing restorative measures, 
, was 110t beyond the hope of speedy recovery. And 
, fortunately the means of restoration were at hand; for 
',the soil was famed far and wide among the peasantry 
, for its fertility; and its repute, always high, was further 
, enhanced by the fact of so much of it having remained 
, fallow of late years-a circumstance which was sup-
· posed to ensure a rich return to those who reclaimed th~ J 

· waste and raised the first· crops on virgin culture. The 
· neighbouring districts were full of families who had emi
• grated thither from Berar, and who, with the usual 
· attachment of the people to their original patrimony, 
· were anxious to return on any suitable opportunity. 
· Thus hundreds of families and thousands of individuals 
• immigrated back into Berar. Many villages in the 
• Nagpur country lost many of their hands in this way) 
'and were' sometimes put to serious straits. Some 
• apprehension was even caused to the Nagpur officials. 
• But of course the natural course of things had its way) 
, and Eastern Berar became replenished. This was only 
• one mode out of several, which it would be tedious to. 
, detail, whereby. the cultivation of Berar was restored 
• and augmented.' 
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Up to 1856 there was no regular system of collecting 
the Government revenue or keeping the accounts. Some
times money was carried to the credit of Government as 
revenue) which was in fact borrowed by the Sar N aib 
(or Tahsildar) from a sahi4kar, the Sar Naib realizing it 
subsequently as best he could. In some cases the taluk 
accounts dealt not with villages but with the subordinatt' 
charges under the kamdars, whose duty it was to make 
the collections from the villages and remit them to the 
taluk kacheris. -The kamdars ,received receipts from 
the Sar -N aibs or Tahsildars, and the village authorities 
from the kamdars. E:lsewhere village collections ''\tere 
made very much in akras or orders on the money
lender of the village. In 1856 instructions were issued 
ordering all payments to Government to be made in cash; 
the patel, as the village representative of Government, 
was to collect dues) deali~g directly with the landowner, 
to give receipts and to transmit the money direct to the 
TahsIldar. J'he kamdars interposed between the patels 
and the Tahsildar were abolished, and the Tahsildars 
were to give receipts to patels . 

• ( '312. The basis or unit of assessment is the survey 
, nnmber or plot of land of a size 
Berar survey and adapted for cultivation b'\.> a peasant 

settlement system. J 

with a pair of bullocks.) The arable 
land, whether cultivated or waste but available for cul
tivatian, is split up into these numbers, the area of which 
is ac~urately ascertained by survey measurement. Each 
field .... is separately measured by means of the chain and 
~ross staff, and in the field register there is a separate 
map of each field complete in itseU. The area of the 
holding is obtained by simple arithmetic, and the cal~ 
culations are recorded. This detailed field register 
obviates the necessity of haying the village map on a 
larger scale than 8 inches to the mile. The area of each 
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survey number does not exceed from 20 to 30 acres, and 
the minimum below which survey numbers cannot be 
divided is 5 acres.in the case of dry crop land, 1 acre in the 
case of rice land, and! acre in the case of garden land. 
The fields are marked off from each other by a dhura or a 
narrow strip of land,41 feet in breadth, being left uncul
tivated between them; by mounds of earth (warli) 10 

feet in length by 5 feet in breadth, and 3 feet in height. 
and by stones (gotii, patthar) between 2!- and 3 feet in 
length sunk in the ground at certain angles. Besides 
the culturable land the gaothiin or village ~ite is also 
surveyed and allotted, and land is reserved for free graz
ing and other purposes. The term parampok is used for 
numbers that are unculturable by reason of having tombs, 
sites of wel1s, etc., ~n them, and the Bombay plan of 
allowing parts of numbers to be deducted from the cul
turable area as bad bits <potkhariib) is followed. The 
survey being done, the classification of the soil begins. 
There are three classes of land, unirrigated or dry crop 
(iiriiyat) land, rice land and garden land which is called' 
motasthal if irrigated by means of a well, and piitasthal if 
irrigated by a channel. For classification purposes each 
field is divided temporarily into about twelve parts of 
some two acres each. Three tests to discover ~ind of 
soil, depth of soil, and freedom from defects are made in 
each 'part. For ,the first test soils are divided into three 
classes or orders, which are described briefly as black, 
red, and white. The full description is: I First order, of a 
, fine uniform texture, varying in colour from deep black 
, to deep brown. Second order, of uniform but coarser 
• texture than the preceding, and lighter in colour, which 
, is generally red. Third order, of coarse, gravelly, or 
, loose friable texture, and colour varying from light 
, bro'\\'Il to grey! For the second test, that of depth, 
the soil is dug up and a crowbar driven in until it is 
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obstructed by rock or some hard substratum or until it 
has gone in Ii cubits, that is, 311 inches. For the third 
test a list of eight defects has been drawn up, the chief 
being the presence of fragments of limestone or of exces
sive sand, slope, liability to flooding, excess of moisture, 
and clayey soil. When a classification is being made J 

the classer draw~ an outline of each field, marks the pa~ 
into which it is temporarily divided, and enters in each 
part figures and symbols to show the results of each test. 
A soil to be of - standard quality, a sixteen-anna soil, 
mtlSt be- black, of full depth, and free from all defects. 
Indeed, it may have some special advantage, such as a 
beneficial flooding in the rains, which raises it two or 
four annas more. For every detail or combination of 
details in which a plot falls short of standard quality so 
many annas are deducted according to a table which has 
been drawn up. Each field is finally valued as a field 
of so many annas according to the average value of the 
plo~ contai~ed in it. In the case of garden land it is 
necessary in addition to, examine the effect of the well 
or other means of irrigation on the soil. Rice land is 
claS!;ified on a scale o,f its own. The full details thus 
o~tained about each field are entered in a prate or field 
book which is kept at the headquarters of the District. 
, These operations of measurement and classification 
have nothing whatever to do, with the pitch'or amount 
of the assessment. They are only th~ methods by which 
the as~essment is distributed over the numerous individual 
holdings of a ryotwari system. The basis of the distri-

'bution of the assessment having been" fixed, the next 
step is for the Settlement Officer _to work out the rates of 
assessment. These rates are determined ~ the following 
manner. The area dealt with, which is the subdivision 
of a District known as the taluk, is divided into groups 
homogeneous as to physical characteristics and eco~omk 
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advantages, such as climate, rainfall, general fertility of 
soil, communications and the like. For each of these 
groups uniform maximum rates are fix.ed. These maxi
mum rates are the sums which would be leviable upon a 
field, the soil valuation of which is sixte.en annas. Thus 
if the maXImum rate be Rs. 3 per acre of a sixteen-anna 
field, the assessment per acre upon a field the valuation 
of which was eight annas would be R. I~8, and so on. 
By applying the maximum assessment rates' to the soil 
valuation the rate per acre on each field is arrived at. 
In an original settlement the difficulty is to arrive at 
suitable maximum rates. This difficulty was solved 
for Berar by taking the rates found in the neighbouring 
District of Khandesh as a basis for the early settlements. 
Special rates are imposed on rice and irrigated land. The 
settlement is made for 30 years and at the end of that 
period is liable to revision. In a revision settlement the 
Settlement Officer before fixing the maximum rates con
siders what direction the revision should take. For this 
purpose he reviews fully every circumstance sho'YP 
in the past revenue history, prices, markets, communica
tions, rents, selling, letting and mortgage value o~ land, 
vicissitudes of seasons, and every other relevant fact 
indicating the incidence of the previous assessment and 
the economic condition of the tract, and upon this in
dication he bases his propo!?als for enhancement or reduc
tion of assessment as the case may be. When he finds 
from the records of the previous settlement, that the 
assessment was designedly pitched low with the object 
of encouraging cultivation, or for other reasons deemed 
sufficient at the time, and if he further finds from the 
land records of the period of the lease under revision tha.t 
cultivation has in consequence largely expanded, that 
prices have risen, that the assessment bears a low propor
tion to the sale. letting and mortgage value of the land, 
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and that notwithstanding vicissitudes of season the assess· 
ment has been paid with conspicuous ease, he will probalr 
ly propose an increase of assessment. If) however, 
he should find that the condition of the country has been 
stationary, that prices have not risen, and that the country 
has not been developed or any rise occurred in the value 
of land, he will not propose any enhancement. Again 
if the assessment at the original settlement was pitched 
high, and the cultivation has been contracted, or the 
revenue has proved difficult to collect, and the relation 
of the assessment to the value and rental of land is found 
to oe high, the Settlement Officer will propose a reduction. 
The general result to be attained by the revision of assess-
ment being decided on, the m~ximum rates are proposed 
~hich, when applied to each field by means of the classi
fication, would bring about that result, higher rates being 
imposed on those groups which enjoy the greater advan
tages, and lower on the"less favourably situated groups. 
In this way the tot~ assessment, which it is reckoned 
that- the sut)wvision will bear,. is equitably distributed 
throughout each group, village and field. 

'l~313. The ordinary tenure is the ryotwari tenure, 

I.and tenure. 
and all land paying revenue to 
Government under that system is 

known as khiilsa land. The State is recognized as the 
superior landlord, and the settlement is made directly 
with the cultiv~tor himself and not through middlemen. 
The ass'essment is- on the land I not on the person. Sulr 
ject to certain restrictions, the occupant, who is termed 
,k!z,iiteJiir) is absolute proprietor of his holding, may sell, 
let or mortgage it or any part of it, cultivate it or leave 
it waste, so long as he pays the assessment, which may be 
revised on general principles at the end of the fixed term. 
Being'in arrears with the assessment at once renders the 
right of occupancy liable to forfeiture. No occupant is 
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bound to hold his land more than one year if he does 
not like it; as long as he gives notice according to law) 
he is free to relinquish his holding. The occupant is 
free to make any improvement he likes, but he must not 
apply the land to any other purpose than agriculture 
without the permission of the Deputy Commissioner. 
Government retains a right to all minerals in the soil. 
Only one occupant is recorded as the khatedar, to whom 
the Government looks as responsible primarily for the 
revenue. Apart from this he is not necessarily a person 
with any rights in the soil whatever. Mutation of names 
is not compulsory, an.d hence it often happens that a 
khatedar from motives perhaps of seutiment, perhaps 
ot sloth, prefers to keep his name on the Government 
registers long after he has parted with the land. This 
description requires to be qualified in the case of land 
given out for cultivation since 1st January 1905 From 
that date all unalienated assessed land is disposed of 
subject to the following additional condition, 1.'iz. 'neither 
the occupant, his heirs, executors, administrators, a.cl 
approved assignees shall at any time lease, mortgage, sell, 
or otherwise encumber the said occupancy or any portion 
thereof without the previous sanction in writing of the . ~ 

Deputy Commissioner.' 
314. The survey 'was first commenced in Berar 

at the end of March 1861. and the 
Malkapur. Khim

gaoD and J algaoD tii
luk.'1. Original settle
ment. 

first taluk to come under settlement 
was that of l\Ialkapur. Seventy
one villages of this taluk were 
dealt with by Colonel Andersol1, 

the first Superintendent of the original survey in 1862, / 
and these operations were the foundation of a,ll 
subsequent Berar survey and settlement. It is int'er
esting, therefore, to examine the basis of the' iates 
fixed for these villages. Colonel Anderson was iuided 

I 
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in fixing his rates by his experience of the rates of as
sessment which had been successfully introduced into 
different Districts of Bombay and especially in the 
adjacent District of Khandesh. It was found that the 
rates which had been applied in 1856-57 to certain villages 
of that District-20 miles distant from those of the Malka
pur taluk that he was dealing with-were working most 
successfully. Colonel Anderson therefore took these 
rates as his guide. But in spite of the fact that at the 
time of the imposItion of these rates prices were much 
lower than in 186r, it was thought expedient to adopt 
a somewhat lower rate of assessment. l\Ialkapur was 
the first taluk of Berar to be settled, and with a people 
who had no intimate acquaintance with the new settle
ment methods, it was necessary to avoid the faintest 
approach to over-assessment. Colonel Anderson there
fore reduced the Khandesh. rates by 18 to 12 per cent., 
not be~ause he believed them to be oppressive \\;th 
rE'ference to the prices ruling in 1861-62, but for the three 

" reasoils (1) that it was desirable to conciliate the people 
and make the survey acceptable, (2) that the people had 
recehtly ?een put to great expense in clearing and bring
ing new land under the plough, and (3) that even on his 
~eduction the rise in revenue over what the people had 
been previously paying would amount to 33 per cent., 
~nd he thought that was sufficient. That this cautious 
attitude. was justified is shewn by the reception given 
:t? the new settlement. In some instances the whole 
.01' the cjccupants of land in a village threw up their lands 
't.n~1. it was not tilll\1ay 1862 that the resignations of land 
ahilost entirely ceased. By that time the moderation of 
the assessment was recognised J and not only was the 
resigned land taken up again by those who had originally 
resigned it or by othEtrs, but nearly all the unoccupied 
assesst~d land was also taken up. Colonel Anderson in his 
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first proposals divided the villages into two groups with 
maximum rates of 'R. I-to and R. 1-8 per acre, proximity 
to bazars and to future railway stations being the principal 
factors in making the classifications. Subsequently 
in 1863-.64 Colonel Anderson had to settle 132 more 
villages of the Malkapur taluk, and he considered 
that his first maximum rate of R. l-IO was tOQ low. 
Since he had settled his first 71 villages in 1861-.62, prices 
instead of receding, as he had expected, had risen with 
an indication' 9f remaining high. Therefore, abandoning 
the reduction he had originally effected, he took about 
the full Khandesh maximum rate of .1856-57 of Rs. 2 for 
the first group, and on a lower group he placed the rate 
of R. 1-13, excepting a very few hill villages, on which 
was placed the rate of R. I. Colonel Anderson had next 
in 1864 to deal with 180 villages of. the Balapur taluk~ 
a portion of which has since gone into and forms part 
of the present Khamgaon taluk. By that time the 
Malkapur rates were working so satisfactorily that he 
resolved with one exception to apply them, and he did 
so, grouping the villages into three groups with rates'of 
Rs. 2, R. 1-13, and R. I-10.; subsequently a few villages 
along the hills were rated at R. 1-6. The exception 
was the village of Shegaon to which for special reasons 
he applied the rate of Rs. 2-4. Captain Elphinstone, 
who succeeded Colonel Anderson as Superintendent, 
dealt with the Jalgaon taluk, and in fixing his rates he 
also referred to and guided himself by the rates applied 
in l\Ialkapur, though for special reasons he placed certain 
of his J algaon villages in his highest group with a. rate 
of Rs. 2-4, the second and third groups being rated at 
Rs. 2 and R. 1-8. It is not possible to give the exact 
results of the settlement for the three taluks as a whole, 
but a comparison may, be made for various portions of 
the area dealt with. In the BaHipur taluk, which in-

23 
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eluded the Khamgaon taluk, the revenue of 180 villages 
was increased from Rs. 2,46,820 to Rs. 2,86,107 or by 16 
-per cent.; in II7 villages of the same taluk the revenue 
was increase~ from Rs. 1,98,085 to Rs. 1,26,697 or by 17 
per cent. ; for 214 villages of the J algaon taluk the revenue 
was increased from Rs. 2,92,231 to Rs. 3,10,916 or by 6 
per cent. ; in 66 villages of the Malkapur taluk there was 
an increase ,of revenue from Rs. 76,669 to Rs. 77,434 or 

. one per cent.; in 61 villages of the same taluk the revenue 
was increased fro~ Rs. 62,036 to Rs. 82,726 or 33 per cent. 
The average assessment per acre fell at IS annas 3 pies 
in the Malkapur taIuk, IS annas 3 pies in the Khamgaon 
taluk J and R. 1-8-10 in the J aigaon taluk. The settlement 
was made for 30 years, and this period was one of unbroken 
prosperity. The value of the new settlement was realized 
at once, and though in the year before the settlement 
there were 153,108 acres of land available for cultivation, 
only 10,859 acres were left available at the end of the first 
year of settlement, and at the expiry of the settlement only 
7349 :;tcres were available. The land revenue was collect
ed with ease. Remissions· of revenue were almost un
known, and in the three yeats before the expiry of the 

"I 

settlement the average number ~f notices yearly was 
123,., and only once in three years was distraint resorted to. 
T~e population increased by 232 per cent. in the Malka
pur taluk, by 354 per cent. in the Khamgaon taluk, and 
9Y 22-per cent. in the J algaon tahik. The growing wealth 
of the people was shewn in the large increase in cattle, 
:carts alld wells. Land was valuable and could be sold 
iit r~teS' varying from IS to 20 times the Government 
assessment and sublet 'for three times the existing rental. . , 
Prices of the staple crops, cotton and juari, had, as com-
pared with the prices at the time the Khandesh rates of 
1856-57 were fixed, risen in 1891-1892 by 68 and 87 per 
cent. respectively. Communications greatly improved 
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during this period; new roads were ~ade but the more 
important change was the opening of the railway which, 
when the first settlements were made in Malkapur, was 
only in course of construction. It was for a large period 
of the settlement running from west to east of the District 
with a double line throughout, and in addition there was 
the branch line from Jalamb to KMmgaon. The result 
was that the majority of the villages in all three taluks 
were brought within easy reach of a railway station, and 
only in the case of a few villages in the north-east corner 
of the J algaon taluk, and some in the south-west of 
l\1alkapur, did the distance extend to so much as 20 miles. 

315. The three taluks were the first of the Berar 
taluks to come under revision. 

Revision settlement. 
The revised settlement was carried 

out by'Mr, F. W. Francis in 1892, At the time of the 
original settlement the Malkapur taluk consisted of 335 
Government and four iagir villages; the Khamgaon truuk 
was included in the old Balapur taluk, and the J algaon 
talukconsistedof 2I4 Government and three 1'agir villa~es. 
The Malkapur taluk now consisted of 330 Government 
and nine inam villages; the Khamgaon taluk had been 
formed in 1870 out of the old Balapur tal uk by the separa~ 
tion of I44 khalsa and four jagir villages and now consisted 
of 143 Government and five inam villages; the J algaon 
taluk consisted·of 217 Government and eight inam villages. 
In all 690 Government and 22 inam villages were dealt 
with at the revised settlement. In commencing survey 
operations the first step was necessarily to test the ac
curacy .of the old work, and with this object the entire 
remeasurement of ten villages of the Malkapur taluk was 
ordered. The result disclosed only three mistakes in the 
617 survey numbers remeasured, equivalent to t per 
cent. of error. It V'{as therefore agreed that no further 
test of the old work was necessary J and survey operations 
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were therefore continued on the partial remeasurement 
system. Under this system the following were the only 
operations required: (r) Measurement of all numbers 
on the banks of rivers and large nullahs. (2) Measurement 
of all numbers "that for any reason show any alteration 
of boundary. (3) Measurement of numbers that had 
been newly made since the previous survey. (4) The mea
surement of all garden lands, both motasthal and patasthal, 
and of rice lands. (5) A thorough inspection of all the 
boundary marks. The old classification was also found to 
be accurate and was accepted. The old assessments 
fixed as they were on an ascending scale and spread over 
a period of several years, were very uneven j and a principal 
object of the ne,v settlement was to produce equality 
of incidence on land held on similar conditions, and to 
substitute as far as possible uniformity of assessment 
for the existing unevenness. The proposals for reyision 
started from the proposition that there was no reason 
why Malkapur and Khamgaon, as a whole, should be 
assessed more lightly than J algaon, and that the first 
step to he taken was to apply the same maximum rate 
to all three taluks by raising the maximum rate in the 
two taluks of 1Ialkapur and Khamgaon up to the Jalgaon 
rate. A good deal of discussion with regard to the method 
of grouping took place, but finally the villages were divided 
into "three groups with maximum rates of Rs. 2-10, 

Rs. 2-4 and R. 1-I4, respectively. In grouping the vil
lages the following facts were taken into considera-
tion: (1) That the quality of the soil in the three taluks 
is best along a belt in the centre running from east to 
west, which belt overlaps the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway and the river Puma running through it; that 
the soil deteriorates as we recede from this belt north 
towards the Satpura range and south towards the 
Ajanta hills, and that along the base and outlying spurs 
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of these hills the soil is at its poorest. (2) That the 
railway freight for carriage of grain to Bombay was 
practically the same throughout the tract) though the 
freight of cotton was slightly higher from the stations 
farthest from Bombay. (3) That cart hire increased 
by about an anna per maund for every five miles north 
or south of the rail. A belt of the best soil was taken 
for the first group, a narro,ver belt in the vicinity of the 
hills for the third group, leaving the belt between fOl the 
second group. The lines of rlemmcatioll were roughly 
parallel to the railway. In l\1alkapur and Khamgaon 
the southern llmit of the first group was eight miles from 
the railway. Korth of the rail in :\lalkapur and Kham
gaon the riches1 belt extended to the river Purna~ and 

some "yay across it into the J algaol1 Hiluk north of lVIalka
pur) constituting the first group there. The Government 
of India ordered that the Bombay rule limiting the in
crease of revenue to 33 per cent. should be observed. The 
ne,,,, rates were accordingly imposed in accordance with 
a system of progressive enhancements; under this system 
the payment of an increase in revenue is confined to an 
increase of 25 per cent. on the original revenue for every 
two years up to six, when the full amount of the new as
sessment must be paid. In the Malkapur taluk the full 
enhancement ensuing from the revised rates was ordered 
to take effect only from the beginning of the sixteenth 
year. Lands irrigated by wells constructed during the 
currency of the settlement were assessed at the ordinary 
dry crop rate without any addition v\'hatever on account 
of new wells, and lands irrigated by wells dug before the 
original settlement at the highest dry rate assigned to the 
group in which they were situated. The following 

statement shows the results of the new assessment:-
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316. The original settlement of the main portion 

Chikhli taluk. 
of the Chikhli taluk was made by 
Captain Elphinstone in IS66, 236 

villages being then dealt with by him. Seventy-six 
villages, which were transferred from Mehkar to the 
Chikhli taluk, were settled by R. R. Beynon in IS67. 
The rates of assessment were adopted by a comparison 
with the maximum rates of the first class villages in 
the Malkapur and Balapur taluks, which was Rs. 2; for 
the Chikhli taluk, it was decided that taking into 
consideration its distance from the railway and the 
difficulties of communication, a higher maximum rate 
per acre than R 1-I 2 for the first class villages was 
not justifiable. Villages were therefore grouped into· 
four classes as shown below:-

Group. 

I .. 
II 

III 
IV 

Total 

Villages. Maximum rate 
per acre. 

44 
ISO 

95 
23 

312 

R. 
t-I2-0 

1-8-0 

1-4-0 

1-0-0 

Group 1 embraced all the largest market towns of 
the upper tableland and the villages immediately ad
joining them. From this group, however, the market 
towns of the Dhar plateau, from which the railway is 
still more inaccessible than the upper plateau ov.ing to the 
intervening ghats, was excluded. The bazar towns of 
this plateau were placed in group II, having a maximttm 
rate of R. I-S. All villages within a circle of six miles 
fro~ the large bazars, as well as the small bazar towns 
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themselves, were entered likewise in group II. Group III 
contained all the remaining villages which were distant 
from bazars, and otherwise inconveniently situated for 
purposes of traffic; a few villages, however, almost entire
ly deserted and lying in unhealthy localities within the 
spurs of the hills, were excluded from this class, and 
placed in a fourth group. For garden land watered by 
wells, the rates adopted were Rs. 4 for the first class 
villages, and Rs. 3 for the inferior classes. To land 
irrigated by drains-or bandhiiras the maximum rate of 
Rs. 5-_8 was applied. For rice land a six-rupees maxi
mum rate was fixed. The results of the application of 
the new rates are given in the following table :-

\ I 

ACCORDING TO I 
OLD RATES OF AS-I ACCORDING TO THE PRO-

SESSMENT. i POSED SURVEY RATES. 
I • 

! 
I 

I 
: Land1under culti- • Government 

arable unoccupied j vation in 1864 Roughly 
Villages. to 1867. estimated waste land. 

I results on 
- ------ ~--- ~ ~ I' theculti-

.--~ 

I 
I Acres vationof 
I ~ccord- Assess- the years Area in 

Survey 
lUg to ment in 1864 to assess-

I new 1867. 
acres. ment. rupees. 

i survey. I 
I 

'-' ------

I 

I 
\ 

- , - ,_ I 

, 

I ,; Rs. Rs. 
. 

312 327,292 1,93,878 2,38,228 146,303 64,40 0 

the revenue was thus increased by 23 per cent.) and 
the average incidence of the_ revised revenue per acre was 
ann as 10 and pies 3. 
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317. After the ~riginal settlement many changes 
in the taluk took place owing to 

Revision settlement. 
the transfer of villages and other 

causes, and the revision settlement dealt with 305 villages 
only, and six of these were subsequently absorbed in 
State forest class A. The revision settlement was 'tarried 
out by l\I~. F. \V. Francis in 1896. The taluk was 
~ivided into three groups :-

I. The first consisted of 180 villages, almost without 
exception, situated within six miles of one or other of the 
made roads or large markets. 

II. The second group containe~ 88 villages, and 
consisted of two. clusters, one situated in the west and the 
other in the south of the taluk. The 35 villages on the 
west are those of the Dhar pargana, whi.ch are separated 
from the main portion of the taluk by a ghiit some 300 
feet in height. The remaining 53 villages lie to the south 
of Chikhli in the narrow portion of tl~e taluk extending 
to Deulgaon Raj a, and although they are served by the 
main road beginning from Chikhli to JalnaJ on accol];:tt 
of their excessive distance from the railway they were 
considered entitled to some concession. To reach the 
line of rail at Malkapur, goods from these villages must 
be transported distances varying from 60 to 70 miles. 

III. The third group consists of 37 villages situated 
in the broken country to the north-east of the taluk, and 
contained the villages rated at R. I by Captain Elphin
stone. They were still in a much more backward state 
than the majority of the villages of the taluk, many of 
them being unpopulated. 

The maximum rate sanctioned for each group was 
respectively Rs. 2, R. 1-12 and R. 1-4. The rates 
in the 53 southern villages of group II were subject to 
the provision that, after the ,expiry of five years from the 
date of the opening of the new,railway to Jalna, they 
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should be raised to those of group I, as the new railway 
would render them as well situated in respect of com
munications as the villages to the north. Lands under 
irrigation fram wells sunk previous to the original settle
ment were assessed at the highest dry crop maximum 
rate of the group to which they belonged. Lands irri
gated from wells sunk during the currency of the lease 
were treated in every respect as dry crop lands, and re
ceived no extra assessment on account of water. For 
lands irrigated by channel from streams of tanks 
<patasthal. bagait) the maximum soil and water rate of 
Rs. -8 was adopted. For rice lands the old rate of 
Rs. 6 was continued. 

The main justification for the enhancement was the 
very great improvement in communications which had 
taken place within .the previous thirty years. At the 
time of the original settlemeI.1t this Chikhli taluk was in ~ 
very . backward condition owing to its position above 
tb,e ghats or hills and the want of good communications. 

1, 

The railway up to Malkapur was complete but there was 
. no good road to it, and there were no metalled roads in 
th~ -District connecting the various markets. There 
was now on excellent rO'ad made by the Public Works 

. Department. right through the District from Deulgaon 
Raja on the southern, to Buldana on the northern limit 
of the taluk, which brought it in connection with the 
railway a~ Malkapur. There were also other good public 
works and forest roads from Chikhlr to Kbamgaon, where 
\ 

there w~s a railway station, Buldana to Kbamgaon, 
Chikhli to Mehkar, and ChikhH to AmrapUr, so that aU 
the '~argest markets were connected with each other 

. 'and the railway. Other grounds for enhancement were 
t~e indications of progress shewn by' the following facts: 
Land was being sold for 18 to 24 times the survey assess
. ment anq sublet for three times the survey assessment. 
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Population had increased .by 29t per cent., plough cattle. 
by 6r per cent., milch cattle by 28 per cent., carts by 24 
per cent., and wells by 48 per cent. The revenue had 
always been fully reali~ed v.-ithout remission in each yea.r 
without any outstanding balance and without any 
difficulty. The Bombay limits of enhancement were 
strictly applied, except in the case of one village Pokhri, 
which for some inexplicable reason was formerly rated 
at R. I and now fell in the Rs. 2 group, the increase 
being cent. per cent. But the increased rate was ordered 
to be imposed and levied in accordance .with the system 
of progressive enhancement applied to the Malkapur taluk, 
provided that the full enhancement should commence 
only from the beginning of the sixteenth year. Two 
reasons were given for not working up to the limit of 43 
per cent. increase: (1) the distances of the Chikhli taluk 
from the railway J (2~ its separation from the l\Ialkapur 
taluk by the Santmalla range of hills averaging a height 
of 800 feet in the neighbourhood of Buldana. The follow· 
ing statement shews the change of the revenue caus<;d 
by the new rates :-
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Government Government .S unoccupied . Total. 
occupied land. occupied land. -land. 0 

IIJ 
1)4 --------- ~ 

I Assess-
.... 

Assess- I Assess- Assess ~ 
Acres. Acres .. ment. Acres. Acres. (.l 

ment. ment. ment. ~ , ~ 

"d' 

ta ... 
'2 
'a, 
::r 
u 
tJ 
0 

'8 
IIJ 
tJ 
::I 
f 
IIJ 

!:! 
Q - -~, ----- -- --

305 

. 
Rs. Rs. ~ ~ ~. 

458.31°1295.592 457.655 368.777 15.694 7,081 73.349375.858 24'8 
. 

The increase amounted to Rs. 73,185, being 24'8 per cent. 
in excess of the previous demand.. The new rates 'pr~ 

13.183 
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duced the following increases: 29'0 per cent. in the first 
group, 16'4 per cent. in the second, 32'2 per cent. in the 
third, and 24'8 pet cent. in the whole taluk. The com
paratively s,mall increase in the second was due to its 
containing 6341 acres of well lands that were fonnerly 
very highly rated; the application of the maximum dry 
crop rate of R. 1-12 resulting in.a loss of Rs. 10,000 on 
these lands. 

318. The revi5ed assessment was introduced in 
1897-9R. In that year the amount 

Chikhli taluk since uncollected was R'3. 1377-0-3, and in 
settlement, 

1898-99 all but Rs. 6892-7-3 was 
collected. In 1900 a question was raised as to the over
assessment of part of the Chikhli taluk. Captain Plowden, 
Assistant Commissioner, was deputed to make an enquiry; 
and his conclusions were that the land had by no means 
been overassessed on its merits, and that had there been 
no ~alllines the revised assessment would have come in 
as automatical~y as the old one. But the Government 
of India heldl\:hat the levy of the new rates in a year of 
famine to some extent crippled the people, and the con
ditioll of the taluk was not altogether satisfactory: In 
1896-97 'the cropped area had fallen from 391,933 acres 
to '319,962"acres. It recovered again in 1897-98 and 
010898-99, but in 1900-01 it again fell to 3~9,01I ~cres. 
The Government of India therefore suggested the desir
ability of making a temporary reduction of the assessment 

o rates for a term of three years. The villages dealt with 
o were 4~ villages in the north-western and 52 villages in the 
&o}lthern portion of the taluk known as' the Dhar and 
D~gaon Raja tracts. In these villages the cropped 
area of 1901-02 was only 8r4 per cent. of that of 1895-96. 
Great difficulty was also experienced in the collection of 
the land revenue of these tracts and in many 'cases fields 
sold for arrears of landlevenue had either realized nothing 
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or barely the amount of arrears for one year. The popula
'tion of the Chikhli taluk between 18g1 and IgOl also 
decreased by IS per cent. The old assessment for the 
gg villages was Rs. I,II,852, which was increased to 
Rs. 1,32,453 at the revision settlement, or 18 per cent. 
It was' propose.d to reduce the assessment in dry lands to 
the original amount, thus reducing the demand by 
Rs. 28,131 per ,annum for a period of three years com
mencing with Ig02-03. As the tract had not properly re
covered by the end of this period, the reduction was 
continued, up to and inclusive of Ig07-08. 

319. The original settlement of the ,Mehkar taluk 

Mebkar taluk 
was made by Major Elphinstone in 
1868. The settlement dealt with 

348 Government villages and 12 jagir villages. In framing 
the assessment the Settlement Officer took the rates 
adopted in the Chikhli taluk as a basis, but deemed a 
lower assessment advisable for the following reasons: 
(I) Greater distance from the line of rall. (2) The surface 

• J 

of the country being more undulating and more intersected 
by deep ravines. (3) Greater sparseness of population. 
(4) The important fact that the extension of cultivation 
had been much slower in l\:{ehkar, notwithstanding that 
the original assessment had been lower than was the case 
in Chikhli. The villages were accordingly divided into 
four groups. Group I contained all the hazar towns and 
villages immediately adjoining them; this group had a 
maximum rate of R. 1-8 per acre. Group 2 with a 
maximum rate,of R. 1-4 per 3:cre, comprised the smaller 
bazar towns, all villages within. a circle of 3 and 4 miles 
from the )arge bazars, according to their importance, 
and the villages adj oining the principal high roads. In 

'lP 3, for which: a maximum rate of R. I-I was 
, , :l, all the more remote and inaccessible villages were 

. placed. Group 4 comprised only.- those villages situated 



. 
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within the spurs of the hills and having a very bad cli
mate; the group had the maximum rate of 14 annas. 
For the assessment of garden land the rate of Rs. 4 per 
acre for land irrigated by wells in first class villages, and 
Rs. 3 for the lower classes, was adopted; for patasthal 
land (irrigated by stream) Rs. 5-8 per aCJ;e, and for rice 
land Rs. 6, were adopted as maximum rate. The follow
ing statement shews the results of the introduction of 
the new rates ;-

. 

-
According to the old rates of According to the proposed 

- - assessment. survey rates. 
-

i Roughly rJl 

I 
41 estimated 

Government arable t..() 
Land under cultivation in results on the <IS 

unoccupied waste ;:::; 1867-68 . cultivation of .... 
> i the year land. 
t) ( 18~7-68 .. ... I (\) 
,c 1 a; I ~ g a 

\ Acres 
~ 

~ I eoUec . 
C.I ::s <IS <IS Z accord- Assess- Survey 
'"' 

Survey ... 
ing to' ment in ~ I tions in asses.- 41 Acres. assess- GI 

Po Po 
new rupees. 41 ; rupees. ment. 41 ment. 41 ..... .... .... survey. 11 <IS I '" eo 

~ ~ ~ -----
3 21 Z 343.5 26 1,85.569 

A. P'I 
3'7, 1.84.933 2,17. I 4R 

A.~ IA.P 
Q 10-1 136.41049,2861 5-. 

'"~ 
I 

1 Of the '348 villages. two were settled in Chikhli and information 
for 25 villages is not available. 

320. The revision setUement was carried out by 
Mr. F. 'V. Francis in 18g8. The 

Revision settlement. 
number of villages now dealt with 

was 344.. In determining the grouping of villages the 
,main facts taken into consideration were accessibility 
to the h~ ro~d from Mehkar to the border of the tlilp.k at 
LawalaJ and proximity to the best markets. The taluk 

, was'. accordingly divided" into three groups. The first 
group consisted of .124 villages at a distance of about 6 
miles from the high road. The second group consisted 
of a11 villages to the south of the first group extending 
westwards to Sindkhed, and contained 183 villages. The . 
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distinction between the villages, of the first and second 
groups, is not particularly'marked, but there is a distinc
tion' in excessive distance from the line of rail. The 
third group of 37 villages consisted almost entirely of 
villages lying among the hills and having a bad climate. 
The basis of the new rates was the recently revised assess
ment of Chikhli where the three sanctioned groups were 
rated at Rs. 2,. R. 1-12 and R. 1-4. 1\Iehkar ta1uk is 
further from the line of rail than Chikhli, and had not 
participated to the same extent in improvements in com
munication. It was considered therefore that the best 
villages of the Mehkar t30luk were flbout on a par with the 
villages of the second group of the Chikhli t301uk. The 
rate of R. 1-12, the·rate of-the second group in Chikhli. 
was therefore applied to the first group of villages in 
Mehkar; the rate for the second group was fixed at 
R. 1-8, and for the third group at R. 1-2. \\lith 
regard to 6r villages of the first group, which had at the 
original settlement been included in the third class, it was . ' 
ordered by the Government of India that for the first 
fifteen years of the settlement a maximum rate of 
R. 1-8 shoul~ be applied, and at the end of that time the 
maximum rate of R. 1-12 should be applied, subject 
to a report by the District officers as to the condition 
of the villages and their capacity to bear the full assess
ment. It was also ordered that the maximum rate for 
the second group, which might be advantageously affected 
in the near 'future by the construction of the railway 
from Manm30r to Hyder3ob3od via Aurangabad and J3olna. 
would be liable to revision and enhancement five years 
after the opening of the railway. Lands irrigated from 
'wells sunk before the original Settlement were assessed 
at the maximum dry-crop rate of the group to which they 
belonged, and lands irrigated from wells sunk since the 
original settlement were treated as,dry-crop lands and no 
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extra assessment was imposed on account of water. 
Land irrigated by channel from streams or tanks (patas
thal bagait) was assessed at a maximum combined soil 
and water rate of Rs. 8. Rice land was assessed at the 
rate of Rs. 6. The following statement shows the amount 
of revenue under the new rates :-

By former 
survey. 

By revision survey. 

rnl1u!nt Gove 
~ I occup 
g I 

ied land. 
- , 

Government 
Government 
unoccupied Total. 

occupied laud. land. 

Assess· 
Acres. 

Assess-
Acres. 

Assess-
Acres. 

Assess-
ment~ ment. ment. ment. 

S 
::I 
~ Acres 

---- - -- ----,--
Ra. Rs. Rs. Ra. 

344 488 ,11 1 281,233 487,95 1 366,224 III 29 488,062 366,253 

At the full rates there was an increase of 40'7 per cent. 
in the first gro~J?' which is slightly above the 33 per cent. 
increase allowed by the rules; of 2 l' 4 per .cent. in the 

. second group, and of 15'5 percent. in the third group. The 
increMe in the revenue demand for the whole taluk was 
Rs. 85,000 or 30 per cent. The justification for thi5 
e~ha'ncement were the facts: (a) That the first assessment 
had been collected with ease. From 1894 to 1896 there 
were practically no outstanding balances of revenues. For 
the years t896-97 and 1897-98 there were some arrears, but 
~he figures were exceptional and due to the drought in 
1896. puring the three years 1894-95, 1895-96, and 
1896-97, an average number of 300 noiices'a year among 

\ 344 'villages were issued, and there was an average of only 
. one case of restraint. More than two-thirds of the notices 

were issued in 1895-97, the year of scarcity. (b) That 
cultivation had extended during the settlement term 
so much that ther~ Was . practically no culturable 
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land left unoccupied. In 1869 when the original 
settlement was introduced into almost the whole taluk, 
the area of culturable and assessed land lying unoccupied 
was about 67,100 acres. In 1896-97 the unoccupied 
area was only II acres. (c) That there were other 
striking indications of material progress and prosperity 
such as the increase of wells and tanks. The popu
lation of the taluk had also increased by 59 per cent. 
(d) That the value of land was high, it being sold for 
twenty-four times the survey assessment and sublet for 
three -times the assessment. (e) That communications 
had greatly improved. The main' line of traffic for 
the l\Iehkar taluk is the metalled and bridged road 
which runs northwards from Lawalla in Chikhli for 34 
miles to the railway at Khamgaon. At the original 
settlement the railway had not got beyond Malkapur and 
the metalled road had not been constructed. 

321. The new assessment was collected for the year 
1899-1900, but in view of the famine 

Mehkar ta,luk since a remission of the difference he
the revision settle-
ment. tween the old and new assessments 

was ordered for that year, and the 
collection of the new and higher rates was postponed 
till the beginning of 1902. In the season of 1900-1901 

although the kharif area was above the average, the area 
under rabi was only about half the average. The out
turn of the kharif as a whole was 10 to I2 annas and of the 
rabi 6 annas. The culturable area left uncultivated was 
about twice as large as usual. The Commissioner thought 
that one moderate season was not enough to enable the 
taluk to recover from the drought and famine of the year 
before, and recommended a further postponement of the 
introduction of the new rates. The land revenue demand 
of the famine year ,was collected without apparent diffi
culty. and the sanctioned suspensions and remissions 

24 
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amounted respectively to Rs. 2032 and Rs. 19,418. The 
Government of India accordingly sanctioned the post
ponement, until the spring of 1904, .of the levy of the 
enhanced rates. In 1904 a further enquiry wa<, made, 
and the Deputy Comttrissioner reported that though a 
large portion of the taluk had materially recovered 
from the effects of the famine, and the revised rates 
could safely be introduced there, yet the southern parts 
of the western portion of the taluk consisting of Sindkhed , 
Malkapur, Rangia, and Shirli parganas were still in an 
unsatisfa~tory condition. In 1901-02, though the rain
faU-was in excess, the crops were much damaged by locusts 
and rats. In 1902-03 heavy rain in November and 
December damaged the kharif crop. In 1903-04 the 
outturn of the crops was from 6 to 2 annas, and the Deputy 
Commissioner reported that the people of these tracts 
were very poor compared ':Vith other parts of the mluk, 
and .that they pad never reaped a single normal harvest 
since the famine. The following table shewed the occu
pied and cropped areas in these three parganas for the 
years 1895-96, 1902-02, 1903-04 :-

... Years. Occupied Cropped 

1895-96 
1901-02 
190 3-0 4 

area. 
129,480 

128,998 
128,399 

area. 

96,347 
88,323 
89,688. 

The DeI?uty Commissioner accordingly recommended 
~hat the existing minimum rates be continued for a further 

\ 

period 9£ three years till the spring of 1907 in 89 vil-
lages belonging to the three parganas. This was sane
tion~ by the Government of India. 

322. The ryotwari tenure already described is the 
most common in the District. Out 

Tenures: Ryotwari 
tenure. of 1400 villages 1327 are settled on 

this tenure, and .are known as khalsa 
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villages. The area of these villages in 1:906-07 was re
turned as 2,245,288 acres; of this 41,918 acres were oc
cupied by. village sites, tanks, rivers and the like, 229,833 
acres by forests, 86,618 acres were set apart for village 
purposes and for free grazing, and the balance of 1,886,919 
acres was available for cultivation. Of the latter area 
1,882,II4 acres were under cultivation. The balance 
is mostly in the Chikhli taluk, and is land of inferior 
quality, for which there is little demand. The land 
revenue demand of the khalsa villages amounted to 
Rs. 18,52,667 in 1905-06, and to Rs. 18,67,433 in 1906-07, 
the increase being due to the introduction of revised 
rates in 89 villages of the Mehkar taluk. In both these 
years the demand was collected practically in' full, and 
then~ were no remissions. Gz.3. Jagir now -means any rent-free holding consist-

J agir tenure. ing of an integral village or villages. 
{ The j jagir of Berar seems to 'have been originally 

. a1ways~ like the earliest feuds, a mere assignment of 
• revenue for military service, and the maintenance .@f 
, order by armed control of certain districts .• In later 
• times the grant was occasionally made to civil officers 
, for the maintenance of due state and dignity. The 
{ interest of the stipendiary did not ordinarily extend 
• beyond his own life, and the jagir even determined at 
, the pleasure of the sovereign, or it was transferred, on. 
• failure of service, to another person who undertook 
, the conditions. But some of these grants when given 
, to powerful families acquired an hereditary' character.
( It would seem, nevertheless, that until recentl)~ these 
'estates very seldom shook off the condition under 
, which they were created. The assignments were with-
• drawn when the service ceased; and they were con-) 
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• sidered a far inferior kind of property to that of heredi-
• tary office. Probably the double government of the 
• Maratha and the Nizam kept this tenure weak and 
, precarious,) The Nizam would have insisted on service 
'from his jagirdars during his incessant wars. The 
'Maratha treated the Mughal jagirdars very roughly, 
, taking from them sixty per cent. pf all the revenue 
• assigned, wherevp.r such demand could be enforced. 
, To plunder an enemy's jagir was much the same as to 

c' sack his military-chest-it disordered the army estimates. 
, When tJ:tis province was made over in 1853 to the Brit
• isIi, some villages were under assignment to jagirdars 
, for the maintenance of troops, and these were given up 
, by their holders.) Up to that date, however, the system 
, of ta-nkhwii jagir or assignment for army payments 
, by which whole parganas in Berar had been formally 
'held had barely survive~. tThe irregularities of the 
• old pt:actice were notorious. A few followers to enable 
, the jagirdars to collect the revenue were sometimes the 
, only armed 10rce really maintained; no musters vI'ere 
'field, and when troops were seriously called out the 
t jagirdar made hasty levies or occasionally absconded 
«altogether. There are still sev~ral personal jagIrs 
, without condition in Berar which have been confirmed 
, to the holders as a heritable possession. But none of 
'these were made hereditary by original grant, save 
( only the estates given to pious or venerable persons-to 

\ ~ saiyids, fakirs, pirziidas, and the like-and perhaps an 
,I, estate; which was first assigned as an appanage to 
'.members of the reigning family. Other jagirs have 
'b~n obtained by court interest, acquired by local 

, , officers during their tenure of power, or allotted to them 
'for maintenance of due state and dignity, and such 
• holdings were often continued afterwards as a sort of 
, pension which slided into inheritance. Almost every 
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(jagir title was given by the Delhi Emperor or the 
• Nizam, one or two by the Peshwa; but not one full 
, grant derives from the Bhonsla dynasty, which never 
, arrogated to itself that sovereign prerogative.') 

(The number of villages held in jagir tenure in this 
District is 42. ) The following statement shows the persons 
holding more' than one village on this tenure J with the 
area of the grant and its assessment 1 :-

Name of Jagirdar. 
No. of 

Villages. 
Area of Assess
Grant. mente 

-------------\----1----/---

Raja Laksman Rao Nemiwant 

Khan Bahadur Nawab Mu
hammad Salamulla Khan 
of Deulghat 

Ambadas Govind Nijabat 
Bhawanrao Vithal Kalu .• 

Raja Bahadur Raghuji Rao 
Bhonsla of Nagpur 

Saiyid Hasan, son of Saiyid 
Usman 

Laksman J anrao 

Dongar'Khan, son of Sitab' 
Khan, Abdul. Razak Haji 
Ismanul Khan 

Gulam Dastagir J on behalf of 
the Muhammadan Commu-
nity .• 

5 

2 

2 

3 

3' 

2 

4 

2 

Rs. 
7455 I2,I47 

4712 3625 

4689 1956 
" 

16,I25 7366 

5304 5425 

3294 3673 

• 
II,273 

32II 1717 . 

1 The whole assessment is enjoyed. by the jagirdars. 
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Alienation of jagirs by sale, mortgages, or otherwise, is 
prohibited. Personal jagirs are continued hereditarily 
subject to a legacy duty or succession fee graduated on a 
scale according to the degree of relationship of the heir. 
Jagirs for religious or charitable objects such as fo~ the 
support of temples, mosques, 'colleges, or other public 
buildings or institutions, Of for service therein, are con
tinued, so long as the buildings or institutions are main
tained in an efficient state, and the service continued to 
be performed according to the conditions of the grant.) 
Grants ot the latter kind cover an area of 7937 acres 
assessed at Rs. 5542 ; the whole of which has been as
signed to the grantee. The following table shows the 
details of grants made for perpetuity. or for one or more 
lives :-

I Su Land 

I 
rvey Area. t revenue 

assessmen . assigned. 
I 

acres. Rs. Rs. 

In-P\.'!'petuity " 78,221 
i' 

51 ,°75 

FOLone or more 
lives .. 

736 ! 

Quit-rents, 
if any. 

Rs. 

4.105 

Nil. 

{The relation between the jagirdar and his tenants is 
governed' by Chapter VII of the Berar Land Revenue 
\¢ode. Temt'nts are divided into two classes, ante-jagir . " 
a~~ post-jagir tenants. The former are those who have 
held their land from a period prior to the alienation, and 

\ they are entitled to con~inue in possession subject to th~ 
payment of the survey assessment. Post-jagir tenants 
pay ~nt according to agreement with the jagirdar. The 
fevenue courts have nl} cognizance over disputes between 
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jagirdars and their tenants, these being all referred to 
the civil courts. The rights of tenants in jagir villages 
have been amply protected. When the court is called 
upon to determine what shall be considered a reasonable 
rent) . the enhanced value of the property due to im
provements effected by the tenant is not taken into 
consideration. In cases of ejectment also the court can 
order compensation to be paid for the unexhausted im
provements made' by the tenant. A notice of·six months 
is necessary before a landlord can enhance the rent of a 
tenant, and an annual tenancy cannot be terminated by 
either party without three months' notice. , 

... -\11 the jagir villages were surveyed and settled at 
the original settlement, but only three jagirdars were will
ing to pay the cost of the revision settl~ment; and this 
was carried out therefore in seven villages only.· For 
the remaining villages only fresh rent-rolls were prepar~d 
and deposited with the Deputy Commissioner, to enable 
the latter to recover the road and education cesses, 
and the quit-rent, if any. In 1906-07 the total area of 
the jagir villages was 86,916 acres, ana of this 25,283' 
acres were returned as unculturable (parampok) , 1696 
acres were included in village sites, grazing -areas and the 
like, and 59,937 acres were available for cultivation. 
Of the latter 57,840 acres, assessed at Rs. 57,153, were 
under cultivation, and 2097 acres, assessed at Rs. 562, 
remained unoccupied. 

324. When Berar came under British management 
there was found in existence a 

Cesses. 
village servant known as the havif,.. 

dar, whose duty it was to assist the patel in collecting 
the rent and in other village matters, and who occasionally 
acted as a chaukidar also in going the round of the 
village at night. Under the native government it was 
not the duty ot· the watchman to report crime. This 
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village serVant was paid from the vi~lage expenses either 
in money or land, receiving also contributions of grain 
from the villagers. A.fter the c~ssion the havildar was 
commuted illto a police chaukidar, but it was found that 
the patel required someone to assist him in collecting 
the rents and in settling other village matters, and that 
the village required a recognized servant to do watch 
and ward and other services, and it was decided that 
the various offices ~hould be united in one man, where 
one man wa~ capable of performing them. It was pro
posed that a cess of one anna in the rupee of the land 
revenue assessment paid by every khatedar should be 
levied, and this cess, which was sanctioned in 1866, was 
known as the jaglia cess, the newly appointed officials 
being termed jaglias. The practice grew up of spending 
the surplus of the jaglia cess on public improvements, 
and to mark this fact the designation of the cess in 1880 
was changed to the' Jaglia and Local Cess.' A school 

, . 
cess was imposed in 1867 at the rate of 1 per cent. on the 
land revenue, but the system of calculating this percentage 
was not uniform, and great confusion in the accounts 
resul~~d. In 1879 it w~s changed to 3 pies in the rupee, 
and in 1880 it was' amalgamated with the Jaglia and 
Local Cess., The combined cesses are now being re
coyered in khalsa or unalienated villages at 15 pies per 
rupee of the assessment of each survey number, and at 
2 'per cent. of the total of the assessment of all the survey 
numbers 'in jagir villages. The proprietors of jagiT 
t~ges ean make their own arrangements for the main
te~~nce 'Of jaglias, but if the Deputy Commissioner con
sidel;s these inadequate, he may levy an additional cess 
at the rate of one anna in the rupee on the total of the 
assessments of all the survey numbers. The surplus of 
the Jaglia and Lo~al Cess, after the expense of the jaglia 
force have been defrayes\,. is handed over to the District 
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Board. The surplus so handed over in 1907-8 was 
Rs. 47,900, while Rs. 69,000 were spent on thejaglia force. 
The school cess produces about Rs. 30,000. A road cess 
was imposed in 1856 at the rate of I per cent. of the land 
revenue J but owing to a mistake of the Settlement Depart-: 
ment effect was not given to the intentions of Govern
ment, and, instead of a cess being levied', this percentage 
of the land revenue was set aside in each District for the 
maintenance of roads. The road cess on jagir villages 
produces about Rs. 600 



CHAPTE'R IX. 

GENERAL ADl\UNISTRATION. 

325· The District is divided into five tahsils for ad
ministrative purposes. The head 

District subdivi-
sions and staff. of the District is the Deputy Com-

missioner, who is also the District 
l\lagistrate. He is assisted by an Assistant Commissioner, 
two Extra Assistant Commissioners, and one Excise Extra 
Assistant Commissioner. The staff at headquarters 
usually consists of an Assistant Commissioner J an Extra 
Assistant Commissioner J and one Excise Officer. One 
of the assistants at headq~arters is the District Registrar. 
In 1905 the Subdivisional system was introduced, and the 
Distrist was divided into two subdivisions, one com
prising the Chikhii and l\lehkar taluks J and the other, the 
Malkapur, K'hamgaon and J algao? mluks. Each tahsTI 
has a Tahsildar and a Naib. The civil staft at Buldana 
itst;1t consists of a Sub-Judge and a munsiff. At Kham
gaon there are the courts of the Sub-Judge, the munsiff 
and the S~all Cause Court Judge. A munsiff's court is 
located at each of the taluk stations of Mehkar and 
l\Ialkapur. Benches of Honorary Magistrates are 
established at Mehkar, l\lalkapur, Nandura, and Kham
ga,on. The benches at Khamgaon and Nandura exercise 
second' class magisterial powers and those at Mehkar and 
NalkaI>ur third class. A court of an Honorary Magis
trate of the first class is stationed at DeulghAt. Bul
daim forms part of the \Vest Ber!'r Division, and the 
District and Sessions Judge of that division exercises 
superior civil and criminal jurisdiction in this district. 
1'he District staff comp,rises a Civ.il Surgeon and a Divi-
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sional Forest Officer. Buldana forms two Public \-Vorks 
Department Subdivisions \\;th headquarters at Buldana 
and Khamgaon, respectively, and it is included in the 
West Berar Division of that Department. 

326. The patwaris are appointed under the same 
law and rules as the patels. They 

Land Record Staff. 
are village accountants and main

tain the variou..::. records in accordance \\;th the BerM 
Patwaris :Uanual. They are generally Brahmans, though 
a few belong to other castes such as l\I uhammadans} 
Kunb'is, Malis, and Patwaris are generally watandiirs. 
Like the patels, they are paid by percentages laid down 
in the rules already referred to. The average number 
of villages in a patwari's circle ~s between two and three. 
No patwaris hold iniim land fo~ doing patwari's work, but 
they receive emoluments in accordance with the rules 
mentioned above. Remuneration to patwaris is paid 
from Provincial funds. No sum is set apart from which 
deserving patwaris can be given leward for good work. 
Patwaris of the jagir villages are paid by jagirdars. />
considerable number of patwaris are at present trained' 
in survey. Two patwari training classes are h~ld at 
Buldana every year, the duration of each class being 
two months. The work of the patwaris is primarily 
supervised by Revenue Inspectors. A ~uperintendent 

of Land Records with an assistant is attached to the 
Deputy Commissioner's office. Previously the work of 
inspection was done by M unsarims, who however differed 
from Revenue Inspectors in being merely assistants of the 
TahsUdars.· There are five Revenue Inspectors in each of 
the Chikhli and Mehkar taluks, four in·Malkapur. and three 
in eac~ of the Khamgaon and J algaon tMuks. Besides 
there is one survey kii,rkun who works in the District 
record room .. One Revenue Inspector has, on an aver~ 
age, about 31 patwaris to supen.;ise. The duties of the 
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Land Recotd Staff are contained in the rules framed 
under Section 17 of the Berar Land Revenue Code. 

32 7. The District is characterised by no special 
class of crimes, but dacoities, rob

Litigation and crime. 
beries, and hous~breakings are not 

unfrequent, and are in many instances the work of 
criminal gangs and professionals from outside. Kaikaris 
and Bhils are apt to raid the District from the 
Khandesh direction and from across the Hyderabad 
border. Within the past few years a large number of 
these people have been captured and are now in jail. 
Bau;is, Minas, Bhamtas and other professional criminals 
work in the District including,.as it now does, the pros
perous taluks of Khamgaon and J algaon. A considerable 
number of Pathans and Afghans also ostensibly trade 
in the District, but these men are often mixed up with 
local criminals such as Takankars, Mahars, l\Iangs, etc. 
The majority of civil suits instituted in this District fall 
under the following heads :-

1 I 

I 

I. Suits for possession of fields and house property. 
2. Suits for recovery of lease money . .. . 
3. Suits for pre-emption. 
,4. Suits on mortgages. 

People are very· keen over their watan and man-pan rights, 
and a few suits with regard to them are instituted. Suits 
for posse~sion of wife and restitution of conjugal rights 
,are rare. The people have a great affection for their 
ancestr~ property, i.e., field or house, and they will spend 
much money in litigation to secure the same, without 
any' ,regard to the actual value of the property involved. 

328. The following st~tement shows the receipts 
under the principal heads of reveStatistics of revenue. 
nue:-
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Year. LandRe- Stamps. Excise. Forests. 
Regis. Income 

venue. tration. Tax. 

I 
189t-92 · . 5,15,000 1,20,000 2,36,000 54,000 11,000 I .. 
190 1-02 .. 17.31,000 1 33,000 1,64,000 35,000 .6,000 I .. 
190 4-0, · . 13,02,000\1.21,000 2,60,000 65,000 16,000 .28,000 

190 5-06 · . 20,72,000 I 1.76 ,000 5,41,000 87,000 26,000 46 ,000 

•• j20,22,ooO\ 1,85,00016,95,000 
I 

1906-07 1,03,0001 28,000 43.000 

-~ 

329. From the date of the annexation of Berar till 
the year 1897-98, 'the farming or 

Excise: Country Ii- the outstill system' was in vogue in 
qllor. 

the District. The monopoly to 
distil and sell country liquor in certain defined sub
divisions of the District was put to auctipn. The auction 
purchaser used to make his own arrangements~ and, his 
gain was measured by the. quantity that he could manu~ 
-facture and sell. He was directly interested in stimu
lating the consumption of liquor. In 1897-98 this SYS!fm 
was partly changed and a new system called the f Central 
distillery system of still~head duty, with a guaranteed 
minimum revenue' was introduced in Malkapur taluk 
only, the other taluks, viz., Chikhli and Mehkar, remaining 
under the outstill system. The main features of this 
system were the grant of a single contract for manu~ 
facture and vend to a selected monopolist who guaranteed 
a minimum revenue from still-head duty, paid duty on 
all issues, issued at a fixed strength and sold at a fixed 
price J and was bound to keep shops open and maintain 
distributing agencies and a preventive staff. In the 
year 1899'"1900, the { Central Distillery System of Minimum 
Guarantee' was replaced by the 'Madras Contract Dis
tillery System' in the Malkapur taluk, the outstill system 
still prevailing in the other tUuks. In 1905-06 this 
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system, as it proved successful, was' extended to ChikhlI 
and Mehkar tUuks, and thus the whole District was 
brought under th~ • Madras Contract Distillery System. ' 
This system consists chiefly in splitting up the monopolies 
of manufacture and of retail vend. The right to manu
facture liquor is given to a selected monopolist, and the 
privileges of retail vend are disp~sed of annually by. 
auction. Liquor is manufactured in distilleries under 
the supervision of Government officers, and it is thence 
issued to warehouses under bond at fixed strength, viz., 
25 V.P. a~d 60 V.P. The retail vendors take away 
their-supplies of liquor from the warehouses on payment 
of fixed duty and cost price. In September, 1905, the 
reconstitution of Berar into four districts was given effect 
to, and the two taluks, Jalgaon and Khamgaon, were 
added to this District. These taluks also are regulated 
by the Contract Distillery System. As the whole District 
came un.der one and the same system only in 1905-06, 
the figures representing the consumption .of liquor for 
previous· years C'annot be ascertained. The consuniption 

.for the years 1905-06 and 1906-07 was 98,502 and 90,760 
gallOlls, of proof, respectively. The fall in consumption 
iIi the last year is mainly due to increased rates of duty 
.in Chikhli an,d Mehkar taluks and partly to the rumour 
that pig's blood was blended with liquor in distilleries. 

Before the year 1897-98 revenue derived' from 
country spirits amounted to Rs. 1,58,400, the incidence 
o~ taxation per head of popUlation being 4 annas. There 
~~e 166· shops, each shop supplying liquor to. an area of 
16:9 square miles and 2897 people. In, the' famine year 
of 1~9g-I900 the system was ~hanged and the receipts 

. amounted to Rs. 95,429 only, the incidence being 2 annas 
2 pies per head of population. In 1901-02 the total 
-receipts,on account of country liquor were Rs. 1,45,900, 
. and these were nearly doubled in 190 4-05 when the total 
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realizations amounted to Rs. 2,41,000. A marked differ
ence in revenue under this head appeared in 1905-06 
when the income amounted to Rs. 5,10,679. The in
crease was mainly due to the addition of two mluks Kham
gaon and J algaon in September, 1905, and to the introduc
tion of the Contract Distillery System in the mluks of 
Chikhli and Mehkar. The number of shops in this year 
was 174, but these fell to 150 in the year 190~07, during 
which the revenue for country spirits amounted to 

Rs. 4,95,306. 
Formerly there was only one license for the sale of 

foreign liquor, but in the year 190~67 the licenses rose to 
five in number and brought in fees amounting to Rs. 725. 

330. The right to draw and sell tiin was formerly 
auctioned every year by circles. 

Tari. 
The same system continues, and in 

the year 190~07 the privilege was auctioned by taluks 
and fetched Rs. 615. The number of shops at present 
is 91 only. There are few sindi trees in this District,. 
and they are rapidly thinning in number. The drought 
of 1899 killed many trees. 

331. Cultivation of poppy plantS was formerly, it 

Opium. 
is said, very common in the Chikhli 
taluk of this District, the important 

places being Chikhli, Mhasala J' Chan do!, Bhadgaon. 
Keloda. and Deulghat, and also in the strip below the 
Satpuras in the J algaon tal uk , but it was prohibited by 
the Government about 30 years ago. Since then till 
190~o7 opium was imported from Indore by wholesale 
vendors who paid license fees of Rs. 16, and it was stored 
in the mluk headquarters whence it was supplied to retail, 
vendors at such prices as the wholesale vendors liked; 
Up to 1899-00, the opium shops were sold in circles or in: 
taluks at auctions, but since then they have been sold 
singly. In the year 190~ tJa.e system of importing 
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opium from Indore was stopped, and now Government 
imports it from the Ghazipur Factory and sells it to the 
retail vendors at the rate of Rs. 231- per seer. It is im
ported in one-seer and half-seer cakes, well tied with threads 
and carefully sealed, and it is stored in the sub-treasuries. 
In the year 1896-97 the consumption was about 2400 
seers, which gradually decreased to 1268 seers in 190~-02; 
but it again increased to 2380 seers in 1903-04 and the 
consumption rose to 4958 seers in the year 1906-07. A 
curious point is that opium in His Highness the Nizam's 
domiI!ions is more expensive t~an in British territory. 

Till the year 1893-94 the licenses for retail sale of 
opium and gania were sold together and the revenue 
realized thereon in that' year was Rs. 34,600. In the 
following year when they were separately sold, opium 
shops alone fetched Rs. 25,900. In 1900-01 the revenue 
decre~sed to Rs. 21,000, and.increased to Rs. 26,949 in 
1902-03 and toRs. 60,163 in 1904-05. The total receipts 
from 'opium amC?pnted to Rs. 1,82,396 in the year 1906-07, 
the increase being due to the sale proceeds of Government 
'opium and to the increased license fees. 

3~2. ,Till the year 1875 gania was freely cultivated 

, Ganja. 
in Berar without restriction. In 
that year a license fee of Rs. 8, 

irrespective of the area, was imposed. In the year 1884-85 
the license fee rose to Rs. 10 per acre. There was a 
gradual d~crease in area under cultivation till 1898-99, 
'fhen cultivation of the hemp plant was prohibited. 
T.here w~s little giinia cultivation in this District. The 
licensees, it is said, used to procure the drug from Sutalla 
~illage in Khamgaon taluk, a place celebrated for its 
cultivation. Supply by import was also allqwed, passes 
available for two months being given by Tahsildars. 
Gania was imported from Khandesh, Nasik, Ahmadnagar, 
N agpur and Nimar... ~etail vend was conducted by 
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farmers of, opium and ganja privileges. The Berar Hemp 
Drugs Law of 1897 came into force from 1St April, 1898, 
but prior .to this the opium and ganja privileges were 
separated and separ~te sale of shops was introduced 
in 1892-93. Cultivation was pr~hibited and import 
allowed only from the Khandwa Store-house, aJ:l,d the 
Central Provinces rate of duty and system of wholesale 
vend, coupled with a duty of R. I on foreign bhang, was 
adopted in 1898-99. The wholesale vendors had to im~ 
port ganja and store it in the tal uk headquarters, whence 
it was supplied to retail vendors. In the year 190I~02 
the duty rose frolD: Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 p~r seer, and' lastly it 
rose to Rs. 5 in the year 1906-07. Ganja is now imported 
by wholesale vendors from Khandwa in boxes of one seer 
and not in bags as was qone previously. The trouble
some task of cleaning g~nja is now done at Khandwa 
and not in Berar. Consumption during the year 1896-97 
was 3512 seers, which decreased to 273 seers in 1900-01. 
and gradually increased to 569 seers in 1904-05~ rising 
to 1500 seers in 1906-07. During the year 1896-97 

r .." revenue from ganla amounted to Rs. 1755-8-0, but it 
decreased to Rs. 1077 in 1900-0r J probably owing to 
famine. The revep.ue again increased to, Rs. 2200 in 
19o4-05,andir11~o7itrose t(}Rs. 69,700. The number 
of shops in 1896-97 was 28., They dropped to I4 in I902-
03, but rose to 37 in I904-05, and to 38 in 1906-07. 

333. The two taluks of Chikhli and Mehkar march 
with the Hyderabad State for some 

General. 
distance, and there liquor as well 

as gania is procurable at very cheap rates. Hence there 
is every possibility of these excise able articles being 
smuggled by the -inhabitants of those taluks. The Excise 
Committee reported that negotiations rega.riling the 
introduction of a similar system in adjoining Native 
States were being made, and when these are com-• 
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pleted smuggling will be put a stop to. Efforts are 
being made by the increased Excise staff to prevent 
smuggling and to detect offences as far as possible. In 
1895-96, 28 persons were arrested, and of them I7 were 
convicted; and in 1900-01, six persons were arrested and 
four only were convicted. But in the year I905-o6 
there were 47 'prosecutions and an equal number in ,the 
year 1906-07. Thirty-eight were under the Excise Act 
and nine under the Opium Act. The number of persons 
prosecuted was 70, -of whom 50 were convicted. 

334. ''I'he office of the District Registrar is ~sted 

Registration. 
in one of the 'assistants at head
quarters. The District has I6 r~gis

tration offices including that of the District Registrar 
at headquarters. 'l;'he sub-registration offices are located 
at Buldana, Chikhli, Amdapul, Deulgon-Raja, Mehkar, 
Janephal, Lonar, Malkapur, -Borakhedi, Nandura, Pim
palgaon-Raja, Shegaon, Khamgaon, Jalgaon, and Tam
gaon. Each 'office has a special salaried sub-registrar 
attached to it except in ~he case of the offices of Deulgaon
'Raja and Borakhedi, which are in charge of rural sub
registMrs ~emunerated by commission, at the rate of 55 
per cent. on registration receipts. The number of docu
m~ntS registered was over 5000 in 1903, from which it 
rose to nearly II,OOO in 1907. Deeds of mortgage and 
sale and leases of immoveable property are the documents 
usually registered. 
\' 335. The management of schools, pounds, and all 
.' minor roads outside Municipal areas Distri~f'Board. 

is entrusted to the District Board 
~o~is:ting of 30 erected and 7 nominated members. The 
income of the District Board was Rs. 1; ,72 )876 in 1905-06, 
aJ?,d Rs. I,85,307 in'1906-07_ The principal heads of 
receipts are the road cess, the education:cess, the bazar 
cess. and contributioI1$ from Provincial revenues. The 
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expenditure of the Board was Rs. 1,29,491 in 1905-06, 
and Rs. 1,46,849 in 1900-07. The prin6pal heads of 
expenditure are education, civil works, cattle pound 
charges, and contributions to dispensaries. Under the 
District Board there are five Taluk Boards, one for each 
taluk. Each Taluk Board has 18 members. The mem
bers of the Board inspect works in progress and supervise 
minor improvements. The District has 50 sarais under 
the District Board. 

336. The District has four Municipal towns, Buldana, 

1I unicipalities. 
MaIkapur, Khamgaon and Shegaon. 
The Buldana Municipality contains 

two ex-officio and ten nominated members; l\Ialkapur 
three nominated and nine elected; Khamgaon three nomi
nated and nine elected; Shegaon four nominated and 
nine elected. The income of the Buldana Municipality 
was Rs. 14,887, and that of Khamgaon, Shegaon and 
lfalkapur was Rs. 33,170, Rs. 18,505, and Rs. 7753. 
respectively. in 19°&'07. The expenditure during the 
same year was, Buldana Rs. 17,294, Malkapur Rs. 637f; 
Khamgaon Rs. 27,297; Shegaon, Rs. 16,482. The total 
population within municipal1imits was 50,647, and the 
average municipal income per head was Rs. 3-7-6 in 
Buldana, As. g-o in Malkapur, R. l-II-II in Kham
gaon, and R. 1-2-5 in Shegaon. General administra
tion, conservancy) and education are the principal heads 
of expenditure. The Buldana and Khamgaon municipali
ties have water-works of their own. 

337. The Village Sanitation Act has not "been made 
applicable to Berar. In 1889 a 

Village Sanitation. 
scheme was drawn up, by which 

Sanitary Boards were formed in large Villages. A 
District Sanitary Board consisting of the Sanitary 
Commissioner, Executive Engineer) and the Deputy 
Commissioner, is held annually to .consider and pass the 
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recommendations of the Sanitary Boards. Village 
Sanitary Inspection books have been maintained in 
seven villages so as to provide a permanent sanitary 
record of representative places. At present the District 
Board provides a conservancy establishment for 55 
villages in this District. Sanitation is generally super
vised by the village officials. 

338. The principal buildings are the Deputy 

Public Works. 
Commissioner's court erected in 
March, 1873. and subsequently 

enlarged -at a total cost of Rs. 64)000; the District 
Circuit House built in 1891, costing Rs. 20,000; the 
District Jail built in 1873, costing Rs. 56,000 including 
subsequent additions. The Civil Hospital was built 
in October, 1869, at a cost of Rs. 13,000. The Forest and 
the educational offices were erected in August, r892. 
costing Rs. 17,000. The -cemetery at Buldana was 
.establisHed in 1873 at a cost of Rs. l200. The bungalow 
occupied by 'l;lIe District Superintendent of Police is 
owned by Government. The Public Works Subdhisional 

. office and the civil court buildings have been recently 
builtat a .cost of Rs. 2400 and 37,000, respectively. The 
tow~s of Buldana and Khamgaon possess water-works 
'of their own: The Khamgaon reservoir is a fine sheet of 
water and has rarely failed to give a good supply. It 
was built from the proceeds of a I-anna sutta tax on grain 
transactions. 

339. . The sanctioned strength of the police force 
was 640 officers and .men in 1907. 
This figure includes a District 

$uperintendent of Police, a Headquarters Inspector, 4 
Circle Inspectors, 26 Sub-Inspectors, 94 head-constables 
and 5I 4 constables, of whom 3 are camel sowiirs. Out 
of the District police force 42 officers and 172 men con
stitute a reserve. Tke proportion of the police force 

/ 

Police. 
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engaged in the prevention and detection of crime in 1906 
was one to every 11"2 square miles and 1882 persons. 
Recruiting locally is attended with considerable difficulty 
in face of the competition of the ever-increasing demand 
for labour for mills, factories, etc. About half the re
cruits are. obtained from local sources while the rest come 
mostly from the United Provinces. The force contains 
150 Brahmans, 102 Bedars and 219 Muhammadans, and 
140 of other castes, The District has 19 first-cla~s sta
tions, 8 second-class, and 3 outposts. The first-class 
stations are located at Buldana, Chikhli, Amrapur, 
Deulgaon-Raja, Andhera, Mehkar, Janephal, Fateh
khelda, Lohar, Kingaon-Raja, Malkapur, Nandura, Bora
khedi, Dhar, Khamgaon taluk station, Khamgaon town 
station, Shegaon, Jalgaon, and Tamgaon ~ second class 
stations at Donegaon, Kingaon-Jatu, Sindkhed, Warkhed, 
Pimpalgaon, Dhamangaon, Hiwarkhe.d, Jalamb; out
posts at Botha, Maharkhed, and Ghatbori. 

340. The village watch and ward is in the hands 
of jaglias and :Mahars. The form~r 

Village servants. 
known more commonly as chaukidars 

are a force appointed by Government. The posts of 
jaglias are 'not hereditary. Their numbers vary from 
village 1;0 village according to a scale laid down in 
Rule 413 Berar Land Revenue Manual. They are ap
pointed by the patel, subject .to confirmatiol1 by the 
Tahsildar. They are paid quarterly and their pay ranges 
(rom Rs. 2 to 5 a month. This seems sm,all but in making 
the appointments the object aimed at is to get a man 
with some stake in the village. Their principal. duty is 
the maintenance of the peace in their villages. They 
are the patels' servants in the multitude of different 
duties he is called upon to perform. ·They call the cul
tivators to pay revenue. They carry District Officer's 
post. and purvey their supplies when on tour. The .uni-• 
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form supplied to them-a belt and badge l blue pagri and 
coat edged with yellow-bears a distant resemblance to 
a police constable's. The strength of the jaglia force is 
I16I, and the personnel is drawn from almost every caste. 
There are a few jaglias who hold inam lands for the service 
they perform, showing that the institution of this service 
is of some antiquity. 

The Mahar is the hereditary servant of the whole 
village. The Mahars are divided into Yeskars and 
Kamdar Mahars-. The Yeskar carries a big stick 
and gives the others orders. Their duties are to be 
found enumerated in Rule 437 of the Land Revenue 
Manual, and include not only all those to which the jaglia 
is liable but the less honourable duties as well. They 
are the village scavengers; they remove dead cattle from 
the houses; repair fairweather roads; and are supposed 
to keep clean the public !:>uildings of the village, the 
chawdi,. musafirkhana, and so forth. This cleaning of 
buildings depends on the extent to which caste feeling 
prevails in the'Village. They are the village undertakers 
and remove corpses under the orders of the police for 
inquest. Their numbers vary with the size of the village 
and the Government assists them to recover their haq. 
This consists of a payment of grain at harvest by each 
field owner. This used to be calculated very roughly, 
but now the custom is, crystallized into a payment of 
about 2 s~ers of juari per acre. In addition they frequent
ly get gifts of vegetables and the skins of dead animals. 
~hey st9utly maintain their rights to the flesh ahd skins 
of dead 'animals, but the custom is falling "into disuse on 
account of a bad habit that used to be prevalent of poison-

'ing cattle. 

341. Buldana has a District J ail of the second class 

Jail. under the management of the Civil 
Surg~on. The building has accom-
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modation for 78 prisoners, including nine in the women's 
ward. The daily average number of prisoners for the 
last five years was as follows:-1904, 56; 1905,67; 1906, 
53; 1907,56 ; and 1908,55; and the cost of maintenance 
per head was in 1907 Rs. 10]-3-0 and in 190 8 Rs. 127-15. 
Stone-breaking is the principal industry. In the garden 
attached to the J ail and worked by prison labour vege
tables for prison use and aloes are grown. The health 
of the prisoners is generally good. 

342. Before the Assignment no schools were suP'" 

Education. 
ported by Government, and the 
condition of keeping schools was 

not attached to grants' of land or money. Sanskrit was 
taught to a few Bra.h.m.an boys, and l\Iarathi toHindus of 
the lower castes. A few munshis also taught Persian to 
Muhammadan boys. Hindu teaching was given for a 
fee, but MuhaInmadan teaching was free. The Educa
tional Department was introduced in 1866, and middle 
and lower class schools were opened. The following 
statistics of schools and scholars show the progress of 
education:-

Year. No. of 
schools. 

191 

236 

No. of 
scholars. 

8853 
12,663 

• f < 

The District has no High School. but possesses seven 
English Middle Schools with 1402 scholars, and 30 Verna
cular Middle Schools with 3018 scholars. 

The total number of primary schools is 122, with 
6376 scholars. Seventy-six schools containing 1766 
scholars are result-aided primary schools. The District 
has only 13 girls' schools with 560 scholars. One hun
dred and seventy-six girls are learning in boys' schools. 
One Mission girls' school containing 101 scholars ~sts 
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at Khamgaon, which is maintained by private sub
scriptions without assistance from Government. Of the 
total 12,663 scholars 4420 were in receipt of secondary, 
and 8243 of, primary education. Khamgaon has two 
printing presses. They do not publish any newspapers 
but do job work only. The District is under the Inspec
tor of Schools, Berar Circle, and has one Deputy 
Inspector and two Sub-Deputy Inspectors. 

343. Tht> District has II dispensaries, including 
- the main dispensary at Buldana. 

Dispensa ries. 
They are located at Khamgaon, 

Shegaon,' Malkapur, Nandura, Jalgaon, Pimpalgaon
Raja, Chikhli, Mehkar, Donegaon, and Deulgaon-Raja. 
Of these the first four dispensaries are on the railway line. 
The dispensaries have accommodation for 59 male and 
16 female in-patients. The number of in-patients and 
out-patients treated during 1908 was 708 and 8r ,197 
respectiye1y; 2520 t>perat~ons were performed in 1908, 
and of these 46 were of an important nature. The ,dis
pensaries have' been chiefly supported by Government. 
Since April, I906, contributions from local bodies have 
been.ipcreased, and greater authority has beep. vested in 
Dispensary Committees. Government pays the salary of 
the 'Medical 9:fficers and contributes towards the supply 
of, medicines and surgical appliances, but the largest 
contributions now come from the District Board and 
Municipalities. All the dispensaries except Khamgaon 
and Buldana have sums of money invested in stock, which 
is, put by for a rainy day.. The interest on these sums 
t'o~~ther'" with SUbscriptions from local bodies constitute 
the .9ther main sources of revenue. The items under 
'Which most money is spent are European medicines, 
dieting, establishment, and buildings. The diseases 
principally treated are malarial fevers

J 
diseases of the 

eye and digestive syste,p1, ,and skin affections. ' 'Buldana. 
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:\fehkar, N andura, and Khamgaon dispensaries have a 
midwife attached to them. 

344. The Municipal towns of Buldana, Khamgaon, 
and Shegaon are the only places 

Vaccination. 
where compulsory vaccination is 

permis~ible. Th~ ratio of persons protected against 
smallpox is about 80 per cent. of the population. In 
recent years owing to the prevalence of plague during the 
winter months, when vaccination is in full swing, the 
work of protection has suffered to a certain extent, and 
very recently the Sanitary Commissioner has pointed 
out the insufficiency of the protection afforded by one 
or two marks; an order has been lately issued to produce 
four scars, this being considered by the Metropolitan 
Asylums Board to be the minimum number requisite 
to produce efficient protection. 

345. The District has five veterinary dispensaries. 
They are located at Buldana, 

sary::.erinary dispen- Mehkar) Malkapur, Khamgaon and 

J algaon. ,Each dispensary has a 
veterinary assistant, and its mana~ement is vested in 
the District Board. 
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GAZETTEER OF TALUKS, TO\VNS, IMPOR
TANT VILLAGES, RIVERS AND HILLS. 

Ajanta 1 (or Inhyadd) Hills.-The southern portion 
of the Buldana District is covered by the Ajanta hills. 
This range, also called the Chandor, Satmala, or In
hyardi hills, and Sahyadriparbat in Hyderabad territory, 
consists of a series of basalt pinnacles and ridges of the 
same geological formation as the Western Ghats, from 
which it breaks off at right angles near Bhanvad in Nasik 
District (Bombay) and runs nearly due east, with a 
general elevation of 4000 feet or more, for about 50 miles, 
to near Manmad, where there is a wide gap through which 
the Great Indian Peninsula Railway passes. From Ankai, 
south of Manmad, the range runs eastwards at a lo.wer 
level for about 20 miles, widening into the small table
land of Rajapur. At Kasari there is a second gap, from 
which the hills run north-eastwards for about -50 miles, 
dividing Khandesh District from Aurangabad, to near 
Ajanta. Thence they again turn eastwards into Berar, 
entering the Buldana District, and pass on into ~kola 
and Yeotmal. The Hyderabad Districts of Parbhani 
and Nizamabad are traversed by the southern section. 
of the range, locally called Sahyadriparbat. The length 
of the latter is about 150 miles, and of the section calIed 
Ajanta about 100. The range forms the northern wall 
of the Deccan tableland, and the watershed between the 
'Godavari and Tapti valleys, rising in parts of Berar into 

1 The article on the Ajantii range is a reprint from the Imperial 
Gazetteer. ' 
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peaks of over 2000 feet in height. The old routes followed 
by traders and invading armies from Gujarat and Malwa 
enter the Dec~an at the Manmad and Kasari gaps, and 
at the passes of Gaotala ~nd Ajanta. At the last-named 
place in the Nizam's DOPlinions, are the famous Buddhist 
cave-temples of Ajanta. The range i~ studded with hill 
forts, most of which were taken from the Peshwa's garri
sons in IBIB. The most notable points afE~Markinda(43B4 
feet), a royal resid~nce as early as A.D. BoB, overlooking 
the road into Baglan, and facing the holy hill of Sapta
shring (4659 feet) ; RaUlya-J aulya, twin forts taken by the 
Mughals in 1635; Dhodap, the highest peak in ~ke range 
(4741 feet); Tudrai (4526 feet) ; Chandur, on the north 
side of the·Manmad gap; Arikai, to the sou~ of the same; 
Manikpunj, on the west side of the Kasari gap; and 
Kanhi~a, overlooking the Patna or Gaotala pass. The 
drainage of the hills, which in Bombay are treeless save 
for a little scrub jungle in the hollows at their feet, feed 
a num1;>er of streams that flow northwards into th.e Girna 
or southwards into the Godavari. Beyond Bombay the 
. hills are weil wooded and picturesque, and abound in 'I, 
game. In Hyderabad they form the retreats of the 
aboriginal tribes J and in Yeotmal District are peopled 
by G~nds, Pardhans and Kolams, as well as by Hindus. 
The hills ar~ mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari under the 
name of Sahi~ or Sahsa. 

Arnrapur ~-A thriving village in the Chikhli taluk J 

situated ;14 miles west of Chikhli on the ~oad to Kham
glion. The population in 1901 was 3174; its area is 
II ~o76. acres, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. B662. 
the;e are Urdu and Marathi schools and a police Station
. house. ~ weekly baiar is held but the trade is of little 
importance. On the summit of a small hill about half 
a mile to the south of the village stands a fine modern 
"temple dedicated to Bhawani, of whom there is an image 
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bedaubed with red lead in the sanctuary which is curiously 
lit from above in such a way as to throw the full light 
upo~ the image; to the spectator, seeing it only through 
the chink in the door, the mandap being nearly dark, the 
efiect may be somewhat startling. On the temple is 
an inscription of eight lines, the characters of which are 
illegible. Near it are some fr~ents of two colossal 
statues, consisting of two pairs of feet, so that the statue 
must have ~tood about fifty feet high. Other fragments 
built into and lying round a temple dedicated to Mahadeo 
seem to point to the former existence of an older building, 
probably a "Hemadpanthi temple. This is confirmed by 
local tradition. The village contains a local Board school, 
a P.'V.D., inspection bungalow, a sarai, a police station
bouse, a sub-registrar~s office, and a branch post office. 
A weekly market is held on Wednesdays. 

Anjani Khurd.-A village in the lIehkar taluk, 9 
miles south-west of l\Iehkar on the old Bombay-Nagpur 
road. Its population in 1901 was 995, and it pays a land 
revenue Of Rs. 3792. It has a Board school, an opium 
shop, and a cattle pound. A weekly market is held on 
Saturdays. The village contains an old step well with a 
fligbt of steps, and a little room on the south side-; also 
an unfinished masiid built up solidly to the crowns of the 
arches all around. In general design the building is 
similar to the mosque at Fatehkhelda. 

Asalgaon.-A . village in the J algaon taluk lying on 
the main road from Jalgaon to Nandura, 3 miles south 
of J algaon. The population is 2508, and it .pays a land 
revenue of Rs. 8&)6. A large weekly bazar is held every 
Tuesday which is attended by about 7000 people. The 
bazar has been equipped by the local Board with cha
bUtras and shelters, and shade is also afforded by numerous 
fine nim trees. The principal articles dealt in are teak
wood, bamboos~ cloth, cattle, hides, grains, betel leaves, 
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meat, fruit and vegetables. The village contains a 
large Local Board vernacular school, a branch post office, 
and a sarai. A ginning factory belonging to the Kham
gaon Ginning Company is also located'here. 

Badner.-A village in the Malkapur taluk lying 10. 

miles to the south-east of Maika pur on the right bank of 
the Vishwaganga river. It is also called Badner-Bhulji 
from one Bhulji l\Iaratha who was' its first inhabi
tant. ,Its population in Ig01 was 3248 as against 3067 
in 18g1. The land revenue of the village is Rs. 8878, 
and its .area 6582 acres. A weekly market is held on 
SatUrdays. 

Bilighit.-The upland country of Berar above the 
Ajanta ridge sloping southwards beyond the ghats or 
passes which lead up to it from the north. Here is the 
extreme northern limit of the tableland of the Deccan; 
the sides and summits of tb,e outer hills are covered with 
low forest; from their crests the main slope of the lands 
is sou~ward; wide basalt downs follow each other ill 

II 

successive expanses of open fields sloping down to shallow. 
channels which carry off the water like gutters between 
two .. pents of a low roof. The trees are finer and the 
groves more frequent than in the valley below; water 
is more plentiful and nearer to the surface. This is the 
character of much of the BiiHighat highlands in the west 
of Berar where they fall southward toward the Nizam's 
country 1?y'a gradual decline and by a series o'f ridges or 
steppes. But the whole face of the Balaghat has no 

\ 

u.niform)eatures ; it stretches into downs and dales where 
it is most open; then it gets broken up i~to flat-topped 
hills, and steep ravines; while in.its eastern section the 

\ country is still more sharply accentuated by a splitting 
!lP of the maih hill range, which has caused that variety 
of low-lying plains, high plateaus, fertile bottoms and 
rocky wastes which is. sketched in the description of 
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the Yeotmal District. The country comprised in the 
taluks of Chikhli and l\Iehkar forms part of the Bala· 
ghat. 

Ban River.-A 'river which, rising in the Melghat, 
flows down from the north for some distance along the 
eastern boundary of the J algaon taluk and thence turning 
a little to the west runs past Wankhed and Paturda and 
eventually empties itself into the Puma. The Ban is a 
speciality and the best of the District streams. As traced 
on the map she seems, with a few wriggles and curves, to 
run in an almost direct course from her source on the 
hills into the Purna. This causes her water in some places 
to flow rapidly; and up to or within a mile or so of the 
Puma her bed is stony. On quitting the hills she passes 
for five miles through the undulating inferior soil at its 
foot and there does not differ from other district streams. 
About here after the rains, she subsides into a succession 
of pools at various distances from each other. When 
she enters the region of black soil the stream takes a stony 
channel laid on a deep loam deposit varying in width 
between false banks from one-eighth to half a mile. 
Thes~ false banks of muram and trap rock, rugged and 
washed-out looking, become more and more prominent 
as the river approaches its confluence with the Puma. 
The loam deposit between the stream and these false 
banks is occupied, with permanent gardens irrigated 
from wells 'except where the strip is 'too narrow for any 
but a little casual cultivation. 'From Warkhera to Kati
kher, 6 miles, the cha~el is a dry bed; but from the 
latter point to the Puma it contains water dammed 
here and there all through the year. The course of this. 
river, in strange contrast with the brown line of rugged 
bank, can be traced by a continuous green line marked by 
the trees growing along its real banks which are so loW' 
that the tree tops can only be setn when near at hand. 

26 
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Its distance within the District, roughly measured from 
the map, is about 25 miles. 

Buldana Town.-The headquarters town of the 
District situated in 200 32' N. and 

Situatio~ and people. 
760 I4' E. on the metalled road 28 

miles to the south of l\1alkapur station of the Great Indian 
~eninsula Railway. There is a daily mail tonga service 
between Buldana and Malkapur. The area of the town 
is 495 acres, and it stands at an elevation of 2I90 feet. 
The climate of the -town is good, and it is the coolest 
place in B~rar next to Chikalda. Buldana is probably 
a corruption of Bhil-thana, the place of BhTIs. Very 
little is known of its early history J but when Berar first 
fell into the hands of the British in 1853 it was divided 
into two districts, one of which was known as North Berar 
with its headquarters at Buldana. North Berar included 
the whole Payanghat valley, that is to say, the present 
Amraoti .District, the northern half of Akola, and part 
of Buldana. In 1857 J the year of Mutiny, Colonel Meadows 
Taylor, was appointed Deputy Commissioner of North 
.Berar, and in his autobiography he quotes the note he 
receiv# from the Resident: C Go to Berar directly and 
, hold on by your eyelids. I have no troops to give you, 
C and, you mu~t do the best you can. I know I can depend 
, upon you and I am sure you will not fail me. J Colonel 
Meadows TayJor refers to the beautiful wooded ravines 
and the picturesque morning rides at Buldana, but his 
s~ay there' was very short, as his important work lay in 
t~e valley below. After the Mutiny the province was 
'r~~o,nstituted, and Akola became the headquarters of 
:West Berar. In 1867 Buldana again came into promin
ence,' when it was selected as the beadquarters of the 
Dis~ict. Its population in 1867 is unknown, but it was 
2979 in 1881,3243 in 18gI, and 4137 in Ig01, thus showing 
an increase of 39 per cent. in 20 years. In Igor the 
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population comprised 3229 Hindus, 795 l\Iahommedans, 
23 J ains, II4 Christians, and 12 others. Buldana pays a 
land revenue of Rs. 1726. The l\lalkapur-Chikhli road 
practically divides the town into two portions-that Jying 
to the west of the road be~ng called the old village, and 
that lying to the east of it being called the new town. 
The Civil StatioIJ lies to the south-west of the town. 

As the headquarters of the District, Buldana con
tains ·the usual executive and civil 

Public institutions. 
courts with the exception of a tahsil 

which is located at Chikhli 14 miles to the south. It 
also has a hospital, a veterinary dispensary, a jail, an 
observatory, a circuit house, a combined dak and inspec
tion bungalow) a sara,', a fine camping ground, a European 
club (located in the old magazine), a native club with a 
library, and a cemetery. In the new town there is 
a Government school for girls in which education is given 
free of cost. ~he average daily attendance is 55. A 
weekly market is held on Sundays, but the trade of the 
place is small, and it is only during the cotton s~aspn 

that any business is done. Foreign and country liquor 
shopsa gani~ and opium shops are located here. There 
is a combined post and telegraph office. 

The l\Iunicipality was established on the 1st of 
April, 1893. The Committee is 

Municipal nndertak- composed of 12 nominated members. 
ings. 

The Municipal area is 530 acres. 
The average annual receipts, derived mainly from 
Government contributions, water tax and cattle pounds, 
during the seven years ending 1907-08, amounted to 
Rs. 13,181. The average annual expenditure during 
the saPle period was Rs. 13,085, the main heads of 
expenditure being water-works, conservancy, arboricul
ture, public garden. education, hospital and dispensaries. 
The Hindustani· and l\Iarathi schools for boys are main-• 
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tained by the Municipality, the daily average attendance 
in them being respectively 22 ~nd 208. Four English 
classes have been attached to the Marathi school and are 
chiefly maintained from the annual contribution, locally 
raised, amounting to Rs. 780. The opening of a High 
School is under contemplation. The public garden has till 
recently been in charge of the Municipality. The annual 
income derived from the sale of mangoes, other fruits 
and vegetables, together with a fixed annual contribution 
of Rs. 300 from Government, amounted to Rs. 931 in 
1906-07, and Rs. 623 in 1907-08. The expenditure during 
the iame period amounted to Rs. II55 and Rs. 1335, 
respectively. From the 1st of April, 1909, this garden 
was transferred from Municipal to Provincial manage
ment. 

The town of Buldana is supplied with drinking water 

W lter-supply_ 
from th~ Satrabar tank (so called 
after the large bar (banyan tree) 

situated close to the north-western extremity of the tank) 
1\ • 

about' a quarter of a mile east of the Buldana Civil 
. Station. The tank was constructed in 1891, and water 

began' to be supplied in March 1892. The total outlay 
on the construction of a tank amounted to Rs. 98,902. 
The'Satrabar tank has' a catchment area of 410 acres, 
the tank itself having an approximate area of 7 acres. 
The water is pumped by means of two direct acting 
Duplex C~rnish suction and force pumps into a reservoir 
,which commands practically the whole of the Civil StatiO)l 
and towj1 of Buldana. The reservoir is divided into two 
compartments, each- with a capacity of 55,000 gallons, 

, and', the water is passed down from these through 6'" 
\ . 
pIpes and distributed to the Civil Station and town by 
~eans of 30 stand-posts and 53 private connections. 
The daily authorized supply of water is 40,000 gallons at 
10 gallons per head of popUlation for 24 hours; but this 
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supply could not at first be maintained on account of 
the. weakness of the band puddle. The tank was over~ 
hauled in 1908 and a fresh puddle laid up to lIS reduced 
level, and the waste weir level was raised from lIO to II2 

which will enable an additional volume of water, repre
senting about three months' supply, 'to be impounded. 
The total capacity of the tank is now 4,338,701 cubic feet. 
\Vith a view to reduction of expenditure which works 
out at 5 as. 8 pies per rooo gallons, the question of sub
stituting an u~t~date oil engine with suitable pumps 
for the present machinery is under consideration. This 
change is expected to reduce the expenditure to about 
3 as. per 1000 gallons. The water-works are in charge 
of the Public \Vorks Department, and are maintained 
at an average annual cost of Rs. 3500, of which one-fourth 
is provided from Provincial Funds and the remainder 
from Municipal funds. Besides the Satrabar tank there 
are five other tanks, viz., the' Bullock tank' which sup
lies water to the public garden, the ' Chinch Talao,' the 
• Dhobi Talao,' the (Lendi Talao,' and the ' Tar Talaol
These tanks only hold water for about eight months and 
dry up in the hot weather. 

Chandol.-A fairly large village in the Chikhli taluk 
14 miles west of Chikhli. Its population in 1901 was 
1629, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 4743. It con
tains four old temples, one dedicated to Narsinha, one to 
:\Iahalakshmi, and two to Mahadeo. The principal build
ing of the temple of Narsinha is octagonal in form; the· 
ha11 in front quadrangular. I t is profusely sculptured. 
Repairs are sometimes carried out by subscription and 
the top has been rebuilt of brick and mortar. It has an 
iniim land of an annual rental of Rs. 6 for its support. 
The temple of Mahalakshmi is in good repair J and is 
covered with sculpture. The temples of. Mahadeo are 
octagonal in form, and the front halls or -mandap ree-

• 
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tangular, most of which have fallen. The top of one of the 
temples has been rebuilt of bricks in mortar. 

Chandur (or Biswa Bridge).-A village in the Malka
pur taluk, and a station on the Nagpur branch of the 
G. I. P. Railway to the east of l\falkapur. To the west 
of it runs the Vishwaganga or Biswa river. over which a 
railway bridge has been built. Hence the village is 
sometimes called Bishwa Chandur or Biswa bridge. Its 
population in I90r was 2732 as against 2712 in 1891 ; its 
area is 3073 acres,-and the land revenue demand 'Rs. 5562. 
The District Board maintains ~ Hindustani and a 
Marathi school. The village has a branch post office and 
a I.ocal Board sarai. A weekly market is held on 
Sundays. 

(Chikhli Taluko7A taluk lying between 20° and 
. 20° 37' N. and 75° 57' and 76° 42' E. 

Physical features. • 
with an area of 1009 square ~les. 

It consi~ts of 299 Government and eight jagir villages," The 
Chikhli or Deulghlit taluk as it was formerly called, is one 
of the hill taluks of Berar and lies entirely in the Bata
ghat, the southern plateau of Berar. ) It is bounded on 
the l¥>rth by the Malkapur taluk:; in the east it borders 
upon Mehkar and Khamgaon taluks, and in the south it 
abuts on the Mehkar taluk and on His Highness the 
Nizam's Dominions which it likewise touches in the west. 
The greater portion of its lands lies on the Ajanta range 
of hills which enters the Berar Districts from the south
west and forms the basis of an extensive tableland which 

\' . 
sompnses a large portion of southern Berar. The table-
l~~d inclines gently towards the south-east; in which direc
,tion the Penganga, which is its main drainage, takes its 
course I dividing the plain in almost equal halves and finally 
debouching in the Wardha. (. The elevation of the tableland 
as a whole is about 1800 feet above the sea-level, and this, 
small as it is, makes a very perceptible difference in the 
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climate which is far cooler than that of the valley below, 
The pargana of Dhar on the western boundary . lies at a 
10werleve1, being separated from the remainder of the taluk 
by a ghat some 300 feet in height, The taluk, measured 
from north-east to south-west J has an extreme length of 
56 miles, its greatest breadth from east to west being 
42 miles, But south of the town of Chikhli the width 
of the tatuk rapidly decreases until in the south-west 
corner in the neighbourhood of the village of Deulgaon 
Raja it. has dwindled to a few miles only, The north
eastern portion of th~ tatuk is of a very rugged ,descrip
tion; many of the villages here situated still remain 
unpopulated, and cultivation is scanty; it is here that the 
Geru-).Iatargaon forest reserve has been formed, much of 
the country being fairly well timbered and more fitted 
for forest growth than for cultivation, {The tatuk on the 
whole consists of a series of plateaus intersected by 
ravines containing generally a plentiful supply of water, 
There are no rivers of any importance in the taluk except 
the Penganga. already alluded" to J but it has· hardly a5" 

sumed the character of ~ ·river until it has left the 
taluk,) 

The population of the tal~ in 1901 was 129,590 

Population, 
persons or 21 per cent, of that of 
the District, In 189I the popula

tion was 150,098, and in r881, qO,IIl persons, The 
increase in the first decade was 7"2 per cent, as against 
the District figure of 5'7, and the decrease in the second 
decade was 13'7 per cent. against the District figure 
of 9'6, The decrease was due to the two famines of 
1896-97 and 1899-1900. The talnk contains three towns, 
Chikhli, the headquarters (5889), Deulgaon Raja (6293), 
and Buldana, the headquarters of the District (4137), and 
310 villages of which 41 are uninhabited; 12'59 per cent, 
of the population live in towns, and 87'41 per cent. in 
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villages. The total density of population was in 1907 .128 
persons to the square mile, and that of the rural popula
tion II2. Besides the three towns, the following three 
villages in the taluk contained a population of more 
than 2000 persons in I90r :-Amrapur, Undri, and Deul
ghat. There were also r6 villages having a population 
of more than 1000 persons. 

lThe taluk cannot boast of that luxuriance of vegeta-
tion which is one of the charac-

Agriculture. teristics of the valley of Berar, and 

the soils here are very much inferior to those found in 
Ma!kapur, Khamgaon and J algaon taluks. J (iowever, 
the climate and soils permit of the kharif as well as some 
of the rabi crops being cultivated with success, the latter 
especially in the valleys of stream;. The kharil crop 
consist of juari, cotton, tiir, etc., and the rabi, wheat, 
gram and masiir only. Linseed 1 which is one of the chief 
raM cfops in the valley of Berar, does not thrive at all 
as the ground is too dry for it,) At the revision settle
ment the figures for five years (1890-1894) show that 
out of the total area of 459,7°8 acres under cultivation 
jua..ri was the crop most largely cultivated, 130,000 
acres or 24'6 per, cent. being annually devoted to its 
growth ; t1~is was followed closely by cotton with 100 ,000 
~cres or 21"6 per cent. The next in importance was 
wheat with 70)000 acres or 15'3 per cent. The area 
under grass and fallow, 82,000 acres or 18 per cent. of 
the whole, was very extensive .. but the nature of the coun
try in 'a measure accounts for the excess. A large pr<r 
P?rtion of this area lies in the uninhabited villages in the 
nQrth-east of the taluk, bU( the steep faces of the ravines 
with which the rest of the country abounds are incapable 
of being brought under cultivation, and tend to swell 
the total. They are, however, serviceable as affording 
grazing areas for the village cattle\ In 1907-08 out of 
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the total village area of 513,316 acres, excluding State 
forests, 482,467 acres or 94 per cent. were occupied for 
cultivation. The total cropped area, excluding double
cropped area, was 366,449 acres or 76 per cent. of the 
occupied area; of this juari occupied 130,435 acres or 
36 per c.ent; cotton 126 ,781 a~res or 341 per cent., and 
wheat 25,006 acres or 7 per cent. The irrigated area was 

10,124 acres. 
At the original settlement (1866-67) the 305 Govern

Land revenue. 
ment villages were divided into four 
groups and settled with a dry crop 

maximum acreage rate varying from R. 1 to R. 1-12. 

The occupied land for cultivation was 223,151 acres, and 
the assessment was Rs. 1,68,083, the incidence per acre 
falling at As. 10-3 per . acre. During the currency of 
the settlement the occupied area increased, and at the 
time of the revision settlement it stood at 458,316 acres 
with an assessment of Rs. 2,95,592, the incidence per 
acre being As. 10-4. At the revision settlement which 
came into force in 1896-97, the villages were divided into' 
three groups and rated at R. 1-6 to Rs. 2. The occupied 
area according to revision survey was 457,655 acres, and 
the revised assessment increased to Rs. 3,68,777, giving 
an inciden~e of As. 12-II per acre~ The increase in 
revenue thus amounted to Rs. 75,185, being 24'8 per cent. 
in excess- of th~ previous demand. The land revenue 
demand for 1907-08 was Rs. 3,66,925, of which 
Rs. 3,65,247 were collected during the year. 

For purposes of land records the taluk is divide4. 
into five Revenue Inspectors' circles, 
with headquarters at Buldana, 

Dhar, Amrapur, Andhera and Chikhli. The taluk forms 
one police circle under an Inspector' with six station
houses at Chikhli, Buldana, Dhar, Andhera, Amrapur, 
and Deulgaon Raja, each under a Sub-Inspector. The 

• 

Miscellaneous. 
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taluk is well provided with roads. Buldana, the District 
headquarters lying in this taluk, is connected with the 
railway by a made road 28 miles in length running to 
the Malkapur station. 

Chikhli Town.-The headquarters of the taluk bear
ing the same name. It is situated in 20° 21 N. and 760 
IW E. on the high road which runs from Malkapur to 
Mehkar at a distance of fourteen miles from Buldana. 
A metalled road runs from Chikhli to Khamgaon via 
Amrapur. The population was in Igor returned as 588g, 
having i~creased from 4672 in I8g1 or by 26 per cent. 
The principal inhabitants are Hindus, numbering 4629, 
and next to them CQme Muhammadans with a fi&ure of 
II6S. The area is 4446 acres, and land revenue Rs. 3928. 
The largest bazar in the taluk is held here on :Mondays at 
which a considerable amount of business is done. Messrs. 
Ralli Brothers have a ginning factory of forty gins here, 
and"t4ere is a small factory owned by some native 
traders. The tahsili, inspection bungalow, Anglo-verna
cular school, ~ 'dispensary; combined post and telegraph 
office, and police station':'house are the principal official 
buildings. There are also an Urdu school, a girls' school, 
and a aharmshala known as f Coronation Dharmshala.' 
A . bonderl; warehouse is under construction. Chikhli 
has about 20 shops of moneylenders and over 50 shops 
of cloth merchants and others. For sanitary purposes 
a small conservancy establishment is maintained by 
the District Board. There is a dargiih or tomb of Madan 
Shah WaH in whose honour an urus or anniversary is held .-
~Very year at which about 500 people assemble from the 
surrounding Villages. The dargah has some inam land 
for: its support. A temple of Mahadeo to the west of the 
village is of 'some archreological importance. The top 
was rebuilt about 40 years ago, and other buildings have 
been added to it. 
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Datala.-A village in the Malkapur taluk lying about 
6 miles south of Malkapur. To the west runs the Nal
ganga river, and to the east passes the Malkapur-Buldana 
road with its mail tonga service. The village has a large 
colony of Pajne Kunbis who are very hardworking culti
vators. Its population in 1901 was 2224 against 1948 
in 1891; its area is 4759 acres and the land revenue de
mand is Rs. 8836. The District Board maintains a 
vernacular. school. The village has a branch post office 
8;Ild a Local Board sarai. 

Deulgao~Mahi, or Deulgaon-Pathin.-A village situ
ated on the banks of the Lower Piirna on the high 
road to Deulgaon Raja ,at a distance of about 38 miles 
to the extreme south of Buldana in the Chikhli tatuk 
with a population of 901 persons; an area of 4725 
acres, and paying a revenue of Rs. 2921. The village 
is called Deulgaon-l\Iahi from the goddess 'l\Iahi' wor
shipped by Kasars who originally inhabited the .. 
village. Certain Pathans of Jaffrabad, which lies about 
IZ miles to the west of the village in His Highness th,. 
Nizam's Dominions, are said to have rendered some 
assistance to the Nizam who conferred on them certain 
iniim lands and the pate1ki of the village; and since then 
it has been called Deulgaon-Pathan. Some of the de
scendants of these Pathans are still living, and hold the 
office of patel in rotation. The village contains an old 
garhi mostly in ruins and occupied by the Pathans, a 
Marathi school attended on an average by 43 boys every 
day, a branch post office, opium and liquor shops, and a 
comfortable dak-bungalow. A weekly bazar is held on 
Sundays. Blankets are locally manufactured by the 
Dhangars. 

Deulgaon-Raji.-A town in the Chikhli taluk situ
ated on the Khamgaon-Jalna road, 49 miles to the south 
of Buldana, and lying in 20° I' N. and 760 5' E. Its 

• 
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original name was Dewalwari, from a wari or hamlet 
close by. This 1.fJari is said to have been increased in 
extent and population by Rasoji, a natural son of a de
cendant of the J adhao Rajas of Sindkhed, some time in the 
seventeenth century. Rasoji invited people of all trades 
and professions to come and settle at Dewalwari, whose 
name was changed to Deulgaon as the place increased. 
The shape of the town is that of a gnomon and its area 
is 102'8 acres. It was once fortified by a wall, which is 
now in ruins. This wall has seven approaches-five large 
gates an~ two small ones. There is a small range of hills 
close by on the northern side of the town, down which 
flow two tiny streams. A small rivulet called Amni 
forms the southern boundary of the town. There is 
on the east of the town a very pretty little domed tomb 
called the Moti Samadh of Chimakabai Sahib, daughter of 
Anandrao Maharaj of Deulgaon Raja. It is of cut stone 
in th"e Muhamm,adan style, and is as chaste and well pro
portioned a little building as it is possible to find. It is a 
square building with a minaret rising from each of the 
four corners of its roof with clusters of tp.iniature millars 

rouM the base of each. Over the centre rises a well 
proportioned", dome with other little minars around its 
dome and .surmounted by a remarkably well designed 
finial. An ornamental open work parapet and deep 
cornice surround the top of the roof, and the whole 
building is set up on a very ornamental high base
plent of the same design as the beautiful green stone' 
',sarcoph ... agus at Bijapur. At the census of 1867 the 
p.opulation of the town was 9298, which had declined to 
7025 or by 24 per cent. in 1.88t. During the decade 
ending 1901 it had again fallen to 6293 or by about 
15 per cent. The present population comprises Hindus 
4940, Musalmans 955, and Jains 372. Formerly the 
town was a centre of the cotton and silk trade' but the _ J 
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trade is now declining and the weavers are in straitened 
circumstances. Amongst the traders, the Shrawak or 
Jain are said to have come from the north about 30 0 

years ago. Of all the dewasthans' in Berar that of Balaji 
at Deulgaon is the most celebrated. An annual fair, 
the largest in Berar, is held in connection with it in 
October. It is much frequented by traders and pilgrims 
from very distant parts. The paved yard in front of 
Balaji's temple, about 360 by 30 feet, is for the occasion 
overshadowed with a sort of canopy supported by posts. 
The offering given to Balaji is called kangi, and its 
annual value, has been known to exceed Rs. 1,00,000. 

This amount, besides defraying the expenses of the 
temple (which are about Rs. 1500 per mensem), leaves 
a large balance. The temple managers spend during 
the fair Rs. 15,000. Large dinners are given to pilgrims, 
wandering devotees, mendicants, and all other persons 
distinguished by piety or religious learning. Owing to a 
dispute between the descendaI!-ts of the Jadhao family 
who claim the temple and the income as their own, and 
the people of Deulgaon Raja, the District Judge at Akola 
has, pending the settlement of the dispute, appointed a 
receiver who receives 4 per cent. on the collection of the 
kii1lgi for managing the • Sansthan~' The town contains 
a Government second grade Anglo-vernacular school, 
a girls' school, and a Local Board Hindustani school. 
It also contains three dharamshalas, a police Station
house, a dak-bungalow, a dispensary, a sub-registrar's 
office, and a branch post office. The total area of the 
town is 1617 acres, and it pays a land revenue of 
RS·770. 

Deulghat.-A village situate,d in the Chikhli taluk 
in latitude 20° 31' N. and longitude 76° 10' 30'" E. on the 
PengaJ?-ga river, 6 miles to the south-west of Buldana. 
The population was 3594 in 186) ; 3867 in 1881; 3916 
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in 18g1 ; and 3735 in Ig01. The total area of the village is 
3352 acres, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 2832. It is a 
town of considerable antiquity. It appears originally 
to have been ,a very small village, about one-third of its 
present size. Its oldest name was Deoli, probably derived 
from HemadpanthI temples, of which ruins still exist. 
From the fact that such temples, for whatever object, 
have almost invariably been built in retired places, it 
is to be supposed that the town is of later date than these 
ruins, and possibly this village was first built during 
the troubl~d period of the Muhammadan invasions, which 
caused the people of the plains to disperse an,d seek shelter 
in secluded parts of the hill-country. 

In the time of the Emperor Aurangzeb the village 
was considerably augmented (about A.D. 1700). One 
of his chiefs, Nasar-ud-din, had been sent into the 
Deccan to quell disturbances. The seat of the pargana 
was Gir<~a, on the hills, about 8 miles from Deoli. 
Nasar-ud-din on his arrival found Girda quite unsuited 
for headquarters, and looking out for a better place, the 

. extensive plains of D~o1i at once decided him in its favour; 
and 1.1e settled there with his whole army and retinue. 
The intolerant proselytizing spirit of the master was not 

"asleep in th~ deputy; and N asar-ud-din displayed his 
hatred of Hindu institutions by immediately pulling 
down the magnificent temples near his residence; the 
materials ,were utilized in constructing private buildings, 
a;nd a small fort (now the Nawab's house) on the boun-
\ 

qary of the ~i11age. The memory of the old boundary 
./ 

is. still preserved with the ceremony of killing a buffalo 
on the Dasahra holiday every year. The place has been , ' 

called Deulghat at the least from the end of the seven-
teenth century, as it is mentioned by Thevenot, who 
PQSSed it on his ro~d from Golconda to Burhanpur. The 
pass up the hills just south of the town js evidently. 
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therefore, of sQme antiquity, and was once much more 
frequented than it is now. 

It was an able Tahsndar named Sakhanand who 
raised the rampart round the town to keep out marauders, 
who planted the numerous mango t~ees round the village I 
and who laid out most tasteful gardens, of which the 
remains are still to be seen. In the time of Sakhanand 
the popul~tion of the village wa~ mostly of the Rajput 
caste J whom he enlisted as good soldiers. After the . . 
death of their patron the Rajputs were supplanted by 
Muhammadans, who had then great political preponder
ance, and this accounts for the greater proportion of 
Muhammadans at D~ulghat as compared with other 
towns. 

The court of a special magistrate, presided over by 
Khan Bahadur Nawab Muhammad Salam-ullah Khan, 
who exercises first-class magisterial powers, is located 
here. A weekly market is held on Fridays. A school for 
Muhammadan girls is maintained- by Government; a 
'Marathi and a Hindustani- school are supported by th~A 
District Board. The village contains a branch post 
office and a sarai. It is a neatly laid out village and in 
good sanitary condition. 

Dhalsawangi.-A small village in the Chikhli taluk 
IS miles to the south-west of Buldana. The population 
in IgOI was 2000 and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 1539. 
Close to it an old temple of Devi called Murdadi is situated 
in a picturesque spot in the midst of hills covered with 
forest. This has been partly rebuilt and eonsists of three 
shrines. The principal shrine holds -the image of Mur': 
dadi which is very large, ferocious looking J and coloured 
all red; while the side ont:S have those of KAlika and 
Mahadeo. Behind the temple is a square masonry 
cistern into which three separate springs are led through 
cowhead (Gaomukh) gargoyles. The temple is owned .. 
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by the .Mohite family of Dhar. Two fairs are held each 
year in honour of the deity on the 15th day of the bright 
fortnights of the months of Kartik (November) - and 
Chaitra (Aptil). The assemblage at the fairs is, however, 
not great, between 200 and 300 persons coming to make 
their offerings. The pujari is a Gurao by caste, but the 
inamdar is a Brahman, by name Tulsiram Bhat, who 
enjoys an inam of about 19 acres of land of the annual 
rental of Rs. 12. Some dispute is now going on between 
the Deshmukhs of Dhar and the Guraos in connection 
with the rights attached to the temple, and the income 
of t..lJ.e temple is being held in deposit. 

Dhanora.-A small village in the J algaon taluk about 
6 miles south-west of Jalgaon. Its population is II74, 
its area is 3058 acres, and it pays a land revenue 
of Rs. 4,7II. An annual fair lasting for a week is held 
here in February in honour of a saint l\Iahasiddha to 
who,m . a temple has been 'dedicated. According to the 
legend, the saint came to this place in the train of two 
deities, who selected the spot and vanished, leaving him 
invested with full miraculous powers. The shrine is 
noted for its power over snakebites, and scrofulous .. 
symptoms. A large two-storied gate to its inclosure 
was erected by the gratitude of a wealthy tailor, who 
'was here healed of sore disease of the loins. Cures from 
mad-dog bites are also ascribed to the shrine. The temple 
is 29 by 16 feet, built partly of stone and partly of brick 
and mortar. The fair is attended by, cloth and metal 

, dealer$ from such distant places as Poona and Nasik. 
"The principal trade is in brass and copper.utensils, and the 
v~lue of the trade is estimated at Rs. 50,000. A cere
mdny in honor of Mahasiddha takes place on the 15th of 
Magh (February), a peculiarity ,of which is that persons 
favoured by the deity are required to bark like dogs in 
the temple and through the faii. After this ceremony, , 
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which takes place in the night time, is over, a dinner 
consisting of bread and meat is partaken of 'by all the 
votaries indiscriminately. The village has a Local Board 
vernacular school. 

Dhotra.-A small village in the Chikhlr taluk 18 miles 
south of Chikhli, containing 39 houses and 140 inhabitants. 
The area is 3478 acres and it pays a revenue of Rs. 1368. 
The village has three old temples. The one about a quarter. 
of a mile south of the village, in the fi~ds; is the most 
important. It is a temple of Siva and faces the east. It 
consists of a shrine and closed mandap (canopy) and has 
but one entrance on the east. Upon the south and north' 
sides of the mandap where other temples would have 
two other entrances with their porches, there are here two 
deep recesses oil the mandap like shallow shrines without 
doorways. Four plain pillars support the ceiling of the 
-ma1tdap. The pilasters are built in sections with the 
courses of the wall masonry, and are not as in earlier work 
single shafts built into and against the wall; this is a 
sign of late work. The bracket capitals of the pillars 
have the cobra ornament upon them. In the shrine is a 
linga. The dedicatory blocks over the doorways have 
been left plain, no image having been carved upon them. 
The exterior of the temple is fully moulded in ornamental 
bands, but there are no images whatever J not even the 
usual three inches round the walls of the shrine. There 
seems little doub~ that these temples; more or less devoid 
of figure sculpture upon the exterior, represent the true 
Hemadpanthi class if we believe that Hemadpanth or 
Hemadri, minister to the Yadava kings pf Deogiri, set a 
particular style and built a good deal ,himself. In this 
temple bands _ of chequered squares are used as orna
ment, i.e.,.-the surface of the stone is marked out into 
inch squares and every alternate one is> sunk. This 
was a favourite and often characteristic ofllament in 

- 27 
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very early temples such as those of the Gupta period. 
This building is conserved by Government. On the 
west of the village is another old temple, but it is very 
much dilapidated. It consists of a shrine and man4ap 
with a porch and entrance on the east. The whole 
of the mandap has fallen with the roofing of the porch. 
The exterior was severely plain. On the north-west 
of the village is another old ruined shrine "rith a 
closed mandap, the outer casing of the walls having gone. 
The shrine is empty. The temple faces the east. In a 
row over the shrine door-way are nine faces, the third 
fro1]1 each end having carved tusks at the corners of the 
mouth; otherwise the faces are alike. These temples 
represent the true Hemadpanthi class. 

Dongaon.-A large and purely agricultural village 
in the Mehkar taluk situated 10 miles to the east of 
lIehkar on the old Nagpur dak line on the banks of the 
Kach river. Its population in 1901 was 3050, its area 
is 10,724 acres, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 12,405. 
The village ~s a dispensary, a MarUhi school, and a 
branch post office. A weekly bazar is held on \Vednesdays. 
It was once noted for its saris, and though the industry 
,has"how, decayed considerably, there are a few weavers 
who still turn out' good work. There is an old garhi or 
fori: strongly built, but now in ruins. 

Fatehkhelda.-A village in the Mehkar taluk situated 
in 200 13' N. and 760 27' E. on the small river Bhogawati, 
an affluent of the Penganga, 12 miles north-west of 

\,l\Iehka~. Its population in 1901 was 41gB. its area is 
.6855 acres, and it p~ys a land revenue of ~. 4956. The 
original name of the village was Shakarkhelda which, 
according to tradition, it received from a well close 
by, which ~ields sUKar. The place is of considerable 
antiquity, and a local traditiop says that a saint named 
Palasi Si~dha settled in Sankhedi, a hamlet of the town. 
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On being invited to come to live in the town he, replied 
that he would not go to the town but that the town would 
come to him. The toW!! gradually spread till it reached. 
the hamlet, but it has again receded, and the toinb of the 
saint is at present at some little distance from it. It 
was here, in 1724, that the battle which decided the 
Nizam's supremacy in the Deccan was fought between 
Nizam-ul-Mulk and l\!ubariz Khan who represented the 
~Iughal Emperor. In memory of the victory the name 
of the town waS changed to Fatehkhelda. The present 
appearance of the town shows that it is much decayed, the 
chief causes of its ruin being the plunder of it bySindhia's 
troops on their way to Assaye in 1803 and the great 
famine of that year. A ginning factory has been estab
lished but does not seem to flourish. A weekly bazar 
is held on Fridays) and there are schools for boys and 
girls, a police station-house, and a branch post office. 
A very fine little mosque much resembling that at Rohan
khed in the l\!a1kapur taluk built by Khudawand Khan 
Mahdavi, and in an excellent state of preservation, is situ
ated in the highest part of the town V\-ith a Persian inscrip
tion sho~g its date to be 1581 A.D. It has a three
arched facade and four free standing pillars. The latter 
have octagonal shafts with square caps and bases. Sim
ple little rosettes' decorate spand~~ of the arches. 
Nearly all the decoration is above the cornice. The roof 
has one. central dome' which stands upon an ornamental 
octagonal drum and four little lantern miniiTs one at each 
corner. The mosque is surrounded by a garden and a 
walled enclosure. It enjoys an iniim of 12 fields worth 
Rs. 170 for its upkeep. It is managed by Khan Bahadur 
Abdul Baki Khan of l\!ehkar on behalf of Inamdar Maulvi 
Masum Hasan, resident of Hyderabad. It is under 
Government conservation under the Preservation of 
lIonuments Act. There is a tomb of l\!ubariz Khan who 
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was killed in the battle, referred to above) for the upkeep 
of which an inam of two fields is held by the same Inam
dar of- the mosque. 

Geru-Matargaon.-. A small village situated in the 
reserve forest known as Geru-Matargaon about 22 miles 
to the east of Buldana at a height of 1769 feet above sea
leve1. Its population is 216, area 2579 acres, and land 
revenue Rs. 227. Surrounded by hills and forest with 
the river Gyan run!ling through its centre it affords some 
beautiful scenery. In the bed of the river there is a 
large doho (pond) where some good-sized fish may be 
fqund.· During the Mughlai administration the village 
was the chief town of the pargana of the same name, 
and formed the headquarters of the Kolis, who then lived 
generally on plunder. It contains an old dargah (a Mu
hammadan place of worship) which has the following 
inscription in the Urdu character: ( I will try to find out 
what it is.' The majority of the people are Kolis, and 
Banjaras who make gonis or gunny bags. There is a 
forest rest-qouse here. and some good sport may be 
obtained in the neighbourhood. 

Girda..-A small village situated about 16 miles to the 
w~~t of Buldana,. containing 33 houses and 134 inhahit
ants. The area is 3343 acres and land revenue Rs. 2143. 
About half a mile from the village among the hills a 
'narrow path leads to a very old Hemadpanthi temple 
dedicated to Mahadeo. Close to the temple is a big 
well ; both temple and well are now in ruins. The stones 
of th~ hills here are exceptionally black and produce 
what is generally known as shilaiit (bitqmen) or mineral 
. oil , much used by natives for medical purposes. The 
cliff where this substance is obtained is called by the 
natives I Kali Bhint' (black wall), but owing to· its in
accessible situation little use is made of it. Good sport 
may be obtained in the neighbourhood~. ' 
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Gyan (Ghan or Dyanganga) River.-A river which 
takes its source from a spring of water issuing from under 
an umar tree (Ficus glomerata) near the temple of the god 
~Iahadeo at Dongershewali, a village lying on the table
lands north of the valley of the Penganga in the Chikhli 
taluk. It passes through the hills in the centre of which 
the \il1age Botha is situated, and collecting their drainage 
runs in a northerly direction past Pimpalgaon Raja and 
~andura. Close to the latter place it is crossed by a rail
way bridge and thence taking a north-easterly course it 
eliters the Khamgaon taluk where it takes a sharp bend 
towards the north-west and finally falls into the Puma. 
During its course it receives many streams and in the hot 
weather it is dry. Indigenous sandal wood is found 
round the headwaters of this stream, and it is hoped with 
care to increase tht:: stock from self-sown seedlings. The 
total length of the river is sol miles, the whole of which 
lies within the District. 

Itkhed.-A small village in the J algaon taluk about 
12 miles south-east of J algaon on the river Puma. ItS' 
population is 391, its area 264 acres, and it pays a land 
revenue of Rs. 361. The village owes its importance to 
the existence of a temple of Dattatreya which is visited 
every Thursday by numbers of people in search of relief 
from various ailments. Those afRicted with evil spirits 
are supposed to derive especial benefit from a visit to the 
shrine. They burn camphor, burst into paroxysms of 
dancing and crying before the god, and then plunge three 
times into a deep pool of water, whence they emerge 
cleansed and freed from their afRictions. Three dhartn
shiilas have been built for the accommodation of visitors. 
A religious fair is held here in the light fortnight of 
Chaitra (April), a.nd the value of "Camphor the~ consumed 
is estimated at Rs. 500. 

J alamb.-A village in the K}lamgaon taluk 8 miles 
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north of Khamgaon. It is a railway station of the Nagpur 
brancli of the G. 1. P. Railway, and the junction of the 
State Railway to Khamgaon town. Its population wag 
2308 in 1901 as against 2326 in 1891. Its area is 7180 
acres J and its land revenue demand Rs. I I ,328. The land 
is rich and produces more 'Yam than khari/. The village 
eovtains a primary school for boys, adak bllngalow, a 
branch post office j and an encamping ground. A weekly 
market is held on Saturdays, the art~cles brought for sale 
being grain and groceries. The reseryed forest of Matar
gaon, where good shooting is available, is about 7 miles 
from the station. 

(jalgaon ·Talu~.-A taluk of the Buldana District 
lying between 20° 65' and 21° 13 N. 

Physical features. 
and 76° 23' and 76° 48' E. with an 

area of 410 square miles. [It is the s~allest taluk in Berfu 
in respect of area, and except the, l\Ielghat, of population 
also. .Jt contains 217 khlllsa and 8 inam villages) (Until 
August, 1905, when it was transferred to the Buldana 
District, the taluk formed part of the Akola District.) It 
occupies the extreme north-west corner of Berar. In 
the'north it abuts on Holkar's territory from which it is 
separated by a branch of the SatpurA. range of hills. On 
the east it adJoins the Akot tatuk, on the south it is bor
dered by the Piirna river which separates it from the 
Khamgaon and!\!alkapuI taluks, and on the west it adjoins 
the Kha!ldesh Districts. U algaon is one of the champaign 

" taluks of Berar J lying in the Piirna valley so well known 
.for its ~ferti1ity) and especially for its cotton-producing 
qualities. From one end to the other the tatuk presents 
an I ~ninterrupted open plain carefully' cultivated and in 
parts well wooded with fine shade and fruit-bearing trees. 
The more than usual luxuriance of the crops and the valu
able gardens that meet the eye in every direction have 
earned for the taluk the. name of the Garden' of 'Vest • 
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Berar.) \Towards the north where the hills are approached 
the soil changes rapidly to one of a poorer nature, more 
shallow and stony) The hills themselves, although cov
ered with jungle, cannot be said to be well wooded, the 
growth being poor and the trees stunted and of not much 
value. (The predominant surface soil is a black alluvial 
earth of decomposed vegetable matter, varying in depth 
from one to eight feet and covering the whole face of the 
country from almost the very foot of the hills in the 
north to within a mile or two of the banks of the Puma, 
where the soil is of a very variable nature. This surface 
soil is underlaid by a stratum of a light coloured earth of 
considerable thickness and of a very inferior quality. The 
chief river of the taluk. is the Ban which, rising in the l\1el
ghat, flows down the eastern boundary and eventually 
falls into the Piirna. It cont:iins water throughout the 
year for the last eight miles. of its course. In addition 
there are several streams running in almost parallel 
lines from the hills south-west and debouching into the 
Pftrna. These streams are very sluggish and deficient' < 

in water, but their slow fl~nables large accumulations 
of light but rich soil to settle in sheltered places along 
their banks; these accumulations are in some places very 
extensive, and the people taking advantage of the vicinity 
of water have turned these plots into gardens) 

The population of the taluk in 1901 was 87,798 
. persons or about 13 per cent. of that 

Population" 
of the District. In 1891 the popula-

tion was 977,908 persons and in 1881, 106,132. There was 
thus a decrease in both the decades; in the first decade 
the decline being 7"9 per cent., and in the second 10"8 per 
cent. This falling-off may be attributed to the periodical 
thinning of population by epidemics and other diseases 
as well as to the two great famines in the last decade. 
The density of population is 213 persons per square mile~ 

• 
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and that of the rural population 192. The bulk of the 
population consists of cultivators, fllost of the artizans 
and others having taken to agriculture which they found 
more profitable employment than plying their own 
trades. The taluk contains one town, Jalgaon, the head
quarters, and 221 villages, of which 47 are uninhabited 
according to the census village lists j 9'73 per cent. of the 
population live in towns~ and 90'27 per cent. live in 
villages. Besides the one town the following four villages 
contained a population of more than 2000 persons in 
1901, ,!iz., A;salgaon, Pimpalgaon, Sungaon, and Sonata. 
There were also I2, villages whose' population exceeded 
1000 persons. 

The crops prindpally grown in the taluk are the 
khari! or autumn crops; and the 

Agriculture. 
raM or spring crops I such as wheat, 

gram, etc., are very sparingly cultivated though the soil 
is 'suited for the cultivati~n of both. ~f the khaTi! crops 
cotton, the area of which has largely increased owing 
to ,its conu.nercial importance, is the most important. 
Next to it comes juari, which is the staple food of 
t~ people. The garden cultivation is also of some 
importance in this taluk. There are numerous plan
tain gar~ens, to which the soil and climate seem 
especially suited. The betel creeper, which produces 
the well-known pa.n, one of the luxuries fi not neces
saries of life of the Indian, be he Raja or ryot, is 
cultIvated most extensively in the northern part of the 
taluk: The villages of Jalgaon, Sungaon, and Jamod are 
particUlarly famed for its production.l The figures for the 
five years 1887-1891 worked out at the revision settlement 
show that out of the total area of 205,585 acres occupied 
for cultivation,·88,670 acres or 43 per cent, were devoted 
to cotton, 71,338 acres or 34'7 per ~ent. to juari, 3452 
acres or 3'4 per cent. to linseed. The area devoted to 
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garden crops was 1206 acres or 6 per cent. of the total. 
In 1907~08 out of the total village area of 226,II1 acres, 
excluding State Forest, 2II,024 acres or 93 per cent. were 
occupied for cultivation. The cropped area during the year 
was 196,954 acres or 9j per cent. of the area under cultiva
tion. Of this juari occupied 62,697 acres or 32 per cent., 
cotton II5,168 acres or 58 per cent., and wheat 131 acres 
only. Irrigation is chiefly carried on from wells, and the 
area so dealt with was 1312 acres. 

At the original settlement in 1864-65 the villages 
of the taluk were divided into three 

Land Tevenue. 
groups and settled with ma.~imum 

dry crop rates varying from R. i-8 to Rs. 2-4. The 
land occupied for cultivation was 197,056 acres, and the 
amount of assessment was Rs. 310,916. The average 
incidence per acre was R. 1-8-10. During the currency 
of the settlement the occupied area increased, and at the 
time of the revision settlement it stood at 201,583 acres 
with an assessment of Rs. 3,12,837, the incidence per 
acre being R. 1-8-10. At revision settlement the villages 
were divided into two groups with maximum rates 
of Rs. 2 and Rs. ,2-12. The assessment was raised to 
Rs. 3,92,422, giving an incidence of R. 1-15-2 per 
acre. The'increase in revenue amounted to Rs. 79,585 
or 15 per cent. in excess of the previous demand. 
The land revenue demand for the year 1907-08 was 
Rs. 3,82,160, the whole of which was recovered during 
the year. 

For the purposes o~ land records the taluk has 
been divided into three Revenue In-

Miscellaneous. 
spectors' circles, with headquarters 

at Paturda, Bawanbir and J algaon. J algaon trunk forms 
with Khamgaon a single police circle under an Inspector 
and contains two station-houses at J aJgaon and Khamgaon, 
each under a Sub-Inspector. ,\he taluk is not well off 
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for communications, the only made road being that 
connecting J algaon with Nandura railway station on the 
Great Indian Peninsula Railway along which all the ex· 
port trade of the taluk is carried. This road is not 
bridged over the Puma, which is crossed by a ferry during 
the rains, and trade is occasionally interrupted by floods. 

\ 

J algaon Town.-The headquarters of the J algaon 
taluk situated in 210 3' N. and 760 35' E. It is 8 
miles south of the Satpura range of hills, and 16 miles from 
the Great Indian Peninsula Railway station at Nandura, 
with which it is connected by a mllram road. The town is 
called J ~lgaon-J amod from a village near it to distinguish 
it frpm J algaon in Khandesh. It is mentioned in the Ain-i
Akbari as a paigana town in the Sarkar of N amala. Its 
area is 3453 acres, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 6735. 
The population in Igol was 8487, and the decrease dur
ing the preceding decade was 8'8 per cent., the figure for 
r8gI being 9307. Jalgaon is" an important centre of the 
cotton ., trade and contains five ginning factories, two 
presses, and a cotton market. Upwards of 12,000 bojhas 
of cotton are II annually ginned here. The firms of Ra11i 
Brothers and Gadam and Company have their agents 
hers,for the purchase of cotton. 'A Cotton Market Fund 
was established five years ago and the receipts of the 
Fund in Igot·08 were Rs. 350, while the expenditure 
amounted to Rs. 781. A considerable trade is also done 
in betel leaves by the Barai community. J algaon has 
a second:grade m~ddle school, in two standards of which 
~he teaching of English is arranged for by 'private sub-
:scriptiops, a girls' school with an attendance of from 30 to 
40,and a boys' Urdu school for the Muhammadan com
mu~ity with over 100 pupils. It also has a dak bungalow, 

. a branch dispensary, a combined post and telegraph office, 
a police Station-house, and four sarais. There is a depot 
for the supply of liquor to the shops in the tal uk. A 

• 
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weekly market is held on Sundays, To the north-west 
of the town stands a temple dedicated to Raja Bhartrihari 
in' whose honor a fair is held on Nagpanchami day in 
August. There is a slI1all masiid in the to\\n which has 
an inscription partly in Arabic and partly in Persian, and 
some inam land has been set apart for its mainten
ance. 

J ambhora.-A small village in the Chikhli taluk 
lyh{g 18 miles south of Buldana with a population of 175 
persons, area of 1312 acres, and pa}-ing a land xevenue of 
Rs. 897. The village was formerly granted as an inam 
to Ye1luji, a favourite deity of carpenters, to which caste 
the patels of the village belong; the latter still hold a 
sanad engraved on an iron plate bearing the seal of the 
Emperor Shah Jahan of Delhi, dated Il2I Fasli, corres
ponding to 17II. A.D. The temple dedicated to Yelluji 
is said to have been built about 200 years ago. Of about 
the same date are two large baravs (wells with steps) 
with a small tank in the centre; beh!ud which flows a small 
stream called Sita-nhani or the bathing place of Sittt. the 
wife of Rama. 

J amod.-A village i~ the J algaon taluk situated 6 
miles north-east of J algaon, with a population of 3128 
persons, an area of 5683 acres and paying a land revenue 
of Rs. 6220. It was once a place of considerable im
portance and famous for its vines, but it has now decayed 
though it still does a good trade in betel-leaves. To the 
north of the village is a temple of Mahadeo with a reser
voir on its south side which never fails. There.is a dargah 
or mausoleum of a Muhammadan saint Pir Pawalad Shah· 
said to have been built in the time of Ala-ud-din Ghori, 
Emperor of Delhi, and also a masiid. A gathering an
nually takes place at the dargah at the time of Bakar-Id . 

. The village has a branch post office and a Local Board 
vernacular school. A weekly m~rket is held on Sundays. 
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J anephal.-A village in the Mehkar taluk, about 
10 miles north of Mehkar, which was for a year or two 
previous to 1867 the headquarters of the District. It has 
a population, of 2195 persons, an area of 5699 acres, and 
pays a land revenue of Rs. 4262. Although the village 
is not a large one, the weeklybazar held here on Saturdays 
is the most importl:lnt in the taluk,_ and is the occasion 
for a large cattle market. A ginning factory has rece,ntly 
been established. The village is ple3$antly situated 
with many fine trees in the neighbourhood, and here and 
there may be traced the foundations and gardens of the 
old bungalows. A made road formerly ran through from 
Janephal to Akola. The village garhi is of unusual size, 
but of no special interest. It formerly belonged to the 
YAdava family of Deulgaon Raja. In the middle of the 
village there is a dipmal, a pillar-shaped monument for 
lighting purposes, the only curious point about which is 
that it ~hakes with ease when touched. The police sta
tion-house, a Marathi schoolJ a branch post office and a 
sub-registrarislloffice, are the only public buildlngs. 

Kalambeshwar.-A fairly large village in the Mehkar 
taluk;. 12 miles north of Mehkar. Its population in 1901 
was 1407~ and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 2232. In the 
middle of tlJe village is an old square kund or reservoir'. 
It is in good condition and is in use. Steps leading down 
to the water surround its four sides with a platform half 
way down, and a little shrine of Padmavati' Devi is upon 
!->ne side.' Two images 'of a Devi are placed outside the 
~hrine. 'In the shrine is a shapeless red lead stone re-

,I 

presenting the Devi. . 
(KhamgaOn Taluk.-A tatuk formerly belonging 

.... h . 1 f t to the Akola District and trans-
c YSlca ea ures. 

ferred to Buldana in 1905)md lying 
between 20° 26' and 20° 55' N. and 76° 32' and 76° 48' E. 
with an area of 443 sq,\are miles. Originally the taluk 
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was included in the old Balapur taluk of the Akola Dis
trict, but in I870, 144 khalsa and 4 jagir villages were<, 
separated and made the present Khamgaon tiiluk. In 
1872 one Government village was granted as jagir. There 
have .been no changes since, and the present tiiluk there~ 
fore contains 143 khalsa and 5 jagir villages, It is bound~ 
ed on the north by J algaon tal uk, on the ~est by Malkapur, 
on the south by Chikhli and on the east by Balapur taluk, 
In shape the taluk is roughly an oblong with a broad base. 
The northern and central portions of the taluk consist 
of a slightly elevated plain containing rich black soil of 
the most fertile description, But in the valley of the 
PUrna and Man which bound the taluk on the north and 
east, for some miles on their left banks the soil has been 
much cut up by drainage and has assumed a lighter colour; 
it has become mixed with nodules of lime and gravel and 
is of an inferior quality. In the southern portion where 
the hills are approached the soil ch~nges rapidly to one of 
a poorer nature, more shallow and stony. This southern 
portion is rocky and irregular in every direction, with a 
slight general slope from south to north. Along i the 
banks of the river Purna which separates the taluk from 
Jalgaon taluk and at Matargaon Buzruk, a few miles to 
the north-west of J alamb are valuable babul reserves 
managed by the Forest Department. ~he drainage of the 
tiiluk is chiefly towards the' east, falli<ng into the Man river, 
a tributary of the 'Purna; but there are no streams of 
importance. ) 

The population of the taluk in 1901 was I02,948 

Population. 
persons or 16'7 per cent, of that of 
the District. In !89! the popula-< 

tion was 99,785 and 1881, 96,179. This is the only taluk 
in the District which shows an increase of population in 
both decades; in the first decade the increase was 3'7 
per cent., and in the second decade '3'2 per cent. The 
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increase is chiefly attributed to immigrants attracted by 
trade. The density of population is 232 persons per 
square mile and that of the rural population, excluding 
towns, is 157 persons. The population in towns is largely 
commercial and industrial, while in the interior it is purely 
agricultural; 32'44 per cent. of the population live in 
towns, and 67' 56 in villages. The taluk contains two towns, 
viz., Khamgaon (18,341), and Shegaon (15,057), both of 
them leading cotton marts of Berar; and 146 villages} of 
which 12 are uninhabited according to the village lists. 
Besides the townS the following three villages contained 
mo~e than 2000 persons in 1901, viz. ~ Matargaon Buzruk. 
Pahur !ira, and Jalamb. There were also ten villages 
with more than 1000 inhabitants. 

(The soil of the ta.luk in general is suited both for 

Agriculture. 
kharit and rabi cultivation, but the 
former having been -found more 

profitable predominates, cotton and juari being by far 
the mdst important crops.) The average statistics for 
five ~ears (18~7-1891) wortled out at the revision settle
ment. show that of the total area of 242,642 acres in cul
tivation, cotton occupied 82,960 acres or 34'2 per cent., 
and'juari 74,961 o! 30'9 per cent. Wheat occupied 7'3 
per, cent. and linseed 3'7 per cent. In 1907-08, out of 
the total village area of 263,234 acres, excluding State 
forests, 248,494 acres or 94 per cent. of the total 
were occupied for cultivation. Of this the cropped 
area during the year was 217,501 acres or 87 per 

\ cent. The area under cotton has largely increased since 
-Settlement, and it now (1907-08) occupie~ IIo,633 acres 
'or '51 per cent. of the total cropped area; the area under 

• 
juari has also increased and it now occupies 82,944 acres 
or 38 per cent. The area under wheat is -817 acres. The 
area under irrigation which -is principally motasthal, i.e., 
by wells J is II3S acreS. 
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The Khamgaon trunk was originally divided into four 

Land revenue. 
groups and se,ttled between 1864-66 
with standard dry crop acreage 

rates varying .from R. 1-6 to Rs. 2, the average incidence 
being As. 15-3. At the time (in 1891-92) of the revision 
settlement which came into force in 1895-96, the area of 
Government occupied land was 241,819 acres and the 
assessment was Rs. 2,30,799, giving an incidence of 
As. 15-3 per acre. At the revision settlement the taluk 
was divided into two groups and rated at Rs. 2 and 
Rs. 2-12 per acre'. The Government occupied area accord
ing to revision survey was the same, and the revis~d assess
ment was Rs. 3,26,668, giving an incidence of R. 1-5 per 
acre. Thus the increase in revenue amounted to Rs. 
95,868, being 41' 5 per cent. in excess of the previous 
demand. The land revenue demand in 1907-08 was 
Rs. 3,30,445, the whole of which was collected during the 
year. 

For purposes. of land records the taluk has been 
divided into three Revenue Inspec-

I 

tors' circles with· headquarters at 
Miscellaneous. 

Khamgaon, Alasna, and Atalis. It forms with Kham
gaon a single police circle under an Iilspector, with 
five station-houses, two at Khamgaon and one each at 
~hegaon, Jalamb and Hiwarkhed, each under a Sub
Inspector. The Khamgaon State Railway, connecting 
Khamgaon with Jalamb on the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway, lies within the taluk. 

Khamgaon Town.-The headquarters town of the 
Khamgaon taluk situated in 200 43' N. and 760 3W E. 
It is also the headquarters of th~ Khamgaon subdivision 
consisting of the Khamgaon, J ~lgaon and' Malkapur 
taluks. A State railway, 8 miles in length, connects the 
town with the Nagpur branch of the G. I. P. Railway at 
JaIamb station. The municipal ar~a is 1316 acres. . . 
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The population in 1901 was 18,341 and the number 
of houses 3870. Since the census Khamgaon has suffered 
se\"erely and repeatedly from plague, the number of 
deaths in 1902 being 241; in 1903,1043; in 1905823; and in 
'907, I74. The population is now estimated at 16,242. 
The total area of the town is 2778 acres, and its land 
revenue demand Rs. 2419. The cotton trade dates from 
about the year 1820, when a few merchants opened 
shops and began to trade in ghi, raw thread and a 
little cotton. The place is said to owe its start in 
commercial life to the good management of one. J~tal
khal1, a revenue collector, who harboured and encour
aged traders. But the settlement of capitalists here is 
ascribed to a characteristic accident.- The great camps 
of Pindaris were followed by many merchants and 
brokers, who made great gains by buying up the booty. 
In 1818; Colonel Doveton broke up a large horde of 
Pindaris at a village close· to Khamgaon; they were 
forced to disband and scatter, so the honest prize
agents of thi.$ camp settled at Khamgaon, and their 
descendants are virtuous cotton dealers. 

In 1870, Khamgaon was said to be the largest cotton 
mad'in all India. .This is no longer the case, but it stiit 
des~atches in an ordinary season 70,000 bales of 31 C\\'t. 

each, and 'it contains 13 ginning factories and eight 
cotton presses. The weekly market is held on Thurs
days, and is very largely attended during the busy 
season. 

Th~ general appearance of the town is picturesque. 
It is surrounded by low irregular hills, whi1~ in the hollow, 
iri and about the town, trees are plentiful. The northern 

• 
\ side' of the town is occupied by the railway station, the 
Assistant Commissioner's court, the civil courts, the 
tahsili, the municipal office, a dak bungalow, a P. W.D. 
bungalow, the hospital, post office, telegraph office, and 
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Anglo-vernacular school. The eastern side is largely 
occupied by ginning and pressing factories and by the 
sites of the. cotton market and the weekly market. The 
town proper is split in two by a large nullah which runs 
from east to west. To cross it, there are a large bridge 
on the Amrapur Road, and a large causeway in the 
heart of the town. The bulk of the town is to the south 
of this nullah. Other public buildings are-Marathi and 
Hindustani boys' and girls' schools, a municipal sarai, a 
daily vegetable market, meat markets, and town and taluk 
police stations. The civil courts were opened in 1907 and 
form a large and handsome building. The municipal 
office was a club building many years ago when there were 
several Europeans in Khamgaon. There is a large fort 
belonging to the Deshmukh. Outside it again there is 
a large wes, or gateway, which cl~ar1y belonged to the 
fortifications of the former village. There are also slight 
remnants of the ancient wall. There are a temple of 
~raroti, which is possibly of some age, a handsome temple 
of Balaji, two fine Jain temples, a few lesser temp~~s 

and four small mosques. Khamgaon is a 'wealthy town 
and carries on an important trade, but there are practi
cally no well-built shops. There are very few hand
some modern dwelling houses, and well-to-do people in 
general find it difficult to get sites quite to their liking. 
There is a library J not in a flourishing condition. There
has been since 1888 an institution for the protection of 
cows. 

Khamgaon was created a Municip~ity in 1867. The 
committee consists of nine elected and three nominated 
members. The average annual receipts and expenditure 
for the five years ending 1907 have been· Rs. 32,000 and 
Rs. 27,000, respectively. The income.is derived chiefly 
from ground rent, taxes and cesses, and the expenditure 
is mainly on conservancy, drain~e, water-supply, roads 

28 
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and education. In 1907, there was a large balance in 
hand of Rs. 44,831 in the Government treasury, and 
Rs. 27,SoO in promissory notes, but the whole will be 
needed for fhrther improvements in the drainage scheme 
of the town. 

The town is supplied with water from a tank in 
J anuna J about zt miles south of . the town. This was 
constructed between 1BB2' and IBBS. It is ca1culat~d to 
hold lS6,000,ooo cubic feet. of water, and to supply a 
population' of 15,000 with 20 gal~ons }l' head per day. 
It suffic~~ both for the s~arcity of 1B96 and the. famine 
of -rB99. The cost of construction was Rs .. 1,70,000, 
of which the Municipality bore Rs. 50,000 and Govern
ment the rest. The tank is managed by ~he Municipality 
under the advice of the P.W.D. The Municipality has 
a large garden close to th~ tank. The town is well 
~5Upplied 'with stand-pipes.' A number .of private pipe 
con~e~~ions have also been made~ The water has been 
developing an appearance of impurity for some years and 
remedies are"\lnder consideration, but no ill effects have 
as. yet been,traced'fo its use. . 

"t "Kothali.-A village in the Mallmpur taluk lying about 
15 miles to the south of Malkapur t and about 12 miles to 
the south-,west of pimpalgaon Raja, at the foo~ of the 
Ajatita: hills on the Vishwaganga river. Its population 
in. Ig01 was 1276' as against II33 in 1Bg:f; its area is 4SII 
acres, and 'it pays a lfmd re~enue of Rs. 2409. Two old 
temples of the Hemadpanthi class are found ,here. The 
largest, the temple of Mahadeo~ is in the village on the 

.1?ank" of the Visbwaganga river .and .consists of three 
shrines with ODe central mandap. It faces the east and 
has Ganesh over the shrin~ doorway, The doorways are 
. elaborately carved. On either side of the shrine doorway 
are five figures with Vishnu in the centre. In the main 
shrine is an old squar~ salunka with' a circular hole for 
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a linga ; but the latter has gone. In the side shrine on 
the north is a linga while the shrine on the south is empty. 
The tnandap has no pillars. The porch in f~ont of the 
entrance has ,fallen, the platform _ only, remaining. In 
front of tlus.porch stand the '-rui~s, ~ w4at 'was once, 
perhaps, the Nandi pavilion, but it is'-iuined. Beyond 
this, again, are the remains of the main, entrance to the 
temple courtyar<:l with its steps .. The sikltara was pro
bably built of brick work, si~ce some' brick masonry 
remains upon tp.e roof and no carved sikhara stones exist. 
The roof is carved w~th bushes and shrubs, and the build
ing is surrounded by houses and is in a filthy state. The 
second temple is outside the village to the south-east. 
It is dedicated . to Chintamani Mahadeo and faces 
west~ .It consists of a shrine-and mandap, the-latter being 
supported on four pillars; Ganesh is on the lin~el. The 
shrine doorway is carved, but not so elaborately' as in the 
first temple. On each side of the shrine doorway are 
three figures, Siva being in the centre. Both side porches 
are closed with mud walls. The temples are now under 
Government conservation. The-village contains a Boa~d 
school and a branch post-office. 

Lonar.1-A tovm in the Mehkar taluk situated in 
19° 59' N. and 76° 33' E., about 12 'miles to 'the south of 
Mehkar. The town is one, of the oldest in Berar, tradi'; 
tion ascribing its f~undation to the Krita Yug, the first 
of the four Hindu ages. The story of the giant Lonasur 
is given in the Skanda-:furan, and the legend runs that 
the giant lived i~ a subterranean abode from which he 
issued to devastate the surrounding country, even as
piring to wage war against the gods themselves. They. 
becoming alarmed, petitioned Vishnu to destroy him, 
and he J assiuning the form of a beautiful youth-Daitya· 

I See also the articles on Geology and Minerals. 
> 
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siidan-~ and having won by his beauty the assistance of 
the giant;s two sisters, discover~d his abode. With a 
touch of his toe ~e is paid to ,have unearthed the giant, 
and having overcome him in single combat) buried him 
in. the pit which was his home. The present lake is the 
den of the gia'!1t, arid a conical bill near the village Date· 
phal, SOIXle 36 miles to the south-west, is said to be the lid 
of the giant's d~n which Vishnu removed with his toe. 
The water of the lak;e is supposed to b~ the blood, and the 
salts which it co~tains, the decomposed flesh of the ,giant. 

At the head of the path which leads down to the la~~ 
is.a perennial spring, which is locally supposed to come 
from the Ga.uges. Th~ story is alleged to have been proved 
by a sage who threw a stick into the Ganges at Benares 
and running ,all the way to Lonar arrived just. in time to 
see it issuing from the spring. A picturesque~y situated 
group of temples, held in great veneration and visit
ed annually by many thousands of pilgrims, surrounds the 
spring which issues from a Gaomukh and falls into a small 
tan~ in whi~h the pilgrims bathe. There are numerous 
temples round the lake itself, most of which are in a some
what ruinous condition. In the centre of the town, built 
in'lfIonour of Vishnu's victory over the giant Lonasur, is 
t~e temple of Daitya-sudan, the: finest specimen of early 
Hindu architecture in Berar. It is of the Hemadpanthi 
class and is built in the form of an irregular star, the 
exterior ~alls being covered with carved figures, the 
profusion and inferior workmanship of which seem to 
point, to a fairly late date for the construction of the 
building. It stands on a plinth some four or five feet 
in height, and the unfinished roof seem; intended to take , 
a: pyramidal form. The town of Lonar.1 the population 
of which has increased from 1865 in 1870 to 3085 in 1901, 

is a trading centre of some importance, and a consider
able number of Marwa-lis are settled here. A ginning 
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factory has been established for some time. There is a 
branch post office, a police station-house, and primary 
school. An indigenous girls' school has also recently 
been started. 

Lower Puma River.-A river which rises in the hills 
of the Ajanta range to the west of -the District, and 
flowing past Dhar and Mhalsa in a south-easterly direction 
enters the Nizam's territory about three miles south of the 
village Chandol. Then flowing for some distance in the 
same direction eastward of J afarabad through the· Nizam' s 
territory it again enters the District near Chinchkhed, 
and after traversing a distance of about 30 miles leaves 
the district to pass into the Nizam' s Dominions a few miles 
north of Pokhari village. Its course through Buldana is 
parallel to that of the Penganga. ,It does riot flow. in the 
hot weather. The drainage of the southern portion of 
the.Chikhli taInk feeds it in the rains. Its total length 
is 861- miles, of which 381 are within the District. 

Madha.-A village in the Chikhli taluk, situated 
14 miles to the west of Buldana. The population in 
1901 was 545, area 2602 acres, and it pays a land revenue of 
RS.1522. The river Penganga takes its rise from a small 
spring of water at the foot of a low hill near the village. 
There are traces of a small tank in the village, some por-~ 

" tion of which still contains water; but the water is .stag-
nant and the taRk silted up. The village has also an old 
Hemadpanthi temple of Mahadeo standing at the source 
of the Penganga, which is all in ruins. It is. said that 
in ancient times a rishi (sage) lived here, and traces of 
his abode (math) are 'still to be seen in the -stones close 
by the stream. 

Malgi.-:-A· village in the Chikhli talnk 20 miles to' 
the south of Buldana, containing 82' houses, and 201 in- . 
habitants. The area is 1837 acres, and it pays a landreve
nue of Rs. 1006. Here is a temple dedicated to Maha-· 

• 
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deo and a subterranean spring the water of which collects 
in a large barav (well with steps). This water is reported 
to benefit the covered buffaloe and to cure persons of 
their lameness. A cure requires thre~ successive visits, 
and the place is very popular during the Hindu month 
Chaitra (March-April). 

t Malkapur Taluk0-1A taluk- lying between 20° 33' 
and 2Io 2' N. and 76° 2' and 76° 36' 

Physical features.. • 
E. Wlth an area of 792 square miles 

and l~ntaining 330 khiilsa and. 9 ja~ir' village5.~. It ~s 
bounaed on the north by the flver Puma separatmg It 
from part of the Khan~esh District and the J algaon taluk, 
on the east by Khamgaon, on the south by Chikhli, and on 
the west by the taluks of Jamner and Bhusawal of the 
Khandesh District. (It lies between the fertile valley 
of the Pt1rna and the hills Of the Balaghat, and consists 
of a ~e\'el plain containing rich black soil of a most fertile 
description, the commence~ent of the well-known valley 
of Beraf J IIi the valley of the Piirna for some miles on 
its left bank the soil has been much cut up bv the drain-

ft • 

age,. 'and has assumed a lighter colour; it has become 
mixed with nodules of lime and gravel, and is of ,an in
feriM quality. In the south where the hills are ap
proached the soil changes raI?idly to one -of a poorer nature, 
more shallow and stony. The hills themselves, though 
covered with jungle, cannot be said to be well wooded, 
the gro\\-1:h being poor and the trees stunted and of not 
much v~ue. {The river Piirna which runs along the 

,northern boundary of the mluk has three considerable 
,tributaJies, the Nalganga, Vishwaganga, and Gyan 
rivers, all of which, rising in the hills of the Balaghat, 
run: parallel from south to north, containing more or less 
water throughout the year. Flowing mostly in' deep 
beds between high banks, they are ill-adapted for purposes 
of irrip'::ltinn !tnrl rl,.o1n +", .. "" ..... + ........ "+,,,"" .. +"'01'1 ttr!ltpr it \ 
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The population of the mluk in igoI was I73,234 

Population. 
persons or 28 per cent. of that of 
the District. The population in 

I8gI was 177,877 persons, and in 1881,168,508. Between 
1881 and 18g1 the increase was under 6 per cent. During 
the last decade the population decreased by a little more 
than 21 per cent., this being equivalent to a loss of more 
than gooo persons. The bulk of this decline must have 
occurred during the famine of 19OO. The density of 
population was 219 persons per square mile in 1901 as 
against the District figure of 168. Excluding the towns, 
Malkapur is much more thickly populated than any of 
the other mluks of the District, with a density of 194 
per square mile. The taluk contains two towns, ~ralkapur 
(13,112), and Nandura (6669), 286 inhabited and 51 
uninhabited villages. Besides the towns, the following 
villages contained a popUlation of more than 2000 per
sons in i901: Chandur, Datala, Dhamangaon, Nandura 
Khurd, Nimgaon, Pimpalgaon Raja, Rohankhed, and 
Badner. No less than 34 villages also contained over 
1000 persons. I A 

(Th~ soil of the ~luk being of a r~ch black d~scrip-

Agrl I 
. bon, very retentive of mOisture, 

cu ture. 
is adapted to the growth of either 

kharif or rabi crops; and the climate being mild during 
the cold months of the year, the cultivation of rabi crops 
is likely to be particularly successful. But as in the 
rest of the Berar valley kharif cultivation predo:rninates, 
and cotton and juari are by far the most important crops," 
The figures for five years (I887-1891) worked ~ut at the' 
revision settlement show that of the total area of 427,517 
acres under cultivation cotton occupied 144,896 acres or 
about 34 per cent., and juari 138,058 acres or more than 
32 per cent. Wheat occupied I9,652 acres or 6 per cent., 
and linseed 21,757 acres or 5 per cent. The area under 
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grass or fallow was 48,566 acres or 11'4 per cent. ; 'this 
consists of land unfit for cultivation, and is taken up by 
the ryots who readily pay the light assessment to secure 
pasturage for their cattle. In 1907-08 out of the total 
village area' of 458,098 acres excluding State forests, 
436,529 acres or 95 per cent. of the total were occupied 
for cultivation. Of this 403,934 acres or 92 per cent. 
were cropped during the year. The' area unCler co!ton 
has largely increased since settlement, and it now (1907-
08) occupies 180,807 acres or about 45 per cent. of 
the cropped area -; the area under j uari has declined a 
litt1~ and-it now occupies 135,74Q or 35 per cent. The 
area under wheat has decreased to a large extent, and 
it occupies only 2577 acres. (The area under irrigation, 
which is principally motasthal, i.e., from wells, is 4256 
acres.\ 

'lie Malklipur tliluk was originally settled between 
1862 and 1867. It was divided 

Laud revenue. 
" into five groups with maximum rates 

varying from ~. I to Rs. 2. At the time (in 1891-92) of 
the revision assessment which came into force in 1895-96, 
the Government occupied land according to the former sur
vey \tas 421,527 acres with an assessment of Rs. 4,07,481, 
giving an incidence of As. 15-5. per acre. At the revision 
settlement the taluk was divided into two groups and 
rated at Rs. 2 and Rs. 2-12 per acre. The Government 
occupied land according to the revision survey was the 
same, an,d the revised assessment was Rs. 6,21,603, the 

,·incidence per acre being R. 1-7-7. The increase in the 
.demand thus amounted to Rs. 2,14,122, be~ng 52 per 
cent. in excess of the previous demand. The land 
revenue demand for 1907-08 was Rs. 5,65,056, the whole 
of which was collected during the year. This demand 
is less than that assessed at settlement, and it may be 
explained that in 201 villages of the taluk the full revision 
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survey assessment rates are not to be recovered till the 
expiry of the first fifteen years' of the settlement. 

For purposes of land records the taluk has been 
diVided into four Revenue Inspec-

Miscellaneous. 
tors' circles, '<with headquarters at 

Sarola, Nandura, Pimpalgaon Raja, and Malkapur. It 
also forms one police circle under an Inspector with five 
station-houses at Malkapur, Nandura, Pimpalgaon Raja, 
Borakhedi, and Dhamangaon, each under a Sub-Inspector. 
The taluk is well provided with communications. The 
Nagpur branch of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway 
runs through the taIuk, and Buldana, the headquarters 
of the District, is connected by a metalled road with 
l\Ialkapur station on the line. Metalled roads also pass 
through the ta1uk from Nandura railway station to Mo1a 
on the ~Ia1kapur-Buldana road and to Khamgaon. 

Malkapur Town.-The headquarters of the Ma1kapur 
ta1uk, 28 miles to the north of Buldana situated in 200 

53' N. and 760 IS' E. on the N alganga, a tributary of the 
Puma, at an elevation of 900 feet. Malkapur is a station 

I J 

on the Nagpur branch of the G. I. P. Railway, 308 miles 
from Bombay and 213 from Nagpur. The town has with
in the decade ending 1901 increased in population from 
9222 to 13,II2, or by 42 per cent. The increase is due 
to the development of its cotton trade which will no 
doubt still continue to add to its population. The bulk 
of the population. are Hindus, but the Muhammadans 
number 3829. The area of the town is 7398 acres and 
the land revenue demand of Ma1kapur Rs. I2,923. Two 
bunds or dams cross the Na1ganga here, ,one of which is 
said to have been constructed about 200 years ago to 
facilitate communication with the peth or suburb, and the 
other about 50 years later to fill the town ditch with 
water and thus protect it from surprise by marauders. 
The old rampart of dressed stone, with five gates and 
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twenty-eight bastions, surrounds the town, which is divided 
into four principal quarters. One of the gates bears on 
it an inscription to the effect that it was erected in 1729 
during the rule of Muhammad lVIalikkhan. Malkapur is 
mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari as the headquarters of a 
pargana in the sarkar of N amah. The town is said to 
have been founded about 450 years ago by a prince of 
the Farukl house of Khandesh and to have been named 
by him after the princess (Malika) his daughter, hut the 
story is improbable, for we have no record of any journey 
in this direction by 11iran Ghani Adil Khan, the Faruki 
prince of the period. In I76I the town was rich enough 
to pay Rs. 60,000 to the arm,,' of Raghunath Rao Peshwa 
for exemption from plunder. The ~izams used to keep 
a force of about 20,000 men in this frontier District of 

their dom~nions. Daulat Rao Silldhia and Raghuji Bhon
sla were encamped near .l\lalkapur \yhen the British 
envoy Colonel Collins, after presenting General \\7 ellesley's 

ultimatum, qmUed Sindhia's camp on August 3rd, 1803. 
~'Ialkapur was the scene of several petty battles 

hetween zamindars, rival talukdars, Rajputs and ;\1 us al
mans during the period between the beginning of the 

nineteenth (,t'ntur~ and the Assignment of Berar. An 
interesting accoullt of one of these fights TNhich took 
place in 1/)49 is give!] on page 52 in the History Chapter. 
:V[alkapur is nmv an l'11portant industrial centre contain

ing five ginning factories and six presses. It was created 
a Municipality in 1905. Figures of its receipts and ex
penditure for the year 1905-06 are not available, but in 

1906-07 the total receipts were Rs. 7753 and expenditure 
Rs.6377. In 1907-1908 the total receipts amounted to 
Rs. II ,708 chiefly derived from a cess on professions and 
trades, from conservancy fees and from the revenue from 
markets and slaughter-houses; and the expenditure was 
Rs. 10,379, principally under public health and education. 
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A cotton market fund also exists, the receipts of which 

during Ig07-Ig08 were Rs. 1705, while the expenditure 
amounted to Rs. 3i98. 

A subordinate civil' court under a munsiff, and a 
Bench of Honorary Magistrates exercising third class 
powers are established at lV[alkapur, which also contains 
a tahsili, a dispensary, a combined post and telegraph 
office, two police station-houses, a sub-registrar's office, 
and P.W.D. dak and inspection bungalows. Education 
is carried on by means of a government Anglo-vernacu

lar ~chool with a hostel for the boarders; two Hindustani 
and one Marathr school managed by the Municipality; 
and a Government girls' school. A mosque kno\vn as 
the Jami Masjid near the Kazi's house is said to be 
older than the town. There is also a temple of Shri 
Ramchandra in which there is an illegible inscription of 
about ten lines in Nagari character. 

Man River.-A tributary of the river Puma from 
the south, takes its source near the village of Shebsur 
in the Chikhli HUuk of the District, and flowing in an 
easterly direction past the large village of Amrapur 
leaves the District a few miles south of the village of 

Kinhai. Thence taking a northerly course through the 

Balapur taluk of the Akola District it is met by the river 
.Mosi at Balapur forming an island on which the town 
stands. The channels at this point contain water all 
through the year; this greatly benefits Balapur. From 
about five miles to the north of Balapur until it joins the 
Purna, it forms the natural boundary between the Akola 
and Buldana Districts. The country on both sides of 
the river, from Balapur down to its confluence with the 
Puma, is cut up and bulged out far inland on both banks 
by ravines and alluvial mounds. 

Masrul.-A village in the Chikhli: taluk I6 miles 
to the south-west of Buldana with a population of 904 
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persons, area of 2861 acres, and paying a land revenue of 
Rs. 2137. The Ajanta caves are at a distance of about 
14 miles from this place. There is a very old Hemadpanthi 
temple here~ still in good conditi~n, although the roof 
leaks in several places. The temple contains an image 
of Ganpati. It is made all of stone with ornamental 
work over the pillar and the gate. The ornamental work 
consists of flowers, creepers, etc., and is of the most ordin
ary kind. The temple is said to be used as a sarai. The 
village contains _a Marathi school, the average daily 
attendance of boys being 39. 

-..Matargaon Buzruk.-The largest village in Kham
gaon taluk three miles to the north-east of Jalamb railway 
station. Its popUlation was 3490 in 1901 against 2999 
in 1891. Its area is 5402 acres, and its land revenue 
demand Rs. 8701. The village contains a primary school 
for boys, a. camping ground, and a branch post office. 
A weekly market is held on 'Fridays, the principal articles 
of trade being grain, groceries and cloth. There are 
extel1sive batnJ bans near this village which, are conserved 
by the Forest Department .. 
t~ehkar Ta,luk.-tThe southern taluk of the Buldana 

. District ) lying between 19° 52' and 
Physical features. 

20° 25' N. and 76° 2' and 76° 52' E. 
, ~ith an area of 1008 square miles. The taluk formerly 
, contained 344 Government villages and 14 jagir villages; 
-but in August 1905, five forest villages, one from the 
Ghatbori forest of the Khamgaon taluk, and four also 

,'{rom th~ Ghatbori forest of the Balapur taluk, were added 
'to this",taluk when the boundaries were ,revised with a 
v~~ to the forest boundaries being made conterminous 
with those of the revenue taluk. The ta1uk forms a 
part of the south-western tract of the country known as 
the Balaghat or Berar above the Ghats, but the valley 
of the Penganga, and the southern Piirna which traverse , 
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it, contain fertile tracts. The taluk is bounded on the 
west by the ChikhU taluk, on the east and north by Akola 
District, and on the south by His Highness the Nizam's 
dominions. The taluk is very irregular and roughly 
shaped like a boot, .having an extrem~ length of 60 miles, 
the average width being about 25 nilles. Un climate 
and physical features it closely resembles Chikhli where 
the general contour of the country may be described as. a 
succession of small plateaus intersected by ravines de
creasing in elevation from the northward where the great
est height is attained to the extreme south where a series 
of small ghats bound the taluk a~d sjParate it from His 
Highness the Nizam' s dominions) lThe succession of 
plateaus and ravines is, however, more rapid in l\fehkar, 
and communications are consequently somewhat more 
difficult.) (:n a country of this description soils are very 
variable, and although the taluk contains a large amount 
of wheat-growing soil of a fertile description, it does not 
approach the uniformity of the rich black soils oftheplain 
taluks of Berar. The villages in the north of the tal uk 
are of a very hilly and rugged description, and a con4 

siderable extent of land is here reserved as forest. The 
large village of Deulgaon Sakarsha in the extreme north 
lies beyond the range of hills and partakes of the nature 
of the plain villages of the Balapur taluk. The drainage 
of the taluk is from north-west to south-east, and there 
are two rivet:s of importance, the Pengang~ and the Lower 
Puma) both of which tun parallel through the taluk and 
hold water throughout the year. There are many smaller 
streams, tributaries of these rivers which are useful for 
shorter periods, and on the whole the taluk is plentifully 
supplied with water -) . 

The population of the taluk in I90I was 120,972 

Population. 
persons or about one-fifth of that 
of the Distrj.ct. In r891 th~ popula~ 
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tion was 1S3,046, and in 1881, 131,244. The increase 
between 1881 and 1891 was the largest of all the taluks, 
being 16'6 per cent. against the District figure of S07; 
and the decrease between 1891 and 1901 was also the 
largest, being 21"07 as against the District figure of 9'6. 
Part of this large decrease in the last decade may be 
attributed to the cycle of bad years and the ensuing 
famines, The density of population was 120 souls per 
square mile J being the lowest of all the taluks. The 
rural density vv~as IIS per square mile. Only 4'41 pe! 
cent. of the population live in towns.. The taluk contains 
Olle town, Mehkar (5339) and 3S7 villages, of which 44 
were uninhabited according to the census v iUage lists. 
Excluding the town the following five villages contained 
more than 2000 persons in 1901, viz., Khelda alias Fateh
khelda, Janephal, Dongaon, Lonar and Sindkhed. There 
were also II villages which contained a population of 
more than 1000 persons. 

l\lajor Elphinstone and Major Prescott, who carried 
II out the original settlement 42 years 

, Agriculture. 
ago,. pointed out that Chikhli and 

.:\!ehkar closely resembled each other in soil and climate, 
but regarded the ~atter as being on the whole somewhat 
in!erior to the former. The average statistics for the five 
years (I892-96) worked at the time of revision settlement 
'(1896-97) show that ~ut of the total cultivated area of 
SII ,247 a,cres wheat covered an area of 126,621 acres 
or about 25 per cent., and was more largely cultivated 
than ~ither juari or cotton; the three taken together 
absorbed three-quarters of the area Ul].der cultivation.' 

. Cotton did not appear to be much in favour with the ryots 
of': this taluk~on1Y 83,529 acres or 16'3 per cent. being 
devoted to its growth. Juan occupied 107,938 acres or 
21 per cent. of the total cultivated area. The area under 
grass and fallow 75,529 afIes. or about 15 per cent. of the 
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whole, was extensive~ but as with the Chikhli taluk it- is 
largely accounted for by the nature of the country. 
Where the numerous plateaux terminate abruptly in steep 
drops there must of necessity be a "considerable area that 
is incapable of cultivation, and can-only be devoted to 
grazing purposes) ~here is no well irrigation here, an~ 
the area of lands irrigated by channel from streams and 
tanks, known as patasthal bagait, was only 583 acres) In 
1907-08 the total village _area excluding State forests 
was 556,278 acres,. of which a proportion of about 92 
per cent. was occupied for cultivation. The total cropped 
area during the year, excluding 40uble-cropped area, was 
367,562 acres or 72 per cent. of the occupied area; of 
this, wheat occupied 40,,6IO acres, or II per cent., 
cotton 128,248 acres or 35 per cent., and juari 135,7IO 
acres or 37 per cent. The total irrigated area was 4814 
acres. 

A,t the original settlement (1868-69) the 344 Govern

Land revenue. 
ment villages were divided into 
four groups according to their 

• proximity to and facility of communication with market 
towns and large villages, and assessed with a maximum 
dry crop standard acreage rate varying from As. 14 to 
R. 1-8. The average incidence per acre fell at As. 7-10 
per acre: In the first year of the settlement there were 
423,370 acres of occupied land paying an assessment 
of Rs. 2,57,279, the incidence per acre falling at As. g-8. 
During the currency of the original settlement th.e occu
pied land increased, and at the time of revised settlement 
amounted to 488,III acres; and the assessment was 
Rs. 2,81,233, giving an incidence of As. g-2 per acre. 
At the revision settlement all the Government villages 
were divided into three groups,' and assessea with rates 
varying from R. 1-2 to R. 1-12. The area of Government 

• occupied land according to revision survey was 487,951 
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acres, and the revised assessment was Rs. 3,66,224, giving 
an incidence of As. 12-3 per acre. The increase of 
assessment. at revised settlement amounted to Rs. 84,991, 
being 32'2- per cent. in excess- of the previous demand. 
The land~revenue demand in 1907-08 was Rs. 3,73,991, 
of which R~. 3,70,538 were collected during the year, 
leaving a balance of· Rs. 3453 to be collec.ted. 

For purposes of land records the ta.luk is divided 

Miscellaneous 
into five Revenue Inspectors' cirCles 
with headquarters at Lonar J Mehk~. 

Loni-Gaoti, Sendurj ana and Sindkhed. The t~luk forms 
a single police circle ·under an Inspector with five Station
houses at Mehkru:, Janephal, Fatehkhelda, Lonar and 
Kingaon Raja, each undc;:r a Sub-Inspector. 

Mehkar Town.-The headquarters of the ta.luk 
bearing the same name. It .is situated in 20° 10' N. and 
76° 37' E., 42 miles to ~he south-west of Buldana, 
with which.. it is connected by a metalled roap.. The 
popUlation was in I90r returned as 5330. The area is 

II 

8403 acres, and it pays a l~nd revenue of Rs. 7713. TIle 
myth connected with the-name' of l\Iehkar is that man}; 
~hou!;and years ago there lived a demon by name Meghan
kar who; like the giant Lonasur, devastated the surround
ing' co~~ry. ·and threatened even the gods themselves. 
Vishnu, ·appea:rm.g. in the incarnation of Sharangdhar, 
1,Ju.t the demon t~' death, and}he scene of the fight has 
since bQrne his name in the corrupted form of l\I~hkar, 

\.There are, ~utside the town,. traces of a Hemadpanthi 
.temple~ which may be connected with the'legend. A 
Muhammadan poet tells us that Mehkal' is 795 years 
old~ than the Hijra era. l\Iehkar is mentioned in the 
Ahi-i-Akbari as the headquarters of a sa rk'ar or ·revenue 

. district. In 1769 the Peshwa Madhao Rao accompanied 
by Sindhia and Ruku-ud-daula, the Nizam's minister, en
camped at Mehkar while on his way to punish the Bhonsla 
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for assisting in Raghunath Rao's insurrection. General 
Doveton also encamped at Mehkar in 1817 on his march to 
Nagpur against Appa Sahib Bhonsla who had broken the 
treaty of Deogaon. Formerly the town contained a 
thriving community of weavers and Momi!ls, the latter 
being so rich that about 400 years ago the}" fortified the 
place and built up the fallen rampart on the gate which 
is still called by their name. An inscription on the gate 
fixes the date at I488 A.D. The town was in a very 
prosperous state until the inroads of the Pindaris began, 
and these,. together with the famine of 1803, completed 
its decline. It was formerly famous for the e..~ce11ence 
of its dhotis J but these have now been driven out of the
market. l\Iehkar at one time gave its name to the District. 
Of the Hemadpanthi temple mentioned above nothing 
is now left except the retaining walls of the site on which 

, . 
the temple stood. Close by is a partly ruined dharmshala 
which was probably merely a subsidiary building to the 
temple. It was used during the late famine as a kitchen 
and much of the building has fallen in the last thirty 
years. 'The dharmshala is about 72 feet square inside", 
and is Iormed by a deep covered colonnade with two rows 
of pillars surrounding a small central square courtyard 
23 feet square. Twenty-five of the sixty pillars still 
stand and many others are scattered about the town 
The marked absence of figure sculpture, and the confine
ment of the decoration on the pillars to geometrical and 
conventional leaf design, indicate a period'later than the 
earliest inroads of the Muhammadans into Central India. 
On the high ground to the east of the town there is an old 
Muhammadan shrine called the Panch Pir J' and about 
a mile to the north-east are the remains of a palace which 
are known as the Kasbin's Mahal. There are no other 
buildings of architectural merit in the town. The mod
ern temple of Balaji finely situated in the centre of 'the 

29 
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town with a magnificent outlook over the surrounding 
country wa.s recently built at a cost of a lakh and a half 
of rupees subscribed by the public to house an image 
of Vishnu which was found on the site in 1888 while some 
excavations' were in progress. The image is of black 
marble finely carved and is about ten-and-a-half feet in 
height. Of its origin and date nothing is known. The 
temple has an extensive sabha-mandap, and close to it 
there is a big dharmshala. The temple has no fixed source 
of income; but its estimated income is nearly Rs. 600 
a year, while the expenditure amounts to Rs. 700. It is 
ma?aged by a body of II members elected by the public. 
The town is situated on the old Dak line from Bombay 
to Nagpur on the slopes of a small hill at the foot of which 
flows the river Penganga, from which the main water
supply of the town is derived. The taluk officials are the 
Tahsildar and Naib-tahsUdar. A munsiff also holds his 
court. here. The tahsili, . inspection bungalow, police 
station-house and lines, Anglo-vernacular school and 
boarding house 1 dispensary and veterinary dispensary, 

II 

Coronation sarai and library are the principal official 
buildings. There is also a combined post and telegraph 
offi'l"e. An Urdu sch~ol and a girls' school are situated 
in the town. A· weekly bazar is held on. S.undays at 
which a 'fair amount of business is done. 

Nalganga River.-A river in th!! Malkapur taluk 
which rises in. the hills' of the Ajanta range adjoining the 
forest yi11age of Nalkund about 27 miles to the south
west of Malkapur and flows north-west past Rohan-

·khed ~s far as Shelapur. It t4en takes a -;ourse due 
north ,and runs· past Datala and l\Ialkapur, where it is 
crQssed by a railway bridge, and following the same 
course empties itself into the Ptirna after its junction 
with the Wagar river. In the hot weather this river 
dwindles into a mere series of unconnected' pools.. The 
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total length of the river is 4<>l miles, the whole of which 
lies within the ~!alka pur taluk of the District. 

Nalkund.-A small village in the MaIkapur taluk 
lying about 27 miles to the south-west of Malkapur. It is 
now included in Amdari reserve forest (A Class) and is 
deserted. In the adjoining hills of the Ajanta range 
a series of natural cisterns have been formed one above 
the other. On the top of the ninth cistern stands an uma, 
tree (Ficus glomerata) of holy repute. Hard by is a cave, 
,once the abode of rishis who here performed their religious 
duties and sacrifices, as is evidenced by the sacred ashes 
still found therein. The village owes its name to the 
cisterns which are associated with the name of Raja Nat, 
husband of Damyanti, the only daughter of BhimaJ an 
ancient king of Berar. Their story is told in the Maha
bharat-how N al lost all by gambling and wandered 
about the forest::; without a morsel of food, followed 
"by his faithful wife whom he deserted in the hope 
that she might find her way to her father's and not 
kill herself by following him. The N alkund ~~ems 

to mark the place where Nat probably quenched his 
thirst. 

Nandura Buzruk.-A town in the Malkapur taluk 
situated in 20049' N. and 76031' E. It is a railway station 
on the Nagpur branch of the G. 1. P. Railway, and is 
324 miles from Bombay. It is divided from a town of 
the same name by the river Gyanganga. Its popUlation 
in 1901 was 6669 against 6471 in 18g1. The bulk of 
the populationconsish of Hindus who number 5374, while 
there 'are 1240 Musalmans. The land revenue demand 
is :Rs. 6291, and the area is 2877 acres. The town which 
previously was a small village was largely populated by 
dyers fleeing from the depredations ~f the Pindaris and of 
!\IaJIadji Sindhia in the pargana -:U Pimpalgaon, Raja 
towards the end of the eighteeDJ;h century. It now has 
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some commercial importance, possessing as it does two 
cotton presses and three ginning factories. It ,is also fa
mous for its dyeing industry, and the saris woven here have 
some repute., The potters of the place make a specia1.kind 
of red chatti which is largely used at railway stations. 
Education is cartied on by means of three schools, a 
Government girls' school and District Board Hindustani 
and Marathi schools. A bench of Honorary Magistrates 
exercising second class powers is located here. The town 
contains a da:k bungalow, a combined post and telegraph 
office, a police station-house, and a 5ub-registrar's office. 
It is' also the headquarters of a Revenue Inspector of the 
Land Record staff. A we~k1y market is held on Mondays 
which is noted for the cattle and carts brought for sale. 
The carts known as damnis are sold for prices varying 
from Rs. ~5 to Rs. 70, and people from long distances 
come to buy them. It is also a large market for the sale 
of clpth., timber and grain of all kinds. The estimated 
weekly sales amount to Rs. II ,200. 

Nandura 1Xhurd.-A village in the Malkapur taluk 
separated from Nandura Buzruk by the river Gyanganga. 
Its pppulation in I90r was 2654 against 2514 in 1891; its 
area is II59 acres and the land ,revenue demand is R~. 2149. 
Like its natUesake it is noted for its saris and' its dyein~ 
fndustry. 

,Nan-vel.-A village in the Malkapur mluk lying 7 
miles to the:! north of Malkapur. A temple of Koteshwar 
~Iahadeo' stands near the junction of the Nalganga and 

\ 

~he Pftrha rivers, and some inam land has been assigned 
/ , 

for, its support. A small ani:l.lial fair is h-eld here every 
year in the month of January. The village is noted for its 

I excellent tobacco. Its population in I90r was r878 as 
against 1924 in' 189I. The land revenue d~mand is 
Rs. 7657) and its area is 4323 acres. The village contains 
,a Board school and post office. 
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Pahur Jira.-A large village in the Khamgaon tliluk 
6 miles to the north of Khamgaon, a little distance off the 
Nandura road. Its population in 1901 was 2644 as against 
2537 in 1891, its area is 6475 acres and its land revenue 
demand Rs. 7046. The village owes its name to· the 
large colony of Jire Malis residing here. I~ contains a 
priry.ary school for boys, a camping ground and a branch 
post office. 

Piturda.-A large village in the J algaon tliluk situ
ated 14 miles south-west of J algaon with a population 
of 4247, an area of 4I53 acres and pa)dng a land revenue 
of Rs. 8019. The village contains. a vernacular middle 
school, in the upper two classes of which the teaching of 
English is carried on by means of private SUbscriptions, 
and also an Urdu school. . A Local Board sarai and a 
branch post office form the public buildings. Paturda is 
famous for its sweet ber (Zizyphus jujuba) fruit; and a 
considerable weekly market, next in importance in the 
taluk to that of Asalgaon, is held here on Mondays. 

Payanghat-The lowland country comprised i1'\, the 
valley of the Puma river, the pripcipal affluent of the 
Tapti. The valley running eastward lies between the 
Melghat or Gawilgarh hills i~ the north, and the Ajanta 
range on the south, like a long back water or deep bay 
varying in breadth from 40 to 50 miles and broader 
toward the end than at its mouth. The surface of this 
valley is not flat or even; it rises and descends by very 
long low wanes \"ith their troughs cutting mostly north 
and south, fio\\-ing up westward to a point just beyond 
Amraoti; here this formation is broken up by a chab 
of low hills that run in, a north-westerly direction across 
the plain. These hills mark a change in the country's 
watershed. \Vestward of them the main slope of the 
valley is toward the west from the point where the Purna 
river makes almost a right angle by its sudden turn; bu t . . 
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eastward of Amraoti the streams take an opposite direc
tion and their course is to the Wardha or some of its affiu
ents. Except the Puma, which is the main artery of the 
river system, scarcely a stream in this tract is perennial. 
The Payanghat valley contains all the best land in Berar ; 
it is full of that deep rich black alluvial soil called regar 
of almost inexhaustible fertility, and it undulates just 
enough to maintain a natural sy'stem of drainage which 
is probably very favourable to the productive powers 
of the land. Here and there are barren tracts where the 
hills spread out ample skirts far intb the plain, covered 
with round stones and scrub jungles; or where a few out
lying flat-topped hills, often with hummocks or humps 
looking like huge cairns on their crown, stand forward 
beyond the ranks to which they belong. But there is 
nothing picturesque about this broad strip of alluvial 
champaign country; it is very destitute of trees, except 
near the villages close under the hills. In the early 
autumn" it is one sheet of cultivation and looks fresh 
enough, but from the beginning of the hot season, when 
the crops have been gathered, its generally monotonous 
plaiI!. is relieved by neither verdure, shade nor water, anet 
the landscape is desolate and depressing. The taluks 
of l\falkapur, J alK.aon and Khamgaon of the District 
b~long to the Payanghat valley. 

Penganga River.-A river having its source in the 
hills beyond Deulgha. t on the western border of the Dis
trict in 200 31' N. and 76° 2' E. After running right 
'il:cross the bistrict diagonally in a south-easterly direction 
p~~t Me'hkar and a portion of the Akola District it forms 
the ,southern boundary of Berar, joining the \Vardha, 

\ which forms the eastern boundary of the Province, at 
J ugad in the south-eastern corner of the Yeotma.l District 
(190 52' N. 79° II' E.). That portion of the river which 
lies in this District collects the drainage of the l\Iehkar 
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and partly that of the Chikhli taluks and is almost 'dry in 
the hot we'ather, in parts quite so; and even near its 
source the river cannot be said to be perennia1. It has 
no tributaries of any importance within the District, and 
does not assume the character of a river until it leaves 
the District. The course of the Penganga from its source 
to the point where it is joined by the \Vardha exceeds 
200 miles in length, of which 65 miles lie within the 
District. Its principal tributaries beyond the District 
are the Pus, the Arna, the Aran which unite before they 
flow into it; the Chandrabhaga, the Waghari which dis
plays on its banks a curious laminated formation of 
Purana sandstone, and the Waidarbha, the name of which 
is the adjectival form of the name of the old kingdom of 
heroic times. All these tributar~~s flow into the Pen
ganga from the north. 

Pimpalgaon Devi.-A village in the Malkapur taluk 
lying 14 miles south-west of'l\Ialkapur. It owes its name' 
to the existence of a temple of Devi (godd~ss) in the village. 
A big fair is held here annually in honor of the Devi in 
the month of January (Paush' Paurnima) which ras~ 
for about IS days and is attended by 25,000 people fr01fl 
Khandesh and Berar Districts. Temporary shops for the 
sale of all kinds of goods are established, and the value o~ 
the sales is said to average Rs. 7000 annually. Carts of 
all description are largely brought in from the Khand~sh 
District and form one of the principal articles of trade. 
The population of the village in 1901 was 633 against 
826 in I89!, and its area is 3824 acres. The land revenue 
demand is Rs. 2612. The village contains a Board 
school. 

Pimpalgaon Kale.-A large village in the J algaon 
taluk 8 miles e~st by south of J algaon, with a population 
of 4681 persons, an area of 5327 acres and paying a land 
revenue of Rs. II ,399. A considerable trade in cotton is . 
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carried on, and a ginning factory was established in 
1901.02, with a capital of about'Rs. 50,000. The village 
has a vernacular middle school and a branch post office. 
A weekly market is held here on Fridays. 

Pimpalgaon Nath.-A small village in the :\Ialkapur 
tiiluk lying about 18 miles south-east of l\Ialkapur and 
7 miles west by south of Pimpalgaon Raja, Its popu1a
tion in 1901 was 515, its area is 756 acres and the land 
revenue demand is R~. 439. A great sage called Kambal 
Nath lived here iI!- former days. He was one of the nine 
Naths described in the' Nao Nath Granth/ and was so 
famous that all the surrounding villages affixed ' Nath ' 
to their name by way of distinction from villages of the 
same name elsewhere located. The village contains a 
large temple dedicated to the sage, and a small annual 
fair is held here. 

Pimpalgaon Raja.-A village in the Malkapur taluk 
lying on the river Gyanganga, 26 miles to the south
.east of ~Ialkapur and 10 miles from Nandura. It is said 
to have been'll founded about eight hundred years ago 
by a Raja or prince of the cowherd caste named Pirat
-singh. Another tradition is that a Raja and his family 
wer~· buried alive here in order to ensure the successful 
bui~ding of the fort. In the 18th century Pimpalgaon 
Raja was an important town and the ,headquarters of a 
p'argana, but it was harassed by the Pindaris about 
1787 A.D., who forced a large colony of dyers to emigrate 
to Nandura and other places. Its ruin was completed 
by the, blackmail levied by Sindhia l\Iahadji in 1790 , 

when he passed through Berar on his way. to Poona from 
th~ expedition against Ghulam Kadir Beg of Delhi. 
Since the introduction of British rule the town has re
covered some of its prosperity. Its population in'1901 

was 4808 against 4696 in 1891, its area is 5259 acres, and 
its land revenue demand Rs. 7781. There is' a large 
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:Muhammadan community. Outside the village on the 
south, close to the river) is the subterranean rock-cut cell 
of Renuka Devi. 'fhe image is only a face painted upon 
the rock in the cell at the bottom of a flight of steps. 
In front of the cell is a water cistern. A police station
house is located here. The village has also a branch 
post office, a sub--registrar's office and a Local Bo~rd 
sara;. About 1619 A.D. there flourished here a Hindu 
author of various- works on theology by name Ganesh 
Devajnya. 

P~m?.:.l::er.-A village in the Mehkar taluk lying 
q. miles to the south-east of ~fehkar. Its popUlation 
in 1901 was 453, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 1279. 
The village was originally owned by a rich Deshmukh 
surnamed sarkate (beheaded), but in the time of Aurang
zeb it came into the possession of two Muhammadan 
leaders Nawab Karta1ab Khan and Nawab Yeshwas 
Khan. They built a strong garhi or fort and a bariidari 
(a high tower with twelve windows), the ruins of which 
still remain. A stone nt.asjid was also erected by them. 
The village contains two large well-built tanks, but th~y 
no longer hold water and one of them has been included in 
Government forest and the other made available for 
cultivation. A descendant of the Nawabs-Omraobeg ........ 
was until recently living in the village. He an9--''''s 
family draw a deshmukhi pension of Rs. 425, an(;V/£e also 

" owns the patelki of the village which he manages through 
an agent. 

Puma, River (the ancient Payoshni).-A riYer 
having its source in the southern" slopes of the Gawilgarh 
hills in 21 0 36' N. and 770 36' E. The river, after flowing 
in a south-westerly direction for about 50· miles, runs in a 
westerly course about midway between the Gawilgarh . 
and Balaghat hills, draining the central valley· of Berar. 
It enters the District from the east at a point about 
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6 miles to the south-east of the village of Paturda in the 
J algaon taluk, and forms the southern boundary of that 
taluk, separating it from l\falkapur and Khamgaon 1 and 
receives the whole drainage of the cou~try. It also 
forms a n~tural boundary between part of Malkapur 
ta.luk and the Province of Khandesh, and finally falls 
into the Tapti. It has within the District four consider
able tributaries running from south to north) the Nal
ganga, Vishwaganga ... Gyan and Man rivers, and one from 
north to south, th:e Ban. During the high floods the water 
of the river cuts across the original course and comes up 
to_the village sites. The Piirna may certainly be called 
a perennial stream as it contains water all the year 
round, out its banks are so high and its sluggish waters 
so small in quantity) that it is quitc\! useless for irrigation; 
and owing to the very gradual fall of the river the water 
collects here and there in large dohos or pools which, 
especially in the hot weather, become covered with a 
gre~n "scum and emit exhalations which are anything 
but, agreeable or healthy. The people living on its bor
ders are said to suffer much more from fever than those 
further from it. In the cold season when the supply of 
.w~ter in the river is still somewhat abundant) broad 
sh:eets of water in some places are seen suddenly to change 
,into narrow scarcely perceptible rills in others. The 
banks of the Piirna are so high and abrupt that they 
present serious obstacles to cart traffic, and the soil com
posing ,them being soft and of a friable nature cannot 
resist ,the inroads of the cha~nel water; and in each rainy 
season the banks fall in considerably. The total length 

. o! the river p'iirna is 180 miles, of which a course of 32 
miles lies within the District. 

Rajura.-A village in the Malkapur MIuk, 22 miles 
. to the south of l\falkapur. The population has increased 

from 584 in r8g1 to 1085 in IgOl. Its area is 3266 acres ' 
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and land revenue demand Rs. 2067. An anic~t has 
been built here on the N alganga river for the storage 
of water. There is an old temple of Rameshwara in a 
dilapidated condition. It faces west and has a deep
sunk shrine approached by a flight of steps. The 
mandap has fallen, save the four pillars which stand 
alone. In the shl'ine is the linga. The shrine doorway 
is well carved. The sikhara or tower of the shrine has 
fallen and a modem dome has replaced it. Old carved 
stones are scattered all 'through the village. There 
is also a temple of Devi on a hitl half a mile from the 
village. The village is close to the Ajanta hills and the 
reserved forest of Amdari, where shooting can be had. 

Rohankhed.-A village in the "Malkapur taluk situa
ted 20 miles south of Malkapur in 20° 37' N. and 76° II'E. 
immediately below the Balaghat plateau. Its popula
tion in 1901 was 2130 as against 1657 i~ 1891 ; its area.is 
8163 acres and the land revenue demand is Rs. 4II5. ~he 

village has been the scene of two battles. In 1437 Nasir 
Khan, Sultan of Khandesh, invaded Berar to avenge 
the ill-treatment of his daughter by Ala-ud-din BahI¥pi 
,to whom she had been married. Khalaf Hasan Basri, 

~ 

governor of Daulatabad, who had been sent against 
the invader, fell upon Nasir Khan at Rohankhed, routed 
him and pursued him, to his capital Burhanpur, which 
he sacked. In 1590 Burhan, a prince of the Ahmadna~ar 
dynasty, ~'ho had taken refuge in the Mughal Empire, 
invaded Berar in company with Raja Ali Khan, vassal 
ruler of Khandesh, to establish his claim to the kingdom of 
Ahmadnagar against his son Ismail who had been elevated . , 

to the throne by a faction headed by J amalkhan. The 
invaders met the forces of J amalkhan at Rohanklied a~d 
u~ter1y defeated them, J amalkhan being slain and 'the 
young Ismail captured at Rohankhed. There is a small 
but handsome' mosque built in 1582 by Khudawand 
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Khan the l\Iahdavi! a follower of J amalkhan. The mosque. 
is built much on the same lines as that at Fatehkhelda 
in the Mehkar taluk, but is now in a diJapidated condition. 
It has an inscription in Persian characters, for an account 
of which ,the section on Arcrueology may be consulted. 
The village has also a temple of Kaleshwar l\Iahadeo, 
partly rebuilt but much ruined. The village ,vas once 
called Raunakabid. A' weekly market is held on Sun
days. 

Sakegaop.-A village in the Chikhli taluk situated 
14 miles to the south of Buldana and 6 miles west of 
Chikhlf. Its population is 338, area 1721 acres and land 
revenue Rs. II75. It has an old temple of 1bhadeo 
of much the same style of work as the temple at Satgaon. 
It faces the east, and consists of a shrine, an ante-cham
ber and a mandap} with a porch in front of the entrance 
doorway which is on "the east. It was surrounded by a 
heavily-built wall enclosit.1g a courtyard and having its 
entrance upon the north side. To the south of the main 
building is a small subsidiary temple facing the north, 

II 

against which the s~rrounding wall abuts upon dther 
side, i.e., the temple ,stands athwart the wall and cuts 
thwugh it. It is, therefore, evident that the wall was 
built -after the shrine, and perhaps long after the big 
temple. The masonry 'of the walls and the pillars of 
the courtyard gateway are of the same style and age 
as those of the temple at Mehkar, and therefore later 
'than the temple itself. The 'walls of the mandap and 
.shrine are quite free of imag~s, save for those in two of 
.the three niches round the shrine,' and decorated with 

/ . 
the usual basemelit mouldings and bands of geometric 
orl'l~ent. The back-wall of the shrine, or rather its 
outer casing, has fallen, carrying with it a great part of 
the spire upon the site. The. back niche has gone with 
it. In the niche on the south' side is a fi~e of the Tin-
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dava of Siva. and in the niche on the north side is that 
of Mahakali. The front of the tower is decorated with 
the tri-foliated chaitya arch; under it are the images of 
the Tandava and'ot Siva and Parvati, while on the sides 
of the same 'are those of Bhait:av:a, .~Iahishasur-mardiniJ 
and Ganpati: 'Vithin the shrine is the linga. In the 
small temple, ,on the south side of the main building 
against the back. wall, is a seat for an image; but it is 
now vacant, and it is not knpwn to whom the shrine 
was dedicated. These Hemadpa~thi temples a~e under 
Government conservation. 

Satgaon.-A small village in the Chikhli taluk situ
ated 10 miles on the main road to. the south of Buldana; 
it' has a population of 829 persons \\ith X82, houses, and 
an area of 5682 acres) yielding .a,landrevenqe,of RS.4596. 
There is a Marathi 'school in the village with an average 
daily attendance of 29. The village is of some import
ance by reason of its antiquarian re,mains, showing the 
existence of J ainism side by ,side with Brahmanism. 
There are ruins of temples and statuary which show that 
out of four temples now traceable three were Hindu and 
one was J am. They are all in a dilapidated state, one of 
them b~ing a total ,wreck. The piin~ipal temple is that 
of Vishnu to the west p£ the: village. 'It is somewhat 
peculiarly built in, Jhat it fac¢~' the west ihst~ad ~f the 
east as usual. The image o~ Vishnu)s br~k~n and, lost, 
leaving only his teet above the figure of Gatuda which is 
his conveyance, and which is still in situ. The temple 
is much dilapidated, but it is a fine ,structure. The 
ceilings of the mandap and the exterior walls 9£ the shrine 
arc well decorated, and in style .s~m to' stan~ half' way 
bet~veen the later temples -o(the 13th and I4th centuri~s 
and those of the· lIth., To prevent further decay,' 
the Archreological Department have taken it under 
their charge. At B: short distance behind the Vishnu 
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teniple is'a remnant of a small temple'of Mahadeo, which 
is in a very ruined condition; the entrance to it is from 
the ,east si,de, 10calrilUd walls having recently been built 

, -
'in the verapdah, of tIre n;a:niiir. )nside the temple there 
is a linga and outside the Nandia ; the door is elaborately 
carved.and has the GaJ;lesh on the dedicatory block, above 
which there are niches with figures of Vais~naviJ Brahmi 
and Parvati. These are a11 goddesses, the wives of the 
gods constjtuting .the Hind ti Tril.,lity. It is, however, 
noticea,ble that there are rio fi~U:E;\,of ~ods to be seen there. 
The thiJ'd Hindu temple is to die north of the Vishnu 
temple and, as already stated, is a wreck.· Of the fourth, 
which was apparently a Jain 'temple, all that now re
mains ar.e four sta~ding pillars. A short distance to the 
north-west of ~his is a larg~ pipal tree with a high plat
form around its base'on which.are some fragments of old 
im'ag~~. Among them is the lower portiort of, an image 
of the Jain god Parasnath witti ,an inscription of two lines 
beneath, dated Saka II73 (A.D. 1251). It is Digambara, 
its nakedness being dIstinctly.indicated. Apparently it 
~~~ originally' enshrined in the temple of which the'four 
pillars 'remain. Another noticeabl~ image on the plat
form is t~at of a Devi' which is broke,n, but above her 
:head there is a w,reath of floWers' at the top of which is 
seated a little Jina, indicating that the Devi does not 
belong to the Hind u bu~ to- the i ain ,pantheon. 

Sendurjana.-A large 'village in the Mehkar taluk J 

14 tp.i1es to the west of Mehkar. Its population in 1901 
. "Ya~ <298, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 3517. It 
contains a Board school, post office and a liquor shop. 
A: weekly market is held here on Fridays. Here is a 
Hemadpanthi temple dedicated' to Mahadeo. By its 
side is a small tank whose water, though by no mean~ 
deep, ,never diminishes, or dri~s up. A few' yards away 
is a' 'spot • SUa Nhani,' tl1e bathing place of SIta, wife 
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of Rama. Both the tank and the bathing place are held 
in great veneration. 

Shahpur.-A village in the Khamgaon taluk situated 
on the Man river, 20 miles to the south~east of Khamgaon. 
Its population in 1901 was 1094, its area is 2583 acres, 
and its land revenue demand Rs. 2493. The land of this 
village is of inferior quality. The village is said to have 
been founded by 'Prince Muradshah, son of the Emperor 
Akbar. It was the residence of a famous' saint Nipani
shah, who never drank water. The story goes that 
}.!uradshah entertained the saint at a feast, whereat the 
food burnt the latter's stomach. . He, therefore, cursed 
Muradshiih with the words, mera ditja and tera t'ija, which 
being interpreted mean: 'I will die t~morrow and you 
will . die the next day.' He also laid a curse on all 
Muhammadans who took up their residence there. 
Murad died on the third .day with all his force, and no 
Muhammadap has been brave enough to live in the vil
lage since. 

The village contains the ruins of a mahal or palace 
built by Prince Murad. 

Shegaon Town.-A town' in the Khamgaon mluk, 
situate in 200 48" N. and 760 45' E. It is a railway 
station on the Nagpurbranch of the G. 1. P. Railway J 

and is 340 miles from Bombay and 180 from Nagpur,' 
I 

The municipal area is· 1421 acres. 'T~e town lies in 
an open situation in the middle of the Berar plain. She
gaon was of little importance before the opening of the 
railway in 1863, and in 'I~67 it was still described as a 
large agricultural village. Its- subsequent progress has 
been remarkable. In the decade 1891-1901 its .popwa-. 
tion increaSed from II ,422 to IS ,057 or by 31 per cent 
The bulk of the population are Hindus (13,259), while 
there are 1607 Muhammadans, The t~wn is now an, 
important centre of the' cotton trade, containing five 
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presses and seven ginning factories. The weekly milrket is 
held on Tuesdays, and a considerable" trade in grain and 
cattle is done. The land revenue of Shegaon is Rs. 32,838. 
l'he village, 1ands cover a much wider area than the 
municipal area. The land revenue is larger than that 
of any other town or village in Berar: 

To the north of the railway there are a ginning fac
tory, and two quarters occupied principalfy by labourers. 
The bulk of the tQwn lies to the south of the railway. 
On the western portion ar.e to be found a few large facto
ries and. bungalows connected with them, the bungalows 
of railway officials, the headquarters of the Christian and 
Missionary Alliance of U.S.A., the railway ~tation, 

a dak bungalow, a municipal sarai and a police station. 
~rhese are separated from the town itself by the cotton 
market and weekly bazar. The town proper is divided 
into two parts by a nulla~ running from south-west to 
north-east. The nullah is crossed by a causeway, but 
is dry for most of the year. Shegaon has a small Roman 
Catholic chapel, two mosques and 16 temples. Three 
sarais for travellers have been built by :Marwaris on the 
we~tI side of the' nullah. There are in the .town a Govern
ment charitable dispensary, an An~lo-vernacular school, 
vetnacular . Marathi and Hindustani boys' schools, and a 
Marathr girls' school. 

The Municipality was constituted in I88r. The Com
mittee consists of nine elected and four nominated mem
bers. The average receipts and expendjt~e for the five 
yearsejl9.ing 1907 were Rs. 16,000 and II,500 respectively. 
The income was derived chiefly from ground rent, t~es 
an~ cesses, and the expenditure was mainly devoted 
to drainage, conservancy, roads and education. In 
190 7 there was a balance of Rs. 25,000, but a large outlay 
is required in connection with schemes of water-supply
and drainage. 
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The water-supply of the town is very scanty; a 
tank with an area of 250 acres was made in I8n at a cost 
of Rs. 30,000, but it 'dries up in the hot weather. Below 
its bund a supplementary tank was made in the famine 
of 1899, but this .also is of little use save for watering 
cattle. A scheme is now in hand for utilizing these tanks 
for the provision of an adequate water-supply. Drains 
have be~n cQnstructed in the principal streets of the 
town, but the general drainage is still very defective. 

Sindkhed.-A village in the Mehkar taluk of very 
considerable antiquity, situated in 19° 57' N. and 76° 
10' E., 32 miles south-west of Mehkar with a population 
of 271I, an area of 7730 acres and paying a land reve~ue 
of Rs. 4746. According to one account the village re-, 
ceived its' name from the King Sinduram who is said to 
have founded it. Another derivation of the name is 
from Siddha kshetra, i.e., a village of saints, but the 
fact seems to be that like many other villages it derives 
its name 'from the sindi tree. The pargana of Sindkhed 
was granted as a j agir to the Kiizi of the town about 
I450 A.D., and was after about a century made over by 
him to the J adhao family, the niost famous member of 
which was Lakhji who had recently settled there. Lakhji 
was, according to one account, a Rajput from Karauli 
in Hindustan, but the family has also claimed descent 
from the Yadava Rajas of Deogiri. Lakhji obtained a 
command of 10,000 horse under the Ahmadnagar govern
ment, but afterwards espoused the Mughal cause, receiv ... 
ing a command of 15,000 horse in the imperial army. 
He was entrapped by Maloji, grand-father of Sivaji, into 
giving his daughter in marriage to Shahji, and she thus 
became the mother of the famous Sivaji. Notwith
standing 'this connection the J adhaos were, except on 
one occasion, steady imperUilists throughou~ the wars 
between Mughal and l\Iaratha, and held high rank in the 
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imperial army. The family enjoyed the pargana of 
Sindkhed for another hundred years, but about 1650 
an envoy of the Emperor, ~urshid Ali Khan, being 
displeased w~th the reception given him by the Jadhaos, 
restored the j agir to th~ Kazi. To the north-west of the 
town lies the half-finished fortress built by the J adhao 
family, the construction of which was stopped by this 
envoy. The fort, still an uncompleted structure, is of 
solid black stone cemented with lead, and has a look of 
immense strength. The family lost their possessions 
in IS51 owing to an act of rebellion by Arab troops under 
their coriunand. Various buildings, tanks and palaces 
bear testimony to the ancient glories of the House of 
J adhao. The temple of the god Nilkantheswar to the 
south-west supposed to have been built by Hemadpanthi 
is the oldest structure in the town. It bears an inscrip
tion which, however, has become illegible, being some 
feet un?-er water in the tank by the temple. There are 
two tanks to the west of the village, one of which has a 
lofty, masonry ,embankment and supplies water for 
irrigation' purposes to the fields below. Sindkhed was 
hel<\ ,by Sindhia for nearly 60 years and was restore~ to 
the Nizam in IS03. It is described by Wellesley in 1804 
as being a ~est of thieves. The decline of the village was 
h~stened by marauders whose names Mohan Singh, 
Rudlam Shah, Chad Khan were long remembered with 
.terror. Bajirao, the last of the Peshwas, while pursued 
by the English in ISIS, encamped for some days ncar 
\·~indkhed. The water-supply is good and the climate 
'i~ ,healthy; the village is surrounded by good mango 
groves. It contains Marathi, HindustAni and girls' 

, schools, a Local Board sarai, and a branch post office. 
Sivani.-A small village in the Afehkar taluk about 

36 miles south-west of Mehkar I with a population of 258 
ann paying a land revenue of Rs. 721• On the top of a 
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hill close by is a reservoir of water with a canopy of stone 
supported by pillars. Near this is a temple dedicated 
to the goddess of Tuljapur. Eormerly military officers 
from Jalna used to sojourn here during the hot season. 
The village also contains a ruined mosque. 

Sonala.-A village in the J algaon taluk lying at the 
foot of the Satpuras about 13 miles north-east of J algaon, 
with a population of 3832, an area of 5302 acres and pay
ing a land revenue of Rs. 748r. It was once the head
quarters of a pargana, and is still the residence of some 
Deshmukh and Deshpandia families. The village is 
famous as the birthplace 'of a saint by' name Sonaji Bowa. 
The latter, by origin a cowherd, is said to have healed 
the sick and performed other miracles and was worshipped 
during his lifetime. His tomb is sti1:i visited by many 
people in search of health, and a temple has lately been 
built to his memory. In his honour a fair is held annually 
in November, during which in the night time a carriage 
procession passes through the streets of the village and 
back to the temple. The carriage is of costly construc
tion. A grandson of the saint stilll~ves in the village, 
and acts as manager of the tomb and temple. The 
village has a Local Board vernacular school, a sarai, and 
a branch post office. A weekly market is held oil Mon
days. 

Sonati.-A village in the Mehkar taluk, lying 6 
miles to the east of Mehkar, with a population of 738 
persons and paying a land revenue of Rs. 2465.' It 
contains an old Hemadpanthi temple of Mahade.o which 
has been recently repaired by the villagers. An annual 
fair is held here in December in honour of the Hindu 
deity Khandoba. It lasts for about a month, and is 
attended by about 12,000 persons. Temporary shops 
are opened for the sale of provisions and ordinary ar
ticles as cloth and utensils. During the fair a bazar cess • 
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is' levied, and about Rs. 200 are realized from it. A 
weekly market is held on Mondays. 

Sungaon.-A large village in the J algaon taluk about 
3 miles north of Jalgaon, with a population of 3832 at the 
last census. Its area is 4507 acres and it pays a land 
revenue of Rs. 5304. The population is principally com
posed of Baris, and the village is noted for its betel-leaves 
in which a very large trade is done, buyers coming from 
Nagpur) Burhanpur, Khamgaon, Akola and oth~r 

places. The plantains grown here also have some local 
reputat~on. To the south-east of the village st~nds 

a temple 1;:>uilt in honour of Aoji Bowa, the special deity 
of the Baris. The latter will not do anytblng without 
the special sanction of their deity whose wishes they 
ascertain according to the fall of bel (£gle Marmelos) 
fruit placed upon the leaves of a nirgundi (Vitex Negundo) 
tree. It is said that the inhabitants abstain from using 
tiles' for their houses and burning kerosine oil for their 

, ", " 
lamps in consequence of some fancied prohibition on the 
pa,rt of the deity. The village has a Local Board school 
and a branch post office. A weekly market is lield on 
Sat.ttrdays. 

Tarapur.-A desert~d 'village in the Chikhli taluk, 
8 miles nO,rth-east of Buldana. 'Among the bills close 
to it ,is an old temple of Devi, which is much ~ecayed 
and has partly fallen. It faces the north and is built of 
old bricks upon a stone foundation. It consists of a 

,shrine and a mandap with three doorways, the western 
\ ~ne of which is now closed up with stone and mud. The 

, / 

'Y~ls are plain. Attached to the fronf entrance is a 
veI~dah in which are placed some odd stone statues, 
among which are three of the seven mothers, viz.; Vaish· 
navi, Shaivi and Brahmi; on,e 'of Ganesh, and one of a 

'iogi. There are inscriptions each in three lines in five 
different places on this temple, but they are illegible. On 
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some of the stones are roughly inscribed pilgrims' names. 
An annual fair is held at Navtatra.' 

Undri.-A village situat€d on the Khamgaon·Mehkar 
road on the banks of a small stream . called Masse, at a 
distance of about 18 miles to the north-east of Chikhli 
and 20 miles to the south-west of Khamgaon,' at an ele
vation of 1879 fe~t above the sea-level. . It con~ns 
454 houses and 2234 inhabitants. The area is 2344 acres, 
and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 1917. A Marathi 
school with an average daily attendance of 39 boys, a 
branch post office, liquor and ganif:l shops form the public 
buildings. The garhi, which is used as the village chawdi, 
is called the Atole's garhi after a rich banker who is said 
to have built it many years ago. It is now in ruins. 
During the Mughlai rule the village was the headquarters 
of a N aib, and a small irregular force was stationed here. 
The mass of the population are cultivators, but the village 
also contains a number of bankers and merchants. 

Vishwaganga River.-A river which takes its, rise 
at Buldana itself and runs due north parallel to the 
Nalganga. It flows past Jaipur, Badner and Chandur, 
being crossed at the . latter place by a railway' bridge 
known as Biswa Bridge and" following the same 
northerly course, finally falls into the Puma. It is not 
a perennial stream. Its total length is 4:2!- miles, the 
whole of which lies within the District. 

Wadhawa.-A village in the Mehkar taluk IS miles 
to the south of Mehkar. Its popula~on in ,1901 was 
712, and it pays a land revenue of Rs. 2062. It contains 
an old mud fort once occupied by one Lakshmanrao Naik, 
a notorious freebooter and a terror to the country side 
in the Mughlai days. His family is now extin~t, and the 
garhi is in the possession of the Deshpandias. 

Warwand.-A village in the Chikhli taluk -lying 7 
miles s.outh-east of Buldana. Its population is u60. 



470 WARWAND. 

its area 5038 acres, and it pays a land revenue of RS.2794. 
It contains a Marathi school with an average attendance 
of 24 boys. There is also a forest rest-house, and good 
sport may he obtained in the neighbourhood. There is 
an old ~emple here dedicated to Eknath, which is said to 
have been built 800 years ago. The temple is still in 
good condition. Two small Hemadpanthi temples are 
in ruins. Rough woollen blankets are manufactured 
here. 
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